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ABSTRACf 

Although language variation is widespread and natural, it is subject to judgement. 

Whe:re a standard language has developed, other varieties tend to be judged against its 

"stand .. rds". While a number of ovcrsc.:is studies have found 1hat this type of linguistk 

bias occurs in education and negatively impacts on diakct speakers, there has been little 

research in Australia. 

The research reported in this thesis investigates how teachers perceive the speech of 

sdiool·aged stodents and whether the socio-economic status or Jevel of schooling of the 

students influence these perceptions. Further, it examines the relationships between the 

teachers' background, the way they define Standard Australian English, their attitude to 

language variation and the way they perceive student speech. 

The research was undertaken as three separate but related studies. Thirty six teachers 

from twelve different schools were involved ~ three teachers from four different schools 

(n=l2) participating in each of the three studies. In Study One, the teachers kept 

observational notes on the problems they identified in their students' speech for a period 

of a week. In Study Two, the teachers participated in school-based focus groups to 

discuss those features they deemed to be problematic in their students' speech. In Study 

Three, the teachers ranked tape-recorded samples of speech from students who were not 

known to them. All the teachers provided background infonnation, wrote their own 

definition of Si:andard Australian English and completed a questionnaire about their 

attitude to language variation in general and to the use of particular variants of English. 
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The teachers in the three studies identified aspects of pronunciation, vocabulary, 

grammar and language use as prohlcmatic in student speech. The teachers' judgement 

of what was problematic and their percept ion of what caused these problems diff crcd 

according to the socio-economic status of the students. Many or the features teachers 

identified as problematic were variants of Australian English. The teachers of low SES 

students tended to see this variation as evidence of their students' language deficiency 

and to be the result or their "restricted" backgrounds. The teachers of high SES students 

identified fewer problems in their students' speech and tended to view variation as 

developmental, inappropriately informal use of language or the result of deterioration in 

"standards". The r;eachers' perceptions of speech also varied according to the year level 

they were teaching. These perceptions reflected the teachers' own backgrounds, their 

personal definitions or Standard Australian English. their own "idealised" speech and 

their view of the relative status of Australian accents. The written form of the language 

also greatly influenced the teachers' perceptions of student speech. 

The results of this research have important implications for pedagogy, particularly in 

relation to equity and social justice. In an education system which increasingly relies on 

teacher judgements to assess the progress of students, the often negative influence of 

factors related to a student"s background should be of serious concern. A failure to 

recognise the impact of non-standard features in speech on the educational opportunities 

and achievements of students would compromise their basic rights and limit the social 

and economic contributions they would otherwise be able to make. 
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Definitions 

perception: In this research, the term perception refers to the way in which people 

receive, decode, interpret and judge speech and how their prior experiences impact on 

that process. This use of the term draws on definitions from the disciplines of phonetics 

and psychology. In phonetics perception refers to the process of receiving and decoding 

speech input (Crystal, 1991 :253 ). In psychology, it refers to the way in which 

individuals are aware of objects, relationships and events through their senses and how 

they organise and interpret these stimuli (Goldcnson, 1984:543: Reber, 1985:527; 

Eysenck. 1990:248; Stratton & Hayes, 1993: 139). Prior cognition and affective 

experiences influences peoples' perception (Popplestone & McPherson, 1988:263). 

linguistic variables: linguistic elemcnls which are expressed through different fonns 

(Hudson, 1980: 139). For each of these variables there is a number of variants. 

variant: a linguistic fonn which is one of a set of alternatives in a given context (Crystal, 

1991:370) 

variety: any system of linguistic expression whose use is governed by situational 

variables (CrystaJ, 1991:370). In this research, the tenn refers mainly to social varieties 

of Australian English. 

x.v 



1.1 Background of the research 

CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

An individual's language differs in pronunciarion, vocabulary, grammar, discourse and 

pragmatics according to how. when, where, why and with whom they communicate. 

Individuals also belong to groups which communicate with one another sufficiently to 

form patterns of speech in common. The speech used within these groups. or speech 

communities. differs to varying degrees from that used in other speech communities. 

Where speech communities arc separated physically or socially. the differences between 

them become even grcatl·r. Language also changes over time in different ways for these 

speech communities. Allhough these differences are widespread and natural people 

perceive them differently. This perception may involve judgements made according to 

a range of standards. However, where a standard variety of a language has developed, it 

often comes to be seen as the "correct" variety and other varieties are then judged 

according to "the standard". In this way, a "non-standard" variety may become 

synonymous with a "sub-standard" variety. This has implications for the speakers of the 

non-standard varieties, especially in education where the standard variety is taught and 

is at the same time usually the medium of instruction. 

The importance of issues to do with the re)ati ve status and use of varieties of English in 

education has been highlighted by a number of recent public debates. In Britain, there 

has been a heated public debate about the teaching of English in the NationaJ 

Curriculum in England and Wales. Similarly, in the United States of America the issue 

of Ebonies has been an on-going issue which periodicaJly flares into a very public 

1 
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argument. In Australia, there aJso has been a less publicised debate about the use of 

Aboriginal English in schools. These <lcbatcs highlight the political and social nature of 

judgements ahout 1.inguagc and the difficulty of promoting a view in fanned hy 

sociolinguistic understandings. Such debates also suggest that non-standard speakers 

may he subject to linguistic bins within the education system. Indeed, studies in lhc 

United Kingdom. the United States of America and in the Netherlands have 

demonstrated that students who speak varieties of the national language other than the 

standard may be subject to this type of bias (Edwards & Giles, 1984: 122; Barbour, 

1987:242; Hagen. 1989:51-3; Hollingworth, 1989:293-6; Noguchi, 1991:30; Lippi

Green. 1997:72-3; Rickford. 1999). 

There has, however, been little research into this type of bias in Australia, and in 

Western Australia there has been none, other than for speakers of Aboriginal English. 

This is despite a recent Child Health Survey conducted in Western AustraJia identifying 

"speech and language problems" as a major educational and mental health issue in locaJ 

schools (Zubrick, Silbum, Gurrin, Teoh, Shepherd, Carlton & Lawrence, 1997:38, 61). 

Although Ellis (1978) investigated linguistic bias in teachers" perceptions of students, 

this research is now dated and left some questions unanswered. In Eltis"s study, the 

teachers reacted to the accents of male adolescent students previously unknown to them 

and to their appearance and their written work. He compared the teachers' reactions to 

these three different student characteristics and found that the students' accent 

influenced the teachers' perceptions to a greater extent than either of the other 

characteristics. His study only included very experienced teachers and inexperienced 

student teachers and therefore die! not provide evidence of the reaction of teachers with 
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a wide nmge of experience such a1, would cxisl in schools. II is also unclear whal 

influence fomalc accenls or age differences would have on the teachers' judgments. The 

study only involved teachers' lirst impressions of sludcnts. and did not explore what 

innuenced later decisions. Neither was the impact of on-going contact or background 

knowledge about the students investigated. These arc all issues which need to be 

examined. Also there have been major changes in both teacher training and the 

structure and de~ivery of education since the time of Eltis's study. Therefore, there is a 

funher need to investigate if changes have since occurred. 

1.2 Pedagogical issues 

At present, there is an unprecedented emphasis on oral language skills in a new 

curricu)um framework being implemented in Western Australia. This framework has an 

outt:omes focus and it describes the key learning objectives which all students are 

expected to achieve. While there is some recognition of linguistic diversity withi'l the 

document, Standard Australian English is promoted as the variety of English valued by 

society and competency in it is an expected outcome of schooling. These changes make 

the influence of a non-standard variety an increasingly important issue to investigate. 

H teachers' perceptions are influenced by factors related to the students' non-standard 

speech variety or low socio-economic background it may reduce students' educational 

opportunities and achievements, and therefore. it is important to address this prejudice. 

There is also a need to investigate the speech of students from low socio-economic areas 

so the differences and similarities to Standard Australian English are understood. This 

information is needed to guide the development of teacher pre- and in-service training 

3 
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courses and curriculum support materials. Such information also can be used in the 

design of teaching methodology 10 assist both the teachers and their students. 

1.3: Outline of the research 

This research investigates how teachers J)C'rceive student speech. Jn particular. it 

e:\ amines the influence of the students' level of schooling and their socio-economic 

status on these perceptions. The influence of the teachers' background, the way they 

define Standard Australian English and their attitude to language variation is also 

investigated. 

The research was undertaken as three separate b'Jl related studies. This design alJowed 

for the use of three different data collection methods with matching groups of teachers. 

It was believed this triangulation would yield richer and more reliable data. In Study 

One, teachers kept observational notes on the problems they identified in their students' 

speech for a period of a week. In Study Two, teachers participated in school-based 

focus groups to discuss problematic features in their students' speech. In Study Three, 

teachers participated in school-based groups to rank tape-recorded samples of speech 

from students who were not known to them. All the teachers participating in this 

research also provided background infonnation, wrote their own definition of Standard 

Australian English and completed a language attitude questionnaire. 

1bis research is presented in the following manner; Chapter Two provides a review of 

the relevant literature and Chapter Three describes the methodology used to conduct the 

research. Chapter Four, Five and Six report the findings of Study One, Study Two and 

Study Three respectively. In each of these chapters, all the results are reported but only 
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those which are unique to a particular study are discussed in relation to the literalure. 

The findings common to all three studies are discussed later in Chapter Seven. Finally, 

Chapter Eight provides a conclusion, including the implications of the major findings 

and suggestions for future research . 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

2. I Introduction 

This literature review first examines language variation and the models which describe 

and explain that variatkm. Factors which influence variation, such a~ age and gender, 

are also described because of their particular relevance to education. Secondly. 

variation within Australian English is described, including phonological. lexical, 

regional and social aspects. Thirdly, standard languages and their relationship to non

standard varieties are examined. Here the nature and characteristics of standard 

Janguages and the process by which a variety becomes a standard language are 

described. The history of the standardisation of English is outlined to provide an 

example of this process. Next an overview of the history of Australian English is 

provided and the question of whether Australian English has a standard variety is 

explored. Fourthly. the role of standard and non-standard varieties in education is 

discussed, particularly in relation to equity issues. and fifthly, perceptions about 

variation and change in language are explored with particular reference to education. 

Finally, factors which may influence teachers' perceptions of student speech are 

discussed. 

2.2 The nature of variation 

Evidence suggests that everyone's language varies and although Sapir (1921:147) 

claimed that" ... everyone knows language is variable", awareness of the nature of that 

variation should not be assumed. There is a lack of understanding evident in the many 

public debates surrounding the defining and relative status of different varieties of 
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languages. One example is the on-going Ebonies debate, ·!,ich last recurred in 

Oakland, California in 1996 (Long. 1996; Fillmore, 1997; Wolfram, Adger, & 

Christian, 1999:20-2). This dchalc was sparked by a school applying for bilingual 

fonding to support speakers of African American Vernacular English ( AA VE) in 

learning Standard American English. As part of the debate, the Slatus of AA VE was 

again questioned and the resulting argument highlighted the differences in 

understanding of language variation between linguists and non-linguists. This section 

will examine the way linguists define language variation and the models which describe 

and explain that variation. Since the influence of age and gender on variation has 

particular relevance for education. and for this current research, it will also be described. 

Language is a complex semiotic system that requires stability for continued operation. 

However, language is also subject to both change and variation. Language varies 

synchronically in terms of its use by individuals and groups, and diachronically in that it 

changes over time. Synchronic variation accounts for the way in which Janguage 

changes according to variables such as the situation, the characteristics of the people 

interacting and the purpose of the communication. Diachronic variation accounts for 

the way in which Janguage fonns change and spread through a speech community over 

time. In most circumstances, this change is not fast enough to interfere with the 

everyday communication among speakers of the language. In fact. it may not be 

noticed by many people. 

Linguistic variation has been categorised using linguistic terms such as language. 

dialect, register and accent. Because these terms are widely used in both an everyday 

and a technical sense, their meanings are sometimes confused. These meanings may 
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also be disputed as was seen in the Ebonies debate when the dcfinilion of language and 

dialect became an issue of contention (Long, 1996: 106). 

a) Language and dialect 

Joseph ( 1987: 1) defines the distinction between language, from the Latin word lingua, 

and dialect, from 1hc Greek word dialcktos in the foJJowing way. "In general, a 

language is undcr~tood to be a system or elements and rules conceived broadly enough 

to admit variant ways of using it. A dialect is understood as one of these variant ways." 

There have been a number of criteria used to discriminate between languages and 

varieties. Some linguists have attempted 10 draw boundaries between languages and 

dialects using measurable criteria such as mutual intelligibility (Voegelin & Harris, 

1951; Chambers & Trudgill. 1980:3-4) or structural similarity (Agard, 1971 :510). or a 

combination of these (Ferguson & Gumperz, 1960:5). According to Joseph ( 1987: 1). 

such attempts have b~en largely unsuccessful because the criteria used to cla,;;sify the 

varieties are not objective linguistic criteria. Joseph identified three alternative criteria 

which have been used as discriminators. These are political factors, developmental 

reasons or structural difference. Political factors have meant that the dialect of the 

dominant community becomes the language of a region. Developmental criteria are 

applied where a dialect has been developed into a language in order to be used in 

publication, education and other functions associated with public life. Structural 

difference demands that a dialect must show a considerable amount of internal disparity 

from all other languages under which it might be classified. Joseph claims that of these, 

structural difference is the only criterion which relies on linguistic factors to distinguish 

between dialects and languages. 
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The difference between a language and a dialecl can also be distinguished according lo 

relative size (Hudson. 1980:J 1-2). Thal is. a language has more linguistic items than <1 

dialect which is then viewed as a subset of a language. However, there is a problem 

with lhis cla.'isificalion when a panicular v.triety is considered a dialect in one con;ext 

but a language in anniher. For example, if English is referred to as a language, 1h,m 

Australian English logc1hcr \1,:ith Scottish Englii;h, Indian Englh.h and Amcr:,.;an EngJish 

are but a few of its many Jialcct., However, while Aw,lralian English is seen as a 

dialect of English. in Auslralia it is also a language with its own dialects. These include 

Aboriginal English, Standard Australian English, "non-standard" English and many 

other varieties. Joseph ( J 987: I) also describes this problem a.Ii a situation where " ... we 

can alternatively view the variant ways of using a system as themselves constituting 

systems." Further, if a language is the sum of all its diaJects, then by definilion ii has a 

larger number of items because it is the sum. However, it then has no independent 

existence aside from the dialects. 

Other features have been used to distinguish between a language and a dialect. For 

example, it has been argued that mutual intelligibility detennines whether a variety is 

considered a language or a dialect. This definition is also flawed. While Norwegian, 

Danish and Swedish are considered separate languages, they are mutually intelligible 

(Chambers & Trudgill, 1980:4; Trudgill, 1984:16). Similarly, Galician and Portuguese 

resemble each other, share part of their history and are mutually intelligible. However, 

they are separate languages and the former, in fact, is considered a dialect of Spanish 

because its speakers are politically part of Spain (Joseph, I 987: 1-3). On the other hand, 
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varieties of Chinese. such a'i Mandarin, Cantonese and Wu, arc considered dialects even 

though they are mutually unintelligible, al least in their oral fonns. 

Within Western political states. varieties arc also defined in lenns of whether or not 

they are the "standard". Most often, the standard varicly is known as the language and 

other related varieties as dialects. Usually it is the social prestige of the variety which 

leads 10 its selection a.Ii the standard and to its codification (Bex, 1996: I 02). The 

"standard" is exemplified in the written mode (Bex, 1996:9) and the dialects are 

lraditionally spoken varieties (van Marie, 1997:21). 

Therefore, in practice, the distinction between a language and a dialect depends to a 

large degree on extra-linguistic criteria (Joseph, 1987: I). In most ca~es, political forces 

detennine the status of a variety as described in Weinrich's ( 1945) definition that "A 

language is a dialect with an army and navy." (Cited in Baldauf. 1998:4) or Lippi

Green's (1997:43) suggestion that "a dialect is perhaps nothing more than a language 

that gets no respect". 

b) Dialects and the standard 

1be degree and nature of variation and change also distinguishes non-standard from 

"standard" varieties. While traditional dialectology describes "dialect" and "standard" 

as discrete but related systems. more recent approaches represent it on a continuum 

(Jorgensen & Pedersen. 1989:30-47; Malcolm. 1994:23 ). Ammon ( 1989: 119-22) 

developed such a model to describe dialect usage in the Federal Republic of Germany 

and Switzerland (Figure 2.1 ). Ammon argues that in Germany social differentiation in 

the use of the standard variety bas become welJ established and is part of a speaker's 
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social idenlily. He suggests 1hat a., a result or1his, members of lhe lower social classes 

may avoid the use or standanl fonns, even where speech norms require 1hcir use while 

members of the upper social cla.~ses rend lo avoid dialccl forms even when 1hc ~tandard 

forms are nol required. 

&dcrnl Repuhlic of Germany 
Pure slandanJ 

variation or I he urpcr classes in 
differenl si1ua1ions 

variari on of the upper classes in 
diffetenl situations 

Pure dialect 
Swi11cdancf 

Pure standard 

Pure dialec1 

variation of the lower classes in 
different si1ua1ions 

variation of the lower classes in 
different situations 

Figure 2.1 Dialect usage in the Federal Republic of Gennany and SwitzerJand 

Change and variation impact on standard and non-standard varieti,es in different ways 

with the result that a standard language has a minimum level of variation (Joseph, 

1987:127; van Marie, 1997:24-5). This is because a higher level of consciousness is 

required to use the "standard" variety as its nonns have been codified and need to be 

Jeamt (Joseph, 1987: 17). Codification involves the determination of the norms or rules 

of the variety and the recording of these in authoritative dictionaries and grammars ( see 

further pag~ 38-42). By contrast, non-standard varieties arc governed by unconscious 

norms and so are more subject to variation (Joseph. 1987: 118). 
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According lo Cheshire & Milroy t 19'J3:6) the standardisation process involves the 

acli\'e :mpprcssion uf vari:1hility and atTec:ts all a.\pccls of the language including the 

vocabulary. pronunciation. grammar and spelling. However, they note it is never fully 

successful at all of lhcsc lc\"cls. For example, it is most successful in spelling but Jca.~t 

in pronunciation. Of panicular irnponancc. is lhe impact of the standardisation process 

on popular attitudes to grammar. Cheshire and Milroy discuss how standardisation has 

given rise to the view that only one out of two or more variants will be "correct" even 

when there is no difference in meaning between the two forms. An example of this is 

the allemath·e fonns. "different from" and "different to". Aitchison { 1981 :21-2) argues 

that the notion of a "correct" fonn in "English" stems from the influence of Latin 

literature which then fonned the model in the codification process. 

Haugen ( 1972) and Bex ( 1996: I 02) argue lhat the functional aspects of a language 

although also subject to codificalion. are less so than structural aspects such as 

grammar. phonology and lexicon. Functional aspects refer ro the ways in which 

linguistic choices are made according 10 such variables a.\ social class. geographical 

situation or communicative purpose. Consequently. the functional range of the standard 

variety is broad although its structural variability is restricted (Bex, 1996:1074 8). 

1be boundaries between dialects and the standard fonn of a language vary from one 

speech community to the next. Communities where the differences arc great are 

rcfcned to as "divergent dialect communities" (Trudgill, J986:83, 914) and speakers 

often view the varieties as distincl {Milroy. 1982; le Page & Tabouret-Keller. 

198S:191; Mako~ 1997:55). Where tbcsc differences are not as pronounced, the 
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speakers often do not swilch between dialects hut rather vary the relative frequencies of 

individual standard and non-standard linguistic features (Trudgill, 1974: Shnukal, 1978; 

Eisikovits, 1981; Coupland, J 988; Lee, 1989h ). This variability has implications for the 

education of children in such speech communities (Cheshire & Milroy, 1993: I IJ. (Sec 

funhcr discussion of this on pages 60-5) 

c) Register 

The tenn .. register; refers to the way speech differs according to the situation in which 

it is used (Halliday, McIntosh & Strevens, J 964:87). Individual speakers adjust their 

speech according to conventions whereby panicular types of language are accepted as 

suited to panicular functions or uses. For example, the language commonly used in a 

church service differs from that used at a football match. Most of these differences are 

reflected in the grammar and particularly in the lexis used. The lexical differences often 

concern the collocation of lexical items (Halliday, McIntosh & Strevens, 1964:88). The 

use of different registers involves selection from a range of alternative linguistic items 

to meet the requirements of the communication. In tum, these chokes determine the 

way in which an individual's language use varies. Various linguists have described 

these choices and how they are made. 

Hymes (1972:27) identified sixteen components that detennine a speaker's selection of 

linguistic items. He grouped these together in categories related to settings, 

participants, ends, act sequences, keys1 instrumentalities, nonns and genres. However, 

Hudson (1980:49-51) argues that even this number of variables does not account for all 

·1 Keys refer to the tone, manner or spirit in which the acl is done (Hymes, 1972:62). 
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the complexities of rcgislcr. He claims that such models only provide a framework 

wi1hin which a speaker's complex choices may be located. Carter ( 1995: 128) supports 

this view claiming thal even dearly identifiable registers differ according lo the context, 

the purpose and the audience. For cxmnplc, weather forecasting differs according to 

whether it is spoken or wriucn, is on television or radio, or even on different television 

stations such as local versus the national broadcaster. 

A further model explains register by considering the setting and the relationship 

between the interlocutors and is known as sociosituational variation (Sanders, 1993:27). 

It considers factors such as age. sex, socio-economic status, regional backgrounds of 

speaker and addressee. degree of intimacy between the participants and the fonnality of 

the situation. However. as Horvath ( J 983) found in her study of the sociolects of 

Sydney, the correlation between these factors and linguistic choices is more complex 

than Sander's model would suggest. 

An alternative model is proposed by Halliday (1978:33) who challenges the definition 

of register as dependent on the characteristics of users. He claims that language varies 

according to the situation of the communication and identifies three major dimensions, 

"field", "mode., and "tenor", which detennine speaker choices. Field accounts for the 

pwpose and subject matter of the communication; mode is concerned with the means of 

the communication, usually if it is spoken or written; and tenor refers to the 

relationships between the participants in the communication. O'Donnell & Todd 

(1991:66) criticise this approach as too simplistic and vague. At a general level, they 

criticise the model for constructing speakers as linguistic prisoners of some objectively 

identifiable situation. At a more specific level, they argue that notions of field~ tenor 
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and mode arc not surlicicnt to predict lhc type oflanguagc that is used. Further, they 

suggest that lhc need lo determine lhc intricacies of the situations in which language is 

used dccrcnscs the model's usefulness. Despite criticism, however, this model, in the 

form of Systemic f"unctional Grammar, has been widely applied to the teaching of the 

standard language. 

Although the models used to explain "variation according to use" (Hudson 1980:48) are 

seen to have weaknesses, they represent an important development in linguistics. That 

is, in seeking to explain how an individual's language varies according to use, 

sociolinguists attended to the contextual variation ignored in Chomsky's notions of 

competence (Pride, 1979: 120-1 : Trudgil I, 1992: 17). 

d) Accent 

Accent, or how a speaker sounds. is another way in which language varies. Accent 

refers to the "cumulative auditory effect of those features of pronunciation which 

identify where a person is from, regionally or socially" (Crysta], 1991 :2). The study of 

accent is part of the larger discipline of phonology. 

Dialect and accent are sometimes confused in general, non-linguistic discussions about 

language variation (Crystal. 1991 :2; Lippi-Green, 1997:42). In these discussions, 

accent describes how words are pronounced, and refers to both second language 

speakers and native speakers (Wolfram, Adger & Christian, 1999:3-4). Often, in the 

latter case, the variation is due to geographical factors. In this way "accent" is used with 

a similar meaning to the tenn "dialect". This is, however, inaccurate as dialect includes 
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dirferences at all levels. such as in grammar, vocabulary and pronuncialion (Crystal. 

1991:2; Lippi-Green, 1997:42). 

Numerous linguists have claimed that the standard variety can be spoken in any accent 

(Stubbs. 1976;26; Sato, J 989:263; O'Donnell & Todd, 1991 :35; Caner, 1995: 146). 

However. if accent is seen as synonymous with dialect, then people who speak the 

standard with a regional or social accent may be judged as non-standard speakers. 

Therefore, the overlap of these tenns has implications for members of diverse 

communities where the standard language is also used. Lippi-Green ( J 997:44-5) 

provides an example where accent was seen as synonymous with dialect and resulted in 

discrimination. She describes a situation in Hawai 'i where a speaker of Hawai 'ian 

Creole English (HCE, was denied a promotion because it involved reading a weather 

report on radio. Although he could read the Standard American English report. he did 

so with a HCE influenced accent. He subsequently failed to win a discrimination case 

because of the belief that a "standard accent" was imperative for radio and that he could 

correct his "Pidgin" accent if he desired to do so. 

· e) Models of language variation 

According to Hudson ( 1980:5) a model of language based on a notion of "variety". as 

defined by terms such as language, dialect and register, does not adequately reflect the 

complex and dynamic nature of variation. This view is shared by O'Donnell & Todd 

(1991:36-37) who argue that variation is more complex than these terms suggest. Other 

models may therefore need to be considered. 
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A range of alternative theoretical models have been proposed to account for language 

variation (Cheshire, Edw.uds. MOnstcnnann. & Wcllcns, 1989:4). Those which arc 

particularly relcvan t to I his study arc the La bovian model ( Labov, 1966; Labov, 1972b; 

Labov. 1981 ), the dynamic parndigm (Bailey. 1972: Bickerton, 1975), and models from 

a social psychological perspective (Giles, 1973; Giles, 1977; Milroy. 1980:87; Le Page 

& Tabouret-Keller, 1985:2). 

Labov's (1966-94) variationist framework model uses a quantitative approach based on 

the relative frequencies of variant forms used by speakers. Labov divides variation into 

two types; inter-speaker and intra-speaker variation. He sees social factors such as age 

and sociaJ class as responsible for inter-speak.er variation and stylistic factors such as 

the context of the speech and the status of the interlocutors as responsible for intra

speaker variation. Bell (1984: 145-8), however, argues that while the social factors 

which impact on variation have been extensively analysed, those which influence 

sylistic variation have not. He claims that style has itself been treated as a quantifiable 

variable rather than correlated with independent variables. In addition, Pringle 

(1985:24) claims Labov's approach has limitations when applied to situations where 

social stratification is not as stable as it is in some European and American cities. He 

argues that places like Canada do not have such stratification because of recent non

English speaking migration and the resultant diverse populations. Furthennore, the 

correlations between demographic and linguistic categories are more complex than they 

appear (Horvath, 1985:173; Eckert, 1989:265). 

The Labovian model also identifies the way in which variant forms act as social labels 

. (Brown & Levinson, 1979:301; Scherer& Giles, 1979:xii). This labelling function may. 
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be due to the transfer of the social evaluation of particular social groups to the linguistic 

fonns they use (Wolfram, 1997:123). Labov ( 1972a) claimed that in most speech 

communities some linguistic variables correlate with variation in social class. He called 

these "indicators" (Chambers & Trudgill. 1980: 11 ). Where a variable is subject to both 

social class and stylistic variation, it becomes a "marker" {Labov, 1972a: 179). 

According to Labov, markers carry a higher level of consciousness than do indicators. 

In tum, he suggests that this consciousness leads some speakers to modify the use of 

markers in some situations. For example, a speaker may monitor their speech more 

closely and use variants that are more "standard" on fonnal occasions. Listeners may 

also react to markers by treating them as sociolinguistic stereotypes (Wolfram, 

1997: 123). Such stereotypes tend til be overly categorical and linguistically naive 

(Honey, 1997:99). 

In contrast to the Labovian framework are the dynamic models which account for 

variation by drawing on theories of language change. The first was proposed by Bailey 

(1972) and the second by Bickerton (1975). 

Bailefs (1972) Wave Theory proposes that synchronic variability in language use is the 

result of the spread of linguistic innovation. That is, linguistic innovations spread from 

a "heavy environment", or one that favours the variant, to a "light environment", one 

that does not. Once the new feature has become more frequent in both the heavy and 

then light environments, the change is completed. 

Bickerton ( 1975) proposes a dynamic model which uses implicational scaling to show 

· that speakers can be placed at different points on a creole continuum, from basi1ect, 
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through mesolect to acrolect. according to the grammatical features they use. Bickerton 

( 1975:200) uses evidence from research into Guyanese Creole to claim that 

"polycompetcnce and polysystcmaticity represent norms rather than perversions of 

natmal language." Contrary lo popular belief. linguistic systems are not static but 

rather. are representations of the dynamic relationships between systematic but variable 

components (Bickerton, 1975:166). According to this model, rule changes are 

interrelated and able lo be described in principled ways. 

The third type of model is based on a social psychologicaJ approach. This approach 

seeks to explain variation in tenns of how speakers' attitudes to language are related to 

their language use. In this way, both the role of the addressee and the changing patterns 

of variation within an interaction are recognised. Arguably the most prominent of these 

models is the Speech Accommodation Theory {SAT) developed by Giles and his 

colleagues (Giles. 1973; Giles, 1977). SAT identifies three types of adjustments made 

by speakers during interaction. The first is the convergence that occurs when speakers 

adjust their speech towards that of their interlocutor or to the prestige nonn they believe 

is valued by them. The second is divergence when speakers make their speech different 

from that of their addressee. Thirdly, speech maintenance occurs when the speakers do 

not adjust their speech. Giles suggests that accommodation is motivated by the attitudes 

of the speakers to their interlocutor or addressee. However, Bell ( 1984) criticises SAT 

claiming that it focuses only on the way listeners and speakers respond to one another 

and it fails to take account of stylistic choice being used in a way that initiates a change 

in the interaction. 
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Other social-psychological models have been developed to explain variation and include 

Le Page and Tabouret-Keller's ( 1985:2) "acts of identity" model and Milroy's ( 1987) 

social network model. The identity model focuses on the way people perceive groups 

and then attribute linguistic charnctcristics to them. In this way, it differs from the SAT 

which is more concerned with the way people interact and accommodate one another 

linguistically. (Le Page & Tabouret-Kcller, 1985:2) adopt a view of variation as the 

norm and language as idiosyncratic. They argue that the way such entities as 

11language" and "a group or community" come into being is through the acts of identity 

which people make within themselves and with each other. In this way, linguistic 

behaviour might be viewed " ... as a series of acts of identity in which people reveal both 

their personal identity and their search for social roles" (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller, 

1985:14). Through this process, people create patterns of linguistic behaviour which 

resemble the groups to which they wish to belong or differ from those with which they 

do not wish to be identified (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller, 1985:181). 

Milroy (1980:87), in her social networks model, argues that the "density" and 

"multiplexity" of an individual's social networks influence their linguistic choices and 

variant use. The density of a social network is detennined by how many people within 

the network know each other. A maximally dense network is one where everyone 

knows everyone else. Multiplexity refers to the number of contexts within which 

members of the network interact. For example, a member may interact with another 

member as a workmate and as a friend. The higher the number of contexts, the greater 

the multiplexity. 

.··· .. .. ~ . ..: 
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2.2.1 Faclors affecling variation 

a) Age 

Labov ( 1964:91 ·2) proposes six slages to 11the acquisition of the full range of spoken 

English." The first, from birth to about five years old, involves the acquisition of basic 

grammar under parental influence. The second, from five lo twelve years of age, 

involves the acquisition of the vernacular under the influence of peers in the school and 

community. The third, at about fourteen or fifteen years, sees the development of social 

perception and a movement towards adult norms. The fourth, after fourteen years, 

involves the development of stylistic variation under the greater influence of contacts 

beyond the immediate community. The fifth. in young adulthood. dem:mds the ability 

to maintain consist,;nt standards in a wider range of contexts. Labov claims that this 

stage is not usually achieved by other than middle class speakers of a variety close to 

the standard. The sixth stage involves the acquisition of the full range of linguisitic 

forms and ~s only reached by "college educated persons with a special interest in 

speech." (Labov. 1964:92) It must be noted, however, that these six stages were 

developed using data mainly from speakers residing in New York and there is no 

evidence in the literature that these stages have been empirically tested. 

Chambers (1995:158·9) suggests a different acquisition sequence which includes three 

formative periods. The first, in childhood, involvrs the development of the vernacular 

under the influence of family and friends. In contrast to Labov's model and similar to 

Romaine's ( 1984: 102) he claims that children begin to acquire stylistic variation at an 

early stage. That is, along with phonology and syntax, style shifting begins to develop 

at this early stage. Chambers suggests that in the second stage, adolescent vernacular 
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norms move beyond the nonns established by lhc previous gcnerJtion. This rapid 

linguistic change is possible because of the dense social networks thal cxisl for 

adolescents (Chambers. 1995:8). In the final stage. young adulthood, standardisation 

increases for that subset of persons involved in occupations which arc "language 

sensitive" (Chambers. 1995: 159). 

Despite adolescence being seen as a vital stage in the development of sociolinguistic 

competence, there has been very little research into the childhood development which 

leads to this point. Ecken (2000:8) claims that the small amount of research that has 

occurred has mainly investigated psycholinguistic aspects of variation or the correlation 

of social and linguistic variables. focussing only on phonology. She also suggests that 

children are continually learning new age-appropriate behaviours as part of their 

development. Although this process of trialing new behaviours and styles in the search 

for a satisfying sense of self continues throughout life, it is usually more intense in 

childhood and adolescence. Further, she argues that adolescence is a time when 

accumulated social knowledge is used to express new social meanings. 

In later research, Labov ( 1989: 89) analysed the speech of families of children from 

Philadelphia. He argues that his data show that children demonstrate social and stylistic 

constraints on variation before language-specific grammatical and articulat( ,ry 

constraints (Labov, 1989:96). The children had matched their parents' patterns of 

variation by the age of seven and some constraints appeared in the speech of children as 

young as four. This would suggest that variation occurs as part of the development of 

linguistic competence. 
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Linguistic fonns arc not only acquired at different ages. but may be subject lo age 

related constraints. That is, if they arc not learnt by a certain age, lhey may be more 

difficult or impossihlc to learn later. This phenomenon has been investigated through 

studies nf children whose families have moved from one dialect area to another. Such 

studies have shown th,11 some language fonns are not acquired even if the children are 

born in the new area. For instance, Payne ( 1980) in her study of the acquisition of the 

Philadelphia short /if/, found that even children born and raised there rarely fully 

acquired the native patterns of use unless their parents had also been born and raised in 

that cily. These apparent age related constraints may explain why Trudgill (1983a:13) 

found that adults have limited success in acquiring a dialect. 

It may be that there are constraints in the acquisition of second dialects or varieties in 

much the same way as age constrains success in second language acquisition (Long, 

1990:279-80; Newport. 1990:27; Spadaro. 1998). These constraints mean that success 

in acquiring the second language, in lenns of phonology, then morphology and syntax 

and lastly lexicon. generally decreases with age. This also has implications for second 

dialect teaching and learning, particularly in relation to phonology and other aspects of 

speech. 

Age and the structure of schooling also interact to influence the way an individual's 

language varies. Eckert (2000:S0-1) suggests that this is because of the impact of these 

factors on the social networks of students. Students are encouraged to fonn their 

strongest peer networks within the age-related groups of their school grade level. Even 

in secondary school where student groupings are more flexible. the homeroom groups 

remain primary sources of social networks. In F.ckert's (2000:SI) study ofBeltcn High, 
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a student's social networks remained wilhin the school rather than extending lo olher 

schools. In tum, these social networks innuencc an individual's linguistic choices 

(Milroy. 1980:87). 

Adolescents have social networks with high degrees of density and multiplexity. 

Therefore. classmates and friends seem to influence adolescents' language use more so 

than do parents or teachers (Chambers. 1995:8). This is evident in the greater amount 

of speech innovation in this group compared with other groups in a society (Chambers, 

1995: 158 6 9) and would seem to give adolescents a special role in language variacion 

and change. Further, Eckert ( 1988: 205-6) argues that of any life stage, adolescence 

brings the greatest level of emotional involvement in identity which in tum motivates 

the adaptation of linguistic styles to express th~t identity. These linguistic styles not 

only signal solidarity with their peer group but aiso separation from the social groups of 

children on one hand and adults on lhe other ( Rowe, 1992: 6 ). Ee ken ( 1988: 183) claims 

that these adolescent innovations also spread outward from metropolitan areas and 

upward through the socioeconomic hierarchy. In this way, language changes are 

initiated and promoted by the adolescent search for new linguistic styles. 

Adolescent linguistic styles have been categorised as emotive, connotative or socially 

coded language use (Danesi, 1989:320; Rowe, 1992:7). Emotive language expresses 

the strong feelings of adolescents and is characterised by increased rates of speech~ 

exaggerated intonation, simplified clause structure and pronounced voice modulation 

accompanied, by gestures and facial expressions. Tbe connotative style involves 

creating words and phrases or extending the meanings of existing tenns and is used 

primarily with peers. Fma11y. socially coded language involves such things as the use 
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of swearing a.c; a code, in much 1hc same way a."i slylc or dress is used lo signal 

membership to lhc group. It is claimed th.11 in this context, swear words do not rclain 

the vulgar meanings thi:y have in adult speech (De Klcrk, 19'J2:2H7; Rowe, 19')2:7). 

Slang. like swearing. is also used to signal adolescent in-group membership (Chambers. 

1995: 171; De Klcrk. 1992:287). Howc,.·cr. lhe in-group may al~m exclude others who 

they do not wanl to be rnemht'r-. of their particular group hy r.ipidly changing the slang 

lenns in current use. Slang 1cnm, may also change if they become generally used and 

no longer deemed by adults to be frivolous and/or extravagant. The slang terms used by 

adolescents reflect lheir interests which Chambers ( 1995: 172) claims are limited to 

school. intoxicants and music. 

Adolescents may also use \'emacular speech to signal group membership. An example 

of this is seen in Cheshire's ( 1997: 186) study of spontaneous. natural adolescent speech 

in Reading. Berkshire in Britain. The study involved 13 boys and J 2 girls who were 

recorded and observed in an adventure playground setting for a period of eighl months. 

Some of the informants were aJso recorded at school taJking wi1h two or three friends. 

Cheshire found that linguistic variation had a social function within the peer groups 

with some non-standard features being more sensitive markers of vernacular loyalty 

than others. Funhcr, the signalling of vernacular loyalty was sometimes seen as more 

important than meeting the requirements of a formal situation with a more standard 

speech style. In an earlier study. Chambers and Trudgill ( 1980:98-100) found that 

adolescents also sometimes use vernacular speech to express anti-authoritarian attitudes. 
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Adolescents have also been found to code-switch to signal particular ai;pccls of lheir 

identity. Ramplon ( 1987:42-3) carried out an cxrensivc sludy of adolesccnl language 

use in Bedford, a city in the Smuh Midlands, which ha~ one of the mo.~t ethnically 

mixed populalions in Brirain. He found 1h.11 nalive English speaking adolescents used a 

particular speech variety which horrowcd features from the varieties of local minority 

groups. This use of the "out-group" language can signal a common adolescent identity 

which crosses culturJl and racial barriers and therefore becomes "we-coded" (Rampton, 

1995:59). 

b) Gender 

'fhe contribution of gender to language variation has been extensively examined. 

However. some have argued that these anaJyses have been limited by the treatment of 

gender merely in lerms of the speakers' biological sex. Such an approach relies on a 

view of gender as "biological and anatomical differences between men and women" 

(Wodak & Benke. 1997:128). This view fails to recognise the complex ways in which 

gender influences language behaviour in particular contexts (Nichols. 1983; Eckei1, 

1989; Coates, 1990). An alremative view of gender is concerned with the cultural, 

social and psychological differences between males and females (W odak & Benke, 

1997:128). This view allows for the exploration of socially constructed language 

behaviours whereby 'biological differences become a signal for, ra~er than a cause of, 

diffaenliatioo in social roles" (Connell9 1993:17). These social roles involve societal 

nonns and evaluations, power structwes and socialisation (Lewontin, 1 gs2: 142). In 

addition, change across generations and for differenl racial? ethnic? religious and Focial 

cla.u groups is: considered (Gal. 1989;178; Lorber & Farrell? 1991:1; Stolcke, 1993:20). 
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Gender influences on language behaviour have also been shown to differ according to 

situational context (Duranti & Goodwin, 1992; Wodak, 1994). 

Labov ( 1991 :205-6) argues that sociolinguistic sex differences are characterised by two 

principles. The first slates that in stable sociolinguistic stratification, men use more 

non-standard fonns than women. The second states that women use more of the 

incoming, or changing forms than <lo men. In a study of variation in the Netherlands, 

findings regarding gender difference were consistent with the first principle 

(Miinstennann, 1989: 172-4). In this study, females expres<;ed more positive attitudes 

towards the standard form than did the males. On the other hand, males were more in 

favour of the use of the dialect in school and gave a higher aesthetic rating to the dialect. 

However, while many researchers claim that differences are due to the way in which 

women rely on the use of the standard for prestige that is unavailable through their work 

(TrudgiH, 1974), Munstermann does not. Rather, he believes that they are the result of 

role-specific education where women are presented as needing to draw prestige from the 

standard. Additionally, their role as educators of their children is seen to influence 

women's attitude towards the more prestigious variety. 

In contrast, Horvath (1985:81-2; 167; 171) in her study of the sociolects of Sydney 

found the social distribution of vowel variants did not fit a simple model of gender 

difference. Rather, the pronunciation differences were not categorical and interacted 

with ethnicity, age and social cJ ass. 

Eisikovits (1989:41), Horvath (1985:171-2) and Romaine (1984:111) also suggest that 

age and gender may interact in dynamic ways to determine the choice of variants used 
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by speakers in particular contexts. For example. in a study of Edinburgh school 

children, Romaine ( I 984: 113·8) found that children as young as six showed evidence of 

gender differences in the use or some phonological v11riahlcs. By the age of ten, gender 

differences were found in the use of other features. including tense forms. Other studies 

hnve also found gender differences in children's speech (Biondi, 1975; Macauley, )977; 

Cheshire, 1982b). 

Verhoeven ( 1997:401) believes that children learn to recognise gender differences in 

speech at an early age and that this recognition is demonstrated in topic preferences and 

their choices of linguistic fonns. He claims that boys tend to speak more than girls do 

and to use more fonns which are nonstandard. Further, parents provide gender

differentiated speech models to their children and interact with them differently 

according to the gender of the child. There is also evidence that single-sex peer groups 

reinforce these gender-based patterns (Romaine, 1984:12). Horvath (1985:5) also 

suggests that single sex schooling may further increase gender differences. 

2.3 Variation in Australian English 

Australian English is a variety of English spoken by native born Australians and is 

characterised by particular accents, lexis and idiom (Delbridge, 1981:80). Like other 

varieties, it is subject to phonological, lexical, regional and social variation. 

a) Phonological variation 

In early studies. Australian English was found to be homogenous (Mitchell, 1951, 1958; 

Mitchell & Delbridge, 1965). This may have been because the studies sought evidence 

of geographical variation and researchers were experienced with the marked differences 
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in dialects in Britain and did not find the same degree of diff erencc here. Bernard 

(1967:72) analysed the vowels or 171 adult males to supplement Mitchell's and 

Delbridgc's ( 1965) ct1rlicr study of adolcsccnls. He did find variation. but this was 

socially, rather than geographically based. These studies identified three Australian 

accents, Broad, General and Cultivated, based mainly on vowel differences. Horvath 

( 1985: 19) claimed that these studies only compared two .. regions". the major cities and 

other centres. In this way. they were a comparison of urban and rural areas rather than a 

thorough 1nvestigation of regional variation. Horvath ( 1985: 19-20) also challenged 

Mitchell & Delbridge's (1965:39) finding that there were no clear relationships between 

social characteristics and the three accent types found. She reanalysed their data to 

show a number of relationships including some related to gender, to occupation and to 

schooling background. She suggests that although Mitchell and Delbridge ( 1965) 

recognised some of these relationships they did not attach importance to them because 

they were seeking categorical, rather than proportional variation (Horvath, 1985:21). 

Cox's (1998:50-2) reanalysis of Bernard's 1960's data statistica11y confinns his 

description of accent differences for Australian vowels. She also found an effect for age 

that could indicate vowel changes in progress. This interpretation is supported by 

speech data she collected in the 1990s which shows the continued presence of these 

features (Cox, 1996). 

Hammarstrom (1980:60-1, 67) added a fourth accent category to the original three 

categories of "Broad", "General" and "Cultivated". This accent was even more similar 

to RP than cultivated and could be considered an alternative high sociolect. He argues 

that RP did not emerge until the nineteenth century so it did not have an influence on 
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early Australian English pronunciation. However. after the nineteenth century its 

influence led to the development of the allcmative high sociolcct. 

In a comparison of Australian English and English RP. TrudgilJ and Hannah ( 1982: J 7) 

found four main differences. These were that the Australian vowels teud to be more 

closed than in RP, some diphthongs arc wider than in RP, there is a tendency for the 

diphthong to have a longer first element or to become monophlhongiscd and finally, the 

/a:/ vowel is rendered as a front /a:/. 

Many other studies of Australian variation have also focussed on pronunciation 

(Bradley, 1980; Finch, 1982; Laver, 1980; Oasa, 1980; Sharpe, 1970). However, these 

studies have often had limited sample size, largely due to the relative expense of such 

research. 

More recently, Lee (1989a) examined the relationship between social differences and 

phonological variation in a study of forty-eight adolescents from four Brisbane high 

schools. As part of his study, he analysed the relative frequencies of variant forms of 

vowels in the speech of the adolescents. He found that the patterns of use among these 

alternative variants did not correspond to the traditional divisions of broad, general and 

cultivated Australian English (Lee, 1989a:68-9). 

Bernard and Lloyd (1989:288-300) investigated the indeterminate vowel /e/ as it is 

claimed to have a relatively high occurrence in Australian English. Their study 

examined the use of the vowel in Sydney and Rockhampton but found more similarities 

than differences. However, minor differences included more fronted pronunciation of 
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/u/ and /3/ bul Jess peripheral ones of initial and final /a/ in the speakers from 

Rockhampton. 

b) Lexical variation 

Lexical variation in AustraJian English has also been investigated through two types of 

studies. The first type explores regional and social variation and the second how 

Australian English lexicon developed differences from its parent, British English. 

Early studies into regional-based lexical differences found little evidence of variation 

(Baker, 1966: 341-9; Gunn, 1970: 64; Pilch, 197 6: 119; Ramson, 1972: 3 7-8; Sharwood, 

1982: I 1-63; Turner, 1966: 163-4). However, these studies were limited in their sample 

size and did not include all regions of Australia. Recently, a more extensive dialect 

study by Bryant (1997:211) found many words which fonn patterns of regional 

distribution. The patterns of usage could be divided into four regions; the north-east, 

south-east, south-central and south-western, none of which coincided with state 

boundaries. It should also be noted, that the north of Western Australia, the Northern 

Territory and parts of Queensland were not included in Bryant's analysis. She argued 

that these areas were undergoing social change as a result of an influx of short-tenn 

workers from other regions and this was impacting on the local vocabulary. This made 

the local vocabulary difficult to describe. 

A study currently being undertaken in Western Australia is investigating both 

geographical and social influences on lexical, and other forms of variation, in the speech 

of school children (Oliver, McKay, & Rochecouste, 1999). Early results suggest that 

there is both geographical and social variation within Western Australia in the lexicon 
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of native speaking Australian English students, as well as in those from non-English 

speaking backgrounds. 

The second cype of study explores the way in which the new variety of Australian 

English differs from the parent British English. Ramson ( 1972:39-40) proposed several 

ways in which this might have happened. These included borrowing from Aboriginal 

languages. innovations, and extensions of and changes in original word meanings. 

There were only about 220 Aboriginal words borrowed by the early settlers probably 

because of cultural distance between the two groups (Gerlach, 1991 :163). This is 

similar to the limited number of American Indian words found in American and 

Canadian English (Gorlach, 1991:163). Ramson (1972:40) reported that most of the 

borrowed Aboriginal words refer to flora (karri, kurrajong) and fauna (dingo, kangaroo). 

A small number also refer to features in the landscape (billabong) or objects with a 

distinctly Aboriginal purpose (boomerang, mia mia). The latter were used to name new 

concepts with no existent lexical entry in English. 

Innovation in Australian English also included compounds and adaptations (Ramson. 

1972:41-2) which, like Aboriginal tenns, were largely used to refer to flora and fauna. 

According to Ramson, this process took one of two fonns. The first used the apparent 

similarity between the new object and one already familiar to the British settlers as with 

the naming of the "Moreton Bay chestnut". The other form used compounding such as 

in the word "bluegum'\ or adapted existing tenns such as the word "creek". Originally 

creek meant an estuary or arm of the sea, but came to mean the mouth of a stream 

flowing into a river and later to mean the tributaries themselves (Ramson, 1972:42). 
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Ramson also suggests that the meaning of some words were not only widened, but also 

changed to fit the Australian context. For example, some terms which developed a 

distinctly Australian meaning are barrack, billy. cobbcr, dinkum, Jarrikin, tucker and 

wowser2. 

c) Regional variation 

Bernard (1989:255-9) claims that a survey of the studies investigating regionaJ 

variation, particularly in lexis and phonology, reveals Australian English as unusually 

uniform. However, he acknowledges that these studies have been limited and more 

detailed and extensive research may find more variation than previously thought. 

Furthert he claims that regional variation is likely to increase with time and under the 

influence of non-British migration. A recent study by Oliver, McKay and Rochecouste 

(1999) of variation in Western Australian school children has in fact found this to be 

true with some regional differences being apparent in pronunciation. vocabulary and 

grammar. 

d) Social variation 

Arguably, the most comprehensive analysis of linguistic variation undertaken in 

Australia to date is Horvath's (1985) research into the sociolects of Sydney. She 

examined the distribution of five vowels, four consonants. the morpheme "ing", the 

High Rising Tone intonation pattern and the use of descriptive texts. In this study, 

2 barrack: to support or shout encouragement or approval; billy: any container, often makeshift for boiling 
water. making tea etc; cobber. mate, friend; dinkum: true. honest, genuine or interested in a proposed 
«f,,.al; larrilcin: a lout or hoodlum, or a mischievous young person; tucker: food; wowser: a prudish 
teetotaller or a killjoy (Delbridge, 1981). 
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Horvath took into account the variables of age, gender, ethnicity and social class. 

The results of Horvath's study chailcngc Mitchell and Dclbridgc's cla'isifications of 

11Broad". "General" and "Cultivated" Australian English and show the situation is far 

more variable than lhc three categories suggest. Social characteristics are shown to 

influence the patterns of variant use with gender, social clast,, age and ethnicity 

important in explaining variation (Horvath, 1985: 174 ). Moreover, this research 

demonstrates that the relationship between these characteristics and the use of variants 

is complex. 

2.4 Standard varieties 

Although people everywhere make judgements about the quality of the language they 

hear and see, the standards they use to make those judgements vary according to the 

individual language concerned (Joseph, 1987). While this type of judgement might be 

considered universal and natural, the development of a standard language represents a 

specifically Western concept that has been spread by cultural tradition. This tradition or 

process is called "standardisation" (Joseph, 1987:7). 

"It is an approach in which standard languages are seen to come into existence 
through a surprisingly unifonn progression of cultural changes - a progression that 
is hard to buck - in which power, which is absolutely and quantitatively 
measurable, and eloquence, which is only relative and qualitative (even if it is 
scientific linguists who are attempting to set the standards), frequently assume the 
configuration of ventriloquist and dummy." (Joseph, 1987: 16) 

Baldauf (1998:5), Cheshire and Milroy (1993:5) and Hudson (1980:32) also argue that 

standard languages are not natural, but the result of historical processes which have 

developed out of the European tradition of language planning. 
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Joseph ( 1987) describes the process of language standardisation in his book "Eloquence 

and power; The rise or language standards and standard languages". He claims that the 

origin of the word ··standard" is unclear. It may have come from an original Germanic 

compound like s1and-hart "stand hard (finnly)" or from the Latin-Romance cxtendere 

"extend (a flag)" and was subsequently misunderstood as being connected with the 

Germanic verb "stand". Regardless of its path of development, the notion of 

permanence and fixity is suggested by the "stand" element. The semantic history of this 

tenn also includes its reference to quantitative measures and later to how these were 

used to judge quality. This later meaning of the term continues into the present (Joseph, 

1987:3-4). 

Joseph ( 1987:4-5) claims early references to "standard" in relation to language were 

made in 1711 by Anthony Ashley Cooper in Characteristics of me11, manners, opinions, 

times and further instances occurred in 1742 in personal correspondence that was later 

published in 1838-9. Joseph found the first use of the phrase "standard language" in the 

Proposal for the Oxford English Dictionary published in 1858. By the late nineteenth 

century. the tenn "standard language" was widely used. However, at that time it was a 

product of liberal thinking and seen as a more appropriate term than "literary language" 

or "The Queen's English". Joseph (1987:5-6) suggests "standard language" originally 

denoted an area of scholarly inquiry and was not associated with notions of prescription, 

privilege. social class, region or nationalism. 

Joseph (1987:6) describes nine characteristics which he believes are common to 

standard languages. The first five of these are particularly relevant to the current study 

and arc listed below according to their historical occurrence and each, in tum, is less 
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likely to occur as a natural part of language change. These characleristics are 

summarised here with Australian examples where appropriate. 

I. A variety becomes the .. standard language" with the other varieties becoming "non• 

standard varieties" or dialects. In this way, the standard language goes from "first 

among equals to first among unequals" as the first step in the process of 

standardisation (Joseph. 1987:2). 

2. Speakers of the dialects recognise linguistic forms belonging to the standard 

language as valued fonns. The standard is therefore. perceived as qualitatively apart 

from the dialects. 

3. These standards are codified and made available to speakers in dictionaries and 

grammars. The codification of the Australian lexicon has been relatively recent 

with the publication of the Macquarie Dictionary (Delbridge. 1981) although 

Australian editions of the Oxford Dictionary have been published since 1976. 

Codification of grammar is still largely dependent on British based publications. 

4. The standards and their codification rely on the regular use of a writing system. 

S. Codification also requires people to act as enforcers of linguistic stability through 

their influential roles in the community. For example, through editors who enforce 

style guides, teachers who teach and assess using the standard variety and high 

status job selection processes that emphasise spoken and written skills in the 

standard variety. 

The original variety typically passes through four processes to become a "standanl't 

language (Garvin, 19S9; Garvin & Malhiot, 1956; Hall. 1972; Macaulay, 1973; 

Trudgill. 1974), which then bas spoken and written varieties. These processes are 
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implicit in Joseph's characteristics listed above. The first process is the selection of a 

variety to be the standard. This is based on social and political criteria and involve an 

existing variety. a rnmhinalion of existing varieties or a newly created variety. The 

second process is codification when the norms of the variety me rccordc<l in dictionaries 

and grammar.; so there is agreement on what is "correct". These correct forms often 

reflect the ,vritti:n mode of the variety. In the third process. elaboration. the selected 

variety is extcn<lcd to fulfil functions associated with written forms and formal roles in 

civic contexts. The fourth process is acceptance by the general population which in tum 

uses the selected variety as the "standard". In this way. a new variety develops. The 

history of the development of Standard English provides an example of the way the four 

processes of standardisation occur. Also apparent in this history is the role of political 

and economic factors in the imposition of this "standard" code on users of other codes. 

a) The selection of the standardised variety 

As early as the fifth century, the language of the invading Anglo-Saxons overwhelmed 

the Celtic and Latin languages of the indigenous population of Britain. By the ninth 

century. under Alfred, West Saxon had developed as an instrument of learning. 

Following the Nonnan Conquest, however. Nonnan French replaced Anglo-Saxon for 

all official purposes and Latin became the language for learning and religion. English, 

however. was most commonly used for oral interaction. Therefore. English, French and 

Latin were used for distinct personal, social and intellectual pwposes. 

In the fourteenth century, the majority of the population of England lived south of the 

Humber River, with eighty-five percent in rural areas. The East Midlands, north of 

London, was the most densely populated area having been least effected by the Black 
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Death of l 349~ 1400. During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, this area became 

lhe economic centre for the exportation of corn and wool. Additionally, by the late 

fourteenth century most officers of the London City Government were from this area 

which contributed to the later selection of the London and South Em;t Midlands dialect 

as the "standard". 

A fu11her influence on the selection of this particular dialect was its use in the 

expanding production of printed material. However, although Caxton had introduced 

printing in 1476, it did not immediately lead to more uniformity or the development of 

prescribed language rules. This was due, in part, to the employment of foreign labour 

as printers. These workers were untrained and had low levels of competence in English. 

AdditionaHy, as printing was priced by the inch, extra letters had financial advantages 

for the printer. This situation gradually changed as fonner scribes gained employment 

in printing and began to apply their own craft traditions, which included greater 

1Jniformity in spelling and grammar. Eventually, increased print production and higher 

levels of literacy joined with other economic and social forces to promote the next stage 

in the standardisation of English. 

b) The codification of English 

The codification of English, involving the recording of language "rules" in dictionaries 

and grammars. began in the sixteenth century and was well established by the middle of 

the nineteenth century. During that period, a tension developed between two competing 

views of language. On one hand, spoken and written language were seen to be best 

learned in realistic settings, language being viewed as a tool which was changed by its 

speakers. English was also seen as having advantages over Latin as it could be both 
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plain and simple and made to fit a variety of speakers and uses. On the other hand. 

there was a concern that English wa, decaying and 1hat it needed grcalcr ccxJification to 

preserve it (Crowley, I t){J I :JO-t I). 

The firsl serious steps towards ccxJification were made with the publication of 

Bullokar's Pllmphl,·1 ji,r Cirammllr in 1586 an<l thc first ''modem" dictionary in 1604. 

Ben Jonson\ Grammar, puhlisht'<l in I MO, was '>ccn a.., commcr<.:ially advantageous and 

as valuable for c<luca1iom1I purposes. It was also seen as freeing the language of 

rudeness and harbari:mism. 

"We free our language from the opinion of Rudeness. and Barbarisme, wherewith 
it is mistaken to be diseas'd; we show the Copie of it, and Matchableness, with 
other tongues: we ripen the wits of our ov,·n children, and Youth sooner by it, and 
advance our knowledge." Cited in Be:,; ( 1996:3940 ). 

This connection between language. education and social behaviour has been a common 

theme from that time. 

Despite these developments. codification remained a contentious process until the 

eighteenth century (Honey, 1997:75) and did not broaden its influence beyond the 

highly educated. In the early part of that century. the English language was very 

variable with diverse Welsh, Scottish and English cullural influences. Th.is linguistic 

diversity was increased by considerable variation at the regional, village, town and 

family levels (Bex, 1996:40). However, with the Jacobite rebellions or 1715 and 1745, 

a dcfmitive English language became part of the Nationalist Movement. At this time, 

Swift recommended a commission be established and charged with "correcting, 

improving and ascertaining the English language" (Crowley. 1991 :31 ). Through this 
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proccM or "improvemenl", the language behaviours of a panicular cla'is, seen U!, the 

"learned and polile", were promoted a, parl of nationalism. 

The codification ,,r the lexicon also involved lhe selcc1ion or lenns favoured by the 

prestigious cla.~s. For example. Samuel Johnson argued that not all words were worthy 

lo be included in a diclionary of English tTl1e plan "/ a dictionary of tire English 

la11guage. 17-17). He claimed thar many or 1hc words used by labourers and merchants 

would not necessarily endure and ~o should not become part of the permanent record of 

the language. 

"Not are all words which are not found in the vocabulary, to be lamented as 
omissions. Of the laborious and mercantile pan of the people, the diction is in a 
great measure casual and mutable; many of their terms are fonned for some 
temporary or local convenience. and lhough current at certain times and place are 
in others utterly unknown. This fugitive cant. which b ,)ways in a state of 
increase of decay cannot be regarded as any pan of the Jurable materials of a 
language, and therefore must be suffered to perish with other things unworthy of 
preservation." (Crowley. 1991 :44) 

1be pn:paration of grammars of English was also influenced by economic and social 

changes. Increasing commercialism lead to the creation of a wealthy merchant class, 

Che movement of people from rural areas to cities and an increase in written 

communication associated with trade (Bex. 1996:41). In tum. this increased concern for 

social manners and appropriate language use. both in ils spoken and written modes. As 

Latin and literary language were used as models for appropriate use at that time, they 

strongly influenced lhe construction of formal grammars for English. These influences 

proved problematic as English grammatical categories did not fit into Latin grammatical 

moulds and literary language proved a poor model for the types of writing expected of 

many students when they left school (Bex. 1996:42). 
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During this period, liberal views of language were also presented. Priestly's Rudiments 

and Lowth's Short Introduction were Jess Latinate grammars (Bex, J 996:42). Hone 

Tooke expressed concern with the way in which language could be used to legitimate 

power. He argued that speech, characteristic of particular social groups, expressed 

different meanings rather than being the same thing said different ways (Bex, 1996:43). 

William Corbett viewed grammar as a means to make intended meaning clear. He 

believed the petitions for male suffrage presented between 1793 and 18 I 8 failed 

because they did not make their intention clear (Bex, 1996:44). Others wrote of an 

approach to appropriate language that was based on models rather than rules. In 1767, a 

writer commented: 

"I cannot help thinking a living language stands in small need either of grammar 
or dictionary ... The syntax and choice of words are best learned from good authors 
and polite company ... Let your style be plain and simple, suited to your subject, 
and to the capacity of those for whose perusal it is intended." Cambell, 
Lexiphanes: A Dialogue (cited in Heath, 1980:5) 

However, by the middle of the eighteenth century, while spelling and usage remained 

variable, there was a view that written English had lost its classical purity and was in 

need of improvement. This was because English usage was compared to Latin grammar 

and perceived to be deteriorating. This increased pressure to nominate one correct fonn 

from among the many variants being currently used. Therefore, when Samuel Johnson 

developed his dictionary he selected one 11correct" form which was invariably the one 

used by those with social prestige . 
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Similarly, Robert Lowth's A Short Introduction to English Grammar, published in 1762, 

emphasised rule-governed notions of correctness. It states. 

"the principal design of a Grammar of any Language is to teach us to express 
ourselves with propriety in that Language, and to be uble to judge every phrai;e 
and way of doing this is to lay down rules." 1762. (Aitchison, 1981: 17). 

Pronouncements on aspects such as the use of prepositions at the end of sentences, 

forms of pronouns appropriate when separated from the verb (for example, wiser than 

me versus wiser than!) and the use of double negatives persist to this day. It was not 

until the fatter part of the eighteenth century, however, that this concern about the state 

of the language became widespread. 

For the remainder of the eighteenth century untiJ the mid.nineteenth century, the 

pressure to impose one standard on all EngJish speakers gained momentum. The 

movement continued earlier themes of an association with correct behaviour, the 

selection of prestigious fonns and the dominance of written fonns of language as the 

model for correctness. While diversity in speech fonns persisted as an important 

expression of identity, so did attempts to impose oral forms based on such models as 

Received Pronunciation (RP). In the written mode, spelling and granunar were 

emphasised and literary forms, drawn from the accepted canon, were promoted as 

models of usage. In this climate, the purpose of grammars shifted from an emphasis on 

description to one of prescription. 

c) The elaboration of English 

After the middle of the nineteenth century, forces changed the distribution, functional 

range and structure of English (Josepht 1987:44). This elaboration of English began 
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when it replaced French and Latin in fonnal and written contexts. However. the use of 

this fom1 of English was still largely restricted to the wealthy and well educated. This 

meant its functional range was limited. However, around the J 850s a period of rapid 

political and economic change occurred in England. Consequently, lhc middle class 

expanded and more people became modcrntely wealthy. Education became more 

widely av.tilable and this together with social and economic change increased the 

functions of English. 

d) Acceptance of Standard English 

By the end of the nineteenth century. a standard variety of the English language was 

well entrenched. It was seen as a national ideaJ, a single standard, a mark of individual 

achievement. a reflection of the desire to do well and as a sign of self-respect. 

Education provided access to the standard variety and the associated social and cultural 

beliefs. 

2.4.1 The history of Australian English 

The history of Australian English is particularly difficult to describe, as the sources of 

data are poor (Horvath, 1985:26-9). At the time that Australian English began to 

emerge as a distinct variety, spelling in British English had been standardised but the 

fonnal study of variation had not began. These two factors limit the data available to 

sources such as novels written during the early years in Australia. The written speech 

of the characters in these stories indicate possible speech patterns of individuals from 

different social backgrounds. However, these are poor sources as authors may ha,,e 

stereotyped the characters who represented different social classes from their own. 

Similar problems also apply to records of speech variation reported in the letters and 
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diaries of visitors to the colony. It is with these limitations in mind, that the following 

section examines the early investigations of the history of Australian English. This 

research focuses on the vocalic systcm1 and is mainly concerned with three issues. The 

first issue is how Australian English, usually with the Broad accent, came to be a 

distinctive variety. The second issue is how the different varieties of Australian English 

developed. Finally, it addresses the issue of why Australian English is relatively 

uniform throughout the continent. 

a) Australian English as a distinct variety 

There is a range of views on how Australian English has become a distinct variety. 

These include the view that it is a continuation of changes already in progress in British 

English, the establishment of norms by the first settlers, and, as the result of competing 

influences of dialect contact and a rigid class system. 

The first explanation suggests that Australian English developed as a continuation of 

changes already in progress in England (Collins. 1975; Gunn. 1975; Turner, 1960). On 

the other hand, Hanunerstrom (1980:39) argues that Australian English is based on 

London Cockney and was transported with the first people to come from England. 

Horvath (1985:29) draws these two arguments together and suggests that in fact they are 

similar because Cockney can be viewed as the culmination of the sound changes in 

progress as referred to by Turner (1960), Collins (1975) and Gunn (1975). Horvath 

claims, however, that the arguments for this position are not strong, as this was just one 

vowel shift among many which occurred in English. She also suggests that the position 

3 The classification of sounds based on generative phonology where vocalic sounds are those where there 
_ is a free passage of air through the vocal tract with the constriction of the oral cavity not exceeding that 
required infJ/ and /u/ (Crystal, 1991:374). 
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would be strengthened by greater demonstration of the historical connections between 

Cockney and Australian speakers. 

The second explanation is that the first settlers established norms that influenced those 

who came after ( GorJ ach, J 99 J: 145-6 ). These new norms arose out of the process of 

"transplanting" British English into a new environment. Adaptations became necessary 

as the social and linguistic characteristics of the settlers began to differ from those of 

their homeland. The new environment and experiences required naming, sometimes 

with new linguistic forms or with old fonns given new meanings. These new lexical 

items and syntactic constructions accelerated the formation of a new variety. New 

language contact situations, such as with Aboriginal languages, led to borrowings which 

also changed the language. Further, some of the forms that occurred in regional and 

social British varieties fell out of use in Australia as they did not have general currency 

or were of no further use in that new environment. 

The third explanation is that the new variety developed as a result of two counter forces 

(Turner, 1994:277). Turner argues that the first force was due to dialect contact and 

levelling and the second to the influence of a rigid cJass system. Accordingly, the first 

operated through the settlement process which brought together people from diverse 

speech communities and enforced a levelling process begun in England. For example, 

many convicts had already experienced language change with their move from the 

country to the city and then to prisons before transponation to Australia. Turner 

believes that the new fonns resulting from this levelling process were adopted by the 

children of the colonies under the influence of their peers (Tumer1 1994:278). At the 

same time, a rigid class system acted as a counter force to the influence of levelling by 
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reducing the conlact be1ween differenl groups wilhin the colony. The power and 

authority of the mling class within lhis syslem also meant that their prestige variety wai; 

influential despite being spoken by relatively few people. This variety was also 

associated with upward mobility (Turner, 1994:279) in contrast to the language of the 

convicts and lower classes which was widely viewed as unacceptable (Turner, 

1994:278). 

Horvath (1985:25-32) argues, however, that none of these explanations of how 

Australian English came to be a distinctive variety of English are satisfactory. She also 

claims that the explanations for unifonnity rely too much on an inadequate 

understanding of the changes which result from dialect contact. 

b) The development of different varieties 

As with the development of Australian English as a variety distinct from British 

English, there are a number of views on how different varieties of Australian English 

developed. These include that the Cultivated and General varieties grew out of Broad 

Australian English4, that the varieties emerged through conforming to different British 

norms or that the Broad and Cultivated were present from the beginnings of the colony 

while the General developed as a compromise between them. 

The first view suggests that there was a move away from Broad towards Cultivated 

Australian English which is closer to Received Pronunciation (RP). The General actent 

fell between these two styles. Bernard (1969:67) claims that a Proto-Broad was 

4 Although Mitchell and Delbridge's Cultivated, General and Broad categories originally referred to 
accent. they have been expanded to refer to varieties of Australian English. However, these varieties 
differ not only in pronunciation but also in vocabulary and grammar. 
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developed by the first generation of native-born Australians. Subsequently, the General 

and Cultivated varieties developed to distance speakers from the negative social 

evaluation elicited by the use of Broad. Further, speaking the General or Cultivated 

variety was viewed as a matter of choice, whereas the use of the Broad variety was seen 

as arising from the speaker's environment. Eagleson ( 1982:426) supports Bernard's 

view that the Cultivated and General grew out of the Broad. However, he adds that 

many Australians view the Cultivated variety as affected. 

The second view proposes that the spoken varieties emerged from processes at work in 

the colony (Gorlach, 1991: 146). The variety of the upper classes moved toward a 

London middle class norm while the lower classes norms reflected those of similar 

classes in southeastem England, mainly from around London. 

The third view that the Broad and Cultivated were present from the beginnings of the 

colony while the General developed as a compromise between them is the most 

comprehensively argued position. Horvath ( 1985: 25) takes this view and because of the 

lack of historical data, uses a "sociolinguistic reconstruction", rather than a more 

common "historical linguistic reconstruction" to argue her case. Sociolinguistic 

reconstruction, as the name suggests, seeks to reconstruct the variation that was present 

in a past speech community through an understanding of the social conditions present at 

the time. These understandings then allow predictions to be made about the social 

dialect variation likely to be present. This approach therefore, relies on a thorough 

understanding of the early history of English language use in Australia . 
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The British penal colony of New South Wales was established in 1788 with the arrival 

of 750 convicts (Clark, 1963:24). The transporting of convicts continued until 1851 by 

which time approximately 160,000 convicts had arrived to provide a free Jabour force 

for the building of the settlement and the development of pastoral properties (Connell & 

Irving, 1980:51 ). By I 819, it is estimated that the convicts and their offspring 

outnumbered the free settlers by four to one (Clark, 1963:51 ). At this time, the demand 

for male labour was particularly high in the pastoral industry (ConneJJ & Irving, 

1980:42). 

An additional penal colony was begun in Van Dieman's Land (Tasmania) in 1803 

mainly as a deterrent to the French who were believed t9 be interested in settling there 

(Clark, 1963: 35; Appleyard & Manford, 1979: 31-3 ). Horvath claims that the other 

three colonies of Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia were settled later. 

without convict labour. Western Australia did in fact have convicts for a short period 

from 1850-68 (Hasluck & Luk.is. 1977:viii; Dahlke, 1979:221) because most of the 

colony's free settlers were landowners not prepared to work even their own land so 

convicts were requested to meet a severe Jabour shortage. Convicts constructed public 

works, buildings and particularly roads and near the end of their sentences were 

assigned to assist the landowners. 

While the Victorian, South Australian and Western Australian colonies also had 

overseas immigrants, they differed from New South Wales in that they atb'acted settlers 

from inside New Holland (Australia). Further, the gold rushes in Victoria and New 

South Wales (1850s) and later in Western Australia (1890s) greatly increased this 

internal migration. 
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Horvath ( 1985:33-6) asserts that, from the beginning of settlement, Australian society 

was divided into three distinct groups, 1he ruling elite. the free immigrants and the 

convicts and their offspring. The elite, or first group, remained committed to England 

as "home" and separated themselves from other levels of society while in Australia 

(Clark, 1963:97-8). The education of their children maintained that separation with 

tutors at home and later eJite private schools. This pattern of marked social 

stratification was also part of rural life. Additionally, the men and women had divided 

social lives with men relying on private clubs and the women on Jess structured contacts 

with one another. 

The second group included the free settlers working as clerks and tradesmen in the city 

and wage labourers in the city and country. Within this group, the sexes were also 

divided in work with women only being able to find employment as servants. 

Finally, the third group comprised convicts and their offspring. Horvath suggests that 

the emancipists and native-born children of this group bore the brand of their history 

and were not accepted by the other two groups in society. As there were many Irish 

Catholics among the convicts, this division was exacerbated by religious, ethnic and 

political differences. Division of the sexes also occurred in this third group, but there 

was an imbalance in numbers between males and females, especially in rural areas. 

While access to education was denied for this group, many became well-paid labourers.

The third group was substantially larger than the other two groups combined, although 

this difference decreased as time went on. In 1828, they comprised 879& of the 

population, but by 1851 only41'JL. 
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Based on this evidence, Horvath ( 1985: 35) claims that early Australian socicl y wa,; 

hierarchical and patriarchal with status, property and power separating the rulers from 

the labourers. Thi." division was reinforced by the criminal history of many of those 

labourers. However, Ward ( 1958: 1-2, 17-18, 51-2) claims the labourers developed a 

more egalitarfon ethos which spread because of their relative size and mobility. In 

contrast, the ruling class's orientation to all things English reduced their broader 

influence in establishing a .veal ethos while the middle group were too smalJ and 

lacking in sociaJ power to exert a significant innuence. 

Horvath ( 1985 :36) suggests that it is highly unlikely that the social polarization evident 

in the early history of Australia would have given rise to a single Jinguistic variety 

which later developed into several in response to social pressure. On the contrar)\ she 

claims that the variation found today wa,; present from at least the 1880s and cites 

evidence from Ellis ( 1887:236-48) to support her ca<;e. Ellis examined the records of a 

school principal named McBumey from Victoria. McBumey travelled widely to 

examine singing students and transcribed their speech using glossic and paleotype 

conventions based on the work of Bell and Ellis. It is apparent from his records that 

variation was present at that time. 

While the historical evidence supports the case for the Broad and Cultivated varieties 

having been present from the early d-'ys of settlement, the origin of the General variety 

is more speculative. Horvath (1985:37) suggests that the General variety developed as a 

compromise between the nationalistic forces towards the Broad and the social prestige 

forces towards the cultivated. The compromise would appear to have favoured the 
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Broad with General sharing many more of ils features wilh that variety than the 

Cultivated. 

"In sum. Australi;m English developed in the context of two dialects - each of 
them bearing a certain amount of prestige. Cultivated Australian is, and continues 
to he, the variety which carries overt prestige. It is the one associated with 
females, private cl i te schools, gentility, :md an English heritage. Broad Australian 
carries covert prestige and is a"sociatcd with males, the uneducated, commonness. 
and republicanism. The new dialect is 'General' which retains the national identity 
associated with Broad but which avoids the nonstandardisms in pronunciation, 
morphology. and syntax associ.ucd with uneducated speech wherever English is 
spoken." (florvath, 1985:40) 

However, Gori ac h ( I 991 : 146-7) suggests this is difficult to establish given the lack of 

historical evidence. He argues the two groups of speakers were not sufficiently 

separated for the distinctions between them to remain constant. Many emancipists, 

ticket~of -leave holders and ex-convicts moved into the "liberal professions", the 

merchant class or became landowners or manufacturers (Ramson, 1966:97). Gorlach 

(1991 :146-7) argues that the social mobility of the lower class, the influence of new 

generations and the arrival of settlers not fitting the patterns of previous migrations 

would have given rise to a diversity not well reflected in the dichotomy proposed by 

Horvath. 

c) The geographic unifonnity of Australian English 

The unifonnity of Australian English has also attracted a number of explanations and 

remains an issue of debate. Bernard (1969:66) argues that Australian English developed 

in each of the centres with the similarities due to the "linguistic mixture" being the 

same. Further, the attitudes that led to the move towards Cultivated were also similar in 

each of the places where settlement occurred. In short, the same developmental forces 

operated in different places to produce similar varieties of Australian English. 
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However, Horvath ( 1985:31 ~2) suggests that this explanation of unifonnity relics too 

heavily on an inadequate understanding of the change~ which result from dialect 

contact. Jn addition, Bernard's explanation docs not account for the different settlement 

patterns across the colonies. She also suggests that Bernard's assertion that the native

born speech community was monolectal in the early phase of its history is problematic. 

Hammarstrom ( 1980) argues thm Australian English was transplanted from southern 

British English and the fonns persisted. On the other hand, Trudgi 11 ( 1986: 129) c I aims 

that the speech forms le vcl led in Australia. Gori ach ( 1991 : 150) supports Trudgill 's 

position but raises the additional issue of how that process occurred. Did the 

homogenous forms arise independently or spread from a single area? 

Ward (1958:96) and Connell and Irving (1980:58) attribute the homogeneity to the 

mobility of the population from very early in the history of the colonies. The workers 

may have been very mobile in New South Wales and Victoria and even as far as South 

Australia but a severe shortage of labour in Western Australia suggests there were not 

many who ventured that far west. For it was the severe. indeed crippling, shortage of 

Jabour in the Swan River Colony which forced free settlers to request convicts in the 

18SOs and 60s (Dahlke, 1979:221). However, the influence of internal migration to this 

colony may have occurred later during the gold rushes beginning in 1893 when the lure 

of gold brought many prospectors from New South Wales and Victoria (Houghton, 

1979:314). 
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An alternative explanation is provided by Ramson (1972:36-9) who suggesls lhal the 

Jistinctly homogcnous nature of Australian English is due lo lhc rclcnlion of only some 

parts of the hHal p:1t1cm of British English and 1hc unique set of circumstances 

encounlercd in Australia. Most of lhc convicts and free selllers in lhc nineteenth 

century were from urhan .m:as. mainly from 1hc greater LontJon area and from the 

industrial towns of the Midlands lhercfore, the innuence of Scottish and Irish varieties 

would not have hccn great He argues that there was a "melting pot" situation in 

Australia with convicts fom1ing a mobile labour force, immigrants entering the country 

through a limited number of ports and settlemenls, and the internal population 

movement created by the gold rushes. A funher influence was the tendency for 

immigrants to come as individuals, rather than as members of groups with established 

ties. 

Trudgill ( I 986: 145) suggests that the extreme unifonnity of Australian English is 

typicaJ of the initial stages of mixed, colonial varieties. [n such cases, the degree of 

uniforrruty is in reverse proportion to historical depth. He suggests that the unifonnity 

can be explained largely in terms of levelling, dialect mixture, and similar change 

phenomena. However, settlement patterns and population movements also play a role 

which suggests that greater diversification will occur with time. Further, for some time 

it has been argued that regional variation has not been sufficiently investigaled to make 

strong cJaims for unifonnity (Gunn, 1972:47; Oliver, McKay & Rochecouste, 1999). 

2.4.2 Standard Australian English 

Historically, Australia looked to Britain for language standards but with time an interest 

in distinctly Australian language varieties grew and new standards were established. 
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Although Australia was a relatively open society in the nineteenth century, it did 

demand con fom1ity to established language norms ( Gorlach, 1991 : 14 7-8) which were 

drawn from Britain (Ramson. 1972:34; Thuan, 1976:79; Trudgill & Hannah, 1982: I; 

Kaldor. 1991: 70). However. it can he seen from historical accounts that many failed to 

conform to these norms. for example: 

"Bearing in mind that our lowest class brought with it a peculiar language and is 
constantly supplied with fresh corruption, you will understand why pure English 
is not. and is not likely to become, the language of the colony." (Baker, 1970:3) 

It would seem that this language behaviour persisted and a similar complaint was 

recorded in 1911 when the American linguist William Churchill wrote: 

" ... the fact remains that the common speech of the Commonwealth of Australia 
represents the most brutal maltreatment which has ever been inflicted upon the 
mother tongue of the great English speaking nations." (Cited in Bernard, 
1969:69). 

Published literature remained dominated by British topics and written nonns throughout 

the nineteenth century (Baker, 1970:4 J 3) and even during the nationalistic movements 

in the I 890s. the literature of Lawson and Furphy were criticised for their use of the 

vernacular (Johnston, 1970: 199). However, local speech varieties were emerging. 

The interest in Australian English also led to debates about the relative influence of 

different nonns, bolh British and local. OorJach ( 1991: 150-1) suggests that early in 

Australia's history lhere was a great deal of variation in speech5 because of sociaJ 

factors. He claims that speakers were able to choose which nonns they followed to a 

greater degree than in many other communities at that time. Evidence of this linguistic 

flexibility is found today with differing speech even within families (Horvath, 1985:18, 

5 11u refers to social variation while lhe earlier rerennce 10 uniformity in Ausualian English rcfened 10 
poanphic variation. 
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38). However, while there may be a degree of individual choice involved in variation, 

there is also sociolinguistic correlation (Bernard, 1969; Bernard, 198 I; Eagleson, 1976; 

Hammarstrom, 1980; Horvath, 1985; Mitchell & Delbridge, 1965). One of the 

constraints on an individual's Hnguistic choices may be the pressure to conform to 

competing language norms. On one hand, there are local speech community norms and 

on the other norms, or standards imposed from outside. The defining of that external 

standard is a source of debate in Australian English. 

· One of the ironies of the debate around notions of "standard" is that while Australians 

argue the relative merits of changing the status of the "non-standard" varieties in 

education and other civic contexts, some in the international community do not see 

·. Australia as even having a valid local "standard". Quirk ( 1988, 1991) asserts that in 

.· · .. order to be considered "standard" a variety must be institutionalised. By this he means 

• · the variety must be fuJly described with defined standards observed by the institutions 

of state. He sees only American English and British English as meeting this 

·. · > ·•· .. requirement. Australian English is viewed as having somewhat infonnal standards . 

. ·Trudgill and Hannah (1982: 1-2) also note that traditionally English is seen to have two 

/ :t· l'standards", British and American. They claim that in tenns of grammar and 

. • . ,;,{:: '.' / vpcabulary, there are few differences between British and Australian English. 

·· ... :·; . , .,(}':/t'\:;;{\ '.However, this is not the case with phonology, or accent where there are considerable· 
• : . •I .. •· ,• •: -~ q• ~ T 

'j{'.~\,f f liiitl~t·\~e=ces ~d~Il & Hann~. 1982: 16-8). . 

/\./({,-;)}\f,i:;.i)t?iii;'5),V)fJ9sep~ (1987:2) claims that to be a "standard language" a variety must be Abstand, or be 
c:::,,-,.··.}{i:il{ii~@(/::.;:.> .:,.:·, · · . ·. · · 
: ,:)/t:H:/j:· ···1' ·.\J/f};{/,'.:r:i\tl;ifferent to ·other varieties belonging to that language, and be Ausbau, or have codified 
· :i:',:.;?'./:;':Uk)·?,}:~fiij1it{{):f :.' ..... ·.· .. 
/::\y{}::f,t;;ftti'.}if1ii.>;'Y.:'./noims~ According to his analysis, Australian Standard English must meet these two 

!~!!~!lill;~~.: . .... . 



criteria to be accepted as a standard language. Gorlach ( 1991: I 57) suggests that a 

standard language must also differ from its historical source, which in Australia's case is 

British English. 

Earlier generations of educated Australians tended to view their language as 

synonymous with British English rather than as a separate variety (Gorlach, 1991: 157). 

Phonological differences were perceived to be the result of poor pronunciation and a 

preference for slang was regarded as neo-Cockney and therefore of British origin. 

In time, pronunciation came to be considered the most distinctive characteristic of 

Australian English (Gerlach, 1991:158). However, it should also be noted that this 

perception of distinction is influenced by stereotypes about Australian speech which 

persist despite evidence to the contrary. For example, nasality has been denied 

(Mitchell, 1970:3); flatness with no movement of lips and jaw ("not moving the lips as a 

precaution against dust and flies") has been challenged (Mitchell, 1970:5; Balcer, 

1970:453); and the "Aussie drawl" is believed to be uncommon (Mitchell, 1970:7). 

Further, it has been argued that a standard language can be spoken in any accent 

(Stubbs, 197 6:26; Sato, 1989:263; O'Donnell and Todd, 1991 :35: Carter, 1995: 146). 

Therefore, it would seem that pronunciation differences alone are not sufficient to meet 

the requirements of Abstand. 

Australian English syntax at the "standard" end of continuum is nearly the same as 

British English (Gerlach, 1991:161). Kaldor (1991:74) has also suggested that ~here are 

few grammatical differences between Standard Australian English and Standard British 

or American English. However, Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik (1985:21-2) 
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identify two features which are typical of Australian English; adverbial hut and 

feminine pronouns to refer to inanimate nouns. 01hcr studies have also suggested there 

are differences, usually expressed in terms of preferences for alternative forms (ColHns, 

1989:148; Peters, Collins, Blair, & Brierley, 1988; Trudgill & Hannah, 1982). These 

differences are minor although Coll ins ( 1989: I 48) suggests that ;.m indigenous 

Australian nonn may well be just emerging. He claims that Australians arc less 

linguistically conservative than their British and American counterparts. Therefore, 

future change in Australian English may be more rapid (Collins, I 989: 149). This 

accords with Trudgil l 's ( l 986: 145) suggestion that mixed, colonial varieties become 

more distinct with time. 

Although most would claim that the Australian English Iexis does not differ greatly 

from the British, there are some semantic and stylistic differences ( Gorlach, 1991: 163 ). 

Historically, generally fewer dialect words survived in Australia than in Britain. While 

some words lost in Britain were retained in AustraJia, these were mainly restricted to 

specialist registers such as in nuning (dolly, fossick, mullock) and animal husbandry 

(bail, poddy, poley). Other British dialect words, such as cobber, dinkum. larrikin and 

tucker, passed into general currency and came to be viewed as uniquely Australian . 

. An area where Australian English is believed to differ is in the use of slang and 

· colloquialisms. Seal ( 1999) argues that this is the area of language which most defines 

Australian English. Although Seal draws on comprehensive historical sources, it 

remains difficult to distinguish borrowed from newly coined terms. It bas always been 

the case, that a great deal of slang is adopted from Britain and America (Gerlach, 

1991:165). 
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One area of the lexfa, which is uniquely Australian. is the borrowing from Aboriginal 

languages. However, although the new environment was very strange to the British 

settlers and Aboriginal words were readily available lo describe it, there arc fewer 

Aboriginal words than might be expected (Gorlach. J 99 J: 166 ). Gorlach claims this was 

due to the cultural distan.:c between the settlers and the indigenous people. The earliest 

contacts with languages spoken around Port Jackson provided the greatest number of 

loan words, including corroborec, dingo, gibber and woomcra. Later contacts added 

names of animals (eg. budgerigar/budgie, koala, wombat) and plants (eg. kurrajong, 

mulga, wonga-wonga) or of Aboriginal life (eg. billabong, boomerang, bunyip, 

gunyah). Although rather than use the indigenous names for many of the plants and 

animals, the settlers imposed misleading European terms. In some cases they used neo

Greek tenns like platypus and eucalyptus (Gori ach, 1991: 167) wltich ironically are now 

seen as quintessentially Australian. Similarly, terms borrowed from American English 

developed particular Australian meanings as in township, section, block, location, bush, 

bushranger, landshark and squalle r (Ramson, 1966: 135-44 ). Thus, it would seem that 

Australian English fails to meet the requirement of Abstand based on the grammar and 

Iexis of the language. However, it might be argued that further analysis of the 

differences in discourse could provide evidence of it being a separate variety. 

With respect to the remaining condition, Ausbau or sufficient codification, Australian 

English relies on British grammars for its nonns. Although it does have pedagogic 

grammars, these differ little from their British models. However, the Macquarie 

Dictionary (Delbridge, 1981) and the Australian National Dictionary (Ramson, 1988) 

·. . ,_ -. have codified the lexicon. The Macquarie Dictionary provides an alternative dictionary 
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with a comprehensive account of the genera) stock or English words and the distinctive 

vocabulary used in Australian English. On the other hand, the Australian National 

Dictionary was not intended as an alternative dictionary but rather as a scholarly work 

identifying distinctly Australian lexicon. Spelling mainly follows British English 

orthography, although "modern" spellings or words are more readily accepted, as in 

''program" for "programme". The Australian Government Style Manual also codifies a 

number of aspects of language. including spelling. 

Australian English would seem to meet the further requirement of Ausbuu that there be 

agencies of codification (Thuan, 1976:83). These agencies include language policies in 

education, the Australian Broadcasting Commission's Standing Committee on Spoken 

English, and style guides for newspapers, magazines, and prof essionaJ journals and for 

institutions such as universities and government departments. 

However, with the Jack of grammaticaJ differences and the similarities in codification, 

Standard AustraJian English would not seem to meet the requirements for either 

Abstand or Ausbau. Nevertheless, most AustraJians assume that the variety exists 

probably because decisions about the status of linguistic varieties are rarely made on the 

basis of Jinguistic criteria. Rather, politicaJ and social factors are the most influential 

and this would seem to be the case here. 

Australian Standard English has been defined as a regional standard English which is 

recognised by educated Australians as being a suitable variety for official 

communication, including fonnal and informal speech and writing (Kaldor, 1991:69). 

Although this variety is accepted as the nonn or standard, it is an idealised fonn which 
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is unlikely to be the actual language of anyone across all four macroskills (Baldauf, 

1998:5). 

Kaldor (1991 :69) describes how Standard Australian English relates to other Englishes 

and to non-standard varieties in Australia. She bf:.licvcs Standard Australian English 

(SAusE) is viewed as sharing a common core of features with Standard British English 

and Standard American English. It represents the norms of General Standard English 

(GSE), but also differs from them in a number of significant ways. It is a subset of 

Australian English (AusE), which also includes non-standard spoken and written 

varieties. The following model is a representation of these relationships. 

GSE 

(other 
regional 
standards) 

Figure 2.2 Standard Australian English 

AusE 

/~on-
standard 
AusE 

KaJdor, 1991 :69 

2.5 Standard and non-standard varieties in education 

The role of standard and non-standard varieties in education is influenced by historical 

factors, by arguments relating to the teaching of the standard and by views on the 

relative value of these varieties within schools and the wider community . 

. Hollingworth (1989:293-6) argues that despite the major contribution of the vernacular 

varieties to society, including the area of literature, they have never been valued in 

education. He claims that this is due to the continued influence of the dominant 
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linguistic theories of the nineteenth century. When mass education was first introduced 

in England, Standnrd English was seen as being essential to education. This was also 

linked to an idealist theory which saw this variety as a representation of a "purer" past. 

These ideas have been used lo justify linguistic prejudice and elitism even to the present 

day. 

An early view of the relative roles of standard and non-standard varieties was published 

in the Newbolt Report ( 1921) on English teaching in England. The beliefs expressed in 

this report include that teachers have a responsibility to elimin..1te the "evil" variety that 

the children bring to school but they do so against the counter influences of home and 

community. The children arc viewed as having no adequate language, of being unable 

to communicate and as having had no access to learning prior to school. 

"The great difficulty of teachers in Elementary Schools in many districts is that 
they have to fight against the powerful influence of evil habits of speech 
contracted in home and street. The teachers' struggle is thus not with ignorance 
but with perverted power ... PI ai nly, then the first and chief duty of the Elementary 
School is to give its pupils speech - to make them articulate and civilised human 
beings, able to communicate themselves in speech and writing, and able to receive 
the communication of others. It must be remembered that children, until they can 
readily receive such communication, are entirely cut off from the life and thought 
and experience of the race embodied in human words. Indeed, until they have 
been given civilised speech it is useless to taJk of continuing their education, for, 
in a real sense, their education has not begun." (Education. I 92 J : 59-60) 

The view that non-standard varieties are inadequate has persisted even into the.present 

day. However, at times voices have been raised in support of linguistic equality. For 

example, Mittens (1969:62) urged acceptance of language change and challenged the 

notion of there being one correct fonn: 

11 ••• defending clarity and precision to an appropriate degree but not to excess. It 
means not fighting battles that have already been lost, against. for instance, 
adverbial due or the singular data. It means recognising that the job is to 
encourage a confident and resourceful flow of words. not to inhibit it. It means 
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acknowledging that over-insistence on one allegedly "correct" fonn may have 
unforeseen circumstances elsewhere, as when "you and me" in the position of 
subject is so energetically attacked that it feels wrong everywhere and we alJ end 
up saying "Between you and I". II means reasonable tolerance of alternative 
usages where no issue of comprehensibility is involved ... Above all, it means 
accepting that language changes and that change is not corruption." 

There was also Labov's ( 1969) well known paper, "The logic of non-standard English" 

(reproduced in Labov, 1972a:201-40) which challenged the belief that the quality of the 

ideas being communicated is dl!tennined by the variety of language used to 

communicate them. 

More recently, in Britain, the Cox (1989) and Kingman (1988) Reports have added to 

the debate because they recommend the teaching of the standard fonn of English while 

not endorsing traditional grammar approaches nor denigrating non-standard varieties 

(Winch, 1989:275-6; Cameron, 1995:85; Poulson, Radnor, & Turner-Bisset, 1996:33-

4). This created a great deal of controversy and press coverage supported a 

conservative view and attempted to discredit the reports and to whip up hysteria with 

stories of faJling standards and ideological subversion among teachers. An example is 

the following extract from the Star: 

"It ain't 'arf OK for kids not to talk proper. That's the verdict of a shock new 
report on how Britain's children should be taught. The controversial blue-print by 
the National Curriculum Council says schools should introduce a new 'three Rs' -
reading, 'riling and relaxing the Queen•s English." (Cited in Cameron, 1995:101) 

Subsequently, the third version of the English Orders (1994) stressed the use of standard 

English and demanded that all teachers at all times must correct children's non•standard 

speech (Cameron, 1995:92). 
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In Australia, there have been few debates about the use of non-standard varieties in 

education but rather a general acceptance that Standard Australian English is the 

appropriate variety in this context. However, in recent years, this view hm; been 

challenged by those who claim that Aboriginal English should be valued and accepted 

in education (Gray. 1990; Malcolm, Haig, Konigsberg, Rochecouste, CoJlard, Hill & 

Cahill, 1999a). 

One of the reasons why the standard variety is endorsed is that it is multifunctional 

while non-standard varieties have limited functions (Honey, 1991:23). Honey argues 

that the functions of the "standard" are particularly important in education and for 

meeting the demands of infonnation processing in modem technological societies. 

Furthennore, the "standard" is available in the written form and more suitable for formal 

speech and writing and planned discourse. He claims that it is characterised by less 

redundancy and more explicitness. In addition, it has a vast lexicon. Honey also argues 

that the standard allows users to be more analytical and objective and to better express 

themselves in positions of authority and power. These functions are possible because of 

codification which in tum makes it easier to teach. Joseph (1987:30-31) argues that 

learning the standard provides non-standard speakers with greater life opportunities. 

Furthennore, that by learning the standard, speakers are able to use it in civic contexts 

and gain the prestige which accompanies its use. The "standard" variety is also 

predominantly the language of literacy . 

Bex (1996: 14-IS) reports that proponents of the standard claim that it is the variety of 

English which enables its users to say all that they wish to say and to which al~ English 

···, 
. ·,• .. · . ; ... ;· 
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speakers can aspire. At its slrongest, Ibis view argues lhal the standard variety is fully 

codified, invariable, and able to be learned by the whole population. 

The assumption that the standard language is sufficiently codified to be taught and that 

all members of the nalion•state have the capacity to learn it has strongly influenced 

language policy and practice within education. Schools value and reward the standard 

variety and this is reflected in the curriculum documents which guide teaching and 

learning processes. For example. in the Curriculum Framework in Western Australia, 

the English Leaming Area states the following as an essential outcome of schooling: 

"Students identify when it is appropriate to use the conventions of Standard 
Australian English and apply them effectively in these situations. They 
understand that following the conventions of Standard AustrnJian English may 
make communication easier and ensure common understandings. They also 
understand that many of the conventions of Standard Australian English are 
highly valued, following them is often rewarded, and departing from them may be 
used by some people to make negative judgements about them or discriminate 
against them." (Curriculum Council, 1998:87) 

The belief that Standard Australian English conventions "may make communication 

easier and ensure common understandings" has been used to justify prescriptivism 

which ensures that communication is clear and unambiguous and fragmentation is 

avoided (Cameron, 1995:23). This assumes that a message, encoded by the speaker or 

writer will be decoded in the same way by the receiver and that identica1 rules guide 

bolh the production and reception of a message. Such a view however, fails to 

recognise the importance of the content of the message or how shared understandings 

facilitate communication. It also ignores individuals' capacity to interpret meanings or 

to negotiate them (Millhtiusler, 1996:209; Baldauf, 1998:8). Breakdown in 

communication is more likely to be caused by a lack of shared social, cultural and 

political understandings, than by a failure to apply ''rules". Moreover, the view that a 
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ltstandard" as somehow culturally and socially neutraJ, and available to all, disguises the 

inequities inherent in its role in education. 

The view of the standard as a "unit of loyalty as a whole" (Joseph, 1987: I 29) also 

strongly influences language policy (Joseph, 1987:63) a.'i it is seen as promoting social 

unity within a nation stulc (Bex, 1996: 15; Cameron, 1995:25). While this may have 

been possible in the nineteenth century when the public sphere was relatively 

homogenous (Cameron, 1995:26), such a position is harder to argue in today's diverse 

and rapidly changing societies. 

Others have suggested that learning the standard language provides an escape from the 

effects of the prejudice attached to non-standard varieties (Barbour, 1987:242; Noguchi, 

1991:30). Campbell ( 1994:8) argues against this view claiming that such approaches 

are often ineffective because non-standard speaking students resist learning the standard 

fonn. It aJso could be seen to perpetuate linguistic inequity (Sledd, 1983:667; Lippi· 

Green, 1997:113). 

2.6 Judging variation 

It would seem that although language variation is widely recognised, it is not 

necessarily understood and so is subject to value judgements (Joseph, 1987:30; 

Skutnabb·Kangas, 1988:13; Carnboume, 1990:290; Hodge & Kress, 1993:66; Cameron, 

1995:30). Where standard languages have developed, this judgement tends to lead to· 

prejudice against non·standard dialects (Edwards & Giles, 1984: 122). It could be 

argued that teachers as members of society are subject to these attitudes which in tum 
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may impact on the way they judge the language of their students (Giles & Coupland, 

1991:45) and the way that they teach and assess their students. 

The prejudice against non-standard varieties is influenced by widely held beliefs about 

the nature of standardisation and notions of accent. There is a persistent belief that a 

homogenous, standardised language is possible and desirable (Lippi-Green, 1997:44). 

This is despite all the evidence that I an gu age must vary to meet the di verse needs of its 

users. The myth of standardisation includes regulating the way people speak and is 

compHcated by the belief that only other peo pie have accents (Crystal. 1991: 2 ~ 

Wolfram. Adger & Christian, 1999:4 ). That is, people generally see their own accent as 

neutral and others as having marked accents. However, where there is a high prestige 

accent, such as in Received Pronunciation (RP) in Britain, there is a tendency to 

consider it the neutral one while all other accents are considered marked (Trudgill, 

1984:19). 

Under the influence of such myths, natural linguistic variation comes to be perceived as 

deterioration which must be resisted if language is not to be destroyed (Atchinson, 

1998:38). The advocates of this view are sometimes known as "linguachondriacs" and 

they are part of a "complaints tradition" (Aitchison, 1981 :23) which has influenced 

attitudes to variation since the nineteenth century (Hammarstrom, 1987:357-8; Milroy 

& Milroy, 1991:31-6; Cameron, 1995:94; Bex, 1996:45; Eggington, 1997:31-3). 

Complaints about language taJce on a tone of 11moral panic" (Cameron, 1995:82·85; 

Eggington, 1997:31). They focus on points of social conflict such as race, class, gender, 

generation, sexual practice and political dissent with attitudes that are conservative and 

based on a perception of a past where such evils did not exist. Through this process, 
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questions about race, class and culture can be disguised as concerns with language 

standards. 

When the language of non-s1and,m.l speakers is comp.ired with the ideaJiscd form of the 

standard variety. it is consistently evaluated less favourably. Consequently, standard 

speakers are considered to be more competent, intelligent, confident and ambitious than 

non-standard speakc rs ( Gi Jes & Cou pi and. 1991 : 38 ). Ne gati vc aui tu des in fl ucncc 

behaviour and compound the disadvantaged position of these speakers. Non-standard 

speakers are influenced by these views and can come to judge their own variety in the 

same negative manner ( Luhman, 1990; Thompson, 1990: 314; Giles & Coupland, 

1991 :38). However, this negative view may be modified by the covert prestige of the 

non.standard form (Labov, 1966: 108) when it is used to promote solidarity (Trudgill, 

1983b:I77; Luhman, 1990:345·6). Attitudes are also effected by context and there are 

indications that non·standard varieties are more tolerated in the home or personal 

contexts than in public (GiJes & Powesland, 1975:85-6). 

There have been a number of studies which have investigated prejudice against non

standard dialects. Hagen's ( 1989:51-3) analysis of the dialect research in the 

Netherlands found that where the dialect is associated with lower socio·economic 

status, such as in some communities within large towns and cities, it attracts negative 

attitudes. On the other hand, where it is a positive marker of local or regional identity 

this is less so. These differences, at least in the Netherlands, would seem to be 

decreasing as the standard replaces dialects even in homes. 
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Numerous studies in Australia have investigated lhe way in which variation in speech 

influences altitudes. Some have investigated the influence of voice quality on 

evaluations (Jcmud<l, 1969; Reeve. 1982; Scggie. Fulmizi. & Stewart, 1982; Lapidge. 

1983; Pittman, 1987). Others have examined the influence of accents, including those 

of ethnic groups, on judgements of speakers ( S mol icz & Lean, 1979; Gallois & Cal Ian, 

1981; Gallois, Callan, & Parslow, 1982; Ball, 1983; Callan, Gallois, & Forbes, 1983; 

Ball. Giles, & Byrne, 1984; Gallois, Callan, & Johnstone, 1984; Gallois & Callan, 1989; 

Reeve, 1989;). Seggie ( 1983) and Seggie, Fulmizi and Stewart ( 1982) provide 

examp1es of this type of research. Seggie ( 1983) investigated the way that a Received 

British Pronunciation (RP), a broad Australian and an Asian English accent influenced 

the attribution of guilt to persons accused of different crimes. He found significant 

differences with the informants attributing crimes of theft to the RP speakers and 

violence to the Broad Australian speakers. However, the differences in attribution for 

Asian English accents were not significant. Seggie used his results and those of other 

research into attitudes to argue that social judgements may also be subject to change 

(Seggie, 1983:204-5) . 

In another study, Seggie, Fulmizi and Stewart (1982) investigated the influence of 

standard and non-standard speech on judgements of suitability for employment. The 

. judgements varied according to the nature of the job being filled. Generally, the 

standard speakers were deemed suitable for the higher status jobs and the non-standard 

speakers for those with lower status. Lippi-Green ( 1997: 152-70) provides further 

evidence of this sort of discrimination in the United States. 
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.·. 2.7 •·.· Language variation and eguity in education 

The relationship between language and power is perpetuated through institutions in 

·. ·society. The central role of language in the institution of education means schools are_: 

particularly important in maintaining power relations within society. The structures in 

schools allow discrimination against those who do not use the language endorsed by 

·those in power. The way in which this happens has been the subject of considerable.· 

. research .. 

. . . .. . . . . . · .. ·. .. . .. · .. ·.. . . . . . . . .· .... : .· . 

. . · =The relationship b~tween. Ianguage_ and power has been debated since classical times. 
. . . 

and according to Corson (1993:2-3) has four main lines of argument. The first, and 

. oldest, is rooted in the classics and recognises the rhetorical force of language. This 

force allows oratorical language to have little propositional content and yet still wield 

· power. Dewey, Hegel and Marx also discussed the influence of complex vocabularies 

· . ·.> ·. . .· ... : .... in. moral power struggles. The second line of debate concerns language change and can 

· . · · • :. _<:-":.:":_./: ·. \. '. :".. ·. be traced back to the early historian, Thucydides, who noticed semantic changes after . 
~. ... . ==_.. . .-... .':·· ...... : .. /~· .. :. · .. -:., . . . 

·_·_.· .. · . .- : ·:·.- ... ·<: •_-<.;-· ,-,....-... _·.· Jbe Peloponnesian War. The third argument links power and language via ideology and 
.. . .. · ... :.== .. · . 

comes from the ideas of Marx and Engels (1976). According to Corson, there are two 

/<_::._;:..:;:_.>}}:.'.,:_:..]:.-:t//(.·::>;.:.:i.-:_ ·approaches within this argument; one examines the way language is used to legitimise a· 
: : •• !• '. • • '.' .-·~. :: • , • : ·,.• •• ~ • ·, • • • • • 

_.•·_t/;:J:-·//\:>··. ·::,_ view of domination and the other focuses on the power relations inherent in the 

!I,iMf f litit~J:;::::10:;=~i= ~::!::::::::::::::~ 
,: _·./ ·: ··>·-?~t\:{\(\\/f\~/-. /.-,.-_>A _more recent influence in this debate has been the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (Carroll, . 

''. ' . y;::{{7\/f i\\f ( 1956) and the writings of some feminists who argue that women's thoughts an, 

. . ·.···';·: 

influenced through men's control of language (Spender, 1990). However, these views 
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are contested and according to Corson (1993:3), might be considered an overstatement 

of the influence of language. 

The way in which one particular world view dominates other world views through the 

agency of language is represented through a number of models. These include 

Bourdieu's ( 1974, 1991) ideas about the influence of cultural capital, Cameron's ( 1995) 

verbal hygiene model and the idea of language subordination developed by Lippi-Green 

(1997). 

Bourdieu (1974:39) argues that it is the culture of the dominant group, that is, those who 

··control the economic, social and political resources, which is not just reflected but also 

valued and reproduced through schooling. He uses an economic analogy and the term 

· "cultural capital" to demonstrate the advantages that people gain as part of their 

experience, peer group contact and their family background. He argues that through 

schooling the attitudes and aptitudes of cultural capital already possessed by the 

.· children of the "cultivated" classes must be acquired by the dominated, usually "lower", 

c1asses. Bourdieu claims that possession of the appropriate cultural capital is reinforced 

by success in the school system and so the process is perpetuated. It could be argued 

that the most important aspect of this cultural capital is linguistic capital as it gives 

· access to the dominant discourses in a society. As schools are the key agency 
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Cameron ( 1995: 11) introduced the notion of "verbal hygiene" to describe how 

"normativity", or the process of describing a set of language norms, is used 

prescriptiveJy. By this process, arbitrary norms become normalised and therefore less 

Jikely to be chullenged. She suggests that questions about who prescribes for whom, 

what is prescribed, how this is done and for what purpose need to be asked in order to 

challenge the nannaiising process. 

Cameron's model also questions why certain social conflicts find symboJic expression in 

language. These conflicts, or "verbal hygiene debates", often arise when there is a 

perceived challenge to authoritative ways of behaving appropriately. During the 

debates, authority is reinforced by the respect people have for custom and practice, or 

traditional ways of doing things (Cameron, 1995: 14; Bex & Watts, 1999:7). Cameron 

argues that the uncritical acceptance of custom and practice is more widespread and 

more accepted in relation to language use than to other sociaJ practices and that this is 

why many verba1 hygiene debates arise when linguistic change processes threaten some 

aspect of traditional language use. She suggests that this resistance to change may be 

influenced by the persistence of values and practices acquired in earJy childhood. 

Cameron (1995:30) suggests that recent debates have focussed on restricting some 

·._groups'right to speak because their speech does not confonn to established nonns .. 
./.:.~ ~ ·. :·' ') . . :.: .. 

:f:}f i~/iiltiitlii;}~~~ ~1997:8), ~ ~ (1995:8), su~b ~t dre pre~ptlve ~us . ·. . 

(i':;};)t\!fr:/ · > ,:,)i?it:.::: / d"~cnptive dichotomy disguises the fact that both approaches refer to nonns but appeal 
f,:. ·: ~:.~.t,;·:,~;,:.f.,.{ :.~,8/:<·,>:< ... ~ .I. • • • • • • • • 

e;\[;, : , {/)/JO different types Of authority to validate them. This argument is largely between riOD-
;}]J?}i:f.{/'1\ /:{Jr./,{ r::: • • • • 0 • 0 ·• • • I O , •• O • • 

:}ff/;{:({:':~ta;;J(}t/f':'": :./ :_ ~ingu1sts and JmgUJsts and centres on language structure and function. While bngu1sts·.· · 

i10f :;~:;@!f;f i[~1f i>: ' ' . .· . . · · · · · .. · . . · · 
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differ greatly in their beliefs about language, this is one of the least contested areas 

(Lippi-Green, 1997:9). 

Lippi-Green ( 1997) argues that language does not only express power but js a source of 

power. However, even in societies presumed to be democratic and free of prejudice, 

. this power can be denied to groups which do not use language in prescribed ways. She 

calls this process "linguistic subordination" and argues that it allows the dominant group 

to meet their particular needs and interests at the expense of other groups jn society. 

She also argues that it depends on the beliefs that the standard variety is the only 

acceptable fonn of the language and that it can only be spoken with a "standard" accent. 

She called these beliefs the "standard language ideology" and the "non-accent myth" 

and claims they are perpetuated through institutions such as education. 

In order to counter the myths perpetuated by non-linguists, Lippi-Green ( 1997: 10-40) 

presents the following four "linguistic facts of life". Firstly, all spoken language 

changes over time and different varieties, in linguistic terms, are equal. Secondly, 

grammatica1ity and communicative effectiveness are distinct and independent issues. 

Thirdly, written language and spoken language are historically, structurally, and 

functionally different. Fourthly, variation is intrinsic to all spoken language at every . 

· <:.\.'{(i>::/ : level. She claims that these facts need to be understood and widely accepted if 

....... . 

:i:'://,,7,'// .:.: : ....... ·, . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. ,,.;.):lpurdi~~. Gameron. and Lippi~Green examine. the way complex relationships aniong ... 

·t:1 ...... Aft~,,~ and ~on aie reflected in language practices, including those in .. 
·:t .•... ~ ·. •.-. ~-?/~.:·.~~?{~=·>~-- _::.\:;::>· ·~.. . . . 
;JJif/5\}ff::}//r:,:. · .. : ·schools. · Language is central to education because schools have a vital role in 
~~ .. ~ .. > .~· r.·::? -· :·: . . . . :· .. 
...,,; ,· .. -~: ·, .=· . '' 
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promoting language development, at the same time they use language as the medium of 

instruction and as the means to assess achievement. This gives the institution of 

education the power to promote ideas about what language is appropriate and to 

reinforce discrimination and injustice (Bex & Watts, J 999:7-8; Corson, 1999: 14). This 

often subtle function of language control has important implications for equity, 

particularly for speakers of those varieties of language not endorsed by the school. 

Discrimination based on linguistic characteristics, or linguistic discrimination, can be 

used to establish and maintain power relations between groups of people so that the 

interests of the powerful are served, as described by Long (1996:97) in his reflections 

on the Ebonies issue: 

"On all five continents, coercive power and oppressed groups wielding little or 
none find linguistic reflexes. The elites speak the 'official' state language or the 
'standard' variety of a language - in the present case, 'standard English' (SE) -
which they made official or standard; the oppressed groups (not necessarily 
minorities. as in the present case) are decreed by the same elites to speak a less 
acceptable or unacceptable language or a socially stigmatized variety of the same 
language, like 'Black English'. Very real objective linguistic differences thus 
provide yet another excuse for discrimination in many areas of public life, 
including education, (so called) criminal justice systems, employment, media 
access. and even labor unions. The public policy decisions in different countries 
that result from these periodic convulsions, often enshrined in statute and law, 
concern linguistic human rights, and they have wide-ranging social consequences 
for hundreds of mi1lions of people." 

it t~11}lf itl!fu1]lf ~ ind~ (1985:98) argue iliat pllbliC W~ati~ .on~ grounds o~~ -. ,·: , __ 
:···/\)X).%}:i/:f;:f}J;i-i/:,;,r~bgion and social class has become unacceptable but d1scnmmation based on bngutstic · .. ':' .... , · ·. 
/(f?/'.~:4LX?~{J}J/T//:,: ·:. · :: ·. · · · · . . ·· .. · · 
::!;/\\;)f/~%Jf;{,t//:</chiiracteristics persists. Thereforet it is still acceptable to criticise the way someone· ··· 
;/3:{i(:}S 2·\:t{/;::/~.\ =._-: :· · •.. . . 

J.Jit?fL> 7.f/-:;/:t:-<speaks, while other aspects of their identity and culture must not be vilified publicly. 
'.};~~:{~~/:{·;;\ Jt<.<~t:··.(,:.~_\.·....... . . . . 
t}i!t~ !{ti7?().Lippi~Green _(1.997:73). sees linguistic discrimination as applying particularly to accent.:_ 
. . :.-:'·; ............ :.: ......... ·.·.: ... ,·· '·. . ·. . . . 

2t{~ijf ~\%f \JiBI$~ ~:~ ~:~ ~foUuating peop~ on~ hams of dar speech isso · : \f 

?i8Mtiidi1iht: ';t:f ;;;:\ttti::i/~,, > ::,://\ -_ -: - 1, 
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widespread and unchallenged that it must be seen as the "last back door to 

discrimination". 

The impact of linguistic discrimination may be different depending on the relationship 

between non-standard and the standard varieties. In most situations, one variety bas 

developed into the standard and the importance and role of this "standard" variety has 

impacted on the status and role of the other varieties. In Britain, Australia, New 

Zealand and the USA, non-standard varieties and the standard variety tend to be divided.· 

according to class, with the middle class being more likely to use the standard to the 

exclusion of other, non-standard, varieties. However, this exclusive use of the standard 

applies more often to grammar and vocabulary than to pronunciation (Cheshire, 

Edwards, Mi!nstermann & Weltens, 1989). Nevertheless, while it is generally accepted · 

amorig linguists that the standard can be spoken in any accent (Stubbs, 1976:26; Sato, 

1989:263; O'Donnell and Todd, 1991 :35; Carter, 1995: 146), there is still prejudice 

against accents associated with nondominant groups as was discussed earlier. 

Jt coulcl, however, be expected that in divergent dialect comm uni ties (Trudgill, 1986:91- · 

4}linguistic discrimination would be less likely to occur because a diglossic situation 

This happens in Gennany and the Netherlands where speakers from all · 

.i/If;;jj{ . i)};Jij::i§'.':I::.J?\soc1o«onomic classes are b1d1alectal, regularly using a dialect and the standard 
}A};:fot?ll:'.:f,i's~::.,,.,, ... :".·':Jtrt;:.Jr\· : :· · ·. · . · . ·. 
f;'/(M~lfJ; ... ''."' ,yYl''1angilage, Nevertheless; even in these countries, language and class are still related • · 
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. particularly in urban areas where non-standard dialect use is more closely associated 

with working class people which in tum may lead to discrimination. 

In these situations, conflict arises for students where there is pressure from their peers, 

families and communities to maintain the variety which marks their individual and 

group identity and from the school system to abandon their dialect (Cheshire, Edwards, 

Munstermann & Weltens, 1989:5). The pressure to maintain the home variety is 

reinforced by the view that the standard, while acceptable in some situations, is not 

suitable f~r communication within the home and local community (Giles & Powesland, 

1975:23). This is referred to as the "covert prestige" of the non-standard varieties. The 

pressure to use the home variety is countered through education and other public 

institutions which encourage the exclusive use of the standard variety and the 

· .. association of non-standard language with moral and educational decline reinforces this 

· counter pressure. Schools are an important site where the conflicting language demID:lds 

· ·i . of home and society become apparent. 

. i;~any arguments used to justify the dominant role of the standard language in schooling 

·. · have historical roots. With compulsory schooling, education became associated with 

the moral improvement of the masses (Cheshire, Edwards, Munstermann & W el tens, 

1989:5; Eggington, 1997:31-3). The eradication of the "inferior language" of the 

masses was seen as contributing to their moral improvement and to promoting 

. educational equity. Historical principles persist in a number of modem arguments used ... 

· · to justify the position of the standard language in schooling. It is claimed that· where 

children are allowed to use their home varieties they are denied equal opportunities for: : . 

. · social mobility (Foney, 1983). :Dialects are seen as "ballast" weighing down the 
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children from the lower socioeconomic classes (Ammon. 1978:270 cited in Rosenberg, 

1989:79). There is also a modem version of the argument that a failure to demand 

"standards" in language leads lo moral and educational decline (Honey, 1997: 195). 

The maintenance of the standard as the dominant code is also supported by the 

suppression of non-standard varieties of the language. An example of this is how 

Bernstein's (1971:8) ideas about "elaborated" and "restricted" codes have been used to 

explain why working class children fail in school. It is claimed that working class 

children only have access to a restricted version of the language while middle class 

children use the elaborated code which is needed for success in school and the wider 

society. Therefore, working class children fail in school because of their "restricted", or 

non-standard, language. Bernstein (1975), however, claims that this misinterprets his 

work and other research also challenges the "elaborated" versus "restricted" language 

hypothesis (Gordon, 1981: 66-8 9; Tannen, 1982b: 14; Lippi-Green, 1997: 24; Wolfram, 

Adger & Christian, 1999: 19). 

Linguistic diversity and language policy 

The complex relationship between language, power and education is also expressed 

tl?,rough policies developed to control the teaching of language in schools. At the 

· system level, these poJicies promote a particular view of language which is in tum 

: reflected at the school level. Corson (1999:24) argues that to be effective school based·.·. 

. language policies and practices must value and use the students' cultural capital, 

([ifa\;Jti&{~;ti{}~mting ~ Im~-: resources of the "nondonnnant" members of the local . 

J<{,;\f\:;{(\\};Y;f;}':\/: .c~mniunity .... However, as ~YS.tem level 'policy frames the development e>f.this school ··. 

·: · ... : 

.. : . ::.·. :, ..... 
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]eve] policy, it too must recognise and value linguistic diversity in order for schoo]s to 

be able to respond, as Corson suggests. 

The Western Australian state education system, the context of the current study, 

provides an appropriate setting to examine how particular views of language diversity 

are implicit in language policies. The state government has recently developed a new 

comprehensive education policy that for the first time applies to all government and 

private school systems and sectors. In 1997, this policy was mandated by 

unprecedented legislation which made school systems and sectors legally accountable 

for achieving the learning outcomes described in the policy document. A Curriculum 

Council was created and charged with the development and implementation of this 

policy. The policy was developed, endorsed and published in the document "The 

Curriculum Framework" (Curriculum-Council, 1998). Since 1999, this policy has been 

the focus of all the curriculum development activities in the state's schools. The poJicy 

statements in this document therefore have considerable influence in the way schools 

approach pedagogy and issues of linguistic diversity. 

The particular view of Hnguistic diversity impHcit in the Curriculum Framework is 

· · · ·· · · ···· · · exemplified in the fo11owing extracts. The view reflected in the Overarching Statement 

· · ·. ap~ars. to recognises variation: 

.. : . : "S.tudents read, view, listen, speak and write with an awareness of and 

;;:)fo\:: jf{,,, ,.,;;f /({f/>:\ · .understand the ways in which language is structured and use language effectively 
i!-:V?'.L/} :t:c.:Y'.,',,=Nt;;/\({~ ';'..)o deal with.everyday situations. Their command of language includes an ability 
tdY · ('.)\J\<i_:t(Juse Standard Australian E.ng~ish appropriately. This ability is built upon and in · 
\!o:: '''\X'/J\jufdition to their home languages and dialects." (Curriculum Council, 1998:20) . , 

.-., fr~t£;;::1f ,;;;:_c,. , .. ,>. ; .·, ., ., . . . . . " 
•,, 'J,,•• .··,,.,:'. . • :.·:,t • I 

( ", -:_,, ',•L '';,(• ~' • • • •' ~ • •• •• ·.:·.-.· •:,' ' : •• • 

,.··~ • • • • t : ':·: "! ,, 
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This statement, however, seems tu simultaneously acknowledge and reject the "home" 

varieties, a strategy that Lippi-Green ( 1997: l 07-9) argues is part of the process of 

language subordination, for while linguistic diversity is recognised, the focus is on the 

learning and use of Stnndard Australian English. This policy conveys a view of 

language use which is based on notions of appropriacy. However, the nature of what 

actually is appropriate is not specifically defined in the Curriculum Framework nor in 

the Outcomes and Standards Framework6, the profiling instrument which assists 

educators to map student progress. The tenn "appropriate" used in the above context is 

open to a number of interpretations. Cameron (1995:234-5) warns that "appropriate" 

becomes synonymous with "correct 1'. Moreover, she argues that because "appropriate" 

seems less prescriptive than "correct", it is less challenged. The way appropriateness is 

interpreted by Western Australian teachers and applied to their teaching and their 

judgements about learning outcomes has not yet heen investigated. 

On the other hand, the approach to variation implicit in the English Learning Area 

Statement would suggest a view that is even more tolerant of variation than that 

expressed in the Overarching Statement: 

0 Teaching English involves recognising, accepting, valuing and building on 
students' existing language competence, including the use of non-standard fonns 
of English, and extending the range of language available to students. In the 

· English Learning Area, students develop functional and critical literacy skills. 
... : .. They learn to control and understand the conventions of Standard Australian 

.y·,:;:.>::.;;):J~r'.'. .. \,<{:/-\:·-:·_··.. ·~nglish that are yalued and rewarded by society and to reflect on and critically 
:\<:. : :·, } )::){;\:;/~1)/·'·.·:: ·.·._. ;analyse their own use oflanguage and the language of others." (Curriculum 

!·;>;;::\:}/;J!,ffJ:J!\-;· ... ,.)((>(~sj>rofiling-insttument was developed from national documenls by the Education Department of . 
/i::'f:;:\):/i)!f.:f?/Jf.i/:.?..S.-·Wesrem:A,ustralia·and was widely cl!,lled the Student Outcome Statements. In 2000, however, its 
:y.::,'{j:/)'/JE:'C:~\:·::/O:?>:_unplementati~n was taken over by the Curriculum Council and it became better known as lhe Outcomes 
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The Western Australian policy certainly represents a change from previous policies in 

that different varieties of English arc recognised. The level of acceptance, however, 

appears to be limited to viewing "non-standard" varieties as providing a foundation for 

school-based learning, rather than as having intrinsic value. Only the "standard" fonns 

are promoted as being "valued and rewarded by society". 

2.9 Perceptions of student speech 

It can be argued that the way teachers perceive student speech is a key consideration in 

equity issues surrounding the role of language in education. Moreover, because oral 

language is the primary means of communication and the mode where linguistic 

variation becomes most apparent, the way this is perceived is especially important. 

Teachers' perceptions of their students' speech may be influenced by background factors 

such as age, gender, training and teaching experience. 

Teachers are products of their socio-cultural and language background (Barnes, 

1976:16; Giles & Coupland, 1991:45). From this, they wilJ develop a view of the 

world, of society and of themselves and others as members of groups (Feyerabend, 1975 

cited in Sturm, 1989:315). This view is reflected in their own language use and 

influences their thought, behaviour and perceptions, including the way they respond to 

language in the schools where they teach. For example, it has been found that 

·. differences in the perception of the status of accents produce different behaviours in 

Ii~teners. The higher the perceived status the more positive the behaviour (Giles & 

·_CQupiand, 1991:39). Similarly, Lippi-Green (1997:69) claims that speakers of non-

. ·standard dialects are-forced to accept more responsibility for effective communication 

· ·because of the low status of their varieties. The relative status of students' accents may 
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influence the way teachers interact with them and subsequently perceive their speech. 

In fact, experienced teachers have been found to use judgements based on their students' 

speech above other sources of information, such a'i previous report cards, when 

assessing student ability (Ellis, 1978:XIV). 

Gender may also influence how teachers judge speech. Hamiiton-KeJ1ey (1994:38) 

found that male teachers had more liberal attitudes than female. Evidence also suggests 

that females, more than males, may favour standard forms over non-standard fonns 

{Mu11stennann, 1989: 172-4; Labov, 1991 :205-6). Research investigating the use of 

slang and swearing suggests that teachers may be influenced by different expectations 

for male and female students as regards language use (Hughes, 1992: 300-1; Johnson, 

1993:5. 11). 

Teachers' years of experience and age may also influence their perceptions of speech, 

however the research findings are contradictory in this regard. On one hand, Eltis 

{1978:XV 111-1 V) found that years of experience did impact on teacher perceptions. 

However, this result could have been influenced by the age differences between the two 

groups of infonnants in the study. The first group included student teachers and the 

second very experienced teachers. Ammon (1989: 135), in studies in Gennany, also 

found that younger teachers tended to have a greater understanding of how language 

varied according to context which may be due to changes in the sociolinguistic content 

· Qf training courses. On the other hand, Abbott-Shim, Lambert, & McCarthy (1998:5-
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influences that staff members have on each other may be stronger detenninants of 

teacher beliefs than formal education and experience. 

That speech style, or accent, influences teachers' perceptions of pupil intelligence has 

been demonstrated in a study by El tis ( I 978). He examined ex perienccd teachers' and 

student teachers' attitudes to the three 1 eve Is of the A ustra1 ian accent, "Cultivated", 

"General" and "Broad" (as defined by Mitchell and Delbridge, 1965). The teachers 

rated samples of speech from students who were not known to them using Likert scales 

of social characteristics and rankings of inte1ligence. He found that both the 

experienced teachers and inexperienced student teachers regarded the spectrum as a 

hierarchy. That is, they rated students with broad accents consistently lower than those 

with general accents and those with accents at the cultivated end of the spectrum were 

rated the highest. This hierarchy applied to perceptions about both social characteristics 

and intelligence. Eltis did not, however, examine the basis on which the teachers' made 

their judgements nor how teachers perceived the speech of the students they were 

currently teaching. As this research was carried out over twenty years ago and there has 

been considerable social and educational change in the interim, the question of the 

influence of variation in Australian English on teachers' perceptions of student speech 

requires further investigation. 

· A study examining the impact of Spanish-influenced English on teacher judgements of 

.· .. performance also revealed bias (Ford, 1984:35-8). This study focused on writing skills 

and showed bow teacher judgements were negatively influenced by stereotypes 
. 

· · associated with the students' speaking style. 
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Hamilton-Kelley ( 1994) investigated the attitudes of African American and Caucasian 

preservice teachers towards students• Black Vernacular English (BVE). She found that 

standard American English (SAE) was preferred over BVE by both groups (Hamilton

Kelley. 1994:83). Further, the African American teachers held less tolerant altitudes 

towards language variation than did their Caucasfan peers. This finding supports 

Jackson and Williamson-Ige's ( 1986:6) earlier one that Black teachers were highly 

critical of the Black students' use of the vernacular. Jackson and Williamson-Ige 

suggest that this may be deliberately done to prepare these students for the 11reality of· 

rejection" associated with the use of the vernacular. 

In contrast, several other studies have found that the influence of the use of non

standard fonns on judgements is attenuated when the teachers' first variety is the same 

as that of their students (Ford, 1984:37; Williams, 1973: 149). For example, in research 

carried out in the municipality of Hirtshals, Northern Jutland (Hansen & Lund, 1983; 

Lund, 1986) teachers were familhr with the dialect spoken by the children as they had 

been born and raised in the area, although not in that particu]ar community. Whi1e the 

teachers genera1ly did not believe that the dia1ect significantly affected teaching or 

learning, about a third thought that it could make it harder for beginning reading and up 

:. to 60% felt that it made spelling more difficult. However, as noted by J0rgensen and 

Pedersen (1989:35), spelling is not as emphasised in these schools as may be the case 

. elsewhere. The teachers in the Hirtshals Project believed that the dialect should be 

. corrected in written work and in very formal oral tasks but accepted in everyday oral 

.btteractions. However, even given this high level of tolerance, only 2% supported the 

use of the dialect as a medium of instruction. It was also interesting to note that in 

classroom practice, some teachers were more tolerant than others which might suggest a 
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mismatch between the attitudes and the practices of some teachers. Edwards 

(1985:139-40) and Hagen (1989:57) also found that teachers' rcpo1tcd attitudes did not 

necessarily correspond to their behaviour in classrooms. 

In a review of these studies, J orgcnscn and Pedersen ( 1989:35) found no evidence of 

dialect forms being ridiculed or stigmatised. Rather, students were made aware that the 

form used was dialectal and asked to provide the corresponding standard fonn. 

However, they also noted that although the teachers reported positive attitudes towards 

the dialects, they did not assist their students with the educational consequences of 

speaking a dialect. Similarly, in the Netherlands, liberal language policies have not Jed 

to assistance for dialect speakers to cope with the language demands of the curriculum 

(Hagen, 1989:59). Jorgensen and Pedersen argue that this Jack of assistance could be 

addressed through training and in-service education for teachers. 

Van de Craen and Humblet (1989:23-4) reported on Belgian teachers' attitudes towards 

language variation. They analysed previous data to identify four main aspects which 

influenced teachers' attitudes. First, linguistic insecurity was identified in the amount of 

hypercorrection in the teachers' taJk and in their correction of students' written work. It 

was found that hypercorrect lexical items were introduced as the standard and expected 

to replace 11incorrect11 alternatives commonly used in the varieties spoken by the 

students. Second, Van de Craen and Humblet analysed reported Jingoistic shortcomings 

related to the teachers' own perceived linguistic inadequacy which was also expressed 

~:. through the high incidence of hypercorrect forms in their speech. Many teachers, 

particularly those over 45 years old, reported feeling guilty about this perceived 

linguistic inadequacy. The third aspect discussed by Van de Craen and Humblet was 
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that teachers tended to "upgrade thcfr language variant" (Van de Cracn & Humblet, 

1989:23). In some cases, they saw their regional variety as representing the higher 

status intermediate variety (Umgangssprachc), and where they spoke the intermediate 

variety they saw it as representing the higher status variety of "Belgium Dutch" and 

similarly if they spoke Belgium Dutch they perceived themselves as speaking Standard 

Dutch. Finally, Van de Cracn's and Hurnhlct's analysis revealed that tcuchcrs were very 

tolerant of their pupi Is' speech. Correction of student speech was nue and even then 

confined to specific language lessons. 

Van Calcar, Van Cale ar and De J onge ( I 989: 25 6-68) in vestigatcd teacher attitudes as 

part of the Groningen Project in the Netherlands but did not find as much tolerance as 

was found in Belgium. The teachers reported that their students' vocabulary was 

inadequate because of their I imited experiences ( Van Cal car, Van Cale ar & De J onge, 

1989:259). They aJso cJaimed that their students "dried up completely" when they 

spoke "proper" or standard Dutch, they pronounced words incorrectly, used 

unacceptable syntax and spoke in incomplete sentences (experiences {Van Calcar, Van 

Calcar & De Jonge, 1989:261). 

A related source of infonnation about teachers' attitudes to language variation is 

available in the results of "acceptability" studies. Eagleson (1972, 1977, 1989) has 

carried out a number of such studies in Australia and claims that teachers hold 

particularly conservative attitudes. 

" ... teachers can be remarkably outmoded in their knowledge of the current state 
of the language. In tests of acceptability in the last five years I have found them 
to lag behind the rest of the community time and again. . . .It is these same people 
who, because of the elevated position of education in our society, have as 
imparters of learning an added impact in influencing others to see the dialect of 
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education -which is for us in Australia the standard dialect- as lhc prestige dialect 
in our community. Because leachers tend lo be conservative in their own practice, 
the view of lhis dialect which they :ire going to present is a warped, possibly 
warping. one. If indeed it is a prestige dialect in the community, here is an added 
source of confusion hmnpcring precise delimit.it ion of ils nuture in the populur 
conccplion." (Eagleson, 1989: 155) 

He uses evidence from these sludics along with reports in the press to argue that 

teachers promote prescriptive forms which arc no longer used in the community and 

hold generally outmoded knowledge of current usage (Eagleson, I 989: I 54-5 J. These 

studies, however. ask teachers lo determine the level of acceptability of variant fonns in 

isolation and in controlled conditions. They do not cstabfo;h how teachers view these 

forms when they arc part uf everyday interactions with students. Jn this way, they 

indicate an attitude toward; particular language fonns and may not predict the 

behavfour which arises from that attitude. As other studies have shown, there is 

sometimes a mismatch betw~en teachers' attitudes and their behaviour (Edwards, 

1985:139-40; Hagen, 1989:57; Hansen & Lund, 1983; Lund, 1986). 

An important consequence of teachers' negative attitudes towards language variation is 

the stereotyping of non-standard speakers. Research indicates that where teachers 

perceive children's speech as poor, they also take a negative view of their personalities, 

social background and academic abilities (Giles & Coupland, 1991 :45). Corson 

(1997:152) and Wolfram, Adger and Christian (1999:23-4) have noted that dialect

based stereotyping is one of the major causes of educationaJ disadvantage for students 

from linguistically diverse backgrounds. The stereotypes held about non-standard 

speakers include that they have lower intelligence, poor motivation and even low moral 

standards. The association of non-standard varieties with social and demographic 

factors such as living in low socio-economic status suburbs and holding low paid jobs 
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or being unemployed may increase the educational disadvantage of non-standard 

speakers (Ellis, 1978:23; Giles, 1991 :59). Further, because of these attitudes, the 

cultural, social and linguistic knowledge that these children do bring to school is not 

valued in school-based learning (Bourdieu, 1974, 1991; Corson, 1999:23 ). As a result, 

there are lower expectations for the educational ouh.:omcs of these students. 

A longitudinal study undertaken between 1973 and 1982 in the Dutch town of Kerkrade 

showed no differences between the educational achievement of standard Dutch speakers 

and non-standard dialect speakers other than in "standard" Dutch (Stijncn & Vallen, 

1989: 148-9). Despite this, teachers assessed the non-standard dialect speakers less 

favourably than standard Dutch speakers, including evaluations on their fluency in 

Dutch and. their expected level of achievement. They also reported that non-standard 

diaJect speakers were more reluctant to speak in class, particularly if they were also 

from a lower socio-economic background. Further, these students were awarded lower 

marks than standard speaking students in some subjects and more of these children were 

required to repeat levels of schooling. Stijnen and Vallen (I 989: 149) argue that the 

teachers' assessments were influenced by their attitudes to language. For example, six 

teachers were asked to assess the written work of two groups of students, one non

standard dialect speaking and the other standard dialect speaking without knowing 

about the students' backgrounds. There were no differences between the two groups in 

the assessments made by the teachers in this "blind" study. 

In a similar study by Ammon (1989:128-131) teachers in Germany evaluated students 

who spoke a regional dialect while participating in small group discussions. The 

moderate dialect speakers whose forms were closer to the standard were rated higher 
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lhan the broad dialect speakers. In the same study, classroom observations showed that 

standard speakers participated in class discussions more frequently and non-standard 

dialect speakers were rcprimanc.Jcd 111orc often. 

In another task involving a group of low .1chicvcrs, standard speakers i::corcd lower in 

mathematics, suggesting that the dialect speakers may have fewer problems in subject 

areas requiring Jess standard language compclcncy. However, despite these scores, the 

standard speakers were placed in higher streams than the non-standard dialect speakers. 

Evidence suggests that teachers' negative beliefs about their students' abilities are taken 

on by students which in tum reduces their self esteem (Braun, 1976:209; Corson, 

1997: 152). In this way, teachers' beliefs become a self-fulfilling prophecy (Camboume, 

1990:295; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968, 1992). Wolfram, Adger and Christian 

(1999:23-4) suggest that this is worse where the students are placed in groups or 

streams with less able or intellectually disabled students. 

Similarly, Hamilton-Kelley (1994:33-36) claims that where teachers make negative 

judgements about their students' abilities based on their language, the stud~nts fonn 

negative attit•1des to school and are not motivated to participate. This in tum impacts on 

their educational achievement and reinforces the ~liginal negative attitudes. HamiJton

KelJey found that the teachers1 negative attitudes toward non-standard varieties even 

influence the approaches they select for teaching. In this way, a lack of understanding 

of the linguistic issues may lead to inappropriate intervention. 
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Corson ( 1999:97-8) argues that assessment practices may be influenced by the way 

social advantage is mistaken for linguistic compclcncc and students without these 

advantages arc made to appear incompetent. One way in which this disadvantage 

happens is when the standard variety is the "norm" in language tc~ts (Fasold, 1990; 

Corson. 1993: 119-20;). Assessment that emphasises only one "correct" form 

exacerbates the injustice. An example of this is the over-rcpresent.ttion of non-standard 

diaiect speaking sllHlcnts in special education contexts which would appear to be the 

result of inappropriate testing procedures and assumptions abuut dialect inforiority 

ratherthan genuine language disabilities ( Adger, Wolfram, Dctwylcr, & Harry, 1993:5-

6). The measurement of a s1udent's competence in only the "sw.ndard" fonn of the 

language is more a measure of social background than of abillty or teaching 

effectiveness (Perera, 1993: 10). This was illustrated in an example, used by Labov 

(1972a:2 I 3-20), which contrasts the speech of a Black Vernacular English (BVE) 

speaker with that of a middle class speaker to demonstrate that the arguments mounted 

by the B VE speaker were in fact clearer and more I ogi cal ·than· tho~e of the middle cl ass 

speaker. Labov claimed that because the middle class speaker used fonns of language 

associated with being weIJ-educated and intelligent, the content of his speech was 

generally viewed to be more logical than that of the B VE speaker. 

2.10 Conclusion 

Language varies in systematic ways but non-Jinguists do not always understand this 

natural variation. Similarly, the differences between standard and non-standard 

varieties of a language are not well understood. A standard variety is less subject to 

variation because of the codification process and the higher level of consciousness tbat 

often accompanies its use. It also achieves higher status because of its use in the public 
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functions of society and its key role in education. In addition, the nature and role of the 

standard often leads to a negative view of variation away from it and the devaluing of 

non-standard varieties. Thi!- is demonstrated in the history of the EngJish language, 

including Australian English, where the standardisation process has led to a common 

view of varictii:s as sub-standard. Negative views of variation continue into the present 

as seen in the extensive international research regarding linguistic prejudice. Education 

plays an impmtant role in the perpetuation of this prejudice and is at the same time, 

influenced by it in that teachers' judgements of competence may be effected by the 

variety of English that their students speak. 

In Western Australia a new curriculum framework has recently been developed and 

published and is being implemented over the next five years with extensive professional 

development. This curriculum policy places an additional emphasis on the role of oracy 

in teaching and learning processes and particularly in the assessment of student learning 

outcomes. While the policy recognises linguistic varb.don, it also emphasises 

competence in Standard Australian English. The combination of this new focus on 

spoken language and the emphasis placed on the standard variety means that student 

speech and how teachers judge it will become increasingly important in learning and 

assessment processes. However, there has been little Australian research and a dearth 

of Western Australian research investigating teachers' understanding of language 

variation and how this impacts on their practice. 

2.11 The research questions 

This research investigates how teachers perceive student speech. In particular, it 

investigates the influence of the students' socio-economic status and level of schooling 
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on teachers' perceptions. In order to do this. answers arc sought to the following 

questions: 

What do teachers perceive to be problematic in the speech of their students'! 

What influences lhc teachers' perceptions of their students' speech'! 

Does a student's socio-economic status or level of schooling influence teachers' 

perceptions of their speech? 

Do the teachers' backgrounds influence their perceptions and if so, in what way? 

. u:,. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Method 

This chapter describes the research methodology. It includes the overall aims, a 

description of the informants and the procedures as related to the three studies that make 

up this research. First. the aspects of methodology common to all three studies are 

presented and then those aspects unique to each study are described. 

3.1 Aim 

The purpose of this research was to detennine how teachers perceive student speech. In 

particular, it sought to detennine the relative influence of non-standard features in the 

students' speech. Additionally, the influence of the teachers' background, their general 

attitudes to language variation and the way they define Standard Australian English was 

considered. 

3.2 Informants 

Thirty-six teachers participated in this research; eighteen were primary teachers, twelve 

secondary English learning area teachers and six secondary society and environment 

learning area teachers. 

3.2.1 Informant selection 

The teachers in the study were selected from twelve schools representing a range of 

Western Australian metropolilan education districts. This was done to control for the 

possible influence that differences in policy and professionaJ development between 

districts might make on teachers' perceptions of student speech. 
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An equal number of primary and secondary schools were selected on the basis of the 

socioeconomic status of their student populations. This status was identified using the 

H Index which gives a weighting to parental occupation, parental education, family 

structure 7, accommodation tenancy and crowding to determine the degree of 

disadvantage. The Education Department of Western Australia uses the H Index as the 

allocative mechanism for the distribution of equity funding. Schools in the Perth 

metropolitan area have an H Index range of 86.53 to I 18.52. Half of the schools in this 

· research had an H Index of 95 or less and were referred to as 'low' ('L'). The remainder 

had a rating of greater than 100 and were referred to as 'high' {'H'). 

Primary School A B E F I J 

Socioeconomic s1a1us HIGH LOW HIOH LOW HIGH LOW 

Teachers 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Secondary School C D G H K L 

Socioeconomic status HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW 

Teachers 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Figure 3.1 Selection of schools and infonnants 

ThRe teachers from each primary and secondary school were selected. In the primary 

schools this included a pre-primary (PP), year 4 and year 7 teacher; and in the secondary 

schooJs, an English learning area teacher for year 9 and year 11 and a society and 

environment (S&E) learning area teacher. The society and environment teachers taught 

either or both year 9 and year 11 classes . 
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These year levels were selected to make the sample representative and to provide the 

opportunity to collect data about issues related to a particular level of schooling as well 

as genernl issues. 

The pre-primary level was identified as the entry point to institutionalised education for 

most children. Year 4 was chosen as representing the middle years of primary school 

where the curriculum generally becomes more cognitively demanding, language use 

more decontextualised and teaching methodology less reliant on concrete learning 

activities. The final year of primary school was selected because it is viewed by many 

as particularly important in preparing students for secondary school. At this level, 

students are often encouraged to become more independent in their learning and the 

demands on their language increase in anticipation of the specialist subjects to be 

studied in secondary school. 

In the secondary school, year 9 was identified as being difficult for many students and 

their teachers. At this point, the students are dealing with the rapid changes brought on 

by adolescence, including changing relationships with peers and adults. Additionally, at 

the end of year 8, the students choose options from a range of subjects and are expected 

to meet increased perf onnance demands in the areas chosen. Year 11 is the first year of 

post-<ompulsory education and students are seen as preparing for further education or 

vocational goals. As senior school students, they face a rapid increase in the 

expectations about their performance, including language use. 

7 Family structure refers to the type of fa~ily such as 'original' or biological parents and childrcn~'step or 
blended families or single parent families. 
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A society and environment learning area teacher was included on the basis of evidence 

that English teachers may hold more conservative attitudes to Janguagc than teachers 

from other disciplines (Collins, 1989: 141; Eagleson, 1989: 155 }. Jn addition, the 

language demands within the society and environment learning area arc very high. 

A Teacher Background Questionnaire was used to collect information on the age, 

gender, teuching experience and level and location of each teacher's schooling. This 

information is presented by school in the following table. 

Table 3. I Background of infonn ants 

Qualincation Professional 
"O .!a Development' Ill = Ill u = > .3] '"" = 
- Ill 

I-, 0 Ill =- Ill 0 "O 'C 
0 I-, "O 0 = ~ Ill 

-= ! = Ill -= ..!I ~J Ill !:,D 
~>,. C, < u-

!;I) e; 

A F 50- Perth HSE PS & SHS!I 5 (IP)'u ECE FS 11 , ESLIZ 10 
pp 59 
4 F 40- Germany, Melb.-8 LSE BEd TESOV\ LOTE 20+ 

49 -MSE schools methodo)oJ!:Y 
7 F 50- Perth MSES PS & SHS 3year PS, Key teacher 23 

59 Certificate 
B F 40- England - LSE 3 year FS, ESL, 20 
pp 49 Certificate Aboriginal 

Education 
4 F 30- Catholic primary, and 5 (IP)* FS, Early Literacy, 10 

39 secondary-MSE-HSE Policy & ESL, Literacy Net 
Ad ministration P-3, CF 

1 PS is First Steps, SO is Stepping Out, ESL is English as a second language, LOTB is languages other 
than English, CF is Curriculum Framework, SOS is Student Outcome Statements, SAER is students at 
educational risk. 
'I.SES. MSES and USES rerer to low, middle and high socio--economic status respectively. PS refers lo 
l'J!mary school and SHS refers 10 senior high school. 
0 IP is degree at that level in progress 

u Fust Steps was a comprehensive proressional development course based on whole language and genre 
methodology. Student progress was mapped using continuua for spelling, reading. writing and oral 
language and involved the teachers identifying student achievement on key indicators before they 
Pf'!lrCssecl to the ne1t Jevel of achievement. There is no reference to language variation in this course. 
2 Tbc ESL training referred to is a one-day in-service course designed for mainstream teachen with a 

low number of ESL students in their class. Traditionally these courses have not included information 
about language variation except as it relates to interlanguage development. 
13 TESOL is teaching English to speakers of olher languages 
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7 F 40- Large country town PS 3 year certificate FS, ESL, THRASS, 20+ 
49 &SHS Rcrnc<lial, PE CF.SOS 

C F 40- Private Girls School DEJ SO,ESL 15 
9E 49 (IISES) History/ 

Engli~h 
I I F 40- I O schools ( country OE<l so 9 
E 49 and city) (English & ESL) ESL 

MSES (+ a great Jeal of 
other) 

S& M 50. UK (MSES) Diploma so 32 
E 59 Gcogrnphy 
D F 30- MSES-HSES 4: DipEd FS, SO, Aboriginal 6 
9E 39 metro po Ii tan Mcd ia/Engl ish English 

government schools 
II F 20- MSE - HSE 4: Dip T TESOL 2 
E 29 TESOL 
S& F 40- Country PS 4: DipT SO,ESL 21 
E 49 Private girls high Hblury/ 

school (NSW) economics 
E F 30- WA rural catholic BE<l FS, BI.ink Model 11 
PP 39 school ECE Que~tioning 

Rural SHS 
4 M 40- WALSE 3 year Diploma FS 20 

49 
7 F 40- UK priva1e girls ;chool BEd FS, SO, Bookshelf 27 

49 PS+ geography & (reading), Special 
Ene;lish Needs in Reading. 

F F 50- L-1'ilSES PS 3 Cert FS, KOSP (oral 25 
pp 59 L-MSES SHS ECE language) 

Spccc.:h pathologist 
C)'.? story train 

4 F 4(). Yl-6 Nth rreland DEd FS, SO, Focus 26 
49 Y 6-7 LSES-MSES PS Reading Teacher 

lower-middle SES SHS 
7 F 40. Country PS BEd ERlCA. FS, SO, 26 

49 Country SHS lntercultural & English SOS 
Aboriginal studies 

G F 3(). MSES PS Dip ofT so IO 
9E 39 MSES-HSES SHS BEd LOTEre SOS 

Honours 
halian & English 

11 F 40. LSES.MSES PS, BEd so 17 
E 49 MSES-HSES SHS. English SAER 

Countrv SHS 
S& F 40- HSESSHS BEd so 17 
E 49 History 
H F 40- LSES. Victorian PS BF.d ESL s 
9E 49 LSES-MSES SHS English & History TESOL 

Grad Ccn (IP)• 
II F 30- NSW BA so 10 
E 39 I year WA (HSES) Dio Ed (Enidish} 
S& F 20- MSESSHS BEd History/ so s 
E 29 Aboriginal sludics Aboriginal English 
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I F 40- HSES PS, HSES ar:.J FS 15 
'pp 49 Private girls school Psychology 
4 F 40- SJ\ BEd rsso 30 

49 MSES 
7 r JO- MSES SHS UEd ELIC, FS 14 

39 Maths, spcciul cd 

J F 30- fvfalay~i.i PS ECE FS, Abl Eng 12 
pp 39 WA HSES private girls literacy 

school 
4 M 40- NZ t,,fSES BEd FS,SO 20 

49 Art/Craft 
7 F 30- HSES private girls Diploma FS 11 

39 school Health 
K F 20- HSESSHS llEd SO, ESL 6 
9E 29 Drama 
11 F 40- LSES-MSES PS & BEd so 14 
E 49 SHS English literature 
S& F 40- HSES PS & SHS BEd SO ESL 25 
E 49 Geography 

L M 20- ~fSES SHS BEd NoPD 3 
9E 29 Media 
It F 40- t,1-LSES PS BEd so 6 
E 49 Pri vutc girls school English 
S& M 20- MSES SHS BEd Nil 4 
E 29 Economics 

The informants were divided into three equal groups to participate in the three separate 

studies. Schools A. B, C and D participated in Study One, Schools E, F. G and Hin 

Study Two and Schools I, J, K and L in Study Three. 

TncMrs Study One Teachers Study Two Teachers Study Three Teachers 
Schools Primary Secondary Primary S«ondary Primary Secondary 

Schools Schools Schools St:hools Schools Schools 
School A B C D E F G H I J K L 

Sodo,. 
economic H L H L H L H L H L H L 
mtm 
PSYeu pp pp pp PP pp pp 
Lffels 4 4 4 4 4 4 
(l per year 7 7 7 7 7 7 
lcwl> 
1:..-,. 9 9 9 9 9 9 
(lper,ar IJ II JI JJ 11 II 
l,,vell 

SAE S/E SIE SIB 816 SIB S/E 
Tadlen 
(I neuch) 

Figu~ 3.2 Infonnants in Study One, Study Two and Study Three 
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3.3 Procedure 

The procedures common to all three studies are described in this section and those 

relating to the indi vitlual studies are described in the following sections. 

i'Pennission to conduct rcscnrch in each of the schools was obtained from the principal 

·· and written consent was gained from the teachers. (See Appendix A) 

A Language Attitude Questionnaire was designed to measure the informants' attitudes to 

language variation in general and to the use of particular variants of Australian English. 

The questionnaire was based on that used by Hamilton-Kelley ( J 994:63-4) in a study of 

teacher attitudes to African American Vernacular English (AA VE). However, some 

modification was required to reflect local conditions. It was then trialed with a 

representative group of 14 teachers and further modifications were made in response to 

their feedback ( copy in Appendix B ). All of the infonnants later completed this 

questionnaire and it was scored act.:ording to the Likert scale choices they made. This 

ques.tiouuaire was constructed so that in some items an "agree" response represented the 

most liberal attitude and in others the most conservative. This was done so the 

infonnants could not detennine a particular pattern of expected responses. The most 

liberal response scored +2, a moderately liberal response + l, no opinion 0, moderately 

conservative -1 and conservative -2. The questions sought information on attitudes to 

variation in general and on attitudes towards specific alternative variant use. These two 

aspects were analysed separately by adding the scores for relevant items and averaging 

them. When the scores for each of these sections were averaged those above O indicated 

degrees of Jiberalism. Therefore, a score between O and 0.9 was slightly liberal, 1.0 and 
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1.5 was moderately Jibernl and 1.6 and 2.0 was very liberal. Similarly, scores below 0 

demonstrated degrees of conservatism with Oto -0.9 slightly conscrvat ivc. -1.0 to -1.5 

moderately conservative ~mu -1.6 to -2.0 very conservative. This scoring system is 

illustrated in Figure 3.3. 

+2 0 .. -2 
More liberal More conservative 

Figure 3.3 The scoring of the Language Attitude Questionnaire 

Before doing the Language Attitude Questionnaire, each infonnant was required to 

complete a Background Infom,ation Sheet (Appendix C), to write their own definition 

of Standard Australian English and to identify what s/hc believed to be the key features 

of that variety. The Language Attitude Questionnaire, the Background Infonnation 

Sheet and the definitions of Standard Australian English were used in all three studies. 

3.4 Study One 

3.4.1 Procedure 

This study required the teachers to keep a written record of the linguistic features they 

identified as problematic in their students' speech for a period of a week. Firstly. the 

researcher met with the teachers and explained this data collection task to them. They 

were given Language Features Record Sheets to make notes on as they \\'ent about their 

normal teaching duties. The instructions on these sheets read "Please record the 

features, as precisely as you can, you identify as problems in your students' speech. 

Bach time you identify a feature, note why you think it is a problem". Each sheet was 

divided into two columns, the first narrower than the second. The first column was 
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headed "Language Feature" and lhe second "Why is it a problem?" (see Appendix D for 

a copy of this sheet). During the initial meeting, any feature that the teachers were 

unsure of w.1s discussed. lluwcvcr. specific example~, of features were not given either 

verbally or on the sheet to avoid inllucncing the teachers' perception. During the week 

of lhe dal,l collection, there was only one teacher who required further clarification and 

she provided an example of a feature she had observed and asked if it were appropriate 

to the task. 

At the end of the week, the researcher met with each teacher again to administer the 

Language Attitude Questionnaire. to collect background information and to have them 

write their own definition of Standard Australian English and identify its key 

characteristics. This also provided an opportunity for the teachers to discuss their 

observations. These discussions were hand written as field notes. 

3.4.3 Analysis 

First, the observation"I data recorded by each teacher was categorised and related to the 

infonnation from the attitude and background questionnaires and to his/her definition of 

Standard Australian English. Next, this information was examined and a summary of 

the relationships between the different factors was made. A case study of one of the 

teachers was then prepared as an example of the way the relationships were considered. 

FmaJly, the information relating to each of the teachers was collated and trends in the 

relationships were noted. 

Following this, the data for the three teachers from each schoo] was collated using the 

categories suggested by the nature of the features they had identified as problematic, 
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both on their Language Features Record Sheets anti in the discussion that followed the 

data collection. These c.ategories included pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, 

language use :.mJ the causes of speech prohlcrns. Patterns across the four schools were 

then ex.unincd using a matrix which identified the features and the nchools where 

teachers had nomin.1tcd them as problematic (sec Appendix E for sample of analysis). 

3.5 Study Two 

3.5. l Procedure 

The teachers in this study participated in school-based focus groups to discuss those 

features they identified as problematic in their students' speech. The researcher used 

guiding questions (Appendix F) to facilitate this discussion where necessary. These 

focus groups were tape-recorded. 

3.5.2 Analysis 

The tape recordings of each of the four focus groups were transcribed using standard 

orthography. Each area of concern identified by the teachers was then highlighted in 

each transcript and a note of the topic made in the margin (see Appendix G for sample 

of annotated transcript). 

Each teacher's contribution to the topics of discussion was noted together with their 

perceptions of their students' speech. The contribution of each teacher was categorised 

and re]ated to the information from the attitude and background questionnaires and to 

bis/her definition of Standard Australian English. Next, this information was examined 

and a summary of the relationships between the different factors was made. A case 

study of one of the teachers was then prepared as an example of the way the 
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relationships were considered. Finally. the infonnation relating to each of the teachers 

was collated and trends in the relationships were noted. 

The features of student speech identified in the focus group discussions a't problematic 

were summarised and categorised for each school. The categories included 

pronunciation. vocabulary. grammar and language use. As in Study One. the patterns 

across schools were then examined using a matrix which identified the problem features 

by school. 

3.6 Study Three 

3.6. l Procedure 

The teachers in this study participated in school-based groups to rank samples of student 

speech. The teachers ranked the speech of unknown students to control for lhe possible 

influence of background factors on their perceptions. Previous research suggests that 

teachers may judge on the basis of the assumed background of students or their 

appearance (Eltis, 1978:348~9; Ryan. 1980:1·19; Gordon, 1981:49; Giles & Coupland, 

1991 :49·53). 

The researcher collected samples of student speech from years 4, 7 and 9. This 

minimised the need to find tasks easy enough for pre·primary students and complex 

enough for year 11 students. Also the age variation between years 4 and 7 for the 

primary ranking process and years 7 and 9 for the secondary ranking process was 

considered to be sufficient to demonstrate any judgements that were influenced by age. 
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The speech samples were collecled i1, Che following manner. Teachers from Study One 

who taught years 4, 7 and 9 selcclcd two male and two female students wilh an 

Austrnlhm English speaking hackgrouml (Figure 3.4). A signed permission slip was 

gained from each stmlcnt's parcnt(s). Recordings were made at school because it was 

less disruptive to the :,;tudcnts' class routine. Recordings were therefore not of 

extremely high quality but adequate for the task. 

Tasks Schools A &C SchoolB&D 
HSES LSES 

Male Female Male Female 
Year Levels 4 7 9 4 7 9 4 7 9 4 7 9 
Sentence repelilion task';, (SR-yf (SR,o] 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Description task I (house) [DHJ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Description task 2 (activity) [DAJ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Figure 3.4 Collection of student speech samples 

The samples of student speech included a sentence repetition task and two description 

tasks, one describing the student's home and one describing leisure activities (Appendix 

H). The sentence repetition task was the same as that used in a study of variation in the 

speech of Western Australian school children (OHver, McKay & Rochecouste, 1999). 

The 13 sentences contained phonological features identified as variab]e in studies of 

Australian English. A tape of these was played and paused after each sentence to allow 

the student to repeat that sentence. Each student's attempt was tape-recorded. 

The first descriptive task required the students to describe the inside of their home. 

They were told they could draw a floor plan of the house to assist them if they wished. 

The second task required them to tell the researcher about a film they had recently seen. 
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A student who had not seen a film recently. was asked to describe a soccer match 

instead. 

The researcher selected a representative sample of six recordings of each task. Each of 

these speech recordings was tnmsfcrrcd to a separate tape and alphabetically labelled. 

The order of the students was counterbalanced across the ta1.,ks to control for the 

influence of age, gender or class on the teachers' ranking. This is detailed in Figure 3.5. 

Sentence 
Repetition (SR-y] 

A-F -----·--Yr 
4 
7 
4 
7 
4 
7 

G SF.S 
F L 
M H 
M L 
F H 
F H 
M L 

Description 
Howe [DHJ 

A·F 
Yr G SES 
4 F L 
4 M H 
7 F H 
4 M L 
7 M H 
7 F L 

Figure 3.5: Organisation of speech sample tapes 

Sentence Description 
Repetition [SR-o] Activity [DA] 

A-F A·F 
Yr G SES Yr G SES 
9 F H 9 M H 
7 M L 9 M L 
9 F L 7 F H 
7 F L 9 F H 
9 M H 7 F L 
7 M H 7 M L 

The teachers met in school based groups to rank two sets of samples of student speech. 

They were asked to rank the speech samples using their own criteria and were given a 

record sheet for any notes made during the ranking process. In addition, the teachers' 

discussion during this task was tape-recorded. 

· The order of the tasks was counterbalanced (see Figure 3.6) so as not to influence the 

teachers to focus on particular Jinguistic features. 

i 15 ·The same sentence repetition 1ask was completed by lhe year 4. 7 and 9 students. However. the 
·' · < teachers in the primary schools ranked samples from year 4 and 7 students [SR-y] and lhe secondary 

· teichm ranked samples from year 7 and 9 studenlS [SR-o]. 
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The teachers in School I ranked the sentence repetition lask hy younger students and 

nominated the criteria used for that c,ltc~orisation first. They lhcn ranked lhe samples 

of the younger s1mlcnts dcscrihing their homes. The lci.!chcrs in school J did their 

ranking in reverse order (sec Figure 3.6). 

The teachers in school K ranked the description of a leisure activity by the older 

students and nomin:.itc<l thc critcriu used for that categorisation first. They then ranked 

the older students' sentence repetition ta.sk. The teachers in school L did their ranldng in 

reverse order (see Figure 3.6). 

School I J K L 
Teachtrs PP. 4. 7 PP. 4, 7 9, 11, S&E 9, 11,S&E 

Task I SR-y OH OA SR-o 

Task 2 OH SR-y SR-o DA 

Figure 3.6 Order of tasks by school group 

3.6.2 Analysis 

The teachers' rankings were noted and the top three of each set of speech samples were 

analysed according to age, gender and socio-economic status. 

The tape recordings of each of the four school groups were transcribed and analysed in 

the same way as for Study Two. Additionally. the data relating to each teacher's 

contribution to the discussion, his/her attitude to language variation and his/her 

background were analysed as for Study One and Two. 
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Chapters Four. Five and Six will report the findings of each of the three studies hut only 

discuss 1hosc aspects unique 10 c:1ch s!udy. Chapter Seven will discuss the findings 

common to all three studies .:md discuss these with reference to the relevant literature. 
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CHAPTER4 

Study One Findings 

In Study One, twelve teachers from four schools were required lo keep a written record 

of rhe linguistic features they identified as prohlcm..itic rn their students' speech for a 

period of a week. Thcse notes were to be made as they went :.ihout their nonnal 

leaching du1ics. At the end of tl1c week, the researcher met with the teachers to 

administer the Language Attitude and 1he Background Information Questionnaires. At 

this time, the researcher recorded as fidd notes .rny additional issues raised by the 

teachers. 

In this chapter, firstly, the way the teachers defined Standard AustraJian English is 

described. Secondly, the results of the Language Attitude Questionnaire completed by 

each of the teachers arc reported. Thirdly, the information provided hy the teachers in 

their observation journals 16 is summarised and discussed in sect ions re I ..it i ng I o their 

perceptions of their students' difficulties with pronunciation, vocabulary. grammar and 

language use. Fourthly, the causes teachers ascribed to their students' speech problems 

are described. Finally. the relationships between the way the teachers defined Standard 

Australian Englisht their backgrounds. their attitudes to language variation and how 

they perceived student speech are explored. 

16 These DOies were recorded on a Language Features Record Sheet (Appendix D) 
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4. I Teachers' definitions of Standard Australian English 

The teachers involved in this study were askcd lo write their own definition of Stamford 

Australian English ;tnd to identify its key fralurcs. These have hccn collated by year 

level and school ,ind arc presented in Table 4.1. exactly as wrillcn by the teachers. 

Table 4.1 Teachers' definitions of Standard Australian English (Study One) 

S<hool DennUions of Standard ,\ustralian K e-y feat u re-s of S la ndard A uslralian 
Tnchtt English Engli<i:h 
" 
A Approprr..11c u~..igc of 'P(J~cn ;md wnllcn G ramrr1.111c al 
PP language 10 cn.·hlc func1iuning Spoken l,inguagc · dear, pred.'>C. well 

effic icnl ly in sndc 1y - in ,\ u,tralla. mo<lu:atcd. in rnrrccl form. 
Wrillcn language · readable. well 
pre<.entcd with reference 10 formal+ 
content. 

4 The Jnnguagc spoken by the newsreaders Good grnmmar, dear pronunciation, 
correct synta:i.. logical now of ideas, 

The dialect of Engli!.h lhal is spoken and S1andard1scll - dcscrihcd in grammar 
7 written by the powerful dominant group huoks .ind d1(:l1onaries 

in society eg Go\l,, media. law. Also con~i \IS of co/ Joq ui al .is we II as 
education. formal variant. 

B Enghsh ....,hich is corre(:I grnmmatically Genre. word awareness:. grammar. 
PP and in pronunciation, encompassing s ynta \, \ 01:ahulary. pron unc iat ion, 

changes lo the Engfo,h language which 
arc recognised and accepted in Australia. 

4 Forms and use of Australian English Wrinen ,onvcntions (spelling. rncab etc. 
culminating the dominant languages of Oral conventions (,ocab, e:,;pression) 
the go\'emment, education and everyday The understanding and use convcnlions 
social interaclion and communication in according lo audience & purpose, Need 
Australia. lo recognise the importance of using 

conventions to make communication 
easier. 

7 A common language that is accepted and Common language 
understood & allows people to interact Common acceptance 
socially, communicate and provides & Written conventions. spelling. grammar, 
supports a way of learning effectively punctuation. 
and easier. Oral conventions - tone. vocab. 

17 The tachas BR coded wilh PPbcingprc-prifflll}'. 4 being year 4, 7 being year 7, 9E being year9 
English. I IB bcin1 year 11 English and S&E being socicly and environmenL 
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C In gcnl'ral. thi: ahili1y lo he undcrsroo<l Al"lcprancc of ~omc ,Jang, id1oma11c 
9E hy 111hcr~. T~·chn1cally. I i:..:pci:1 11 would phra\l'.\ pci:uhar lo Am1ral1a 

ml'an m111g l;rnguagc ;1\ ,er 0111 m l'f Conn: n11onal ,pcllrng n( w"rd, 
~b.:,111;1r1c 1)1d 1on;1r y ;11111 rn gr a1111n;1r I d1ct111nar y J 

IC\lh1HI~', <'11 n n· rt! 1,,n;i I U\c 1Jf rra rnrnar 
IJ1ikn:111 L111j.'U;1gc: ,., appr11pr1alt: f1Jr 
J1fftrt:nl llHUlll\l;JIH.C\ ---------

11 E Thal \\J11d1 1\ ;1..:..:cp1;1bk lo thl' 111;qnrlly hlHHIIJIH: ,rx:nh 
in h.·rms of~· \Tryday U'>l' Clc.ir hul nor clipped - lend, 111 dmp final 

'g' ()!om' ell.:) 

Sl\::E Aus I ral1an ~ lan1u;mc I Ju.:111 ,nary A r111,.1urc of North Arncnr.:;m ;md UK 
Engh\h wnh a uni4ue \cl of mdigenou, 
Au-,trall;m ,,.,onh. In add11H,n. 11 ha, 
adopted fmh. S,011i,h i!nd Engh~h 
dialcd\ mlo ii~ fold. 

D Standard Ausiralian Engfoh 1, the Wnucn. ,pci!king, reading. 
9E con\'Cnlional English prcsnihcd in text 

hoob. It folhiws ,·crtain gramrn:.ili,·al 
and lingu1qic rules A.s spoken it 
rl'quircs an urn.lcr~t·,inJm~ of the '>nc1aliy 
acccptahlc cpm cntions. of d1:1lc,.: 1. !One. 
pace. pilch. cxprc~s1on 1:tc. f As a tcar.:her 
the abo,c statement ts rn:idc knowing 
that I ha\ e 10 1:on form to the ex pectalions 
.1nd slanJards set hy the Education 
Dcp.1r1mcn1. curriculum council cir.;. 
( show in~ data of state le vc Is clc) 

II E The English that is acr.:cptcd and used in Corrccl grammar. 
Australia as the means of proper Standard spelling • 's' nol 'l' for example. 
communica1ion in form;.il and acadcm1c Australian wc abulary 
s i I ua t ions. 

S&E As s1andard English. hut more ;;olourful That you rnn use 11 tn communicate well. 
with colloquialisms accepted. 

The teachers' definitions of Standard Australian varied \VidcJy. For example. some 

teachers defined it in tenns of its common acceptability while others described it with 

reference to that which is "correct" according to grammar texts and dictionaries. The 

definitions also differed in the "standards" against which language is judged. The most 

common standard was that the language used be "common. accepted and understood"11• 

1bese general criteria were further defined with reference to key features which 

included the use of correct conventions and .. good communicatio,l'. Other definitions 

referred to its use by authorities such as the "powe,fu/, dominant group". institutions 

and newsreaders. 1be standards of these authorities were characterised by cenain 

11 Tams ptaeMCd in ·ilaJid' arc dim:t qllOles rrom leachcrs in lhe saudy. 
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wriUen and oral con\'cnlions and hy the U!-.C of a logical now of ideas. Some dcfinilions 

ulso includc<l reference lo "appropriate" and further '.'iome !-.uggc!-.ted lhat this !-.hould he 

lhc key s(andard agaim,I whid1 the language i-. judged. In turn, wtwt was appropriate 

wa.~ dcfinl·d with rckn:ncc to grammar, format and context. Three of the definitions 

referred only to Sfl1..'l'l'.'h and lwo rdcrrcd lo 001h speech and writing while the others did 

no1 s~cifically refer to different modes of J;inguagc. 

4.2 Teachers' altitudes to language variation 

The teachers' attitudes to language variation in general and to the use of specific 

varianls or Au!->lralian English were measured hy a Language Attitude Questionnaire 

(see Appendix 8). The tcachtrs respomlcd to ~3 queslions using a Likcrt ~ale from 

"agree" through "moder.itcly agree". "no opinion". "moder.itely di,agrcc" to 

"disagreement". Thirteen of the questions sought infonnation on .ittitudes to variation 

in genera] and the other thirty on attitudes towards the use of spcc i fie .iltcmative 

variants of Australian English. These two ,L,pccts were analysed separately by adding 

the scores for relevant items and averaging them. When the scores for each or these 

sections were averaged those above O indicated degrees of liberalism. Therefore, a 

score between O and 0.9 was slightly liberal. 1.0 and 1.5 wa~ mooerately liberal and 1.6 

and 2.0 was very liberaJ. Similarly, scores below O demonstrated degrees of 

conservatism with O lo -0.9 slightly conserva1ive. -1.0 to -1.5 moderately conservative 

and-1.6 to-2.0 very conservalive. Therefore. the higher the score. lhe more liberal the 

attitude lo language variation and conversely.1he lower the score. the more conservative 

the attitude. 1be scoring of this questionnaire is detailed on pages 97-8. The results for 

die teachers in this study are reported on the following table. 
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Table 4.2 Teachers' ratings on the Language AlfitucJc Questionnaire 

School A SchoolR School C School D 

l'nr PP .. 7 pp " 7 .E9 Ell SE E9 Ell SE 
.IJ:!0 .I) ]5 .{J 15 +O f,'J tO f,'J t/JIJ1 +OM +I 00 +O.IJ7 +1.00 +0.85 +LOO 

u +0 . .:!7 +0.10 ·0.-l/J tO •JO t0.27 +O fill +O 50 + I A!J 0 +0.40 +-0.40 +-0.70 

In this study. the mean for the h:achcrs' attitude to language variation in general was 

+o.52 and for the use of variants W.t"i +0.43 or slightly liberal for both. In School A. aJJ 

of the teachers had slightly conservative altitudes to language variation in generaJ. The 

pre-primary and year 4 tc;:,;chcrs had slightly liberal attitudes to the use of variants of 

Australian English while the year 7 teacher had a slightly conservative attitude to this 

aspect of variation. In School B. the teachers· attitudes were generally more liberal than 

those of the teachers in School A. The teachers had a slightly liberal attitude to both 

language variation in general and to the use of variants of Australian English. In School 

C, the year I I English teacher had a moderately liberal rating to variation in general and 

to the use of variants of Australian English. The other two teachers had a rating of 

slightly liberal for both of these as)Pects of variation. In School D. both the year 9 

English teacher and the society and environment teacher had moderately liberal ratings 

for variation in general while the }'earl I English teacher had a slightly liberal rating. 

All of the teachers in this school had a slightly liberal rating for the use of variants of 

Australian English. 

"V n(cn ID Ille mcasun:mena of lhe teachds aai1ude IO variation in general and U 10 lheir anilude 10 lhe 
._ of specific varianll of ADSlnllian English 
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4.3 Teachers' perceptions of student speech 

4.3.1 Teachers' perceptions of pronunciation prohlcms 

The pronunciation problems idcnli fic<l by the teachers vmicd m:cordine to the different 

socio-cconom ic status (SES) oft he school and Jc vcls of schooling. The teachers in I ow 

SES schools, both primary and secondary, identified the most pronunciation difficulties 

whiJe the teachers in the high SES primary school did not nominate any problems with 

their students' pronundation. Only ope teacher in the high SES secondary school 

identified any. problems and these related to "perf onnance speech "20. 

The teachers in the low SES· schools noted the use of In/ in the word final position 

·insteadof/ryand.the contraction of words such as in "going to" as [gAn:,], "don't r..now" 

as [dAnou] and "No, not doing that" as [Nr,,p not dorn ncet], as problematic. In some 

cases. they were also concerned that these fonns would transfer to the students' writing. 

The year 7 teacher in the Jow SES primary school also noted her students' pronunciation 

of difficult or unfamiliar words as problematic. Although the year 11 Eng1ish teacher in 

the Jow SES secondary school also expressed a concern with her students' pronunciation 

problems, the example she gave did not seem to provide sufficient evidence to justify 

her concern. This example was a borrowed French word of low frequency, /debut/ 

which she claimed a student had pronounced as "deebutt". The teacher also claimed 

that this particular mispronunciation indicated that the student had "poor word 

20 . In thi~ research, '~perfonnance speech" refers 10 the formal talks students are required to give as part of 
their assessinent in upper primary and secondary school. 
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recognition skills". Again. this student speech example would not seem to provide 

strong evidence for the teacher's claim. 

The teachers in hoth the low SES schools and the high SES secondary school were 

concerned about their students' prohlcms with articulation. The teachers expressed this 

concern variously as "mumh!i11g". ''slurred speech", "sowtds not clearly articulated" 

and "incorrect ar1irnla1ion". However, while pronunciation was a gcr.cral concern for 

the teachers in the low SES schools. it was only referred to hy the year I J English 

teacher in the high SES schools. This teacher noted the prohlcm in the context of 

"performance speech", that is \Vhen her students \,.'ere giving prepared talks for 

assessment purposes. She called this tendency to "speak through closed lips", the 

"Australian disease". 

The year 11 English teacher in the high SES school was also the only teacher to identify 

a problem with her students not placing emphasis on importanl words or varying the 

pace of their speech. Again these problems were noted in the context of "perfonnance 

speech" and she claimed they made the students' voices boring and that their listeners 

consequently "lost the point". 

4.3.2 Teachers' perceptions of vocabulary problem..§ 

The teachers in the low SES schools identified the most vocabulary issues. Teachers in 

both of the low SES schools claimed their students used a limited range of vocabulary. 

They also suggested that their students Jacked specific vocabulary, including that 

required by specialist subjects, and used inappropriate vocabulary. Some students were 
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also described as having difficulty where words had more than one meaning. The 

teachers' journal comments included: 

"Oftt'll limits tjjt·dil·t· J/wring of id,·aJ to others tlrmttglr limited vocabulary for 

spt·ciflc f""Jwsc in si11wtiom." ( Year 4 lcadwr, low SES Primary school) 
"lack of l'oc(lhulo ry." "Nt•gm ive, 1111sub1 It· vo,·almla ry." ''Lack of vocahula ry or 
slllrling point." ( Year I I Engli~h tca<.:hl'r, low SES secondary school) 

These prohlems \','CTC seen to he of particular concern because of the students' failure to 

meet the vocabulary demands of the curriculum learning areas which would have 

serious implications for their educational success. 

In contrast to the low SES schools, the only vocabulary issue identified in the high SES 

schools was one instance where the society and environment teacher reported that a 

student had used an inappropriate adjective for an unfamiliar food item. That is, she 

said ''dead" instead of "raw" when referring to a pickled herring. 

4.3.3 Teachers' perceptions of grammar problems 

The teachers in both the low and high SES primary schools noted that their students had 

problems with verb tenses. In the low SES primary school, the year 7 teacher 

nominated incorrect verb tenses as one of a number of examples of her students' 

grammar problems. However, although both the pre-primary and the year 4 teachers in 

the high SES primary school noted instances of this problem. neither saw it as 

widespread or serious. The pre-primary teacher saw it as a developmental feature which 

only effected immature children in the early years of schooling. The year 4 teacher 

noted only one instance of a student having said. "/ got bit by a dog" which she 

identified as a problem of "wrong tense". In actual fact, the error is not in the use of 
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tense but rather in the fonn of the past participle. This probfcm also may be 

developmental, especially as the child was only nine years old. 

The year 11 English teacher in the low SES school was the only secondary teacher to 

identify that her students had problems with pronoun-verb agreement. She used the 

example of" You a·oJ wilh some kfrls" and suggested that this problem was due to the 

students' use of non-standard L1glish. 

There was a range of other grammatical features each of which was only nominated by 

one of the teachers. That is, the year 4 teacher in the high SES primary school recorded 

that her students were using "wrm11: adverbs", the year 7 teacher in the low SES primary 

school noted that her st'ldents used incorrect plurals and the year 11 English teacher in 

the low SES secondary school identified that her students use double negatives. The 

pre-primary teacher in the high SES school noted that one of her students used pronouns 

instead of articles and the other pre-primary teacher in the low SES school claimed that 

one of her students "did not use function words". However, both these teachers saw 

these problems as developmentaJ as the children concerned were immature. 

The year 9 English teacher in the high SES secon4ary school noted that her 11tudents use 

the tenns "could of' and "the woman that" in speech. The use of "could or is probably 

due to the reinterpretation of the contracted fonn of "could have" which although 

written as ''could've" is heard as "could of' possibly because these forms share the same 

unstressed form [kudev ]. On the other hand, the use of "a woman that" instead of "a 

woman who" may be the result of the genera) loss of wh- relative pronouns. In many 

instances, the "which" has been replaced by "that" and goes relatively unnoticed in 
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reference to inanimate objects but in reference to people, it may be Jess acceptable. The 

leacher commented that while she did not view these forms us a prohlcm when used in 

casuaJ conversation with peers, she was concerned lhat they would tnmsfcr to writing. 

She was, therefore, not sure whether she should correct them in the students' speech. 

The teachers in the lov,• SES high school also quoted the students' use of this feature but 

did not identify it us a problem or us an innovation hut rather considered it part of the 

students' "home"i 1 language. 

The pre-primary teacher in the low SES primary school noted that one of her students 

used single or two word phrases to communicate but believed this was a developmental 

problem. However, the year 7 teacher reported that many of her students used short 

sentences in their speech and she considered this a serious problem for them. In 

contrast, in the high SES primary school only one instance of an immature child using 

incomplete sentences was noted. While the teacher viewed this as a problem because it 

affected the child's expression, she saw it as developmental and believed it would 

resolve itself with time. 

Comparison of concerns across schools :ind levels of schooUng 

There were a greater number of grammatical issues identified as problematic by the 

primary teachers than by the secondary teachers in this study. Further, the nature of 

these issues also differed: The primary teachers were more concerned about verb fonns 

while the secondary teachers were more troubled by several language features which 

would seem to be undergoing change. The nature of the teachers' concerns also differed 

21 Some of the teachers involved in this research referred to non-standard speech as a student's "home" 
language. 
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according to the SES levels of the schools where they were teaching. For example, 

there was a general concern with the form of the students' speech, particularly that 

reJating to vcrh forms, however, the primary teachers working in the different SES 

schools viewed the cause of the problem diffcrcn1Jy. For in~tance, the examples quoted 

by the teachers contained variants associated with both syntactic development and 

social variation (eg Meg done ii). However, while the teacher in the high SES school 

identified the problem as developmental. the teacher in the low SES noted it as a 

common syntactical error resulting from the influence of" home language''. 

4.3.4 Teachers' perceptions of language use problems 

Most of the problems teachers identified concerned their students' use of language. 

These issues included the students' speech when engaged in learning activities, their 

"perfonnance speech", their reluctance to participate and their use of socially 

inappropriate speech. 

Teachers' observations of speech in classroom tasks 

Only the teachers in the low SES schools raised issues concerning speech in the context 

of classroom learning tasks. These issues induded inappropriate volume and speed of 

speech, poor oral comprehension, students being unable to share understandings with 

sufficient detail to communicate effectively with an audience and not recognising the 

different spoken genres, where they were used and the particular linguistic features they 

. required. The year 4 and 7 teachers were also concerned about how their students 

i :.· · interacted during small group activities and when working one-to-one with peers and 

with other adults. For example, the year 4 teacher described one of her students as 

having "difficulty sustaining communication with peers. In group sharing or activities, 
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she does 11ot develop her ideas with others." The year 7 teacher described some of her 

students as being "reluctmlf to enga>:e in conver.wtion" and others as being unable to 

"initiate class or group cmn·er.wtirm". 

The year 1 J teacher in the low SES secondary school raised :.idditional issues 

concerning her students' "restricted range of spoken genre" and their lack of creativity 

in language use. She believed her students' spoken language skills were inadequate for 

the demands of upper school English. The students were "wwble to support their 

opinions with substantive evidence from the text" and an "inability to express 

linguistically subtleties". 

Teachers1 observations of "performance speech" 

A range of problems relating to students giving prepared talks were identified by the 

teachers in the high SES secondary school. The senior primary and secondary teachers 

in the low SES schools also mentioned a few similar problems. In the high SES 

secondary school, the year 9 English teacher noted that her students used the expression 

"Do you know what I mean?" and that this "reflects a lack of confidence many students 

feel about their opinions and their need/or reassurance". The year 11 teacher 

nominated a range of problems relating to the delivery of talks. For example, she noted 

that the students did not make eye contact with their audience, did not use gestures or 

variation in their expression and bad poor posture with lowered beads. She also said 

that they shuffled or tapped their feet and generally accompanied their speech with 

· distracting behaviour. She believed this sort of behaviour causes the audience to "tune 

out", "become bored11 or II lose the thread11 of students' presentations. Both of these 

teachers and the society and environment teacher in the same school also noted that 
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many of their students spoke too quickly or too softly and were therefore difficult to 

understand. 

The incidence of High Rising Terminal (HRT), which wa'i reported in the high SES 

secondary school, is particularJy interesting. The teacher noted that she had only 

recently become aware of HRT when students were giving formal talks as part of their 

assessment in the year I I English course. The teacher also noted that that this was a 

characteristic of male more than the female speech and that it made the speakers sound 

unsure of their subject. 

The on]y issue seen as problematic in the low SES schools concerned the overuse of 

fillers or discourse markers. The year 7 teacher noted that her students frequently used 

the tenns "all that" and "like". The society and environment teacher also noted the 

discourse markers her students used,"/ reckon", "um um um" and "you know", and 

suggested this was distracting to listeners. 

Participation issues 

Teachers in both primary schools and in the Jaw SES secondary school noted that they 

had students who were reluctant to speak. The year 7 teacher in the high SES primary 

school wrote that one of her male students was ''very shy about speaking" and noted that 

this was disappointing as "he is a clever student and could share more of his 

knowledge••. In contrast, all of the teachers in the low SES primary school noted that 

. they were concerned about students who were either shy or reluctant to become 

involved in conversations or language activities in the classroom. Their comments 

included 1' chooses to participate in a very limited range of activities", '1ails to interact 
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with adults and classmates", "reluctant to [he) involved in conversation". Similarly, aH 

of the teachers in the low SES secondary school noted that they had students who were 

reluctant 10 engage in classroom-hased language activities. Comments from these 

teachers included that the students arc "umvil/i,rx to parlicipale", "avoid speaking their 

minds", arc "relttctallf 10 respond", ,ind ''not wifli11,: to explore" (any new idea). They 

also reponcd that their students sometimes "staged" loud outbursts so they would be 

excluded from the class and so avoid oral assessment tasks. 

Teachers' perceptions or socially inappropriate speech 

While the teachers in the low SES primary school raised most concerns relating to the 

language demands of learning tasks, the teachers in both secondary schools raised most 

of the issues concerning socially inappropriate language. Examples provided for the 

high SES stuc11ent speech incJuded "Sire's a mole", "and he went spastic", "chill out", 

"Shove ofj'' and "Piss off', while in the low SES school examples included "Oh fucking 

hell just shut up" and "Shut your hole". Other examples concerned the use of sexist and 

racist tenns such as "gooks, chogs, mana mana" and statements like "She's dumb, she's 

a girl" and "all women are weak". 

The comments made by the teachers about socially unacceptable language also differed. 

For instance, a teacher in the Jow SES secondary school wrote: 

"During oral assessments my weaker group of year 9 students would constantly 
put each other down. This is problematic when the comment is accompanied with 
a loud tone. The nasty or sarcastic inference towards themselves or others was 
very off putting to students. The girls would refuse to complete the oral task 
unless the boys were removed from the class. Students would avoid the oral 
assessment by these loud outbursts. Knowing the students as I do, I suspect it 
comes from a lack of self-confidence to perform in front of peers." 

.····; .... .. . . 
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In contrast, a teacher in the high SES secondary school wrote the following comment 

next lo the rccnn.l of "Siu· 's a dog ... a 1110/t'.": 

"Swdenis wt•n• making llf' a story mu/ as it went around the room, a fictitious xirl 
was dt•scribc,J us hot/, of rhe.H' tl,i111,s. The deroxatory name callinx i.t indicative 
of gem/a s/er('()typing, tire m<·ssa,:e heinx xirls mu.\·/ he either pleasant and 
physically attractfri• or socially inept mu/ ugly." 

Although both English teachers in the low SES school rai!-.icd the issue of students 

swearing. their view of the nature of the problem differed. For example. the year 9 

teacher commented: 

"Although most students respect the general rule of not swearing in class, many 
use it when the.v are upsel or not thinking. Swear wnrc'r slip out frequently. Often 
when stude11ts arc released from class, I can hear them swearing (as part of 
evendav conrersation). The most common times a student will swear is when 
they are frustrated ,rith themselves or others. This is a problem as it is a difficult 
habit to break with some sllldents. Sometimes swearing can escalate a 
management problem. For eg. students will use a swear word when their 
language levels are quite low (they can't think of an alternative word or 
expression). This can create a problem when the teacher sees it as bad manners, 
but the student sees it as slang-like." 

This teacher appears to be very toJerant and understanding. however, she still sees 

swearing as a "habit" that can be broken and as symptomatic of a lack of vocabulary. In 

addition, she later commented that she was concerned that she may be disadvantaging 

her students by being too tolerant of their non-standard speech and swearing. She 

reasoned that the wider society would not tolerate these behaviours and was concerned 

that students would not learn other ways to behave if she did not show them. The year 

11 teacher in this school also posited a lack of vocabulary as a cause of swearing. She 

wrote that swearing: 

" - causes disruptions and raises negativity in classroom environment. Causes 
offence and even violence. Shows lack of understanding of appropriate 
discourse and lack of vocabulary." 
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While the year 9 teacher reported lhal hoth males and females in her classes swc.ir. lhe 

year 11 teacher only a11rihu1c<l this hchaviour lo m;.iJc-. which ,uggcs!, that although 

gender differences in ,wearing taboos would ,ccm 10 he dccrca.sing in the lower yc.ir 

levels cTrudgill. 198Ja: I 6J ). females may slill he ,uhjccl to greater constrJints in puhlic 

situations (Johnson, l99J:5). This gcn1.kr difference may also reflect lhc greater social 

maturity of the year 11 fc·malc students as compared to the year 9 females and hence 

lheir greater sensitivity 10 udull social tahoos. 

Comparison of concem~ across schools and levels of schooling 

The nature of the concerns identified by the teachers in both high and Jow SES schooJs 

contrasted. Teachers in the high SES schools were gencraJJy more concerned about 

features to do with fonnal or "performance" speech \vhere the students were required to 

present a prepared taJk in front of the class as part of their course assessment. On the 

other hand. teachers in the low SES schools nominated issues related to the socially 

appropriate use of language. Some shared concerns included the speed of speech. the 

overuse of fiUers or discourse markers such as "like" and the use of inappropriate social 

language such as sexist statements and "plll downs". 

There was also a contrast in the features identified by primary teachers compared to 

those identified by the secondary teachers. While the primary teachers mainly focused 

on issues to do with the use of speaking as a means of interacting with the teacher and 

peers to further learning, the secondary teachers were more concerned about 

"performance speech" and socially appropriate language use. The only concerns held in 

common across the two levels of schooling were the speed and volume of speech and 

the overuse of discourse markers. However, these issues were nominated by only the 
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upper primary teacher in the high SES school and ,is with lhc secondary level, rela1ed to 

the prcsenlalion of prcp.arcd lalks or "performance speech". 

The use of socially inappropriate language. especially derogatory terms and stalemcnls 

used lo describe people unfo\'ourably. concerned all secondary teachers. However, the 

quan1i1y and nature of the language Jccmcd to he pmhlcmatic differed according lo the 

SES status of the students. \Vhilc the use or this language in the high SES school wa.~ 

seen as sociaUy inappropriate. it was not ~ecn as ha,•ing a negative impact on the 

student's progress. Similar use of socially inappropriate language in the low SES 

school. however. was seen as reducing the students' capacity to meet assessment 

requirements. A further difference is seen in teachers' reactions to derogatory 

comments about females. On one hand, a high SES school teacher suggested that her 

student's comment reflected gender stereotyping which is prc5c;:, in society. On the 

other hand. a teacher in the low SES school suggested the problem was due to students' 

J;1ek of competence and unwillingness to engage in classroom activities. 

Teachers in both secondary schools were also concerned about the use of racist 

language. The year 9 English 1eacher in the high SES school noled that one of her 

students refused to prepare a bilingual newspaper anicle with a Chinese Australian peer. 

conunenting "I don't want to do a 11ewspaper using Chinese writing". The example 

provided by the year 9 English teacher in the low SES school contrasts with this in 

severity and the way it was judged. The tenns the teacher noted her students using 

included "gooks" and ''chogs" to refer to Vietnamese and "mana, mana" for Aboriginal 

students. The teacher also noted that the students generalised about groups referring to 

them as "They - as in They always talk fast." She noted this language use as a problem 
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because it was direclcd at particular groups in her cla,scs. was hurtful and reinforced 

stercOl)'pcs lo which lhc students. in tum, confonncd. 

The teachers in the low SES school.\ abo wrorc ahout situations where speech problems 

led student,; tn hcha\'c inappropriately. The pre-primary teacher noted I hat one of her 

studenrs hccm1C' f mst r.11t·d \\'hen ht: cou Id nol commun ic.itc c ff eel i vc I y .1nd th i 1i. 

sometimes cscalatcd 10 the point \\here he hccamc \'iolcnt. The year 9 Engfo,h teacher 

noted her scuJcnls' use of ''mury" or ".mrcastic" language which undermined other 

students' confidence ;md willingnes" to participate in learning ac1ivitic!i.. The year JI 

English teacher suggested that hy swearing male students caused "di.m,ptions and 

sometimes even l'iolence" in class. Similarly. the society ancJ environment teacher noted 

how some male students "insulted and offended" other students when they swore. 

4.4 Teachers' perceptions of the causes of their students' speech problems 

Following the period of observation. the teachers discussed what they perceived caused 

the problems in their students' speech. The researcher recorded these in field notes. then 

organised the ca11SCS into three sub--categories of home and community. student. and. 

educational factors. 

The home and community factors included lack of background experience, parental 

unemployment. intolerance of non-standard speech in the wider society, a lack of 

exposure to models of Standard Australian English and exposure to American sitcoms. 

Student factors included problems caused by stress in perfonnance situations. students' 

avoidance of challenge, ~Uion and a lack of confidence. Educational factors 

included the language demands of the cuniculum, the im:levance of the current English 
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course. an inappropriate monitoring framework for asscssmcnl and inappropriate 

compclition between schools. 

Home and community ractoo; 

The teachers in the low SES primary school identified lack of hack ground experiences 

as one of the main caust."S of their student'>' speech prohlcms. The year 9 English 

teacher in the low SES sL'condary school identified chronic unemployment, too few 

Standard Australian English role models and a Jack of Jing1..11stic tolerance in the broader 

community as causes of her students' problems. She claimed that many of her students 

came from families with two and three generations of "socially destructive" 

unemployment. She described these families as "trapped in state housing because they 

stay here and don't more on to belier things. Other Jnmilies move into the suburb but 

improi•e their circumstances and moi·e on". She believes her students are sociaJJy 

disadvantaged and this impacts on their speech and ultimately on their achievement in 

school. This teacher perceived herself as tolerant but feared her students would be 

disadvantaged because society expected speech that "was of a higher standard than 

thtir [her students] non-standard speech". 

In contrast, the year 9 English teacher in the high SES secondary school cJaimed that 

constant exposun: to American sitcoms and films was the cause of both student speech 

and behaviour problems. She believed language such as .. Chill ou,·· has become second 

DIIIIR to many students. She also feared that "other aspects of American culture such 

M vialou:1t and ,:o,u11111erism are being ab1orwd by the students". 

,, 
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Student factors 

The secondary lcnchcrs idcnti ficd all of the student factors, although the nature of these 

differed between the teachers in the high and low SES schools. In the high SES 

secondary school, the year 9 English teacher believed that her students deliberately used 

inappropriate language as an act of rebellion. However, the year I l Engrish teacher 

identified stress in performance situations as causing many language problems. 

In contrast, the teachers in the low SES school identified a lack of confidence as a major 

cause of their students' speech problems. They also believed their students often 

ntisbehaved to avoid oral assessments. That is, their fear of the performance was so 

great, that they deliberately broke classroom rules in order to be excluded and so avoid 

the assessment. 

Educational factors 

The year 9 English teacher in the low SES secondary school believed educational 

factors caused problems for her students. She claimed that inappropriate comparisons 

are made between the educational outcomes achieved by low SES students and those in 

middle and high SES schools. She claimed that this comparison puts pressure on both 

the students and teachers to accept and use the more unfamiliar Standard Australian 

English forms of language promoted by the C1rriculum Framework and the Student 

Outcome Statements. The English teachers in this school do not believe that these 

documents, nor the syllabi and course materials previously used, match the needs of 

their particular students. They also see the English taught in schools as too far removed 

· from their students' Jives. The year 11 English teacher recounted an incident where she 
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had allowed a student to show part of a video he had brought to school because half the 

class was away on a special project. She was not familiar with the material, from the 

series called "Smllh Park". ~md after ten minutes or viewing was so disturbed by it she 

stopped the video. However, the students were so engaged that she decided to use the 

opportunity and asked them to analyse the humour used in the production. She said,"/ 

was amazed at the insights they had." She claimed that her students were able to 

understand multimedia material much more easily than written texts and that the subject 

matter was of great ;n(er~~t to them. After the viewing, she said, "they ralked about 

really intelligent, complex ideas using non-standard English". She noted that these 

same students had not offered crea1ivc ideas in response to written text material or when 

required 10 use Standard Australian English. Ho,1r'ever, when the researcher asked if she 

would be using this experience to change her approach to teaching these students, she 

said she would not because it did not fit with the English course. Part of her reluctance 

came from a fear of a negative reaction from the English moderator. 

4.5 Relationships between background factors and teachers' perceptions 

The relationships between the way the teachers defined Standard Australian English, 

their backgrounds, their attitudes to language variation and how they perceived student 

speech were analysed to determine whether or not any patterns emerged. First, the 

infonnation relating to each teacher was examined and a summary of the relationships 

between the different factors was made. An example of the way the relationships were 

considered is presented here as a case study. Secondly, the infonnation relating to each 

22 Secondary learning area moderators evaluate courses and assessment practices in schools to ensmc 
they meet the criteria established by the Curriculum Council. 
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of the teachers was collated and trends in the relationships were noted. The results of 

this analysis arc presented in the section following the case sl udy. 

4.5. I Case study 

Jane23 teaches year 11 English in School C and is aged in her early 
forties. During her education, she attended ten different Western 
Australian schools, in both rural and metropolitan middle SES areas. 
She has a Bachelor of Education Degree in English and TESOL and had 

been teaching for 9 years at the time of the study. Jane has had 
extensive in-service training in the area of language education. Her 
attitude ratings for both variation in general and the use of variants 
were very liberal, much more liberal than the averages for the study. 

In the journal she kept for this study, Jane noted concerns about the 
prepared talks her students give as part of their assessment in upper 
school, and in particular, problems related to articulation, prosod·t and 
paralinguistic behaviour. Her concern was mainly with the way in which 
these speech problems detracted from the content of the students' 
talks and how this resulted in lower grades for them. 

After the week of observation, Jane also spoke about her perceptions 
of student speech. From what she said, her attitude to speech 
generally would seem to be tolerant of variation as is consistent with 
both her very liberal language attitude rating and the way she defines 
Standard Australian English. rn her definition, Jane stressed what is 
"acceptable to the majority in terms of everyday use' and included as 

examples, the use of idiomatic speech and the "omission of sounds 
such as the final /g/ in words such as 11somethin111 • This definition 
would also appear to reflect Jane's own speech as she reported that 
her students sometimes say to her," You're not an English teacher. 
English teachers don't talk like you." She suggested that this is 
because she uses 11slan911 (her examples included idioms and colloquial 
forms such as "Fell off his percH1 and II That's OK, no worries') and 
because she accepts its use in her students· speech. She also made a 

23 Pseudronyms arc used ror all case studies. 
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comment about 11youse11 saying, 11It is a useful term, but doesn't it 
sound awful!' and remarked, 11 Grammar changes over time. What is 
acceptable changes over time'. 

Jane also described having changed her mind about the relative 
importance of speech and writing in the assessment of students' 
language learning outcomes. She described this change in the 
following way; II This [inrnh'cmcnt in the research] has been really interesting. 
It '.s made me think about oral language. I used to think it was unfair 
that students who did well on their orals, but were poor writers, had 
their marks 'pulled up'. Not anymore, the oral is really important." 
She also said she had begun to think about the differences in the 
performance of her students in speaking and writing. She said that 
some of her students could speak 'brilliantly but have poor writing. 
She also discussed how some students communicated much more 
effectively in everyday learning situations than they did during formal 
assessment tasks. She regretted that nerves spoilt so many students' 
performance and described how she tries to assist the students by 
encouraging them, helping them prepare thoroughly and giving credit 
for their preparation as well as their oral presentation. However, she 
did not question the effectiveness of the performance situation as a 
means of assessing students' oral language proficiency. From what 
she said, it seemed that she did not view her students as having 
problems with their speech per se, only their oral performance. 

4.5.2 Summary of the relationships 

An examination of the relationship between the way the teachers defined Standard 

AustraHan English and how they perceived student speech revealed that most of the 

teachers' definitions of Standard Australian English were consistent with their 

perceptions of students' speech. For example, at a general level many of the primary 

teachers' definitions referred to correct pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar and this 

emphasis was reflected in the concerns they expressed about their students' speech. An 

example at a more specific level, comes from the secondary teachers whose definitions 

referred to the acceptability of idiomatic speech and characteristics such as the 
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"dropping of final sounds" - these very features being the samr that they accepted in 

their students' speech. 

The teachers' attitude ratings were genernJJy consistent with how they perceived their 

students' speech. This was particularly so for those teachers who had a conservative 

attitude rating. It would also seem that the teachers' attitude ratings for language 

variation in general better reflected their perceptions of student speech than did their 

attitude ratings for the use of specific variants of English. Most of the teachers had a 

slightly to moderately liberal rating for variation in general which was reflected in the 

way in which they saw much of the ;.,ariation in their students' speech, especially that 

related to social c1ass, as problematic. In a number of cases, the teachers' ratings for the 

use of specific variants of English, which indicated the degree to which they accepted 

the use of specific features not considered "standard", were slightly higher than their 

general attitude rating. However, when talking about their students' speech, these same 

teachers identified many of these features as unacceptable. The difference between the 

two different attitude ratings and the teachers' perceptions of their students' speech was 

particularly apparent with the older teachers and is reflected in the findings related to 

age. That is, the older teachers tended to have less liberal attitudes to variation in 

general but more liberal attitudes in the use of specific features than did the younger 

teachers. The younger teachers, however, were more tolerant of the variation in their 

students' speech than were the older teachers. 

The relationships between the teachers' backgrounds, their attitudes to language 

variation, the way they defined Standard Australian English and their perceptions of 

student speech were also examined. There was a general trend for younger teachers to 
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be more liberal in the way they defined Standard Australian English, in their attitude 

ratings and in how they perceived their students' speech. The teachers who had a 

greater amount of professional development in the area of language education also 

tended to be more tolcrnnt of language vnri..ition. It also was interesting to note that the 

only teachers in this study to report recognising that their students spoke a non-standard 

variety of English and lo describe using innovative approaches with their students, had 

TESOL training and had attended professional development related to Aboriginal 

English. There were no discernible trends in relation to the teachers' own educational 

background or level of training and how they perceived language variation. While 

interesting, these trends should be treated with a great deal of caution because of the 

small sample size and the large number of factors being considered. 

4.6 Conclusion 

This study investigated what teachers judged to be problematic in the speech of their 

students. The teachers kept observation journals for a period of a week and identified 

pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and language use problems in their students' 

speech. Language use problems were of greatest concern with granunar and 

pronunciation also frequently identified as problematic. Although only four vocabulruy 

concerns were noted, they were viewed by the teachers as serious. Some of the 

problems the teachers nominated were identified by them as developmental, some as 

due to "performance nerves" and others as incorrect usage. Incorrect usage was often 

associated with what the teachers perceived to be the students' inadequate knowledge of 

the type of language required for school. 
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The study was conducted in both high and low SES schools to sec if social class 

influenced the way teachers judged the speech of I heir sludcnls. Differences were found 

in both the number and nature of issues teachers identified in these two diff ercnt types 

of schools, which seems to suggest that the students' social class may have an influence 

on teachers' perceptions of student speech. While many of the features identified in the 

high SES schools were viewed as developmental problems, this was not the case in the 

low SES schools. Here the problems were seen as the result of a lack of knowledge or 

language sldJI in the students. Further, some of the features identified as problematic 

were non-standard variants in common use. For example, the word final /n/ variant 

used as an alternative to the written standard ng IOI, the use of "gunna" and past tense 

variants such as done/did were all nominated as speech problems. Other features also 

noted as problems in the low SES schools included a limited range or lack of 

vocabulary, incomplete or simple sentences, a restricted language repertoire, a failure to 

Jogically link ideas and failing to provide adequate detail to meet the needs of the 

audience. What the teachers see as the cause of these difficulties also differed across 

socio-economic cJass. Teachers in the high SES schools saw the problems to be the 

result of developmental factors, perf onnance pressure or adolescent rebelHon. 

However, teachers in the low SES schools were more likely to see these problems 

arising from poor language models provided by parents and iocal community members, 

chronic intergenerational unemployment and negative peer influences. 

The problems teachers perceived in the speech of students across the levels of schooling 

was also investigated and differences were found in both the number and nature of the 

problems. The greatest difference was in grammar issues, with the primary teachers 

r.~sing many more concerns than did the secondary teachers. Similarly, the primary 
',\.' 

" '11, 
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teachers raised a greater number of pronunciation issues than did the secondary 

teachers. Moreover, the concerns raised by the secondary teachers were mainly 

concerned with pcrfrmnancc speech and the grammar fonns were items which would 

seem to be currently undergoing change. Although the vocabulary and language use 

issues raised by the teachers at both levels differed little in number, there were 

differences in the nature of the concerns. The primary teachers were concerned about 

their students' language use in the context of learning while the secondary teachers were 

more concerned about their students' use of socially inappropriate language. 

There also were differences in what teachers perceived to be the causes of their students' 

problems. The primary teachers identified fewer causes and mostly attributed their 

students' difficulties to developmental factors. However, some teachers in the low SES 

primary school identified a lack of background experiences as a causal factor. On the 

other hand, the secondary teachers identified a range of factors including negative peer, 

home, community, media and educational influences. 

The relationships between the way the teachers defined Standard Australian English, 

their backgrounds, their attitudes to language variation and how they perceived student 

speech were examined. Patterns in these relationships included that the teachers tended 

to perceive their students' speech in a way that was consistent with the way they defmed 

Standard Australian English and with their attitudes to language variation as measured 

by the Language Attitude Questionnaire. While the younger teachers tended to be more 

liberal in their attitudes to language variation, there were no clear relationships between 

the teachers' educational backgrounds, their level of training, their attitude to language 

variation or the way they perceived their students' speech. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Study Two Findings 

In this study. twelve teachers from four schools p.1rticipatcd in school-based focus 

groups to discuss those features they identified as problematic in their students' speech. 

The teachers also independently completed Language Attitude and Background 

Information Questionnaires. 

In this chapter, firstly. the way the teachers defined Standard Australian English is 

described. Secondly, the results of the Language Attitude Questionnaire completed by 

each of the teachers are reported. Third I y, the infonnation provided by the teachers in 

the four focus groups is summarised and discussed in sections relating to their 

perceptions of their students' difficulties with pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and 

language use. Finally, the relationships between the way the teachers defined Standard 

Australian EngJish, their backgrounds, their attitudes to language variation and how 

they perceived student speech are examined. 

5.1 Teachers' definitions of Standard Australian English 

At the completion of the focus group discussions, the teachers wrote their own 

definition of Standard Australian English and identified its key features. These have 

been co1Iated by year level and school and are presented in Table 5.1, exactly as written 

by the teachers. 

....... .,, : 
. -,~.. . . '·~-. ' .· 
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Table 5.1 Teachers' definitions of Standard Australian English (Study Two) 

School Dl'f'inition of Standard Australian Key features of Standard Australian 
Teache 
ru 

En1,:lish Englhh 

E Spoken langu..1gc of !he gc ncral l...unguagc spoken in all forms & levels ie 
PP l.'ommun ity ( not ES L or Aboriginals) in courts; offices and playgrounds. SAE 

i ~ used in all conic :i:ts • leucrs clc hence 
the MacQuarric (Sp'!) dictionary. SAE is 
not im;orrccl bul indudes idiom & 
colloquia I ism 

4 Australian language is unique and Rcla;i:.cd nature of language cg G'day and 
recognised in countries throughout the dropping off cn<lings eg Chrissy for 
world esp. UK. USA Christmas und not sounding 1-omc 

~riecific sounds cg \tralian' 001 Australia. 
7 English used in communication - wrincn, Knowledge, confidence and application 

spoken incurpora1ing standard rules and of standard conventions of English -
com·enlions or English. grammar, punctuation. 

Clearly spoken English in Australian 
conlcxl. 
Teacher modelling of oral 
communication in different contexts. 
Clear assessment or language in 
teachin.'!. 

F English language as used and understood Rising inflection (innexion?) when 
PP by the average Australian· the 'man in making a 5tatcment, to the statement then 

the street' become a qucslion. 
Luck or k nowlcdgc or correct grammar 
u:;agc, 

4 English as spoken by 'middle class' Aust. Full sentences • verb noun tense, plurals 
Newsreaders probably speak it (possibly ctc agreement, non-repetition. I'd 
not the more 'cooth' ABC readers.) probably feel more comfortable 

recognising non·SAE - than I feel 
describing SAE. 

7 Common speech pa11ems in English so Grammar, spelling, sequencing. 
that your audience understands what you 
are communicatin_g. 

G Spoken and written English that is correct grammar 
9E grammatically correct (no American correct spelling 

influences!) correct sentence structure 
aDorooriate use of colloouialisms 

11 B SAE is the language and mode of speech It has a grammatical structure. 
generally accepted within a society. It is Based on the "Queen's English" 
lhe employed by, if you like, the The way I speak. (joke) 
establishment. It is semi-phonetic. 

It is culturally biased. 
It includes colloquialisms but not slang. 
We abbreviate words/sounds. 
It is not as formal as 'EnJ?lish' Eni:lish. 

24 The tcachen arc coded with PP being pre-primary. 4 being year 4, 7 being year 7. 9E being year9 
Bna)ish, 118 being year I J English and S&E being year 9/J Jsociety and environment. 
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S&E What is general! y acccplcd hy lhc Da~ic underslanding of how lo write and 
'establishment' as SwnJarJ Auslralian spc.ik (ic 1.:0111111unii:a1c) in English Ill 
En,glish. cnahlc a pcp,on 111 fundion in s1x:ic1y. 

H English Iha! 1s nol S\H'artng- or slang ,Hid Follow:- ha.<.11.: <.:on vcn 11on~guidcs of 
9E Js !>pol.:en in Auqr;iJia ;1nJ or hy Engfoh languJgc. Forni u.\cd hy 

t\U\lral1;m,; Amtralwn ~ Nol <. wc;mng. <,)angy 
la11tuagc. 

11 E As form.ii En!!ll\h r.:quinn!! U\C of t.:orrct:t grammar 
1: o rrc d !_!r a 111111 ar a nil 1.· on\ c n II o II'> \f11.: 11 mg 

c 1 ,nvcn 1ion/f c ,rmatl,l!cnrc 
S&E A corn bi nalu 111 u f "pr11pcr" E ni; Ii ~11 · Grnmrnar. l'un<.:luation. Synonyms, 

Engfoh 1.tngua~c JdincJ hy Antony ms, apu<.lrophc.s, lenses, 
gr,1111111;11 ical ~·1,nvc nl 11 HI\ pre po<,j non~ ( very 1c1.:h nical and 

1,;onlu<.ing 10 people who 1uc znd language 
SA Enid1\hJ 

The teachers' definjtions of Standard Australian English varied according to the modes 

of language that were i ncl ud ed. Eight of the t\vel ve teachers make a direct reference to 

the different modes of language in their definitions. with half referring only to speech 

and the other half including speech and wrhing. The remaining four definitions do not 

directly refer to either speech or writing. It is possible that the particular references to 

speech in the teachers' definitions are the result of their participation in the study as they 

wrote their definitions immediately after the focus group discussions. 

The definitions also differed in the "standards" or language models mentioned by the 

teachers. These include reference to "middle class" Australians, the "establishment", to 

institutions such as courts and to newsreaders. Although most of the definitions refer to 

"correct" conventions or "proper" English, there is only one reference to the Macquarie 

Dictionary and none to grammar texts as the source of these ''rules". Rather9 the 

teachers seem to assume that the conventions they refer to are generally understood and 

accepted. Furthermore. although most of the conventions mentioned are associated with 

writing, these teachers seem to be applying them equally to speech. This association 

was particularly evident in the definitions that not only referred to speech. but also 
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mentioned aspects of written English such ,L'i the conventions of letter writing and 

spelling. 

The key features of Standard Australian English identified by teachers varied in a 

number of ways. Many oft he teachers referred to "conventions", but quoted different 

"standards" for these including what is "proper", the ''Queen's English" and "correct'' 

grammar. The correct use of verbs, nouns. verb ..igrcemcnt, lenses, pi urnls, synonyms, 

antonyms. apostrophes and prepositions were meutioned specifically as key features. 

One of the teachers noted that she found it easier to say what Standard Australian 

English was not, rather than what it is. Others similarly defined the standard a'i being 

"not swearing or slang". Although, the key features the teachers nominated varied, 

many implied that they should apply to all contexts where speech or writing is used. 

For example, one teacher claimed that the key features of Standard Australian English 

included "Language spoken in al/forms & levels ie in courts; offices and playgrounds. 

SAE is used in all contexts". A few of the teachers, however, identified different Jevels 

of fonnality and accepted that colloquialisms and idioms could be used appropriately 

according to the context. Some teachers also noted standards of speech production with 

reference to the use of clearly spoken English. speaking in full sentences, speech that is 

appropriately sequenced and lhat is not repetitious. 

S.2 Teachers' attitudes to language variation 

The teachers also completed a Language Attitude Questionnaire which measured lheir 

attitudes towards both language variation in general and to the use of variants of 

Australian English. As described earlier, the teachers responded to 43 questions, 

thirteen of which sought infonnation on attitudes to variation in general and the other 
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thirty on altitudes to the use of specific alternative variants of Australian English. As 

described in 4.2. thc h:achcrs' scores were calculalcd to ~how lhc degree of lihcralism in 

auiludcs to language vari..ilion generally and In the use of \f)Ctific vari~mts. Therefore. 

the higher the score. the morl." lilx:ral the attitude to language variation ancJ conversely. 

the lower the score. lhc more t·on~rvativc lhc attitude. The results for the teachers in 

this study are reported on the following tahlc. 

Table 5.2 Teachers' ratings on the Language Attitude Questionnaire 

Sd1ool 

Ynr 

v.25 
u 

School E 
pp 4 7 

+Q.46 +0.5.4 +0.46 

+0.53 +-0 . .B ·0.03 

School F School G 

pp 4 7 E9 Ell SE 
+007 +L61 .Q.)5 .Q.38 +046 +0.31 

+0.30 +-0.83 .Q.16 +1}10 +0.90 +0.63 

School H 

E9 Ell SE 
+0.92 +1.69 +I.DO 

+f).97 +I.I 0 +0.30 

In this study, the mean for the teachers' attitude to language variation in general was 

+o.58 and for the use of variants wa'> +o.48. These scores were slightly mo"e liberal 

than those of the teachers in Study One. In School E. all the teachers had slightly liberal 

attitudes lo language variation in general and the pre-primary and year 4 teachers also 

had this rating for their attitude to the use of variants of Australian English. However. 

the year 7 teacher had a slightly conservative rating for this aspect. In School F. the 

teachers bad a l""dllge of ratings with the pre-primary teacher having a slightly liberal 

rating for both aspects while the year 7 teacher had a slighlly conservative raling for 

bodL The year 4 teacher, however, bad a very liberal rating for variation in general but 

zs V n6rs ID lhe measurement or lhe tcldlds aaihxle !O Ylrialioa in Fnaal and U co lhcir auieude to 
Im 1118 of specific varianls of Alllln.lian English. 

, .. 
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a slightly liberal rating for the use of variants of Australian EngJish. In School G. all the 

ratings were slightly liberal except for the year 9 English teacher who had a slightly 

conservative rating for vari;ition in general. The teachers in School H were generally 

more liberal in their .mirudcs than the majority of teachers in the other schools. The 

year 9 English teacher hat! a slightly liberal attitude to both aspects of variation but this 

rating was very close to hcing moderately liberal. The year 11 English teacher had the 

highest ra1ing in the study for both aspects of variation. The society and environment 

teacher had a moderately liberal rating for variation in general but a much lower rating 

for her attitude to the use of varianis of Australian English. 

5.3 Teachers' perceptions of student speech 

5.3.) Teachers' perceptions of pronunciation problems 

The pronunciation problems identified by the teachers in the focus groups included 

"poor pronunciation", the incorrect use of the initial /hi phoneme and the influence of 

American English pronunciation. While only a few problems were discussed, some of 

them were very broad and a number of teachers believed they had a serious impact on 

the students' educational outcomes. 

"Poor'' pl'OIIIUICialion 

Teachers in the low SES prima,y school nominated most of the pronunciation 

difficulties. They were concerned about their students' "'poor" pronunciation and the 

impact they believed Ibis had on reading and written work. For example, the year 4 

leacber commented, 
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"Poor pronunciation creates problems all the way across any wrillen !anguage, 
<loesn 'tit? (Mmm)2r, Whether they're writing or they're reading or whatever 
because if they haven 'I got an idea what a word ... what sounds make a word they 
are going to have trouble when they' re tryint: to decode." 

The year 7 teacher added that poor pronunciation also had an impact on spelling. The 

pronunciation examples noted by the teachers, such as the use of medial Id/ instead of 

It/, are common in non-standard speech. Although the non-standard pronunciation is 

mutua1ly intelligible and does not interfere with oral communication, the way the 

teachers discussed the issue suggests they see it as a serious problem for their students. 

In contrast, the teachers in the high SES primary school seemed to accept that non

standard pronunciation was appropriate in some social contexts and that this variation 

did not create a problem for students' writing. For example, the issue of the 

pronunciation of "gunna" was raised in the context of a discussion on the use of speech 

appropriate.to the social context. The year 4 teacher remarked that it would be 

inappropriate for him to correct this tenn in an infonnal social situation and the year 7 

teacher agreed. Later, the pronunciation of "gunna" was raised again in the context of 

the transfer of speech patterns to writing. Unlike the teachers in the low SES school, 

the year4 teacher did not see a direct link between variation in pronunciation and 

spelling errors. He claimed that while grammatical fonns transferred from speech to 

_writing, some pronunciation forms did not; 

·"-if they use the term 'gunna. I'm gunna do this' they don't write 'gunna' in their. 
writing. They write 'going to'." 



Addition and omission of /h/ 

In the low SES primary school, the pre-primary teacher noted that some of her students 

were adding and omi II i ng initiul /h/. The teacher suggests that in the ca<.;e of this 

panicular feature. the non-Aboriginal children were being influenced by their 

Aboriginul peers' speed1 .m<l thut generally there were not a Jot of differences in the 

speech patterns of the I\VO groups of children. 

" .. we have rhree children down !here ivho are puuing 'aitches' where they 
shouldn't be you know how the Aboriginal kids do (Yeah) and dropping them off 
And I' l'e I've ( Flo1 ,eh) 11 e 1 ·er had such a big group of kids saying 'heaster heg g s' 
(laughter) 'and put it m1 your 'ead' (laughter) and I mean (laughter) but we've got 
this big group oft hem suy ing it. I don't know where it's coming from but it's qui le 

strange it's quite strange. fr 's shocking." 

The other teachers noted that their students also "drop" the initial /hi sound from words. 

The omission and addition of /h/ may have been singled out by the teachers because 

· even though the dropping of the initial /h/ sound is common in all but the most fonnal 

speech (Stubbs, J 980:4 l ), it is socialiy stigm.itised (EkwalI, 1965:36-40). The 

pronunciation of /h/ in speech became associated with "standard" speech and education 

and therefore its absence with "careless" speech and a lack of education. This may be 

because as formal education became universal and writing was emphasised, the 

influence of spelling led to an expectation that the initial lb/ sounds would be 

pronounced in speech (Stubbs, 1980:39). 

It is also interesting to note the use of Aboriginal English forms by non-Aboriginal 

children in this example. The teachers noted that the community was characterised by 

racial hannony and that Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal children mixed well at school. 

Rampton (1995:59) noted a similar transfer of features from one cultural group to 
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another in a study of adolescent speech in Britain. He saw this phenomenon as 

conscious "we-coding" hy 1hc :idulcs<.:cnts. ft is possible rh.il these much younger 

children are also signalling friendship with !heir Aboriginal classmates by adopting 

some of their s pccc h i.: haraclcri s Ii cs. Lippi -G rccn ( 1997: I 23) also reports that students 

acquire phonological patterns from their peers. 

American English innuence on prnnunciation 

The only pronunciation issue raised hy the teachers at the secondary level was in the 

high SES school and concerned the influence of American English as in "zebra" 

pronounced with an /'j/ rather than /c/. The use of "zee" instead of "zed" by adolescents 

could be an American "style" affectation using a fonn sufficiently well known to be 

available for relatively consistent use. This fonn may have been learnt during 

childhood from "Sesame Street" \Vhc re this particular pron u nc i at ion of "zebra" was 

often repeated as part of teaching the alph.:ibet. The strong link with the name of the 

Jetter ''z" in the alphabet and therefore its association with \Vriting may influence 

teachers to view the alternative pronunciation as particularly problematic. 

5.3.2 Teachers' perceptions of vocabulary problems 

The vocabulary issues identified included what the teachers described as a lack of 

vocabulary, the need for students to learn specialist vocabulary. student resistance to 

new vocabulary, and the inappropriate use of slang and swearing. The secondary 

teachers raised most of these concerns. 

The teachers in the high and low SES schools discussed different aspects of their 

studentst control of vocabulary. The low SES schools identified a lack of vocabulary, 
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resislance 10 learning ni:w vocabulary and an over-reliance on coJloquial and slang 

tenns und expressions. In contrast. the high SES school saw the lack of knowledge of 

the subject-specific vocabulury and a reluctance lo learn it as problematic. Both types 

of schools shared a concern wilh the students' use of sochtlly inappropriate swearing. 

The teachers in the low SES schools saw the students as having an "absent" or "narrow" 

vocabulary and believed this impacted on their success in schooling. For instance, the 

pre-primary teacher in School F expressed the concern as, 

"One of the other thin;:s that I didn't mention is that they don't have um they don't 
have um .. How ccm I plll it? They don't hal'e a vocabulary. Like everything at 
home is 'that' or 'pass me that' so a simple thing like <l jug • the children won't 
know what a jug is. We use a jug everyday to pour water but if I say to them 'Go 
and get the jug.' they don't quite know, just liule words you take for granted that we 
use all the time they don't have those skills." 

The low SES secondary teachers were also concerned about their students' vocabulary. 

However, while the primary teachers see their students' vocabulary as "absent" the 

secondary teachers in the low SES school claim their students' vocabulary is "narrow" 

as described by the y'!ar 11 English teacher: 

"Yeah, /find umm opportunities ofmy students of using words they don't 
understand but I actually find that the case is really they have a really narrow 
vocabulary" 

These English teachers also described how, while they love new words9 their students 

are frightened of them, especially if they have to speII them. 

E 9 (rising tone and volume] and in your head and see if you can use it and maybe muck 
it up but it doesn't matter. But these kids are resistant to it. They are not 
welcoming new ( Oh hugely resistant.) words in to their vocabulary (No, /no /no). 
They're frightened of them-

E 11 [ Cuts across E9 a,id continues I -they are. Because even umm with the spelling of a 
word that they know they want you to give them the spelling (Yeah) rather than 
looking it up. (Yeah) And it's not a physical laziness that they've had to walk to 
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the front of tire room it's that they don't want to get it wrong. They're frightened 
that they won't find it. " 

The English teachers seem to view this problem as related to the students' fear of what 

is new and of being incorrect. The year l l English teacher sees the students' requests 

1hat she provide the spelling for any unknown terms as evidence that they are afraid 

they will not find the term they need in a dictionary. The possibility that the students 

may be too embarrassed to walk to the front of the room in order to use the dictionary is 

not considered. 

Later in the discussion, the society and environment teacher suggests that the students 

are resistant to the new vocabulary because they see it as a "psychological break" with 

their conununity. 

"So do the students do the students see if they're increasing lheir vocabulary and 
using those big words, as they say. Do they see that as a psychological break from 
you know break um from (their allegiance) their commwrity, yeah? A break that's 
what I'm sort of getting at." 

The English teachers, however, interpreted her argument as suggesting that the students 

do not value academic attainment. 

"Well it's very uncool though it's very uncool to be academic and successful." 

The society and environment teacher does not accept this interpretation and continues to 

argue that the students• do not use complex language because they see it as excluding 

other members of their community and as a judgement on their community's language. 

''or a break you lazow a breakfrom everybody else because you're standing out 
there and usint those words and saying, 'I don't value that word that you guys use.' 
Maybe this approach, this is how students interpret it. And they think. J\h so we're 
not good enough for you anymore, heh?' You know, 'Oh you're using them big 
words'. I mean, that's amazing. I don't know if that gives you any idea-'' 
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However, the year I 1 English teacher still insists it is resistance to academic success 

that causes the problem and 1he year 9 !cacher agrees; 

"-but any measure of acwlemic success in this school (Mmm) is frowned upon 
(Mmm) hy the majority of students (Mmm) that we are dealing with (Mmm). Not by 
all clearly. mu/ yo11 know if tlwy use a different word they are immediately jumped 
upon and put down ( Mm) lvithin the classroom structure. You can hear it, 'Oh, 
that's a big H'ord' /sarcastic tone] or yeah, no I mean I think it's the lack of 'cool' 
which makes tlwm not desirous of I ryi ng out the new words or getting I he spelling 
even correct. It's really uncool to use the dictionary." 

Whereas in the lo\v SES schools the teachers were concerned about their students' lack 

of specialist vocabulary, in the high SES school. the teachers were concerned that the 

vocabulary demands being made on their students were not appropriate to their age. A 

further issue w.is that the students were reluctant to ]earn the special terms and the 

teachers' use of them impacted on classroom rapport. The society and environment 

(S&E) teacher in the high SES school talked about this situation and the conflict it 

caused her, 

"I.I knoa• something that I think that distances me from the kids that I do 
consciously because they have. In history for example, you have to use the 
language that they're gonna get in the examination paper (Yeah, that's right) you've 
got to use it all the time (Yeah) and you've got to keep saying the words and they 
just,for example, words like 'hegemony' and 'salient' and you know they say, 'If you 
mean the main point why don't you just say 'main point'?' and I say because you've 
got to recognise this word, you've got to you know if that's in a question in an exam 
and you've forgotten what it means then you're in trouble, you know. So the more 
often you hear it, the more the familiar you are you'll know what it means but to 
them the simple the word is better, and it's like you're showing of/if you use the 
other word, or trying to make out that you 're better, or something and I find that's a 
bit distancing. And you're trying to say, 'I'm just trying to get you llsed to this 
language because you're not hearing it anywhere else. You know, This is subject 
specific stuff and if you don't hear it from me or if you're not reading widely enough 
you're gunna put yourself in the situation where you might get a document or even 
the question itself the way it's worded. It's written by you know, history 
professionals (mm) and they are not really taking into account the fact ( Mmm) that 
you are seventeen or sixteen years old (Mmm) and you know what's the sort of 
things that you read (Mmmt So ... " 
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The teachers went on to discuss how unfair this situation was and how they too had 

experienced such difficulties in their own schooling. They felt that lhc subjccl area 

professionals who prepared exams did not appreciate how difficult such technical 

vocabulary was for adolescents. They suggested the students should be allowed to have 

dictionaries in the exam to help them with the unfamiliar terms. They argued that just 

as students studying languages 01her than English were allowed dictionaries and 

mathematics students were allowed graphic calculators, such aids also should be 

available in all subjects. They claimed that the language of the examination papers may 

prevent students demonstrating content knowledge. 

Slang 

The secondary teachers in both schools raised the issue of their students' use of slang, 

although the nature of their concerns differed. Whereas the teachers in the low SES 

school related their students' over-reliance on colloquial and slang terms and phrases to 

a Jack of vocabulary, the teachers in the high SES school generally viewed the use as 

part of adolescence. 

The discussion by the teachers in the low SES school suggested the students did not 

.know when it was appropriate to use slang and when they should use fonnal language. 

Further, the students were seen as lacking the vocabulary used in fonnal registers. This 

discussion Jed to a more general one about the students' lack of knowledge of social 

conventions. The teachers also seem to be concerned that the students only use 

informal language and are unaware of when fonnaJ speech is required or of the fonns 

that should be used in these situations. The example of "informal" student speech given 

by the year 9 English teacher, "ow's it gain, Miss?" "Wot we doin' today?", contains 
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many forms associated with non-standard speech. These fonns include deletion of 

initial /hi, the substitution of /n/ for f1JI, lwl for /u/ and /:JI for /u/, and the deletion of the 

auxiliary verb "arc". The example was also spoken in a harsh, rough tone. In contrast, 

the example of the "fonnal" language required, "How are you'! What are we doing 

today?", was spoken with very careful articulation in a pleasant tone which might be 

thought of as standard Australian English spoken with a very "cultivated accent'1. These 

examples suggest that in some circumstances the teachers may be comparing their 

students' speech with a type of idealised speech used by only a sma1J number of 

speakers in very fonnal social situations. For instance, the norm in AustraJian speech is 

to pronounce the wh in "what" as /w/. The teacher, however, pronounced this as /q/ in 

her example, an uncommon ft:,.iT.1 associated with highly "cultivated" speech. 

Further, the teachers noted that the use of "infonnal" ·speech is not only a problem for 

their students but also for them. The teachers commented that in trying to establish 

rapport with their students, they change their speech style and then worry about the 

deteriorating "standard" of their own speech. The society and environment teacher 

expressed it this way; 

"I'm conscious of it now and I .. and I didn't realise how many ah how much 
colloquial sort of slang stuff that I use you know in my teaching until I was teaching 
it today ... and I'd always thought myself to be you know a fairly well educated 
person like I speak correctly you know ... " 

She described being in a dilenuna because she sees her speech as deteriorating and feels 

she is denying her students access to the "correct11 forms she is trying to teach them. 

She also sees the non~standard fonns as- 1'pidgin" or linguistically inferior to the 

standard fonns; 

,,· .. 
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"And I'm gelling a bit concerned at the moment because I find that some ofmy 
language is beginning to like my language is starting to deteriorate not my 
standard Ausrra/ian English rhe way I spe,1k its like I slip into a pidgin sort of thing 
subconsciously like ... " 

The teachers described themselves as "Standard Australian English" speakers and in 

turn Standard Australian English as the "correct" language of the educated. It is against 

this standard that they seem to be measuring their own deteriorating speech and the non· 

standard speech of their students. 

The inappropriate use of slang was also an issue in the high SES secondary school 

although the teachers' view of the problem differed in some respects to that expressed in 

the low SES school. The high SES year 9 English teacher also reported absorbing a lot 

of colloquial language and slang from her students and seeing its use as a way of 

building rapport. However, the language used was not seen as "bad'' but just 

"colloquial teenage language". The year 11 teacher held a similar view, however she 

said that she did not use these forms in her own speech. She also described how her 

students ask her about the meaning of words they read and so she asks them about the 

meaning of words they say. She suggested that teenagers coin new vocabulary as part 

of the process of establishing a separate identity; 

"Because that's ... thar's one of the kids .. kids have always done that, haven't they? 
One way you separate yourselves and you know. have your own identity and create 
an identity .. through language-" 

Although the teachers accept that the students will use 11colloquial teenage language'' as 

part of adolescent identity marking, the teachers still apply their own standards to its 

use. The year 9 English teacher thinks the use of the term ''wicked" is "going too far'' 

while the year 11 teacher shows an interest in the terms used but does not use them 
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herself. Similarly, the teachers expressed concern that the students saw some 

expressions such U."i "suck" as acceptable. The teachers also expressed some 

ambivalence about accepting slang. They felt such forms might be acceptable in ca.'iual 

speech, bul not in writing. However, because they believed that speech fonns 

transferred to \llriting, ignoring the tcnns in speech posed a problem for them. 

Swearing 

The teachers in both of the secondary schools shared a concern about the social]y 

inappropriate use of swearing. However, the nature of their concerns differed according 

to the SES status of the schools. For while the teachers in the high SES secondary 

school raised swearing as the first issue in their focus group. they did not discuss it at 

length or seem to see it as a serious problem. Although swearing was seen as 

widespread, it was not viewed as having educational or behaviour management 

impJications. Rather, it was Jinked to other speech characteristics that annoyed the 

teachers such as the use of "like" as a discourse marker. 

In contrast, the teachers in the low SES secondary school discussed the issue of 

swearing at length. They reported seeing swearing as inappropriate in the dassroom, 

but having a tolerant attitude towards its use outside. In addition, they took the type of 

tenns used and the context of their use into account when judging acceptability. For 

example, the year 11 English teacher reported that she did not worry if a student 

dropped something and said, "Oh, shit! I dropped my pen." However, other expletives 

such as 11 Fuck oft you're a c-u-n-t!" are not acceptable and she tries to explain to the 

students why this is so. She also reported swearing a lot herself but setting an example 

by not swearing in front of the students. Another strategy she used was to react to the 
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words as if the students were using them literally. She described an incident where a 

student called someone a "faggot" and she said, "Oh, u.Je haven't got any faxxots in the 

room. I con 't st•t· "'' y h tt I e pit·n•,\· of wood". The soc i cl y and en vironmcnt teacher said 

she does not "make a hitt dt•a/ about .\·wearin,1( in her classes but Jets the students know 

it is inappropriate by exclaiming and pulling a face when they swear. The teachers 

appeared to be applying the "stand::mJ" of their own speech in modelling appropriate 

bi!haviour and detennining what is acceptable as regards swearing. 

5.3.3 Teachers' perceptions of grammar problems 

Most of the teachers' concerns about grammar differed according to the level of 

schooling and socio.economic status of the students and even where some issues were 

shared, the nature of these issues d iff ere d. Teachers in the I ow SES primary school 

identified the greatest number of issues. These included the use of "youse", poor verb 

use. limited preposition and conjunction knowledge and use, failure to speak in 

sentences and inadequate text construction. The high SES primary school teachers also 

registered a concern about the use of "youse" and personal pronouns. However, the 

examples of incorrect grammar discussed by the teachers referred to students they had 

previously taught in low SES schools. The high SES secondary teachers shared the 

primary teachers' concern about their students not speaking in full sentences and their 

students' poorly constructed texts. They also raised the issue of students confusing 

homophones such as "their", "there" and "thefre" in written texts. Teachers in the low 

SES secondary school noted their students' use of "youse" and the lack of complexity in 

their oral texts. 

. ·.... .. , ... ~·' .. ': '. : ~ : . 
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"Youse" 

Although the use of "youse" was identified as an issue in all the schools. the way the 

problem was perceived by the teachers differed. The contrasting views on the use of 

"youse" held by the tt:achcrs in the two primary schools provides an interesting example 

of how the same linguistic hchaviour c.in he differently interpreted. While the teachers 

in the high SES primary school saw it as a problem of "lazy" colloquial speech, those in 

the low SES primary school saw it as grammatk~111y incorrect and identified it, along 

with other grammatical feall.ires, as typical of the "poor" English spoken by their 

students. Further, while the students in the high SES school were seen to have learnt 

the term from their peers at school despite good language models at home, the low SES 

students were seen to use the tenn because of poor home models. 

The views held by teachers in the two secondary schools differed but not according to 

the SES of their students. In the high SES secondary school, the year 11 English 

teacher thought "youse" was acceptable in some situations despite naming it as a "pet 

hate" and claiming it made her students sound "uncultured". However. the other two 

teachers deemed "youse" unacceptable but did not discuss why this was the case or their 

response when the tenn was used. In the low SES secondary school, while the year 11 

English and the society and environment teachers saw the tenn as unacceptable. the year 

9 English teacher was ambivalent about its acceptability in some situations. The 

teachers did not comment on any possible causes of the problem or how they treated it. 

.. . ' .- ~-;,·· ' .i 
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First person pronouns, verb tenws and noun/verb agreement 

The views of the primary teachers regarding their students' prohlcms with first person 

pronouns differed according 10 the SES of their students. While the pre-primary teacher 

in the high SES primary school noted that immc of her sludcnls used first person 

pronouns incorrectly, she saw it us a developmental issue. She reported responding to 

errors by repeating the 1:hiltl's utterance with the incorrect form changed. If the error 

persisted past the first tcm1. she ref erred the child to a speech pathologist. On the other 

hand. all the teachers in the lmv SES primary school reported that their students used 

first person pronouns incorrectly. They sav,,. this as one of a range of grammatical errors 

that persisted in the students' speech despite their efforts to teach the "correct" forms. 

Other forms mentioned included verb tenses and noun/verb agreement. The teachers 

cited these as examples of speech problems and discussed the source of the problems 

and how they dealt with them. Although they recognised that they were community 

speech patterns, they still saw them as errors they needed to correct. 

"Y 427 That's what they are hearing al home. niar 's what the speech patterns are at 
home. They're not it's almost impossible and you'll hear them • Me and my 
family oh My family and I' but it's only · cause I'm-. They just look at your face 
you don't hal/e to say an ylhing. They think · oh that's right, I' l'e got that one 
wrong. So they can actually lhey've got it in there they realise they are making 
those mistakes bul lhey-

pp [speaking over Y4]-/ have it too when they-
y 7 [speaking over PP].l've got it ;o tire stage where if they say •1 done it' and a choir of 

kids all going •1 did it' (laughter). So. you hope that you know, something might 
rub off somewhere along the line. 

Later the year 4 teacher raised another problem that concerns her; 

"And there's also-. I'm noticing a lot actua!ly this year a lot of noun verb 
disagreement more than I think I've noticed before. Umm I don't mow why." 

21 Y 4 refers to lhe year 4 teacher. while Y 7 n:fcrs to lhe year 7 teacher and PP refers 10 lhe pn:-prlmaly 
rachcr. 
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Although the teachers felt that modelJing and correction of their students' speech did 

have some effect, they did not think they would ever he successful in changing it They 

gave this as the reason why they "jumped' key indicators in 'First Steps'. 'First Steps' is 

a Janguage program which uses developmental continua to monitor each student's 

progress and links their level of achievement to comprehensive teaching materiaJs. 

Students have to demonstrate achievement of alJ the key indicators at each 

developmental stage before 1hey move to the next. The teachers in this school did not 

fo1low that directive when using the oral language continuua but rather disregarded the 

key indicator which required students to self-correct grammar errors. They argued that 

the students "weren't going an)1i•here" if they had to "get rid of the dones and the 

seens". Despite being initiaHy developed for low SES schools, this continuum used 

non~standard speech forms as examples of poorly developed speech and was criticised 

for doing so (Oliver & O'Donoghue, 1994: 17-8). 

Prepositions 

The pre-primary teacher in the low SES primary school talked about how her students 

lacked knowledge of prepositions and how she did a lot of physical activities to teach 

them these forms. 

"We do a lot of work on •in front', •behind', ·nextto', ·between·, ·on top', 'on the 
bottom', and I get them I take them in groups outside and I get them to climb to the 
top of the ladder and say, 'Where are you?', 'I'm at the top~ and they come down 
thefiremmi's pole, 'Where are you now?', 'I'm at the bottom.' And that type of 
thing. A lot of them haven't got a clue. They do not know the difference between 
top and bottom and in front and behind and inside and outside, front and back and 
all that type of thing. (Mmm) They don't they just don't come with it, so they need 
a lot of that. (Yep) [Pause} A lot .. a lot of skills to use so that once they want to 
talk, they've got something to fall back an." 
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In this context, the students seemed to be expected to put their "language on display" 

(Corson, 1983:2 l ?) by describing their position to a leacher who could see them. This 

particular use of language is associated with schools but may be unfamiliar to many 

young children. However, when the children did not demonstrate that they understood 

these school-based language rituals, they were seen as coming to school "without any 

language" and when they acquired the "language on display" as having "got something 

to talk about" . 

. The year 11 English teacher in the high SES secondary school complained about her 

students' use of"off of' saying "How can anybody 'off of anything" and naming it as 

one of her "pet hates". 

Conjunctions 

· The teachers in the low SES primary school believed their students' had a problem with 

conjunctions. As often happened in the focus groups, the discussion began with 

reference to speech but flowed on to writing. As the year 4 teacher remarked; 

"We 're right into conjunctions at the moment. It's a - It's a trick. I find that it's 
quite a difficult area to teach. Quite a difficult thing to teach. " 

· She went on to say; 

"You used to have to refer up and refer dow1z and I used to· think good grief I don't 

.'./J'.:{J,{f t!t:/ti'ii ' know whoJ ffley're mWng about." · 

::<'ii//?//!:/:::·:'I1ie·.year 7 teacher agreed that it was very difficult and they both believed this was 

./{ ):!'; ;ti(f {j)j\if i, bee- they bad not been taught it properly during their own education. This situation 

¥ii1?{f 11~\l?f i;{{B shnilar ~ ~t of ilie ternmcm vocabulary in the hlgh SES secondary schoW where ilie 

:.{}}'.~}(\{{''';., ''/ff:21'.i:/;i\:/:te~chers had also experienced difficulty. From this it would seem, that where teachers 
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also have trouble with an aspect of language there is greater understanding of the 

students' problem. 

Homophones 

The high SES secondary school teachers identified the use of homophones such as 

"there, their and they're" as a problem for their students. This issue was raised, along 

with "off of' and "youse" as the teachers' "pet hates". However, the incorrect use of 

homophones is a spelling rather than a speech issue and in this case, relics more on 

grammatical than grapho-phonic knowledge. This might indicate that the teachers do 

not understand the complex relationships between speech and writing. 

Speaking in full sentences 

The teachers in the low SES primary school and the high SES secondary school raised 

the issue of not speaking in full sentences. However, while the primary teachers saw 

the problem arising from the students' "deficient" language background, the secondary 

teachers saw it as a "young person's" problem perhaps influenced by advertising. In the 

primary school, the pre-primary teacher described it like this: 

"Yeah the biggest problem I I find is with probably half of them is: A - getting them 
to speak in the first place because a lot of them have been in the situation where 
they ·re good if they sit in front of television and they don't talk and annoy mum. So 
a lot of them have come from that and the ones who do speak there• s the 
pronunciation problem and there's also the talking in um like not in full sentences 
so it's um 'going home' instead of 'Are we going home?' that type of thing so 
they're really they're very languagedeflcient (emphasis added) when they come and 
they really need to be talked to a lot." 

_Once more, this teacher returned to the theme of language deprivation suffered by her 

students previou!lly discussed with reference to vocabulary and the lack of knowledge 

· · of prepositions. Her perceptions seem to be influenced by her belief that the child 
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rearing practices in her students' homes reward them for sitting quietly in front of 

television nnd that they arc deprived of interaction. She sees the solution a~ her 

speaking to 111cm constantly and goes on to describe this method; 

"I've found one of thl' rhings I have to do when they firJ! come is lo get them to 
aclllally talk lo mf. I hm·e to go ml(/ sir with them in maybe the block comer or 
whatewr mu/ hllk tu myself and I'll do thing.\· like I'll build something and I'll say 
'Now I'm going to h11ild a house and oh I think it needJ somelhing for Jhe roof. 
What cm1 I use ji1r the roof? Whar can ! ttse for the roof'! Oh I might put that on 
the roof. Olt I think it m:ed\- a path. So I'm 1,;oing to put .. ' so I' II talk like that and 
gradually they'll sturt tu hand me something and say 'You can have this for a path.' 
Or you know · Ym1 can have that for rhe roof or the trees' you know. And I really 
literally hare to talk to myself so they hear somebody speaking. And which initiates 
them joining in real(v. So .. " 

These examples, like those quoted about the students' use of prepositions, suggest the 

use of ritual classroom speech fonns which may not be familiar to pre-primary children. 

The teachers seem to stress "full sentence" responses in the genuine belief that speech 

patterns transfer directly to writing. This also seems to lead teachers to judge their 

students' speech against the nonns of writing. 

The secondary teachers share the primary teachers' belief that full sentences are required 

in speech. However, they see the problem as a change in society speech patterns. They 

expressed it this way: 

"E 11 

E9 
Ell 

S&E 
E9 
Ell 
E9 
Ell 

And what was I going to say about talking, speech? Oh .. one of the things that 
really bugs me about young people's .. the way they speak, is they don't speak in 
sentences any longer. 
They get that from advertising. [high rising tone - incredulous] 
I suspect that may well be the case. They same way they can't spell because 
night is 'n-i-t-e' down on the board ... outside that shop 
[indecipherable] 
It is, it's advertising [high tone and increased volume] 
But they don't speak in sentences -
[Speaking over E 11] It's OK to put a sentence-
[Speaking over E 9] -And that's reflected in their writing (Yeah/Mmm) and that's 
why I think the quality of kids written work (Mmm) is perhaps on the decline." 
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The teachers suggested that advertising may influence this deterioration in language use. 

The intensity of the discussion suggests the teachers sec this deterioration with 

something of a sense of outrage. Further, from what the teachers said it would seem 

that they attribute :i decline in writing standards to the Jack off ull sentences in their 

students' speech. Thus, it would seem that the tear hers sec a direct relationship between 

speaking and writing nnd thut consequently think the nonns of writing must be applied 

to speech if standards arc to be maintained. 

Text construction 

The teachers in the low SES primary school claimed their students lacked creativity in 

text construction while the teachers in the low SES secondary school were concerned 

about a lack of appropriate complexity in their students' texts. In contrast, the high SES 

primary teachers did not identify any issues of concern and although the secondary 

teachers identified poorly constructed oral texts, this only rl!ferred to the students' 

formal prepared talks. 

5.3.4 Teachers' perceptions of language use problems 

The teachers in the low SES schools shared concerns about their students' socially 

inappropriate speech, their restricted range of registers and their language being 

insufficient to fulfil their present and future needs. In addition, the secondary teachers 

claimed their students lacked an understanding of what speech was socially appropriate 

and of the potential power of language and that their maJe students depended on abusive 

language rather than reasoned evidence when arguing. An additional concern of the 

primary teachers was that their students had 11poor11 speech. The high SES secondary 

school teachers shared the Jow SES secondary school teachers• concern that their 
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students lacked knowledge of sociaJJy appropriate speech and had inadequate language 

to meet future needs. They also were concerned that their students were not abk to 

respond to the demands of different audiences nor able to use appropriate volume when 

giving prepared talks for ;,.;sessment purposes and that they had poor listening 

comprehension. In contrast, the high SES primary school teachers did not identify any 

concerns about their students' use of language. 

"Poor inappropriate" speech 

The teachers in the low SES primary school discussed at length how their students had 

"poor" speech that was "inappropriate" for school and for future needs. They claimed 

that both the structure of the students' speech and the way they interacted with others 

was problematic. Home language behaviour was blamed for this and the teachers fe1t 

they had failed to overcome this difficulty despite their best efforts. The following 

quote from the year 7 teacher discussed how she tries to correct the students' speech and 

to tell them why they must try to speak "properly"; 

"Yeah, I guess from my point of view it's just the continual ... pounding away at it 
that umm you just hope that at some stage in their life it's going to click 'cause it's 
unacceptable. I mean I often say to them, 'Look when you go for a job it doesn't 
maller whether you 're going to be at the counter dmvn at Kentucky Fried or behind 
the checkout or going to university, if you say 'I' as soon as you walk in and say 'I 
done itt real good.' You know these people have an impression of you. So you just 
need tobe up-front and try to speak properly [emphasis added]. That's what's 
accepted in the wider community or whatever.' But umm it may be so much in the 
time that we have them. And it's been modelled for an awful long time. We don't 
want to totally blame the parents but umm it if it's not corrected I mean the only 
reason that I don't say anything is that my parents corrected it. I don't remember 
anyone telling me at school. [She laughs] And it was an ongoing battle, so I don't 
know." 

The idea that parents are responsible for their children's poor speech was raised 

. frequently by teachers in the low SES primary school focus group. It was mentioned by 
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the teachers when they were discussing pronunciation and again with reference to 

grammar. The teachers also reported being "shocked" and "a/1.wlutely appalled" at the 

"incorrect" language used by the parcnls and expressed this a number of limes. The 

pre-primary teacher provided an illustration by describing the way parents of her 

students contribute to a <lai ly story activity. Evcryduy one of the children takes home a 

class toy, the child drnws a picture, and a parent writes a narrative about the illustration. 

The next morning, the teacher reads the story to the class. 

"And I shmr the picture and the child will say 1\'lwt they wrote and some of the 
stories that come hack are absolutely appalling. They really are. ( Oh.) They are 
really really d([firn/t to read. And sometimes when I'm reading them out, I have to 
reconstruct rite whole story because the rite grammar is appalling, there are no Juli 
stops, there are dvnes and seens and all these things. Now, that's the parents, they 
can't speak it, they can 'r wrile it either." 

Despite the teachers recognising that the parents speak just as their children do, they 

still argue that parents shou Id "correct" their chi I dren 's speech. 

Lack of knowledge of socially appropriate speech 

The secondary teachers perceived their students as lacking knowledge of socially 

appropriate speech. However, these perceptions differed according to the socio

economic status of the students. In the low SES school, the teachers ex pressed a 

concern that their students did not know what was appropriate for different social 

contexts. An example, cited by the year I 1 English teacher, described how students 

asked socially inappropriate questions of both teachers and peers. 

"I mean even they do it to teachers as well some students that not knowing 
contextually what's appropriate. Asking a student or a teacher 'Have you got 
your period?' Umm is clearly inappropriate and yet some students feel that 'Why 
can't I?' I mean that they feel that that's normal discourse." 

1S8 
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Later this issue was raised again and expressed as a Jack of knowledge of appropriate 

speech. However, although the teachers agreed that students lacked these skills they 

differed in their view of the nature of the issue. In the following example, the teachers 

discuss their belief that the students did not have "language for life skills" with 

reference to the range of contexts in which they will be required to speak. 

"E 1 I ... But I really/eel strongly that they don't recognise the context for when you 
would apply a dijferelll register. I really feel that they're not cued lo a lot of my 
student.'i are not-

E 9 But T ( the S &E teacher) just made the point /hough thm around her with all 
/hose boys if they swear by accident they look up and they apologise (Mmm) 
which suggests to me that they do know. (Mmm) And lhere are some days when 
I've seen students who know exactly how to be very polite and very cooperative 
a11d other days when they apporemly don't but they do. ( Mmm) They do know. 
They haven't fwd enough practice at it. They 're not familiar enough with it so 
they cari do it comfortably and that's the problem I think." 

The year 9 English teacher went on to describe how she had two students in her class 

whose families were involved in a landlord versus tenant dispute and how these families 

did not have the language skills required to solve the problem. Similarly, the year 11 

teacher described the inappropriate manner in which her students treated a relief (or 

substitute) teacher claiming it was because the students were not aware of how to speak 

politely to people not known to them. However, the year 9 English teacher disputed this 

claiming that they treated her in the same manner when she did internal relief28 in that 

class and they all knew her. The teachers eventually agreed that it is a matter of choice 

and moved from seeing the issue as the students not knowing aJternative ways of 

talking, to them making deliberate choices. The year 11 English teacher claimed that 

the students make the choice based on their relationship with that person and while the 

others agreed they also argued that it is not appropriate to discriminate in this way. The 

28 When an outside relief (or substitute) teacher is not available to teach a class where the regular teacher 
is absent, other staff members take the class in periods when they do not have a scheduled class of their 
own. 
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notion that students vary their language behaviour according to the relationship they 

have with their interlocutor is supported by research. For example, Cheshire (1982a) 

found that students used fewer non-standard forms with teachers that they respected. 

In the high SES secondary school, the students were also seen to Jack socially 

appropriate speech although the teachers' view of the problem differed considerably 

from that of the teachers in the low SES school. For example, the high SES teachers 

made general statements about students' use of polite forms a,;; part of a series of 

observations related to the deterioration of both speaking and listening skills in young 

peopJe: 

"E 9 And the words 'please' and 'thank you' have disappeared from the English 
language. 

E 11 Totally [laughter} 
E 9 And 'you're welcome'." 

However, aJthough these remarks applied to all students, the examples cited all referred 

to ESL students. The teachers expressed an understanding of the difficulties the ESL 

students faced because of their Jack of cultural knowledge. It would seem that in the 

case of the native speakers of English. the deterioration in the standards of polite speech 

was seen by the teachers as a "young person's issue" and possibly related to 

intergenerational change. However, with the ESL students. the failure to use polite 

fonns appropriately was seen as due to their Jack of understanding of Australian social 

conventions. 

The use of socially inappropriate speech 

There seems to be two aspects to the issues the teachers raised in relation to social 

appropriacy. The first is the teachers' in the low SES schools view that the students lack 
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sufficiently fonnal speech to meet the requirements of some social situations such as 

interacting with one another, making requests, attracting attention, eating in restaurants 

or attending job interviews. For example, the year 4 teacher spoke about her students 

not interrupting appropriately and needing to learn appropriate social protocols: 

"11 's protocol. Tht!y don't have I mean and it's that 'listen,' 'Pass me that.' Or 
shoe laces. They don't have a set of acceptable speech conversation stuff that's 
there." 

They also discussed how the students spoke to each other without regard for each others 

feelings. 

"No, no concern/or the other person's feelings or no- and basically they've got to 
take it on the chin and accept it." 

They were concerned that without the intervention they provide, the students might 

believe that their "informal" speech was "nonnal and acceptable" in the "world''. 

" ... all this stuff and we talk about you know about what's an appropriate way to 
speak but I do worl)' that these children will get into the world and they will believe 
that that is the nonnal and acceptable way to just interact at that more in/annal 
umm level and it's horrifying." 

It would seem that the teachers associate the use of non-standard fonns with 

inappropriate infonnaJity and view this as a sylistic rather than sociolect issue. 

The second aspect of the issue of social appropriacy is the way "poor'' speech was 

associated with "bad11 behaviour. The teachers identified the linguistic choices being 

made by the students as symbolising rebellious behaviour. This is implied in the 

discussion about the students' treatment of staff members and relief teachers. It is also 

referred to in tenns of the way students use language to "put other students down'' or to 

be abusive or coercive. The teachers in the low SES primary and secondary schools 
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raised the issue of "put downs" and how this behaviour impacts on the classroom. In the 

primary school, it was discussed in relation to the negative atmosphere created and is 

described here by the year 4 teacher; 

"/ shudder or the way they speak to each of her. And the pattems of language 
(Mmm) you knuw /loudly mu/ rmt~hly] '/ told you.', 'Yeah', 'Yeah' and umm big put
cloums umm just being right. Yeah, just the basic lack of being nice to each other 
and treatinM t.·ach other with respect. And we push really hard here for (Oh, yeah) 
problem solvin>; and respect each other." 

In the low SES secondary school, it is seen in a similar way, but in addition, they spoke 

about how the students talk "at each other" rather than to each other. However. they all 

agreed that adults tend to do that also. As the society and environment teacher 

expressed it; 

"And you listen to their conversations out tltere in tire yard and like there's 
nothing. Sometimes they're not even communicating to each other they're 
talking at each other and I think that adults we do that a lot too." 

The teachers went on to discuss how teachers in staff rooms were particularly guilty of 

this type of communication. 

The low SES secondary school teachers also referred to how "put downs" impact on the 

students' oral assessment tasks and discourage student participation in learning 

activities. This was tµe first issue raised by the teachers who returned to it several times 

during the focus group discussion. The year 11 English teacher expressed her concern 

as; 

"OJ concern at the moment for me are put downs within the classroom and outside 
the classroom. It really affects students' confidence um particularly if you want to 
assess their oral umm work or their speaking, their speaking/listening skills. 
They're very unwilling to speak except for one to one. So that's one of my primary 
concerns within the classroom in terms of language." 
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The teachers saw this as a serious issue and discussed it at Jcngth. They argued that the 

students' backgrounds had desensitised them to the hurtful nature of their behaviour. As 

in the following example: 

"I guess with any class there are students who are very vocal and very ready to 
speak up and if t/rey happen to have a nusty streak as well that can be very 
destructfre to e11couraging participation by all members of the class. Umm with 
some of !he home e11 virom11e11ts that I know !hat the students come from they aren't 
able to discriminote particularly abvw where to use that language ( Mmm) and how 
destruclive it cwt be (Mm). They'l'e sort of hardened themselves Jo it and/or the 
more sensitive kids it is .. it is as Al ( E I I teacher) says, it's devastaring, I think." 

Restricted range of registers 

Teachers in both the low SES primary and secondary schools identified a problem with 

their students' restricted range of registers. Although related to comments about the 

generally restricted nature of their language use, this problem particular] y focussed on 

the spoken registers required in schooling. In the primary school, the teachers discussed 

how the students' restricted range of registers was due to limited life experiences and 

that they therefore needed additional experiences before they were able to meet the 

requirements of written language. 

In the low SES secondary school, the issue of a restricted range of registers was also 

raised and as with the primary school, it was in reference to writing. The teachers were 

discussing whether the current approach to speaking and listening as described in the 

'Student Outcome Statements' was suitable for their students. The year 11 English 

teacher takes up the discussion; 

"and 11 don't really think .. / don't want to abandon a whole educational approach 
in preparing them as a citizen (Mmm) but I do think that we're not preparing them 
enough for realistic situations that they're gonna encounter where they have a 
range of registers (Yep) that they can draw on (Yes) (Mmm) and which are in 
(Mmm) appropriate language to the situation." 
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The teachers did not mention specific registers they believed the students needed to 

learn to control but they did discuss the dilemma they faced with regard to modelling 

"appropriate" language. 

''S&E 

y 11 
S&E 

Y 11 
S&E 

But this is .. we're c·au;.:lll. Because nn one hand do I wcJ encourage acceptance 
muJ belonging and cmifidence within /Item wilh lhe speech /hat they have 
(Mmm/Mmm) and /hen ii .wrt of sWJ'S the same. Or do we push to imroduce 
tlwm to foreig,1 language, foreign concepts and I know you'd have lo do this 
when the.v're .. tln·y take that .. when they may/eel not /!,ood enough and to 
change. Why cw1 '1 ire accept this 
Urr I imitating san:astii.: ullcrarn:1· of stuucntsJ 

and it's just just 1w1 rcolistic. It's not practical. (No) I find wilh myst!J f am 
encouraging and accepting and stuff wtd /hey feel comfortable and I get good 
responses with it bernuse of that. Btil I know that you know when they're out 
rhere ... that w1w1 you know they will he in .. I have done them a destruction 
disc rim inn firm 
I have built them up built them up and then when they go out there they will 
possibly somebody will make them feel phew they're failures." 

These teachers are torn between accepting their students' non-standard speech and 

building a good rapport with them on one hand, and providing a standard language 

model and correcting the students' speech on the other. They fear that the broader 

society or "out there" will judge the students by their speech and make them feel like 

failures. It is as if the teachers suspend their own judgements of their students' speech 

in order to maintain good relationships with them and teach them effectively. However, 

they do not believe others outside the school will do likewise and so worry if they are 

fai]ing their students by not "correcting" their speech. 

Lack of language to fulf"d age appropriate functions 

The teachers in both the low SES schools expressed a concern that their students lack 

the language required to fulfil age appropriate functions. This included both the social 

and academic language demands which increase over levels of schooling. The pre· 

primary teacher expressed it in tenns of her students having "absent" language. The 
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year 4 teacher reported that her students were "keen to talk" but that their language was 

"deficit". The year 7 teacher agreed and said she continually reminds students of 

appropriate language use. At the secondary level, the teachers were also concerned 

about their students' capacity to meet the linguistic demands of situations such as 

interviews, the work pl:.icc and fonm1l social situations. They believed the students' 

language was inappropriately "informal" both in form and content. 

The low SES secondary school teachers were concerned about the males in their classes 

relying on sarcasm and "power" rather than reasoning to win arguments. This is seen as 

a problem in that the students are not able to argue in a rrore constructive manner and 

also because it creates a negative atmosphere in the cla~sroom. The society and 

environment teacher expressed the issue in the fo11owing way: 

"Umm in my upper school classes mm the likes of LT and PM will rely [on/ the 
boys' power and especially sarcasm to defeat the ah the ah you know the 
suggestions or the comments .. (mmm) and I think sarcasm in language is huge 
(Mmm)'' 

However. she goes on to admit that this is not a problem confined to the students but 

that teachers are sometimes sarcastic~ 

'' .. . at our school and not just with students. I will be sarcastic to a student well I 
don't use it as much as I used to but I still know that sometimes you know when 
I'm in one of my annoyed days or this student is just·" 

Although the teachers in the focus group said they tried to avoid being sarcastic with 

studentst they suggested that other teachers on their staff frequently used sarcasm when 

interacting with students . 
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Jnadequale language to meet future needs 

The teachers in the low SES primary school and both of the secondary schools believe 

their students lack the language they require to meet their future needs. In the primary 

school, it was expressed as the teachers trying to prepare the students for future 

language requirements which arc seen in tenns of appropriacy. 

"It certain/)' raises their awareness of what's appropriate whether we 're going to 
.. aml maybe when they get into high school, or maybe if they do go to tertiary, if 
they do go to another place, another \Valk of I ife, they've got um some ski/ ls and 
some knowledge there that they can actually transpose and go with them I guess 
that's got to be useful." 

In the high SES secondary school, the discussion of the future language requirements 

for students was raised in the context of a debate about the value in students doing 

prepared talks. The teachers argued that public speaking was a skiil only required of a 

very smaU number of people in the wider community and there were more important 

skills the students needed to learn. These skills include those required for telephone 

use. for success in an interview, to make a complaint, to seek information and to talk 

with a superordinate. They suggested these are "skills that those kids are not taught" 

and that teachers have not "put 'em in that situation". The discussion surrounding the 

use of the telephone was interesting in that it raised several issues which were 

frequently referred to by this group of teachers. Firstly, that there was one "correct" 

way to do things and usually that was the way the teachers did it. Secondly, "incorrect" 

language use was due to 11deterioration" in standards and children not being 

· appropriately trained. In this case, the inappropriate use of the telephone was seen as. 

·due to its ready availability and the fact that children nowadays are not taught to use it 

. ·:·::;. __ _. .. 
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properly in the way the teachers had been. For example, the year 11 Eng1ish teacher 

said: 

,, ... blll nowadays I mean, everybody's used to the phone you just pick it up it's 
automatic you walk around with your mobile and you do your grocery shopping 
with your mobile (That's right}, you sit in the cinema with it good gracious me . 
. So basically our standards are declining and that's reflected in the way the kids 
speak (Mmm!Mmm)." 

Later in this particular discussion, the teachers again discussed the situation of ESL 

students. As with the earlier discussion on conventions of politeness, they suggested 

that ESL students' responses on ·the telephone could reflect cultural differences. They 

did not, however, consider that their native English-speaking students' expressions or 

way of talking might also be the result of differences in background. 

In the low SES secondary school, the issue of inadequate language to meet future needs 

. was related to the problems of inappropriate speech and a Jack of language to fulfil age 

appropriate functions. These teachers, like those discussed earlier, expressed a concern 

that their students would not be able meet the language demands of situations such as 

·. interviews or work contexts. As with other concerns in this school, this related to the 

use of non-standard forms, "infonnal" and "inappropriate" language. The teachers 

. claimed that the students' lack of knowledge of appropriate language was a result of not 

· having "correct" language models at home. They suggested that this made their 

· modelling of appropriate language particularly important but that it also created a 

· dilemma for them. For while they felt they needed to model the use of "fonnal 

·. registers", they also believed that doing so reduced the rapport necessary for successful:·· 

· .·teaching~ 
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Audience demands~ volume of speech and listening comprehension 

The high SES secondary school teachcrs·were concerned that their students did not 

understand the demands of different audiences and that the volume of their speech was 

not always appropriate to the situation. The teachers argued that the students did not 

know how to adjust the level of fonnality in their speech according to the audience and 

the context. The teachers claimed the students needed to use "standard" pronunciation", 

"correct" grammar, and "appropriate" vocabulary, volume and paralinguistic gestures. 

The students also needed to omit discourse markers such as "like" from their speech. 

The teachers argued that students need to demonstrate these skills in the formal talks 

they give as part of their assessment and in formal interactions such as interviews or 

when speaking with superordinates. 

The teachers in the high SES secondary school argued that listening comprehension was 

a necessary skill for effective interaction but that their students had poor listening skills 

and that the situation was deteriorating. They claimed 1,hat this was because the 

students'. attention spans were short which in turn was due to "video games" and 

"computing stuff' making Jistening unnecessary. They went on to discuss how it was 

just as well that the tertiary institutions no longer required interviews or oral 

assessments because the students' would fail these . 

·. ·· .: , ·.· .:: :,,:.:\::. · . . ''E 11 .1 think there's been horrifically .. deterioration. I think they are very lucky they :· .. 

;;;;;,itri1iiilll~itf t1tt\~izf lr:::!J~:;~ft!:,' ::!~!"::,ef =~ woUWfall. · 

· ... ,//::,:,.:~&:/;) · '"· (1)1le(e, ~a~th~n .a ·discussion on the students' performance in interviews and how they · · 

1i1t(i11i,itJI\(~{J/:~~; ~ and lis~ u. well becau~ famili~ did notwlk u much. . 
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"You know, I wonder how much kids, I mean families, talk to each other nowadays. 
When I was a kid we had to have dinner loge/her OK (yeah) we all sat around the 
table am/ we'd discuss 1he day's evellls. It was as boring as hell I tell you. [laughter] 

But that's how it was." 

There was a short discussion about this and then she went on to say: 

''Bui it seems to me talking to the kids you know and we talk quite a bit, they hardly 
ever have a meal with their whole family or even see their whole family. 
(Mmm/Mmm) Their parents are often gone before they get up and you know they're 
in bed before they get home especially with some of the kids from you know 
particularly the Asian backgrounds because you know they work very hard and so I 
wonder how used to talking with anybody (Mmm) outside their own peer group they 
are. (Yeah) Well if they have that sort of experience (yeah)" 

Language and power 

The teachers in the low SES secondary school raised the issue of students not 

recognising the power of language. The teachers were discussing how the students 

failed to engage with the meaning of language even when they were discussing things 

of interest such as the lyrics in songs. The society and environment teacher argued that 

this was common with teenagers and had been so for her. too. However, she also 

suggested that the students at their school did not understand the power of language. 

1'/ think that's the key thing. They don't really understand the power of language 
(No, they don't. No they don't) and the use of language. And you listen to their 
conversations out there in the yard and like there's nothing." 

Language and behaviour 

(:: i: .-~ome of the features identified by the teachers during the focus group discussions 

· referred to the students' behaviour in classroom situations where the teachers assessed 
~ ... rJ_,:··:._·.~:· . ·· .... 

· ~: .. Ylt)··:· ·- ··:·· 

~;~; \i?i1ittti::.'/} }~ir skills in speaking. These included dleir students' level of confidence, poor 

t\\·\\/fi}f;:'.i(/:?\r/:;:l)ebaviour, restricted range of interests and reluctance to speak. especially for 
lt\':/ 1C:\(~f!?)~/()i;f=(:t,_. . · · 
i??+t)YfK::-:,:;;::~;:f):\(-:';:'i :·;assessment tasks. The teachers in both the Jow SES schools nominated most of the 

There were two issues nominated by the year 7 teacher in the high SES prim~;.'. ',,\ 
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school, however, these related to students she hud previously taught while in a low SES 

school. The three issues raised by the high SES secondary teachers related to speech 

perfonnance tasks. 

Lack of confidence 

The teachers in both primary schools and in the low SES secondary school discussed 

issues related to confidence in speaking. However, as already mentioned, aJI the 

comments referred to low SES students. The year 7 teacher in the high SES primary 

school spoke about the students she had previously taught in "a very low socio· 

. " economic area : 

"You know, once once the children sort of realise once a lot of them lack so much 
confidence in communication any .. I mean they were scared to speak. They were 
scared to write. They just couldn't communicate ... " 

She went on to say she did not correct thefr speech because they were so lacking in 

confidence. 

The teachers in the low SES primary school also spoke at length about their students 

coming to school with "no language" or "restricted language" and how they struggled 

to. get them to speak. According to the teachers. however. the students' confidence grew 

·. 

with the help of programs such as drama and school assemblies as they progressed 

·· . through the school. However, the teachers reported that despite all of these programs, · 

: · ·<:>._<}?;,-- ··< .. :--· .... s~~e. of the senior students remained shy and were reluctant to speak in front of their 
'• ., . •. 
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The teachers in the Jow SES secondary school cJaimcd that student "put downs" of each 

other impacted on their confidence, especially in pcrfonnancc situations. They also 

suggested that the students' confidence increased when the way they spoke was 

accepted. However, this raised a dilemma for them because they beJieve such 

acceptance conflicts with their responsibility to teach the students Standard Australian 

English. 

"But this is .. we 're caught. Because on one hand do { we J encourage acceptance 
and belonging and confidence within them with the speech that they have 
(Mmm!Mmm) and then it sort of stays the same. Or do we push to introduce 
them to foreign language, foreign concepts and I know you'd have to do this 
when they're .. they take that .. when they may feel not good enough and to 
change. 'Why can't we accept this?'" 

Overconfidence 

In contrast, the teachers in the high SES school talked about how confident their 

students are, even when they do not speak well. The society and environment teacher 

noted: 

"They are supremely self-confident (Mmm) and although there's lots of things 
they can't do very well (Mmm!Mmm) maybe you know speak, speaking's one of · 
them but it doesn't faze them (Mm/No)." 

And later the Year 11 English teacher also remarked; 

0 /fyou said to a kid, you know, your speech is very very poor, _the kid'd tum 
aro_und and say, 'But you understand me.'.".· . 

.... ' ~· :~. ··,,:; ··~·,: .. · ·:: 
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Poor behaviour 

The teachers in the two low SES schools suggested that poor behaviour is associated 

with ineffective communic,1tion skills and with students of lower ability. Once more, 

the students' background is seen to be providing a poor model. The primary school 

teachers described the behaviour of a student who was known to them as an example of 

this: 

"He's pretty keen to say something ( oh yeah) and I think he gets pretty frustrated 
when he can't speak. (Mmm) When he's got something to say he gets very 
frustrated and he'll often speak and it' Ii come out back to front and upside down. 
He does that a bit too. ( Mmm) He's possibly not the smartest child and maybe it's 
the way it's being modelled at home. (Mmm) There's a few short/uses kicking 
around there. (Ah mm)" 

SimiJarly, the secondary teachers associated inappropriate behaviour with students of 

· 1ower ability. The society and environment teacher described how "in the lower ability 

class there is a much greater tendency to have a go at each other personally. They're a 

·101 more defensive". The year 11 English teacher said her classes were not streamed 

according to abi1ity so she had to make them "a no-put down zone, and have that is .. as 

part of[theJ teaching strategy" to ensure the behaviour of the varied ability groups did· 

not impact on the class atmosphere. The relationship between the students' poor 

academic performance and their use of negative language such as "put downs", sarcasm 

and expletives was discussed on a number of occasions. The teachers also reported that 

.: .. the lower ability students reacted to learning activities with comments such as "Oh, why 

::/.b{:f:'.:};;/ ).'.riJ{\/ ii>.>': · ·do we have to do this? This is stupid, Miss". The teachers thought that these students 
llif?rf/'! ~);ff.)? C} .. : . · ... ·. · . · · · 

:,//1}i1 })}:: :\. ne~ed to "chill out' in order to cope better and by doing so may not have to resort to.·.,.: . 
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introduced her 0 bottom tens0 to meditation, herbal teas and relaxing music in order to 

change their behaviour. 

Range of interests 

The teachers in the low SES secondary school also saw their students as having a 

narrow range of interests. They spoke about this in relation to the students' "narrow" 

vocabulary and the fact that the reading they do is very limited, as is their access to 

television programs such as current affairs programs, documentaries and the like. They 

claimed the students were only interested in "soaps" like "Home and Away" and popular 

music. This view is not surprising and is consistent with research which suggests that 

adolescents' interests are mainly centred around school, intoxicants and music 

(Chambers, 1995: 172). 

Performance 

In contrast to the earlier comments about their students' high level of confidence, the 

teachers in the high SES school noted their students' reluctance to "perfonn"- giving 

prepared talks or reading aloud in front of their peers. The teachers reported that some 

students even resort to inappropriate behaviour to avoid the task. The year 11 English 

' teacher in the high SES school described this situation; 

· ·. ·. "and then you have some kids who will [do] anything not to rea_d. I've had kids . · 
. · burst out swearing and run out of my.room to get out of having to read out loud. 

·,;,;·y;:: · .. · (Mmm) They just can't handle the thought of doing it. Lack of confidence or IKX~riru.• . .. 
NS{J'p Jlie same way, the students in the low SES school are sometimes so afraid of the . · · 
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teachers Jet students present their talks m front of friends. Other teachers alJow several 

students to present their ta! ks together so there is less pressure on individuals. 

Gender 

Issues related to gender difference with respect to language were also raised by the 

teachers. The issues identified included: male students tend to dominate some classes; 

females are more confident and competent; and the relative performance of male and 

female students varies with the context and subject matter at hand. 

The teachers in the low SES secondary school discussed how male students often 

dominate in their classes, using abusive and sarcastic language. The teachers said they 

find that where there are more females in the class, the atmosphere is much more 

positive. The year 11 English teacher commented that she needs to put strategies in 

place to ensure the male students do not dominate in her unstreamed classes; 

" ... encourage all students to be be able to participate and not just the mouthy 
trousers who are dominating the classroom or who are effectively putting down 
other students and therefore not giving them voice." 

The year 9 English teacher reported that the males, especially those of "lower ability", 

also tended to dominate in her classes . 

. ''But I find the boys tend to dominate and drow,i out the girls. They don't give them 
the chance to umm speak up and participate as as well." 

· ··The society and environment t.eacher finds an even ~ore marked contrast between her 

-) :} .:: >.:?::?\/:<;:;/:<·: : ciasses because of academic streaming. The higher ability classes tend to have more 
.~······ ·. :::\::::/;\/·/\·), =,,·· ·.·. 

({)>: j'.:.;;.,:)/f/;}:}{(>_·,·i\· · fe111al.es and the lower ability classes more males. In the higher ability classes, the girls 
j"j{{,JEJ:f?t}}t~l)\<>:;;<: .. ·. H .. ·,• .· . . . : . . . . . II • 

!t:f::\{'i/<:'\:}/;i('.{/,}:'.:.;;~·-:·~·'. outsp.Qlcen,· very vocal, willing to.·get in there and have a go whereas m the lower 
'.:'..'\('.:f:\\(/t}tft/;/?:'<·· .. . . . . . ' ' ..... ·.:::,: ... <·. >-:.',:.: : .. , ·. . . . . 
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ability classes "boys' power and especially sarcasm" is used to "defeat" any suggestions 

or comments made by the female students. 

Female students are also seen to be more confident and to perform better orally than 

male counterparts. In the high SES primary school, the teachers suggest that this is 

because the males are more likely to conform to peer expectations and because it is not 

"cool" to speak well, they choose not to do so. 

"I've got some boys who write ve0• well but they don 'I speak very well cause none 
of their friends I mean they speak the way their friends speak. It's a mm It's a 
gender thing a girl boy tltirzg. 

In the high SES secondary school, the teachers described how the males choose to do 

their presentations in pairs or groups while the fem ales are happy to perfonn 

independently. In addition, when given the choice, the male students aJso prefer to use 

technology (tape recorder, video or PowerPoint) to present rather than doing it "Jive". 

However, teachers did report exceptions. For example, one male of limited ability was 

noted as being very confident and using a "comedy routine" to disguise his problems .. 

The teachers in the low SES secondary school noted, however, that the male students 

performed at a higher level when they were interested in the content. The society and 

environment teacher described the response of a class with a number of troublesome · 

male students to an activity about contemporary culture. She spoke at length about their 

. enthusiasm and engagement and how they encouraged one another rather than resorting 

. t.<(the usual sarcastic comments. After listening to her account, the other teachers 

:.: .'·, ,(~; .... '. '.· .: . : . 
·• .. ! 
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"That is amazing (Totally amazed) because Bis very cool in my English class. 
(Totally) "Oh, why do we have to do this? This is stupid, Miss. 11 [harsh tone] That's 
more That's more the comment from that sJy/e of student." 

5.4 Relationships between background factors and teachers' perceptions 

As in Study One. in this study the relationships between the way the teachers defined 

Standard Australian English, their backgrounds, their attitudes to language variation and 

how they perceived student speech were analysed to detennine if there were any 

patterns. First, the information relating to each teacher was examined and a summary of 

the relationships between the different factors was made. An example of the way the 

relationships were considered is presented here as a case study. Secondly, the 

information relating to each of the teachers was collated and trends in the relationships 

were noted and these are presented in the section following the case study. 

5.4.t Case study 

Elizabeth is a pre-primary teacher in School F and is aged in her mid
fifties. She had been educated in lower middle doss schools. She has 
a three year Teaching Certificate in Early Childhood Education and 
twenty-five years experience. She has attended recent professional 
development courses related to language education. Her attitude 
rating is slightly liberal for variation generally and for the use of 
variants, but is more conservative than average for Study Two. 

It ·is interesting to note that although Elizabeth was educated in low 
· to middle SES schools, she speaks with a relatively 11cultivated11 

accent. Her comments also suggest that she sees her own speech as 
providing a model for her students. She spoke about spending a great 
deal of time talking to her students and modelling the language she 
believes they lack so they will have 11something to talk witH1• She also 

··explicitly corrects the students· speech and will not respond to their 
. requ!,$tS untU th_ey use II correcf' forms. 
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Elizabeth Is perceptions of student speech would also seem to be 
influenced by the written form of English, particularly its conventions. 
In the focus group, she made many references to II correct' usage and 
described her interest in grammar and how she had been in a special 
group at school because of this interest and because of her language 
ability. 

The way Elizabeth defined Standard Australian English, however, 
contrasts with the criticisms she made of her students· speech. She 
defines Standard Australian English as English language used and 
understood by the average Australian, the II man on the street•. She 
said its key features included such things as rising inflection on 
statements and a lack of knowledge of correct grammar usage. This 
definition better matches how she views her students' "home11 speech 
than the speech she is trying to develop through the learning 
activities she provides. She described her students as beginning 
school" very deficienf' in language, unable to pronounce words 
correctly, to speak in sentences with correct syntax or to 
communicate their needs appropriately. Her attitude ratings were 
well below the average for the study, suggesting that she has a 
generally more conservative attitude to language variation than many 
of her colleagues. This conservative attitude is consistent with the 
judgements she made on her students' non-standard speech. 

5.4.2 Summary of the relationships 

As in the previous study, the relationships between the way the teachers defined 

Standard Australian English and how they perceived student speech were examined . 

. Once again, the analysis revealed that in most cases the way the teachers defined 

. ·: ,_; : . · /: \\:= .· · ·. · · · .. ' : · Standard Australian English was consistent with their perceptions of their students' 
.'· .. . .. ·. ~:. . . .,·;: ·. -. ·.. . . 

,:.~ . . . . . : : . :· . ·. -~ :· .:. . . . .. 

{{})i:~i{i\ _· . . speech. In this study, some teachers' definitions emphasised "comet" conventions and 

.-:·_ .. ---:- .'· ·/_-(J,'./.(\i··.\ ._-:: -;:.: .- . .- . this was reflected in their identification of many "incorrect" fonns in their students' 

:t;;:;;:r i~Iii0if iH i .: speech. For example, lli~e reachers who identified conect =rence sttucture as • key 

:::s_:}\:/PF/'/t{t\ ~ :-: :-_:.; ·: i . feature of Standard Australian English also spoke about being very concerned that their 
J?\·?tt;}}}l·,}:.)/ ·-:(<· · .. ·.· :-: . : . . 
/;.(Yi/:t::{·2/(:':.;}_:-.,-:'_·:-·-:-.. ··::_.-·. ·students had many grammatical problems and did not speak in full sentences. Other 
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teachers1, however, emphasised what was 11acceptable11 and they tended to refer more to 

11appropriacy" when discussing their students· speech. For example, a number of 

teachers noted tlmt slang was not acceptable in their definitions of Standard Australian 

English and during the focus groups these same teachers saw their students• 

inappropriate use of slang as a major problem. 

As in Study One; the teachers• attitude ratings generally were consistent with how they 

defined Standard Australian English and how they perceived their students' speech. 

Those teachers who had generally liberal attitude ratings tended to define Standard 

Australian English and perceive their students' speech in terms of whether it was 

"appropriate" or not. Conversely, those teachers with generally conservative attitude 

ratings tended to emphasise 11correct 11 forms and conventions in their definitions and to 

identify pronunciation, grammar and discourse problems in their students' speech. 

The relationships between the teachers1 backgrounds, their attitudes to language 

. variation, the way they defined Standard Australian English and their perceptions of 

student speech were also examined. As in Study One, there was a general tendency for 

younger teachers and those with less experience to have slightly more liberal attitudes to 

language variation generally and to be more tolerant of variation in their students' 

.. speech. It also was interesting to note the way a number of teachers drew on their own 

background experiences when judging their students1 speech~ comparing their own life 

• ·. experiences with what they perceived their students' to be like. Where there were 

_ similarities between their students1 experiences and their own, such as having trouble 

:. with specialist vocabulary or with cohesive devices in texts, they attributed the problem 

·.to school~based factors. However, where there were differences, such as in their 
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perceptions of their students' home experiences or in how teachers had interacted with 

them during their schooling, they uttributcd the problem to these differences. For 

example, a number of teachers claimed that students did not speak appropriately 

because their parents did not interact with them in the same way as their own parents 

had done in their upbringing. It is also interesting to note that the teachers who had 

participated in professional development related to TESOL or Aboriginal English had 

generaHy more liberal attitudes to language variation than the rest of the cohort and 

were the only teachers in the study to report having used innovative practices in dealing 

with language variation in their classrooms. 

5.5 Conclusion 

This study investigated teachers' perceptions of their students' speech. The teachers 

participated in four school-based focus groups and identified pronunciation, vocabulary, 

grammar and language use problems in their students' speech. While the teachers did 

not identify many pronunciation problems, those they did were considered to have a 

·. serious impact on reading and spelling. A number of teachers identified their students1 

restricted vocabulary as a serious problem. Other teachers were particularly concerned 

about their students' difficulties with the specialist vocabulary required by subject areas 

. in school. There was a range of grammar problems identified including the incorrect 

. use of verbs and personal pronouns, especially "youse" as a second person plural. Some 

teachers were also concerned that their students had an inadequate knowledge of 

, -. prepositions and conjunctions. The teachers also were concerned that their students did 

· • i .. writing. The students' use of socially inappropriate Janguage and restricted range of 
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registers also concerned the teachers. Some teachers noted that their students lacked 

confidence in speaking and others behaved badly because of their poor speech. 

It would appear that the teachers' perceptions of speech were influenced by the SES of 

their students. This was evident in differences in the number and nature of the problems 

the teachers identified and in the causes they ascribed to those problems. The teachers 

in the high SES schools identified fewer problems in their students' speech than did 

their co1leagues in the low SES schools. They saw many of the problems to be either 

deve1opmental or the result of poor models and a general deterioration in standards. In 

the low SES schools, however, there were many problems identified and these were 

seen to have a serious impact on the students' education. The teachers in these schools 

tended to see the students' home environments, or backgrounds, as causing many of 

their problems. Even where the same problems were identified as concerns in both high 

and low SES schools, the way they were viewed differed. For example, the students in 

the secondary schools were seen to have an inadequate knowledge of the vocabulary 

required by specialist subjects. In the high SES school, the teachers saw this as a 

problem because inappropriate expectations were being made of students. In contrast, 

the teachers in the low SES school suggested their students had vocabuJary problems 

because they lacked interest in words and they had inappropriate attitudes to learning. 

A teacher also suggested that perhaps the students resisted ]earning new vocabulary 

. because they be]ieved the requirement that they use these "foreign" tenns implied their 

. "ho~~" language was inadequate. 

·. · ,'fhe level of schooling also appeared to influence ieacbers' perceptions of their students1 

speech. While the primary teachers tended to be more concerned about the fonn of their 
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students' speech, the secondary teachers were more concerned about their students' use 
11'1 

of the language. However, some teachers in thc(upper primary and secondary levels 

identified similar issues. For example. that thcirstudents did not have un adequate 

range of registers to meet their pre!ient and ful ure needs an<l that they used socially 

inappropriate speech. 

The relationships between the way the teachers defined Standard AustraUan English, 

their backgrounds, their attitudes to language variation and how they perceived student 

speech were examined. Patterns in these relationships included that the teachers tended 

to perceive their students' speech in a way that was consistent with their definitions of 

Standard Australian English and with their attitudes to language variation, particularly 

where those attitudes were conservative. The younger teachers with less teaching 

experience tended to be more liberal in their attitudes to language variation, however, 

there were exceptions to this pattern. There was no c1ear relationship between the 

teachers' educational backgrounds and the way they perceived their students' speech. It 

was interesting to note, however, that those teachers who had attended professional 

development in TESOL or Aboriginal English demonstrated liberal attitudes and were 

the only teachers to report using innovative practices to address issues related to 

language variation in their classrooms. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Study Three Findings 

This chapter reports the findings of Study Three. In this study, twelve teachers from 

four schools participated in school-based groups to rank tape-recorded samples of 

student speech using criteria they developed within their group as part of the process. 

The teachers also independently completed the Language Attitude and Background 

lnfonnation Questionnaires. 

Firstly, the way the teachers defined Standard Australian English is described. 

Secondly, the results of the Language Attitude Questionnaire comp]eted by each of the 

teachers are reported. Thirdly, the teachers' rankings of the student speech samples are 

presented. Fourthly, the criteria the teachers used when ranking the speech samples are 

summarised and discussed in sections relating to pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, 

language use and the content of the students' descriptions. Finally, the relationships 

between the way the teachers defined Standard Australian English, their backgrounds, 

their attitudes to language variation and how they perceived student speech are 

explored. 

6.1 Teachers' definitions of Standard Australian English 

As part of this study_ the teachers wrote their own definition of Standard Australian 

English and nominated its key characteristics. These definitions are presented exactly 

as the teachers wrote them in the foJJowing table. 
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Table 6.1 Teachers' definitions of Standard Australian English (Study Three) 

Sdru Deli nition of Standard Austruliun Key features or Standard Australian 
Tmdllr 
l9 

English Engli!ih 

I The quccns English with nn Australian well pronounced eg rnming n<>I coming 
pp flavliur cg hnrhy for barhccue, okuy, good articulation and clear 

beaut. acceptable grammar ic we were not we 
was 
words found in the Macuuaric dictionary. 

4 English spoken and written by educated Cr,rrcct pronunciation, spelling and 
Australians. J!rammatical use of En~lish laniua~e. 

7 Clearly spoken/written, well structured correct pronunciation • 
' grammatically correct, clearly sequenced hear the correct ends of words 

speech. being grammatically correct 
logkul sequence 
clear - with audicnr.:c in mind 

J Language (English) that uses correct Correct grammar 
PP grammar, structure and form. Proper pronunciation 

Based on exotcte<l standards/rules 
4 Because our differing backgrounds and [no content- argued always changing) 

other cuhurnl innucnces it means that 
Australian s!andard English is always 
being modifi~d and chani::cd, 

7 Sound colloquial 
innuenced by socioeconomic status 

K Basic level of education Slow lo medium pace 
9E Slang, colloquial - abbreviated language Dialect innuences 

Relativelv informal Abbreviated language 
lJ E Educated English • formal As a teacher I guess we try to make 

available an etlucated, formal language 
because this gi\'es them access to a larger 
body of people. 
Not colloquial 
Not limited to a small group/local 
area/ethnic group 
Of English; not American base. 

S&E A version of English in speech and Use of Australian colloquialisms 
writing that is readily communicated and Tendency to abbreviate words 
understood in the Australian context. Unaffected speech 

Straightforward use of JanJ?UaJ!e. 
L English language usage for formal Universally (within the Australian 
9E written/verbal interaction within the context) accepted vocabulary, speech 

Australian context patterns, syntax and 1?Tammar. 
11 E The system of language used by the A combination of American and English 

majority of the Australian population at dialects. A tendency for colloquialism. 
that point in time. 

S&E Language that is commonly used by Generic colloquialisms accepted by the 
Australians that has been accepted by majority of people within a specific 
Collins ~eograohical area. 

29 The teachers are coded with PP being pre-primary, 4 being year 4, 7 being year 7, 9E being year 9 
English, l IE being year 1 J English and S&E being society and environment. 
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The way the teachers defined Srnndurd AustraJian English varied considerably. The 

descriptions ranged from calling it the 11r/tteen'., Engli.rh" to a "language that is 

commmrly used by A11stmli,m.v". Similarly, the key characteristics of the variety ranged 

from "well pronmmced" English, "c.·"rrect grammar", or "based on expected 

sta,ulards/rulel' to 11co//oq11ial" English wilh "abbreviatiom;". 

The ''standards" referred to in the definitions also varied. On one hand, they included 

the "queen's E,rglisli'\ what was "correct", "proper", "appropriate", "expected" and 

11/onnar'. On the other hand, what was 11readily ~ommunicated", "unaffected'\ 

11straightfonvard11 and "commonly used". While in some definitions, teachers claimed 

Standard Australian English was characterised by "colloquialisms", others claimed these 

forms wert' unacceptable. 

The teachers' definitions were not consistent in how they recognised the different modes 

of language. Of the twelve definitions, four referred to both speech and writing, four to 

speech alone and four did not specificaJJy refer to either. There was no reference to any 

differences in the conventions of speech and writing in the definitions. 

6.2 Teachers' attitudes to language variation 

The teachers also completed a Language Attitude Questionnaire which measured their 

attitudes towards both language variation and to the use of specific alternative variants 

of Australian English. As described in 4.2, the teachers' scores were ca1culated to show 

their degree of liberalism in attitudes to variation generaJly and to the use of specific 

variants. Therefore, the higher the score, the more liberal the attitude to language 
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variation and conversely, the lower the score, the more conservative the attitude. The 

results for the teachers in this study are reported on the following table. 

Table 6.2 Teachers' ratings on the Language Attitude Questionnaire 

School 

Vear 

y39 

u 

pp 

+0.77 

+o.63 

School I 

4 7 pp 

+0.77 -O.S4 +0.69 

+0.80 -0.47 +0.67 

SchoolJ School K 

4 7 E9 Ell SE 
.o.1s +0.8S +o.61 +0.67 +J.JS 

·0.60 +0.50 +o.23 +0.90 +0.33 

School L 

E9 Ell SE 
+o.15 ..0.23 +o.46 

+O.IO +o.13 +o.47 

In this study, the mean for the teachers' attitude to language variation in general was 

+o.43 and for the use of variants was +0.31. These ratings were slightly Jess liberal than 

those of the teachers in both Study One and Study Two. In School I, the pre-primary 

and the year 4 teachers had slightly liberal ratings for both their attitudes to language 

variation in general and to the use of variants of Australian English. However, the year 

7 teacher had a slightly conservative rating for both of these aspects. In School J, the 

pre-primary and the year 7 teachers had slightly liberal ratings for both aspects of 

variation while the year 4 teacher had a slightly conservative rating for both. In School 

K, the teachers all had slightly liberal ratings for both aspects of variation wjth the 

exception of the society and environment teacher who had a moderately liberal rating 

for variation in general. In School L, all the teachers also had slightly liberal attitudes 

for both aspects except for the year 11 English teacher who had a slightly conservative 

attitude to variation in general . 

.?JO V refers to lhc musurcm,ent of lhe teacher's attitude lo variation in general and U to lheir attitv-le to the 
use of specific varianlS of Australian English 
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6.3 Ranking of student speech snmples 

The teachers in this study worked in school-based groups to rank two sets of six tape 

recordings of students' speech. These samples included an equal number of male and 

female students. from low and high SES backgrounds. The primary teachers ranked 

samples from an cquul number of year 4 and year 7 students while the secondary 

teachers ranked an equal number of year 7 and year 9 student speech samples. Jn one 

set of six tapes, the students were repeating sentences and in the other set they were 

describing their house {younger students) or a film they had recently seen (older 

students). The student characteristics of the sets of sentence repetition speech samples 

are summarised in Table 6.3 and those for the description speech samples in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.3 Sentence repetition task speech samples 

Primary Speech Samples Secondary Speech Samples 

Male Female Malt, Female 

HighSES Year4 High SES Year? 

Year7 Year7 Year9 Year9 

LnwSES Year4 Year4 Low SES Year7 Year1 

Year7 Year9 

Table 6.4 Description task speech samples 

Primary Speech Samples Secondary Speech Samples 

Male Female Male Female 

High SES Year4 High SES Year7 

Year7 Year? Year9 Year9 

LowSES Year4 Year4 Low SES Year7 Year? 

Year7 Year9 
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The teachers ranked the tapes, according to criteria they determined, from what they 

considered to be the best (1 51
) to the worst (61

\ In ranking the samples, some groups of 

teachers came to a consensus on the order of the tapes, but others found this too difficult 

and submitted different rankings. 

Ranking of the sentence repetition samples 

The teachers in School I did not reach a consensus in the rankings of all the samples. 

They differed in the first to fourth rankings but agreed in the final two rankings. The 

teachers in School J ranked the samples in the same way as the teachers in School I for 

the first and final two rankings but differed for the middle rankings. The teachers in 

School K were the only ones to a reach consensus on the ranking of all the sentence 

repetition speech samples. In School L, the teachers' first ranking was the same as for 

the teachers in School K, but the remainder differed. This is shown below in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5 Teachers' rankings of sentence repetition speech samples31 

Primary Schools Secondary Schools 

School I (HSES) School J (LSES) School K (HSES) Sdiool L (LSES) 
pp 4 7 pp 4 7 E9 Ell S&E E9 Ell S&E 

4PH 7PH 4FH 4Fli 4FH 7FH 9FH 9FH 9FH 9FH 9FH 9FH 

~ 7FH 4FH 7F H '1F H 7PH 4FH 9MH 9M H 9MH 7ML 'i'ML 7EL 
~ = 4FL 4FL 7MH 7MH 7MH 7 M J;f 7ML 7ML 7M L 7F;t.. 9MH 7ME c. 
Jg 7MH 7MH 4FL 7ML.. 7Ml: 7ML 9FL 9FL 9FL 9M l:l 7FL 9Ft .... 

" I 

7ML 7ML 7ML 4'FL 4FL 4FL 7MH 7MH 7MH 9Fli.. 711:H 11'7 Mtt O'I 
k " -' ; 

4ML 4ML 4ML 4ML 4:ML 4ML 7FL 7FL 7FL H?MR 9];1.; ,,,. 9.MH 

31 The characteristics of the students whose speech was recorded for the samples are coded for year level , 
gender and the socio-economic status of their background. 4, 7 and 9 refer to the year level, Mand F 
refer to male and female respectively and Hand L refer to high SES and low SES respectively. 
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Ranking of the description samples 

There were many differences in the rankings of the description samples by the teachers 

in the two primary schools. While the teachers in School I did not reach a consensus on 

any of the rankings, the teachers in School J reached consensus on all of their rankings. 

The rankings themselve al o dfffered widely. 

In the secondary school , the teachers in School K reached a consensus on all their 

rankings but those in School L only reached a con ensus on the first two rankings and 

all the others differed. However, unlike with the primary teachers, the secondary 

teachers in both schools ranked the same speech samples in the first two positions. AH 

of the e rankings are reported in Table 6.6 below. 

Table 6.6 Teachers' rankings of description speech samples 

Priman Schools Secondary Schools 
School I (HSES) School J (LSES) School K (HSES) School L (LSES) 

pp 4 7 PP 4 7 E9 Ell S&E E9 Ell S&E 
4MH 7MH 7 M H 7FH 7 F H. 7FH 9MH 9MH 9M H 9MH 9MH 9MH 

~ 7MH 7FL 7FL 4MH 4MH 4MH 9FH 9FH 9FH 9FH 9FH 9FH 
I» 

= 7FH 4MH 4ML 7MH 7MH 7MH 7PL 7FL 7FL 9ML 7PL 9ML i:5: 
= 4ML 7F H 7FH 7FL 7FL 7PL 9ML 9ML 9ML 7FL 7ML 7FH (rQ .... 
°' 4FL 4ML 4MH 4ML 4ML 4ML 7FH 7FH 7FH ?ML 9ML 7FL 

7FL 4FL 4FL 4FL 4FL 4FL 7ML ?ML ?ML 7FH 7FH 7ML 

Student background factors and the teachers' sample ranking 

The results of the teachers' rankings were further analysed to ascertain the relationship 

between the students' background factors and the teachers' ranking of their samples of 

speech. The top three rankings of all twelve teachers were categorised according to the 
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age, gender and SES background of the student providing the sample. The resuhs of 

this analysis are presented in Table 6. 7. 

Table 6.7 Age, gender and SES background of students in top three rankings 

Age Gender SES 

Ycuvr OldLT Male Flffllle lfdl Low 
' 

Sentence 16 20 14 22 26 10 
repetition 

Description 10 26 : ·20 16 27 ·:9 

TOTAL 26 ·46 _:34 · 38. 53. · 19 

Age 

For the purposes of this analysis, the student speech samples ranked by the primary and 

the secondary teachers were categorised as younger or older student samples. For the 

primary teachers, the year 4 samples were classified as younger while the year 7 

samples were classified as older. For the secondary teachers. however. the year 7 

samples were classified as the younger and the year 9 as the older. The proportion of 

younger to older student samples in the top three rankings for the sentence repetition 

and for the description samples were then detennined. The teachers placed 16 younger 

student samples compared to 20 older student samples in the top three rankings of the 

sentence repetition samples. This differed from the description samJJles where only 10 

younger student samples compared to 26 older student samples were placed in the top 

three positions. The difference between the two types of samples is undcr::;trndable 

when the nature of the tasks used in the samples is considered. That is, the description 

task is more cognitively and linguistically demanding than the sentence repetition task 

and so provides the sturlents with a greater opportunity to demonstrate differences in 
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their abilities. In tum, maturity, life experiences and level of education of the students 

. all interact with age to influence the teachers' perceptions of their different linguistic 

and cognitive capacities. 

Gender 

· 11 appears that there were few gender differences in the rankings. When both rankings 

are considered together, there arc 34 male samples compared to 38 female samples in 

the top positions. However, the differences are greater when the type of speech sample 

being ranked is considered. Th-at is, in the ranking of the sentence repetition samples, 

there were 14 male compared to 22 female samples in the lop three positions. However, 

with the description samples the situation was reversed with 20 male samples compared 

to only 16 female samples in the top positions. 

SES background 

The SES background of the students would appear to have a greater effect on the 

teachers' rankings than either age or gender. In the teachers' ranking oft.he sentence 

repetition task, 26 of the samples in the top three rankings were from students with high 

SES backgrounds compared to only 10 samples from students with low SES 

backgrounds. Similarly. in the description task, 27 samples from students with high 

SES backgrounds were ranked in the top three positions compared to only 9 samples of 

students with low SES backgrounds. In total, the teachers ranked 53 samples from 

students with high SES backgrounds in the top three positions compared to only 19 

samples from students with low SES backgrounds. 
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· 6.4 Criteria used to determine rankings 

In each of the four schools, the teachers were audio taped while they discussed the 

ranking of the student samples. These recordings were transcribed and analysed to 

determine the criteria teachers used to rank the samples. In turn, these criteria were 

categorised into sections relating to pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and language 

use. The criteria are reported here with reference to the way the teachers applied them. 

6.4.l .Pronunciation 

The criteria related to pronunciation used by the teachers included the students· general 

articulation and pronunciation, the omission and substitution of sounds and nasality. 

The teachers also noted rising and falling intonation, the tone of speech, the use of stress 

and the flow and speed of the students' speech. 

Articulation 

Teachers in a11 the schools referred to the students' "articulation" when ranking the 

speech samples. However, their views on the relative importance of this criterion 

varied. The teachers in the high SES primary school discussed how the appropriate 

articulation of sounds and words is a concern with younger students. They said that in 

their schooJ, young students with articulation problems are usually referred to a speech 

therapist. In most cases, this is no longer a problem by year 4. They cJaimed that the 

teachers in the higher year levels are more concerned about the content of the student's 

speech than articulation. Teachers in the low SES primary school also discussed the 

relative importance of articulation and content in their judgements of speech. 

Interestingly, in this case it was the year 7 teacher who placed greater imponance on 
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· . ·. articuJntion and the pre-primary teachr.r who chaJJenged this and suggested that the 

content of the speech was more important. In the high SES secondary school, the 

teachers all used 11articulme"32 to refer to formal speech where sounds normally reduced 

or omitted in spontaneous speech were carefully enunciated. Articulation was an 

influential criterion used by the primary teachers despite them having been told that the 

students were taped in an infonnal situation. This was also the case with the English 

teachers in the Jow SES secondary school. Howev~r, in this instance the importance of 

articulation as a criterion was challenged by the society and environment teacher who 

argued that how something is said should not matter. He maintained that articulation 

was simply a matter of dialect difference and as such was a 11class issue". The year 11 

English teacher argued that it was important in the sense of what was appropriate to 

particular contexts and the year 9 English teacher claimed there was a right and wrong 

way to pronounce words and student speech should be judged accordingly. Although, 

the society and environment teacher reiterated his opinion a number of times. he usually 

conceded to the English teachers saying that they had greater expertise in the area. 

It is interesting to note that the teachers used "articulate" [atikjulat] to refer to the quality 

of the students' speech rather than the eloquence or the quality of what the students said 

as the tenn often is used in everyday conversation. For example, the year 9 English 

teacher in the high SES secondary school said; 

"She had a very even tone but I think she .. umm was quite aniculate .. I thought 
she was clear." 

Also of interest, is the way the teachers associated articulation with particular types of 

n Italics and quotation marks denote the exact words used by a teacher during the ranking process. 
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accents and in tum appeared to be influenced by the status of these. For example, 

teachers in Schools J, Kand L associated careful articulation with a "cultured English" 

accent, with being "polite" or with being "pm·her". On the other hand, less formal 

articulation of particular sounds was associated with an "Au.r.rie accent", an "ocker 

accent" or a "poor c1cce11t" and given as a reason for ranking some speech samples· 

lower than others. 

Pronunciation 

The criterion of "pronunciation'' was closely related to that of articulation but also 
.· . 

included reference to the way particular words were pronounced. Some of the teachers 

referred to the way students did not foJiow the model of alternative pronunciations of la/ 

and /re/ in "dance" and "plant" while repeating the sentences13• Some of the teachers 

also noted the "omission" of sounds as problems in the student speech samples. These 

included the pronunciation of "going to" as [g,m:,], "dropped consonants" from the ends 

of words. the shortening of words and the contraction of medial sounds such as in 

"Saturday" pronounced as [scet:,der). 

During the ranking process most of the teachers aJso used "inco"ect pronunciation" to 

discriminate between samples. They noted that some students' pronunciation of /es/ 

was "too long". They claimed that some students were incorrectly pronouncing [tu] as 

[t>J while others were omitting an initial /h/ sound. The teachers also discussed what 

n As described in the methodology, the sentence rcpcr..ition task included two .sentences which were the 
same except for the alternative pronunciation of (djncc J and two others with the altemar..ive 
pronunciations of fplptJ. 
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they deemed to be inappropriate substitutions such as It/ for /d/, lfl for IOI, Id/ for It,/, Joki 

for /ry and /w/ for /r/. Although many of these particular features arc associated with 

non-standard speech. the teachers criticised them for being examples of 11pll()r11 or 

11careless11 pronunciation or as being inappropriately casual or informal. In some 

. instances, the teachers associated the use of these variants with immaturity. In all cases, 

the teachers ranked s~m1plcs containing non-standard variants lower than those where 

the students used the "standard" pronunciation. 

The use of the American English pronunciation of 11new11 as [nu] rather than the 

Australian English [nju] was also criticised. Interestingly, the same teachers who 

responded positively to a "British sounding cultured accent", claimed the 

Americanisation of "new" was a case of "cultural imperialism''. 

Some secondary teachers were also concerned about the nasality of the speech in some 

of the samples. One teacher described a student's nasal speech as having a "mucus 

sound". The teachers in School L commented that nasal speech was a common 

characteristic of the students' speech in their school. 

"Expression" and intonation 

AU of the teachers referred to the expressive quality of the student speech although the 

way they described this varied. Some teachers talked about whether the speech had 

"poor" or "little" expression while others saw it in terms of the amount of "life and 

energy" in the speech. Other teachers described the samples as either ''monotone", 

"jlar or "mechanical" on one hand or "varied" in expression on the other. The teachers 
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in School J also spoke about how the use of "appropriate expression" indicated that the 

student had understood the meaning of the sentences they were imitating. 

Many of the teach~_rs identified student certain speech samples as having "sentences that 
.,•".'."T""•• • • • • • • 

1ventup al the end". Jri'inb~!-.-~ases, the teachers associated this intonation contour with 
a. . . . • . ' : . ···:::·~~>,<,. ·-- . . -_ . 

,'a lack of confidence and with seeklhg_'a)Jproyal fr<:>m the listener and said this wac; why 

they viewed it negatively. -Intcresthlgly·. many of th~se teachers themselves 

.. demonstrated high rising terminals(HRT)during the taping of the ranking process. 

Some of the same t~achers who criticised the high rising tenninal also negatively 
.. · . . . 

. . : . . . . . . 

- evaluated other speech because_ the t'sentences dropped off at the end". The teachers 

called this intonation pattern "fading out" and saw it as a problem because it made 
. . . . . 

speech unclear and difficult to hear. The teachers also claimed that this type of speech 

made the speaker sound unsure of what they were saying and, in turn, the teachers 

associated its use with a general lack of confidence. 

The teachers also criticised some students for not p]acing stress on the appropriate part 

of the sentence. In some cases, the teachers claimed the speech was "lacking in 

character11 because the student did not place the stress appropriately. 

The pace and flow of the students' speech was noted by many teachers who claimed 

some students spoke without appropriate pauses and others spoke very quickly. In 

some cases, rapid speech was negative1y associated with the contraction of sounds such 

as "they will to they'll". In some cases, however, it was seen to indicate that a student 
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was confident. Rapid, but clear speech, was also favourably contrasted with "slow, 

bori11g" speech. 

6.4.2 Vocahulury 

The aspects of vocabulary discussed by the teachers during the ranking process included 

the "l,readtl,.' or "1wrrow11ess" of the student's vocabulary. their use of imprecise 

descriptors and infonnal terms. word rcplaccmcnt"i and the "use of character names" 

when describing a film. 

The teachers in Schools I and L referred to the extent of the students' vocabulary when 

ranking the description samples. The teachers ranked the students who did "not [use] 

many descriptive words" lower than those who provided a "more detailed description''. 

used "more words correctly" and were not "searching/or words". 

The teachers in School I, also viewed the use of "words such as stuff, heaps and heaps 

[and] like this and that" negatively and associated their use with a lack of vocabulary. 

They claimed the samples containing these tenns were "1101 very descriptfre" and the 

students using them were seen as "not having much to say". The teachers in School K 

also criticised a student for using "sort of' at the end of a sentence while those in School 

L criticised its use at the beginning of a sentence. The extent of this criticism, however, 

contrasts with the teachers' own behaviour because they also frequently used these 

forms. For instance, the teachers in Schools I, Kand L used "sort of' a total of 54 times 

during the ranking process. 
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The teachers in Schools I and K criticised students who replaced words in the sentence 

repetition task. In School I. the year 4 teacher sugge!1itcd that the student who replaced 

t'fatl1er" with ''tl,,,l" could have done so hcc~1use of"" short-term audit()ry mem,,ry 

problem". In School K. the tc.1chcrs also suw this particular replacement as being 

caused by a poor memory iillhough in this case. it was not described in pathological 

tenns. The teachers in Schools l :md L also noted that some students said "brought" 

instead of "bo11gllt" in the sentence repetition task. Several times when this substitution 

was noted, the teachers discussed the level of confidence of the students concerned. 

This would seem to indicate that the use of this particular incorrect tenn influenced the 

teachers' perception of the students' level of confidence. This perception could in tum 

have been influenced by the students' backgrounds which. in rhe instances, were all low 

SES. However. as the correct use of these tenns is also associated with language 

development. it is difficult to determine which of these aspects was influencing the 

teachers' perception. 

The teachets in School K noted that several of the students used the characters' names 

when describing a film they had recently seen. In one instance, two descriptions where 

students had used characters' names were played one after the other. After the first tape, 

which was of a year 9 student from a high SES background, the teachers claimed that 

this feature showed "a greater level of language fonnality" and thus a higher level of 

competence in the student concerned. However, the next tape was a year 7 student from 

a low SES background whose film description was also very detailed. Following that 

tape, the teachers modified their views and evaluated the use of the characters' names 

relative to the amount of detail provided. The capacity of the student to provide 
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sufficient detail in a summuriscd form was then deemed more imponant than the use of 

specific ch,mtctcrs' names in the ranking process. 

6.4.3 Grammar 

The grammar-based criteria referred to by lhe teachers included the use of fuJI 

sentences, tense changes within a sentence, incorrect irregular past tense use, the use of 

the second person pronoun "yo11" instead of the second person possessive "your', and 

the use of "yollse" as a second person, pJural pronoun form. Additional criteria included 

jumping from one concept to another or being disjointed, speaking in short bursts of 

words. using a narrative stmcture or a chronological structure, backtrac)cjng and the 

overuse of discourse markers. 

The use of full sentences 

The teachers in Schools I, Kand Lall referred to the students' sentence structure when 

ranking the description samples. In School I, the teachers spoke positively about 

students who '1onned sentences" and descriptions that contained "sentences that were 

rounded off'. The teachers in School K ranked student speech samples which showed 

"no sentence structure" lower than those with sentence structure. Similarly, in School 

L, the teachers criticised samples which lacked ''full sentences" or were "all one 

sentence linked by 'and"'. The teachers also criticised some samples because the 

students used sentences wjth more than one idea expressed in them. 

Incorrect fonns 

The teachers in School L also noted that some stJJdents would start a sentence in one 

tense "thenfmish the sentence but like in a completely different tense". A teacher also 
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noted that one of the students used the incorrect irrcgulur pas1 tense form for "rant• and 

quoted her as saying "Tlu~y r,mgecl up the t1ir/ort:e." Another teacher went on to suggest 

that this student used a "liltle kid's .111ecc:h patten,". 

The teachers also discussed how a student had substituted you for your in his 

description; 

"a11d 1yo11r1 he .mid 1yo111 i11 ,me of them I got. (Mmm) He somehow changed 'your it 
was11'1 .. pro11unci"ticm ... 

The teachers ranked those students whose speech had grammatical "errors" lower than 

those whose speech was seen as grammatically 11correct11• 

Youse 

Only the teachers in Schools I and K noted the use of "youse" as a plural fonu for the 

second person pronoun "you". The teachers in School I discussed its use in relation to 

the speech of students in low SES schools and compared the speech of those students to 

that of their current students. For instance. the pre-primary teacher remarked; 

"In this area tire children tend to come i11 speaking quite nicely and they d.on't 
use 'cum• and 'gow' and 'hvenny'14 and 'youse' g11ys." 

It would seem that in this primary school the use of "youse" was strongly associated 

with the use of other non-standard fonns, such as in pronunciation, and with low SES. 

However, in School K, it was discussed in relation to the use of inappropriately 

infonnal language, one teacher describing it as "cops and guys and youse and thesl! 

slangy things". In this case, the secondary teachers associated this pronoun with 

34 1besc words were said with a pronounced non-standard accent and in a harsh tone so that come was 
[bm]; go was [PJJ and twenty was [tweni]. 
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inappropriate and informal lnnguage und conlrJstcd its use with the speech of another 

student who the teacher believed spoke in a more formal manner and in a way that was 

better adjusted to the m1dicncc. 

Cohesion 

During the ranking of the descriptive samples, the teachers discussed the cohesion of 

the students• speech in a number of ways. In Schools I and L, the teachers described 

some students as "jumpi11g from one co11cept to a1w1her" or their descriptive texts as 

being "disjoimed". The teachers in School L also criticised some students for ''speaking 

in sliort bursts of words". 

On the other hand, the teachers in Schools Kand L were positive about the speech of 

those students whose descriptions were structured as a narrative or in a linear or 

cbronological way. However, the teachers were critical if a student backtracked to add 

more information. 

Fillers or discourse markers 

The teachers in all of the schools were very critical of the students who used fi1Iers or 

discourse markers such as "umm" in their descriptions. In School I, the teachers put a 

student last in the rankings "simply because of the number of umms, umm" in her 

description. In School J, the absence of "umms and ahs and things Wee that" in a 

student's speech was viewed positively. In School K, the use of'' umm" at the end of 

sentences was criticised and one student was ranked very low because her description 

was deemed to be 11all umm and then umm and umm and wnm". This characteristic was 

a1so associated with a lack of structure in the student's speech. Finally, in School L the 
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teachers associated the use of 11mm wilh the slurring of words in one student's spec~h 

and criticised the use of 11mm as a conjunction in another student's description. 

As with lhe use of "sort or', the teachers criticised 1hc use of discourse markers but used 

them frequently in their a·:.ii speech. The following cxtni.cts from the teachers' 

discussions provide some examples of this. 

"11,nm (pe1use ) ... 111111 .. the 11mm I tlumgl,t some of tire children .. words like umm when 
they heard 'dgnce' a11d they .mid 'da11ce"' 

"Umm sort of 011d then he wellt ... ah .. " 

0 Lots of 'a11ds' (Olt, rigl,t) .. lots of 'ands' ... she eve11 began sentences with and •. and 
this •. 01,d that 11mm a11d a handful of asides like she would say a sentences a .. n .. d 
she'd like you know, like go al1 .. 11mm the11 they're hiding from Cal, whose her .. um 
fiance. And tlre11 bClck over to the 111nm you know then hack over to the story. 
(Mmm) sort of thi11g. You know a handful of those asides throughout it. Umm 
confident. Certai11ly. " 

6.4.4 Use of language 

The criteria related to language use included students' descriptions matching what the 

teachers expected, the use of an "appropriate" amount of detail, having an "appropriate" 

introduction and using "appropriate" volume. 

Appropriate descriptions 

The teachers in School L spoke about the students' speech in tenns of what they deemed 

appropriate in a description task. However, what was "appropriate" was never 

explicitly stated but the term was used as if understood by the other teachers involved in 

the ranking. The teachers talked about the structure of the discourse; whether it had a 

narrative structure, or was linear or chronological. The amount of detail provided by the 

students was also frequently used as a critetion for judging the relative merit of the 
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samples. Some samples were deemed too detailed, giving "l,/ow by b/tJw ,Je1,1il" thal 

was "pC1i11f11/". On the othi:r lmnd. some were deemed to he not detailed enough, relying 

loo heavily on the listener to fill in the details. As one of the teachers commented: 

"Kid.~· oht·io11sly think u·e 'n• ''''')' l-'ery gmJtl t1t fillin,.: the gup.r." 

The students were also criticised if they did not "name their topic" before Ibey started 

the description. This cri1icism was made despite that fact that the teachers had been lold 

that the topic had sometimes been named during discussion about the task and that this 

dialogue had been cut from the sample. 

Appropriate ,·of urne 

AH of the school-based groups discussed the volume of the student speech and whether 

they considered it appropriate or not During these discussions, there were a number or 

references to other characteristics, panicularly to those associated with a soft voice. In 

School I, the teachers thought the soft voices lacked expression. In School J, the 

teachers thought the soft voice of one speak.er indicated that she was quiet and shy. 

However, a different speaker who had a soft voice was thought to aniculate well and so 

to be quite clear. In School K, one of the English teachers thought the students with soft 

voices were hard to hear and therefore should be considered to have poor 

communication skills. However, the society and environment teacher objected saying 

that it "depends on the audience". Later, these same teachers associated a student's soft 

voice with sounding "nai've" and another's with appearing to have "slurred'' speech. 

Lastly, in SchooJ L, the teachers thought a soft voice suggested the speaker was shy and 

Jacked confidem:e. A different soft voice was seen to have "no character" and to "lack 

variation". Another student with a soft voice was seen to have "never said anything". 
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The teachers in School L were the ..,,1.ly ones in the study 10 comment on a sludcnt's loud 

voice, saying that ii indicated he was confident It w.:L'I also a.\isociutcd wi1h gender as 

one of 1he leach crs i rn mcd hue I y com mcnted. "Oh /}(}mlJ, that 1.r u hoy!" The teachers 

went on to s:1y 111:11 lhi s ,·,,lume indic.:11cd that 1hc student was "rec1tly trying" hut later 

they were very critk.il of his cfforls, finding faull with many aspects of his 

pronunciation and inronarion. 

6.4.5 Content of student descriptions 

The teachers also referred to the content of the students' descriptions while they were 

ranking the samples. In many cases, however, 1his was accompanied by on-going 

discussion about the relative importance of content and quality of speech as competing 

criteria in the ranking process. Although some groups of teachers agreed they would 

consider only the quality of speech in judging the samples, they continued to refer to the 

content when ranking the descriptions. On the other hand, some groups who agreed that 

it was the content of the descriptions that was the important aspect, continued to rank 

according to the quality of the students' speech. 

The criteria the teachers applied when judging the students' speech included whether 

they seemed to understand the task, their ability to summarise the film, how well they 

expressed their ideas, the structure and sequencing of the content of their descriptions, 

the quality of the content and whether their oral descriptions woulcl support their 

writing. 
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Task rrquiremrnls 

When ranking lhc samph:s. sc\·cn1l 1c.achcrs in School K referred to whal wa.~ required 

by the description h1sk. Where the students were fell lo have met the requirements they 

were viewed favourably. On the other ham.I. the teachers in School J negatively viewed 

a student who was ··1101 n·ully m1.rn·eri11,: the .. . what's bei11g asked of liim''. 

The teachers in the diff ercnt schools appeared to have a range of expectations which 

they applied when judging how well the students had completed the task. In School I, 

the teachers favoured those samples where the students provided "sufficient detail" and 

whose descriptions were "clear" and "explicil''. Conversely. those samples which 

"lacked infomraticm" or were "toe> sl,ort" were viewed negatively. 

In School J, the lcachcrs spoke positively aboul those samples where the students 

structured their description of their houses 10 help the lislener orientate. The teachers 

were particularly positive where the students did this by "seq11encirig" their content. 

1besc teachers, like those in other schools, also referred to the amount of detail the 

students provided. They appeared to have a common understanding of what was 

"enough" detail and when a student had provided "too muc/J" or "not enough" detail. 

1be teachers also positively viewed descriptions that were "precise" and "created an 

image easily". 

In School K. the teachers made many references to the content of the students' 

descriptions during the ranking process. They ref erred to the students' ability to 

summarise the film they were describing and to how well the students "told the story" of 
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the film. Students who only spoke about how 1hcy felt about the film and did nol retell 

lhe story or refer to charnctcrs or ideas were criticised. On the other hand. where a 

student provided too mm:h dt:lail :md did not sunumarisc or provide "key P"im.r" they 

were also criticised. The tt·achcrs also cvahmtcd the content of the dcscriplion in tcnns 

of its structure. Where a studcm had presented his description in a manner the teachers 

described as a "strt•,m1 of et J11Jcimmu.'Js", he was criticised for his lack of structure. The 

teachers also referred to whether the c(}ntcnt was cntcnaining or demon",lratcd a student 

had a sense of humour or was relaxed. Another interesting discussion in School K 

related to the value of the ..:ontent in terms of whether it would transfer readUy to 

writing. The year 11 teacher used this criterion but when reminded by lhe year 9 

English teacher that they were assessing speech. was willing to discount this aspect. 

However. she later returned to ii in discussing a different speech sampJe and on this 

occasion was not chalJengcd. The teachers in this school also had a number of debates 

about the relative importance of the content and the quality of the speaking voice or the 

.. clarity" of the speech. Although content was considered very imponant. the sample 

which was deemed to have the beuer quali1y of speech was usualJy ranked above the 

one which had "better cont em". 

In School L. the teachers also ranked the samples with reference to the content. They 

referred to the ideas the students expressed in their descriptions of a film. Where a 

student was de""~ to have expressed their ideas well. the teachers ranked them above 

another who had not done so. Other students were criticised when they did not provide 

enough information or when the infonnadon was poorly structured. The teachers would 

seem to have expected the students to construct their descriptions like a narrative. 

During the discussion~ the teachers negatively referred to descriptions in the following 
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ways; "mm-narratil•e". "n.•rtt1i11/y 11rm-11,1rrlltivc" and "t:flmp/etely nrJ11-nt11rative". On 

the other bane.I. samples were positi\'cly viewed where they were described a~ "certainly 

11arratil:e". ''.fii,:/11/y mon• 11m·n11it.•,•" or "t/1,• 11w.1t 1mrrutive". One of the teachers 

wanted to runk a sample hiillcr 11mn another teacher had suggested because, "-it was 

more 1111rm- for me it wcu· 11wrt 1wrrt11ia:,·. it c1t let1.JI l,ud t1 conflict". 

6.5 Relationships hctwccn hackground factors and ceacher!'t' perceptions 

The relationships bct\11.·ccn the way the teachers defined Standard AustraJian English, 

their backgrounds. their attitudes to language variation and how they perceived s1udent 

speech were analysed 10 determine if any panems existed. First, the infonnation 

relaling to each teacher was examined and a summary of the relationships between the 

different fac1ors was made. An example of the way the relationships were considered is 

presented here as a case study. Then. the information relating to each of the teachers 

was collaled and examined for trend5 in lhe relationships and is presented in the section 

following the case study. 

6.S.I Case study 

David is a society and environment teacher in School L and is in his mid
twenties. He was educated in government schools in a middle SES 

metropolitan area. He holds a Bachelor of Education Degree, rnajoring 
in economics and has been teaching for four years. He has not attended 
any professional development courses ref ated to langooge use. His 
attitude to variation in general and to the use of variants is slightly 
liberal. 

David defined Standard Australian English as "Language that is 
commonly used by Australians that has been accepted by Collins' and its 
k£)' characteristics as II Generic colloquialisms accepted by the mojorlty 
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of people within o specific geographical ored'. There are some 
interesting seemingly contradictory aspects to this definition which are 
reflected in the criteria David referred to when ranking the student 
speech samples. David's definition appeals to two different standards. 
firstly general acceptance. and secondly codification. as exemplified in 
the Collins dictionary. This tension between the standards he applies 
was also evident during the ranking process when David argued that any 
pronunciation only needed to be 11 acceptable1 but then claimed that it 
must also be "consistent with spelling•. While David saw pronunciation 
as a matter of II dialect'. the English teachers in his group argued that 
there was a 11correcf' way to pronounce words. Although David 
challenged the English teachers' judgement of pronunciation several 
times during the ranking process. he conceded to their judgements on 
the basis that they hod II more expertise' in the area. During these 
arguments, David cited his English born parents' correction of his 
.. Aussie accenf1 as evidence that judgements about pronunciation were 
arbitrary. He also spoke about the variation in his own speech and of 
his acceptance of the non-standard features in the students· speech. 

David argued for the use of criteria which emphasised how well the. 
students could be understood when his group were ranking the student 
speech samples. These criteria included dear articulation, a varied 
tone, appropriate pace and appropriate intonation patterns. 

David's perceptions of variation in speech were generally more liberal 
than indicated by his slightly liberal attitude rating. For example.. when 
a colleague argued that the students' 11poor11 speech was evidence that 
the English language was 11 deteriorating'. David claimed that it could 
just as easily be seen as "developing'. Similarly; when the use of terms 
such as "stuf,. was criticised and associated with a lack of vocabulary, 
David asserted that it was just something "kids do a lot when they 
describe things'. 

At other times, how.ever, David did attribute characteristics to the 
students on the basis of their speech. For instance, he described 
studmts who spoke softly as lacking confide.nee and daimed the:y • hid 
behind their words'. 

Howe.vu. gene.ml fy David's perceptions of student speech reflected his 
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liberal attitudes and were influenced by his life experiences. They were 
also consistent with general findings that younger teachers with less 
teaching experience are more tolerant of language variation than are 
older. more experienced teachers. 

6.5 .2 Summ an· t ,f the rcht1 i, ,n,hin,~ 

The relationships hcl\\'L'cn the way the teachers defined Standard Australian English and 

how they pcn:civcd ~tlllil'nt speech were examined. The analysis revealed. as in Study 

One and Study Two. that the definitions of Standard Australian English written by the 

teachers generally were consistent wi1h their perceptions of students' speech. On one 

hand. those teachers who described Standard Australian English as "correct". "proper''. 

.. appropricue". "expected" and "formlll" ,tlso applied these standards when ranking the 

student speech samples. On the other hand. the teachers' whose definitions emphasised 

.. readily comm11nic.·,1tt-,/". ·· ,muffected'' • .. straigl1tfom·anJ" and "commonly used" tended 

lo be more tolerant of varia1ion in 1hc studcnls' speech. 

In this study. as in the previous 1wo.1hc way the teachers judged the student speech 

samples was generally consistenl with lhcir auitude ratings and the way they defined 

Standard Australian English. The teachers in 1his study had the lowest anitude ratings 

of all the studies <lnd their definitions of Standard Auslralian English tended to 

emphasise "correct" forms, especially pronunciation. This conservatism was reflected 

in their perceptions of the student speech samples, particularly in the way their rankings 

favoured "well-enunciated'', "cultivatet.f' speech. 

The relationships between the teachers' backgrounds~ their altitudes to language 

variation. the way they defined Standard Australian English and their perceptions of 
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student speech were also examined. The patterns in the relationships bclwccn factors in 

this third study were c.lifrycult.to disccr11. _For. example, one of the youngest teachers in 

the study had only u· s.l iglu.ly liberal· attitude to language variation and defined Standard 
. . . . ·. .. . ~: . 

Australiun English in 1cri11~ a{;~th.:Fomnion usage and codification but was very liberal 
. . . . 

in his judgements of student spe~ch .. on· the other hand, another of the young relatively 
. . . 

inexperienced teachers lmd·an attitude· rating that.was more conservative than most of 
. . 

the other participants but. 1n his case thii was reflected in his judgements of student 

speech. Moreover. he defined Standard Australian English in tenns of general 

acceptance which was consistent with his age but not with his judgements of student 

speech. This aptly demonstrates the complexity of the factors impacting on teachers' 

perceptions and at the_same time highlights the problems in analysing a large number of 

factors with only a small sample size. Nevertheless, while the patterns may be difficult 

to discern, there is considerable evidence that teachers are influenced by their own 

backgrounds, by how they view Standard Australian English and by their general 

attitudes to language variation. In this study, the influence of students' accents, 

especially their pronunciation, on teachers' perceptions of their speech was particularly 

apparent and has important pedagogical implications. 

6.6 Conclusion 

This study investigated how teachers judged the tape-recorded speech of unknown 

students whose age, gender and socio-economic status differed. The teachers 

participated in school-based groups to rank two sets of student speech samples, one 

having required the students to repeat sentences and the other to describe their house or 

a film they had recently seen. The rankings suggest that the socio-economic status of 

the students strongly influenced the teachers' rankings. The age of the students was also 
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inOuential. especially on the rnnking or the description samples. Overall, the gender of 

the students h:u.l little inllucncc on the teacher rankings, however. there were gender 

differences m:cording to the- tilsk. Timi is. :1 grc,Jlcr number of females were ranked 

higher limn males in the ~cntcncc repetition task while more males than females were 

ranked higher in the description t:ask. 

The discussion that acctlmpanicd the ranking process was tape.recordet.l, transcribed 

and analysed to identify the criteria used by the teachers. These were categorised into 

criteria relating to pronunciation. \'ocahulary, grammar, language use and content of the 

descriptions. It would seem that the most influential criteria related to pronunciation, 

both in a general sense and as related to how particular sounds and words were 

pronounced. The teachers expressed this generally in terms of the quality of the 

students' "articulation". '' e111111ciation" and "prommciation". They described the 

students' pronunciation on what appeared to be a continuum with "cultivated", 

"enunciated'' "polite" speech at the positive end and "ocker", "Aussie". "poor" speech at 

the negative end. Consequently, the greater the degree of "enunciation" in the student 

sample, the higher the ranking. When ref erring to the pronunciation of particular 

sounds or words, most of the teachers claimed there was a "correct" or "appropriate" 

way to pronounce sounds and words in English. However. while they criticised those 

speech samples where the student used an alternative pronunciation which was 

associated with non-standard speech, they favoured those where the alternative 

pronunciation was associated with "cultivated" English. The teachers also referred to 

whether the student's speech was ''expressive", describing some speech with terms like 

1'boring11 and other samples with terms such as "lively''. Intonation patterns were also 

referred to with both high rising tone and sentences ''falling off at the end" being 
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criticised. The use or stress. the rhy1hm and the speech of the speech were also referred 

to in the rankin~ process. 

The teachers also referred 10 lexical criteria when ranking lhe tapes. When ranking the 

sentence samples. the tc.u:hcrs were very critical if the student substituted a word; even 

where this did not dumge the meaning of the sentence and the word was more 

commonly used. For example, one student substituted the word "dad" for "falher" and 

some teachers even claimed he had a shorHcnn memory problem. The criteria used 

when ranking the description samples were broader. referring to the "breadth" or 

unarrow11ess" of the student's vocabulary. the amount of detaiJ provided and the use of 

tenns such as "lots of stuff', "like this" and "sort of'. It was interesting to note lhat 

while the teachers were very critical of the students' use of these sorts of tenns, they 

also used them in their own discussions. 

The teachers' criteria also included reference to 1he fonn of the students' descriptions. 

The teachers' referred to the correct use of verbs and pronouns, to the use of full 

sentences and to the appropriate structure of the students' descriptions. The teachers 

seemed to expect the students' descriptions to be either narrative, chronological or linear 

in structure. They also criticised the use of discourse markers in some students' 

descriptions despite using them frequently in their own discussions. The teachers 

appeared to have a shared understanding of what was an "appropriate" description 

although the specific criteria used to determine this were not explicitly discussed. It 

seemed that the descriptions were required to have the "appropriate'1 amount of detail, 

the "appropriate" structure and be spoken with "appropriate" volume. 
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In most of the school-based groups, the teachers had an on-going discussion about the 

relative importance of criteria related lo lhe content of lhe students' descriptions versus 

the quality of their speech. Although some groups agreed to focus on the content, their 

discussion and rankings suggest lhut tile quality of the students' speech was more 

influential. The criteria related 10 content used by lhc tcuchcrs included the students' 

understanding of the task, their ability to summarise, appropriately structured discourse, 

the qunJity of the content in terms of interest and ilpr,:opriateness and the degree to 

which the oral description would support a student's writing. 

The relationships between the way the teachers defined Standard Australian English, 

their backgrounds. their attitudes to language variation and how they perceived student 

speech were examined. Most of the teachers tended to perceive student speech in a way 

that was consistent with their definitions of Standard Australian English. Their 

perceptions of student speech al so were general I y consistent with their attitude ratings, 

particularly where those attitudes were conservative. The other relationships between 

the factors were difficult to discern. Although there were trends such as the younger, 

less experienced teachers holding views that were more liberal and being more tolerant 

of variation in student speech, there were also exceptions . 

. ··'·' 
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CHAPTER 7 

M,tjor Findings 

This chapter will report lhc main findings common to the three studies undertaken in 

this research and discuss these with reference 10 the literature. Firstly, the differences in 

the way the teachers dcfi ncd Standard Australian English and the impact of this on their 

perceptions of student speech are discussed. Next, the relationships between th~ 

teachers· backgrounds and their attitude to language variation are explored. Finally, ko; 

themes which emerged from the teachers' perceptions of student speech in the three 

studies are discussed. 

7.1 Teachers' definitions of Standard Australian English 

As part of this research, the teachers wrote their own definitions of Standard Australian 

English. These definitions differed greatly and represented a range of perspectives. 

These included: the appropriate use of language, a stress on codification, reference to a 

common. widely understood form of the language, characterised by use in institutions, 

or as it stood in contrast to other fonns of English. Some teachers stressed very fonnal, 

prescriptive language use while others emphasised colloquial language which was seen 

as characteristically Australian. There was also a range of authorities appealed to in the 

teachers' definitions. These included the "powerful, dominant group", the "educated'', 

institutions and newsreaders. One definition referred to the "Queen's English" as the 

standard. A similar difficulty with defining a standard variety has also been described 

in the literature (Macauley, 1977 :68 ~ Kaldor, I 991 :69; Trudgill, 1999: 117). 
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The key features of Standurd Austrnli.an English that were identified by teachers also 

varied in a number of ways. Many of the teachers referred to "conventions", but applied 

different standards to these including what is tlgo(}(/", "praper11
, "acceptable" and 

"corrt•c:t". The correct use of verbs, nouns, verb agreement, tenses, plurals, synonyms, 

antonyms, iipostrophcs and prepositions were mentioned specifically as key features. 

One of the teachers noted that she found it easier to say what Standard Australian 

English wns not. rather than what it is. Others similarly defined the standard as being 

1111ot swearitrg or slang", "not colloq11ial"-and 111101 abbreviated11
• Although, the key 

features the teachers nominated varied, many implied that they should apply to all the 

contexts where speech and writing are used. For example, one teacher claimed that the 

key features of Standard Australian English included "Language spoken in all forms & 

levels ie i11 courts: offices and playgrounds. SAE is used in all contexts11 • A few of the 

teachers, however. identified different levels of formality and consequently accepted 

that colloquialisms and idioms could be used appropriately according to the context. 

Some teachers also noted standards of speech production with reference to the use of 

clearly spoken English, speaking in fuJl sentences, speech that is appropriately 

sequenced and that is not repetitious. Only two of the teachers' definitions noted 

differences between the conventions of speech and those of writing. 

A common understanding of what Standard Australian English is and what its 

conventions are is particularly important given its role in education. In Western 

Australia, students are expected to demonstrate competency in Standard Australian 

English as an outcome of schooling. The Curriculum Framework provides guidelines 

for the education system in achieving this and other outcomes mandated by law. 

According to this framework, the definition of Standard Australian English is: 
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,----

"Sta,rc/ard A11strc1li,111 E11g/i.,l1 refer., to lhtJse form., and u.rage., of Au.rtralian 
English tlm111wke up tl,e domimmt lcmguage., of government, business, 
e,luccltirm mu/ public: lift• i11 A11.,·tralia. It im:/utle.r botl, oral and written 
l,mg11age." (Cul'rkulum Council, 1998:87). 

Howevert in this research, very few of the teachers' definitions of Standard Australian 

English reflected that of the Curriculum Framework. Furthennore, all but five of the 

teachers judged student speech in a way that was consistent with how Ibey defined 

Standard Australian English. This suggests that how teachers define the standard 

variety has important implications for education as will be discussed in the next chapter. 

It would seem that many of the teachers in this study have an idealised view of Standard 

Australian English. The tendency to idealise the standard may be the result of the 

process by which it deveJops. That is, standard varieties of a language develop as a 

result of intervention in natural language processes {Hudson, 1980:32; Joseph. 1987: 16; 

Cheshire & Milroy. 1993:5; Baldauf, 1998:5). As part of this intervention, a set of 

abstract norms is created and these do not consistently reflect actual usage {Le Page & 

Tabouret-Keller, 1985:244; Milroy & Milroy, 1991:22-3; Fromkin & Rodman, 

1993:284; Baldauf, 1998:5; Carter, 1999:70). It would seem that these abstract norms 

in tum become idealised "levels of excellence" which are very difficult to achieve in 

spontaneous speech. In the current research, an example of the idealised levels of 

excellence was the way some teachers expected students to speak in complex sentences 

and to speak without hesitation or repetition. The difference between the "ideal" 

standard and the "actual" use may increase where the standard variety is also the official 

written variety. as is the case in Australia. In the current research, the difference 

between the idealised nonns and actual usage was also demonstrated by the fact that the 

teachers' own speech often did not reflect the standards they expected of their students. 
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· 7-.2 The relationship between the teachers' backgrounds and their allitudc to language 

variation 

The relationship between the teachers' attitudes to language variation35 and background 

factors36 such as gender. ugc. education, teaching experience and professional 

development was investigmcd. \Vhilc the results specific to each particular study are 

reported in ils findings chapter, the overall results arc presented here. Perhaps the most 

important finding from this analysis was that although this group of teachers appeared 

lo be relatively homogcnous, they were in fact quite diverse. The small sample size 

does not allow for any strong claims to be made. Trends in the data. however, are 

interesting. 

Gender 

Gender was a particularly difficult factor to examine. because of the small numbers 

involved. With that caveat in mind, the five male teachers were found to be more 

conservative in their attitudes to language variation than were the females. This cannot 

be explained by differences in age because the general spread of ages for the male 

teachers was consistent with that for the female teachers. The average number of years 

of teaching experience for the males was also similar to that for the females. However. 

there was a greater proportion of less experienced male than female teachers which 

should have favoured more liberal attitudes. This is not consistent with research which 

suggests that male teachers are generally more tolerant towards variation than female 

teachers (Hamilton-Kelley, 1994:38). Other research has also found that fema1es favour 

:u A summary of an lhe teachers' attitude ratings for both variation in general and for the use of specific 
variants of English is provided in Appendix I. 
36 TIie teachers' background is detailed in the Method (pp94-6) and a collation is provided in Appendix J. 
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the standard forms over the non-standard ones more so than do males (Munstermann, 

1989:172-4; Labov, 1991:205-6). 

Age 

While the younger teachers were generalJy rnore liberal in their attitudes to language 

variation than the older teachers, there were exceptions to this pattern . As Figure 7 .1 

shows, the 30-39 year oJd teachers were slightly less liberal than the 40-49 year aids in 

their general attitude to language variation. The 40-49 year old teachers had the most 

liberal attitudes to the u se of variants, followed by the 30-39 year olds, the 20-29 year 

olds and then the 50-59 year olds. 

It is also interesting to note that all the age groups except for the 50-59 year aids had 

higher attitude ratings for language variation in general M than for the use of specific 

variants (U). 

Age and attitude to language variation 
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Figure 7.1 Age and attitude to language variation 
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Other research also has reported varied results for the effect of age on attitudes to 

language variation. For example, Ammon (1989: 135) found that in Germany younger 

teachers had generally more liberal attitudes and he attributed this to their receiving 
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more information ahoul variation in their training progrnms. On lhe other hand. 

Hamilton-Kelley ( 1994:37-8) did m>I find any differences related 10 age in her study of 

tenchcrs in 1hc United S1.1h:s. 

Educalion 

The teachers involved in the research received their education in a variety of schools -

in government and privme schools, in urhan, rural and oversea.Ii locations and in low to 

high SES areas. However. the majority of teachers had been educated in middle SES 

government schools and this group tended to hold attitudes that were more conservative 

than those educated in other types of schools, although it should be noted that within 

this group there was a wide range of ratings for variation in general and for lhe use of 

specific variants. Interestingly, the teachers who had attended government schools in 

high SES areas held the most liberal attitudes to variation in general while the teachers 

educated in rural government schools held lhe most liberal attitudes to the use of 

variants. While all the groups showed some uiff erencc between the ratings for the two 

aspects of language variation, it was greatest for the group of teachers educated 

overseas. This group's attitude to variation in general was considerably more liberal 

than their attitude to the use of specific variants of English. 

Level of teaching qualification 

The relationshlp between the teachers' level of qualification and their attitude to 

language variation was also examined but there were no discernible pr1ttems. This 

fmcling is similar to that by Abbot-Srum, Lambert and McCarthy (1998:5-11) who 

investigated the influence of teachers' level of education together with age and years of 

experience and found these factors not to be influential. In the case of the present 
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research, this may be because none of the teachers reported learning about Janguage 

variation as part of their training. 

Teaching experience 

An examination of the relationship between the teachers' professional experience and 

their attitude ratings for variation in general (V) showed that the less experienced 

teachers had generally more liberal ratings than those with more experience. However. 

the exceptions to this trend were the teacher with more than twenty years experience 

who had more liberal attitude than those who bad between sixteen and twenty years 

experience. In the case of the teachers' attitudes to the use of spedfic variants (U), the 

trend was similar but with the exception of the teachers with eleven to fifteen years 

experience who had the most liberal rating for this aspect. 

Teaching experience a11d attitude to language 
variation 

liberal 0 .8 

conservative 

~ 0.6 
·E o.5 
~ 0.4 
B 0.3 
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0. 1 
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Years of teaching experience 

r;vi 
~ 

Figure 7 .2 Teaching experience and attitude to language variation 

These results may be influenced by the relationship between years of experience and 

age, although again here caution should be exercised as there were five teachers who 

had entered the teaching profession later in life and whose age and years of experience 
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did not correlate in lhc same way as for the other teachers. Three of these mature entry 

teachers had considcmhly more lihcr:al r:1tings than their colleagues of similar age, hut 

with more c:<pcrh:nc·c. while the rcnwining two lcachcrs had r~1tings that were more 

conserv,uivc lhan their more experienced peers. As with the influence of age on 

attitude. the findings of other research into ~he relationship hctwccn teaching experience 

and altitudes tCJ langu:a!!c variiltion arc mixed. In AuMnllia. Ellis ( 1978:295) found that 

the experienced teachers in his study relied more on their pcrccplion of students· 

speaking voices in making cvaluati vc judgements about them than did the inexperienced 

student teachers. In contrast. in a study investigating the attitudes of teachers involved 

in the Head Stan Program in the United States, Abbot-Shim, Lambert and McCanhy 

(1998:5·1 l) found that years of teaching experience was not a significant factor. 

Professional development 

The relationship between the in-service professional development attended by the 

teachers and their attitude ratings wa'> also examined. The teachers who had attended 

professional development related to ESL, LOTE and or Aboriginal English had the most 

liberal attitude ratings. Those who had at1ended 'First Steps' or 'Stepping Out' also had a 

more liberal rating than most of those who had attended other fonns of professional 

development in language education. Abbot-Shim, Lambert. and McCanhy (1998:5-11) 

suggest that staff development training. together with other school-based factors, may 

be more influential on teacher attitudes than fonnal education or experience. This 

fmding is certainJy supported by the results here which suggest that training in related 

areas such as ESL, LOTE and Aboriginal EngJish does influence attitude formation. It 

is also interesting to note that the only teachers in the present research to discuss 

innovative teaching practices used in response to the linguistic diversity of their 
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students. had attended professional dc,·elupmcnl related lo leaching speakers of 

Aboriginal English" m l~SL. This may he hc..:ausc lhesc particular professional 

development 1:ours~s r;ai~&: teachers' ilW.arcnc~~ or fonguagc variation and encourage 

teaching pr.aclil:cs lhat m,sist students lo learn Standard English while retaining lheir 

"home" vanctics. 

Summary 

While the findings of this current research can only be considered a'i trends owing to the 

small sample size. there were a number of interesting relationships between the teachers' 

backgrounds and their attitude to language variation. The younger teachers tended to be 

more liberal in their attitudes than were the older teachers allhough there was not a 

consistent relationship between age and attitude. The majority of teachers had been 

educated in government schools in middle SES areas and they had generally the most 

conservative attitudes to language \"ariation. This research also found that the greater 

the teaching experience. generally the less liberal the auitude. Although the level of the 

teachers' qualilic .. tions was not influential. the type of professional development 

undertaken by the teachers did seem to make their attitudes to language variation mon: 

tolerant. This was particularly so where the leachers had attended courses related to 

ESL or Aboriginal English. 

7.3 Key themes in teachers' perceptions of student speech 

Tb.is research was undertaken as three separate but related studies using three different 

data collection methods with similar populations of teachers. 1be findings common to 

n 'The Education Department of Western Australia has m:cnlly extended lhe professionaJ development 
pogram in thi,; area or education. 
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all three studies an.• rcporrcd here ,and discus!icd a~ key lhcmcs because Ibis seemed to 

be the most a+:cc~sihrL' way In prc~cnt the complci is~ucs which emerged from lhc 

research. It is rcc:ogni,L'd. hm\·c\·cr. 1hat many of the 1hcmcs are closely interrelated. 

Language.• or Im,· SES studenl'i 

A recurring lhcmc in tc;u:hi:rs' commcms ahout the speech of students in low SES 

schools wa.\ lhc concern rh.1t they had ·· rt•s1ric:1e,r language. However, the teachers in 

the high SES schools did not generally share this concern. The notion that standard and 

dialect speakers control a differenl range of language has been discussed by Ammon 

(1989:121 ). The model he de,·eloped can he adapted to demonstrate that some 

speakers. such as those from low SES h:tckgrounds. may control a different range of 

language fonns than tllhers. such .ts those from middle to high SES backgrounds. 

Funher. the proportion of ~tandard as compared to non-standard features typically used 

by speakers would also differ according to social class. This idealised model. however, 

shows tendencies rathc:r th;m predicts an individual's use of particular variant fonns. It 

suggests that although ~pL"akers from different SES hackgrounds may use many variants 

in common; rhe range they control is diff ercnt and the proportion of standard and non

standard features they use also differs. That is. the middle to high SES speakers tend to 

use variants from mainly the standard end of the conlinuum and some of those in the 

upper portion of the non-standard sociolect end. The low SES speaker on the other 

hand. would tend to use those at the lower end and only the lower portion of the 

standard fonns. The repertoire of variants used by the two groups of speakers would 

~fore be different. as would the variants used in particular contexts. For e'tample, 

the variants used by a middle to high SES speaker in a fonnal situation would tend to be 

close to lhc idealised standard whereas those used by a low SES speaker are more likely 
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to include a greater proportion of non-standard forms. _Similarly, at the informal end of 

the continuum. a middle to high SES speaker is unlikely 10 use the same non-standard 

variunts in the same propol'tion as~• low SES speaker. 

Variation of lhc lower socio
economic classc~ in different 
social situations 

su111,hm.l 

Variation of the middle and high 
socio-economic classes in different 
social situations 

non-standard sociolects 

Figure 7.3: Use of sociolect and standard language forms according to social cJass 

The students' use of standard and non-standard forms as reported by the teachers in high 
. . 

and Jow SES schools would certainly seem to fit the pattern described by the model. In 

· the case of the low SES students, their use of non-standard forms was seen as due to 

their "restricted" language with the teachers being most concerned about the students' 

"limited" vocabulary and range of registers. Some primary teachers were also 

concerned that their low SES students were shy and reluctant to speak. The teachers in 

the high SES schools, however, did not report as many student speech problems. 

Moreover, where the students did use non-standard fonns, their speech was considered 

inappropriately informal rather than inadequate. 
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The primary teachers in the low SI:S schools described their students as having 

.. ,estricted" or in some cases "e1/J.ve11t11 vocabulary. a problem commonly associated with 

working cl ass speech (Crchcr. 1972:76-7; Hughes. 1992:291 ) and with dialect speakers 

(Van Calcar. Van Calcnr & De Jongc. 1989:261). From the way the teachers described 

the situation. it would seem that the vocabulary valued at school may not match that of 

the children's homes. especially if they come from a different social and cultural 

background. If this is the case, the lack of vocabulary valued by the teachers seems to 

have led them to the judgement that the children "do11't have a vocClbulary". This would 

also suggest that the cultural capital (Bourdicu, 1974. 1991 ), in the form of lexical 

knowledge, which children bring to school is not recognised or valued. In many of the 

examples quoted by teachers. it would seem that there was an expectation that students 

would provide elaboration even when the meaning was obvious in the context. When 

the students did not do this, their language was considered "restricud". For example, 

the teachers were critical when pre-primary students did not name objects that were 

present but referred to them as "that" or did not accompany their actions with verbal 

descriptions of what they were doing. The judgements made by the teachers were also 

reminiscent of Bernstein's ( 1975) ideas regarding "restricted" and "elaborated" codes. It 

would seem that, like Bernstein ( 1975: 176 ), the teachers are demanding elabo.-ation in 

the belief that this will free the students from their "local re:-tricted structure" and give 

them access to context-independent meanings. 

In contrast, those teachers in high SES primary schools did not identify any major 

problems with their students' vocabulary. However, secondary teachers in both types of 

SES schools identified the lack of vocabulary as a problem for their students although 

the nature of their concerns differed. While the teachers in the low SES schools had a 
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general concern with their students' "restricted" vocabulary, those in the high SES 

schools noted only the i,;pccific instances of inilppropriatc use which they described as 

either "typical" of teenagers or rehucd to the cslnblishmcnt of identity. In some cases, 

teachers also assoch11cd this aspect of student speech with the perception of a general 

deterioration in lunguagc standards within the community. 

Teachers in both types of secondary school also shared a concern about their students' 

problems with the vocabulary as demanded within speciaJist subjects. This type of 

vocabulary problem has been described by Corson (1983:213-7) as the "lexical bar". 

The teachers in the present research expressed a concern that their students' failure to 

meet these vocabulary demands had serious implications for their future success in 

schooling and in the wider society. Corson (1983:218; 1999:22) suggests this may well 

be the case but also argues that teachers contribute to this disadvantage by judging 

student potential on the basis of "language on display". 

The secondary teachers also spoke about their students' reluctance to learn specialist 

vocabulary. This may be partly explained by the fact that, depending on the content 

area, some 65 to I 00 percent of it is based on Graeco-Latin words (Corson, 1981: 189), 

many of which are not commonly used in everyday life. English is unusual in the way 

that there is a clear delineation between specialist and general use vocabulary (Corson, 

1999:22). It may be that the students resent this division, as indicated by the teachers' 

reports that the students asked why they could not use everyday words instead of the 

complex vocabulary being demanded of them. According to the teachers, this resistance 

to new vocabulary was even more intense in the low SES schools. The teachers 

suggested that this resistance might be due to the students' seeing the complex, 
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unfamiliar language ns "foreign'' and the requirement that they use it having an implied 

criticism of 1hcir "home" lm1guage. Corson (1983:214-44) argues lhat such resistance 

has a long history and is due to the diff crcnccs in tenns of sound, appearance and 

meaning between the Gmcco-Latin and Anglo-Saxon lexes of English. 

Once again. the teachers in the low and those in the high SES schools tended to view 

the vocabulary issue differently. The teachers in the high SES school sympathised with 

the students and claimed the vocabulary demands being made on them were 

unreasonable. On the other hand. the teachers in the low SES schools saw the problem 

as the result of the students' restricted background experiences and their reluctance to 

1earn new vocabulary. The difference in judgement between the teachers seems to be 

related to the students' SES and may indicate that students in low SES areas do indeed 

need speciaJ assistance with meeting the vocabulary requirements of the curriculum. 

However, it may also be that the teachers in low SES schools are interpreting the 

particularly "limited" style of adolescent speech (De Klerk, 1992:287; Rowe, 1992:9) as 

indicating a general lack of vocabulary. 

A number of secondary teachers, regardless of the SES status of their students, were 

concerned about their students' use of slang and swearing. However, once more, the 

students' SES influenced the teachers' views on the issue. The teachers in the high SES 

school did not tend to view the problem as serious but rather as a matter of 

inappropriate register. On the other hand, those teachers working in low SES secondary 

schools saw the use of such tenns as further evidence of their students' lack of 

vocabulary. 
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As with vocabulary. the teachers in low SES schools spoke about how their students had 

a restricted range of registers. insurficicnl to meet present or future communicative 

requirements. Robimmn ( 1976: 17) suggests that this type of judgement may be due to a 

misinterpretation of Bernstein's ( 1970) work which associated the use of particular 

linguistic fonns with u restricted range of registers. Robinson argues that speakers may 

choose to use these linguistic fonns as a preferred speech style rather than because they 

have a restricted range of registers. De Klerk (1992:287) and Rowe (1992:9) also 

suggest that adolescents may prefer a particularly "limited" style of speech. Students 

may also be using the vernacular fonns to express loyalty to their "group". Cheshire 

(1997:186) suggests that the expression of vernacular loyalty is more important to many 

adolescents than is the use of the speech styles expected in school. 

Interestingly, "non-standard" pronunciation was also associated with a "restricted11 

repertoire of language. particularly when the students came from low SES backgrounds. 

This was apparent in Study Three when teachers associated "non-standard" 

pronunciation in the speech of a student with a restricted range of registers. Moreover, 

in Study One and Two there appeared to be a greater expectation for students to use 

fonnal speech in the low SES schools. That is. the teachers expected the students to use 

fonnal speech even in infonnaI contexts. For example, the teachers' criticised the way 

the students greeted them infonnally. 

Labelling of alternative forms as developmental or "incorrect" 

In this research. the primary teachers noted many of the fonns identified as 

pronunciation and grammar "problems". As in the previous section, how they viewed 

the issue differed according to the SES of their students. The !eachers in the high SES 
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primary schools tended lo consider the problem features to be either developmental or 

isolated instances which were of little concern. On the other hand. many of the teachers 

in low SES primary schools were very concerned about the widespread and serious 

problems their students had with "im:orrec:t" pronunciation and grammar forms. 

However, many of the examples quoted by the teachers were alternative non-standard 

fonns although this was not recognised by them. Cheshire ( 1982a) and Castilleja 

{1986:6) suggest thut young children may not yet be sufficiently aware of stylistic 

variation to use the "standard" form in situations that are more fonnal. Although the 

control of these variants of pronunciation and grammar may be developmental, some of 

the teachers in the low SES school do not appear to view them as such. However, it 

may also be that the teachers of older students in the low SES schools were concerned 

because their students had not yet learned the alternative "standard11 forms. This could 

indicate that they had not been taught. although some of the teachers claimed they 

corrected their students' speech. School based research by Cheshire (1982a:63-4) and 

WiUiams (1989:182-9) found that teachers' correction of written non-standard forms is 

inconsistent even within one piece of work. It may be that teachers are similarly 

inconsistent in the way they correct speech, especially given its "ephemeral" nature 

when compared to writing. Further, learning Standard Australian English may be very 

difficult as the students must discriminate between those forms in their current speech 

which are different from those in the "standard" variety and those which are the same. 

In any communication, they must select from among alternative language fonns 

according to their knowledge of how the audience, purpose and context of the 

communication determine appropriate use. For example, some non-standard speech 

forms may be acceptable in casual but not fonnal speech. Moreover, the selection 

processes would be additionally difficult in spontaneous speech. 
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Low SES st1Hlcnts' reluctance to speak 

A number of primary teachers in low SES schools spoke about their students' reluctance 

to speak which the teachers perceived to be related to the students' Jack of confidence. 

In fact, the perception that students from low SES backgrounds are reluctant to speak, 

are shy in speaking and lack confidence was a recurring theme in the research. So 

prevalent was this perception, that it occurred in Study Three where the teachers ranked 

samples of speech of unknown students. In this context, students with soft voices, with 

rapid speech or whose speech had non-standard features were deemed to he Jacking 

confidence. For example, one of the teachers in School J said, 11/ don't know .. he was 

really had no confide11ce at all and was speaking very low and ... not really pronouncing 

the words properly". This tendency to ascribe shyness to speakers of other varieties has 

also been reported in the literature (Malcolm, 1989; Harkins, 1990). Malcolm (1989) 

suggests that this perceived "shyness" may in fact be the result of students adapting to a 

communicative situation which differs from that which they experience in their home 

and community. This perception may also be due to the stereotypes teachers have about 

children from low SES backgrounds. Gordon (1981 :51) suggests that such stereotypes 

may give rise to myths about speakers of other varieties. 

Many teachers also discussed the impact of correcting speech errors on student 

confidence and how this made the decision whether to do this or not difficult. On one 

hand, the teachers felt overt correction would reduce their students' confidence as Carter 

(1995:3) suggests it may do. On the other hand, the teachers felt if they did not correct 

the students that their "poor speech" would persist and restrict their life opportunities. 

Some teachers compromised by only correcting those students whose confidence they 
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felt would noibc affected. Otl1cr.tenchcrs corrected lhc students privately, which they 

felt preserved their confidence and the good relationship they had with them. Others 

corrected the students' writing hut not their speech. 

DeOcit versus dilTercncc 

The contrast between what tcnchcrs said about studc~ts in high compared to low SES 

schools seems to indicate that deficit vic\vs are held about students from low SES areas. 

Several of the t~achers working in low SES schools remarked that newly appointed 

teachers have negative attitudes towards the students and low expectations of them 

before they even begin teaching at the school. The teachers suggested that these new 

colleagues were influenced by ·1~e· "reputation" of the Jow SES area. Other research has 

suggested that socio-structural factors, such as status and demography, do indeed 

influence attitudes (Giles & Coupland, I 991 :49-53). In the current research, these 

attitudes would appear to be reinforced by the social and linguistic differences the 

teachers encounter when they work with such students. The teachers appeared to view 

language differences as due to deficiencies in the students and in their backgrounds and 

this led them to make many negative value judgements about the students and their 

families. Gordon ( 1981 :5 ~) suggests that it is common to make this sort of judgement 

about a speakers' cultural values based on their speech. It would seem that this view of 

the students led some teachers to misinterpret their behaviour and this caused conflicts 

in the classroom and playground. It also undennined the buiJding of good interpersonal 

relationships so important to successful teaching and learning. 
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The inOucncc ol' accent 

Many of the teachers itlcntificd students' general articulation and their pronunciation of 

particular sounds an<l wonls as prohlcnmtic. However, the students' socio-economic 

background would :1ppcar to have influenced the way the teachers viewed these 

problems. The students from low SES backgrounds were often judged to have 

11i11correct artic11/tllio11" 01· "slurretl speech". Other judgements were expressed in moral 

and quasi-moral tenns, as for example when the teachers called students' speech "lazy" 

or "careless". The concern that many of the teachers had with the "non-standard" 

pronunciation of the low SES students is contrary to the claim that the standard variety 

can be spoken with any accent (Stubbs, 1976:26; Sato, 1989:263; O'Donnell & Todd, 

1991 :35; Carter, 1995: 146 ). In contrast, students in high SES areas were seen as having 

speech which was characterised as "careful' or "good' or as having "correct" 

articulation. The influence of "good articulation" on the teachers' judgements of 

student speech was particularly apparent in Study Three. In this study, pronunciation 

was the criterion teachers used most often when ranking samples of student speech. 

While this may have been an artefact of the task, it was the dominant criterion even 

when the teachers claimed to be judging the samples according to the accuracy with 

which the students were repeating the sentences. Similarly, it remained the dominant 

criterion even when the teachers claimed to be judging the description samples 

according to their content. 

In aU three studies, many of the problems teachers identified as incorrect pronunciation 

of sounds or words were features which are more prevalent in non-standard varieties. 

While teachers in low SES schools noted most of these features, some of them were 
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~- ,-• -:. .. ; .. 

also presenl in the in fonnal or casmll speech of "standard" speakers. Examples 

commonly nomimucd by the teachers inchu.lcd the /ry sound in the word final position 

being pronounced tis In], "going to" as lgAn:.J mul "don't know" as [d11nou]. The 

teacher.; working in a high SES schuol lcndcd ru sec these features as examples of 

inappropriately casual speech or as indications of students being influenced by 

deteriorating community ~tandards in speech. In contmst, those in low SES schools 

tended to sec them .is examples of the generally poor speech of their students. It may he 

that non-standard forms such as these were associated with the "careless" speech of low 

SES children. Thus. such features might be acting as a marker (Labov, 1972a:179) of 

social class for some of the teachers. Similarly, the association of the correct fonn with 

writing may lead to a belief that the use of an alternative spoken form reflects a poor 

leveJ of literacy and education which in turn are associated with the lower or working 

class. However, the view taken of "non-standard" pronunciation in low SES schools 

may also be due to the teachers' concern that the students used these fonns all the time 

and did not adjust their speech in formal situations. Many of these teachers expressed a 

concern that their students would be negatively judged if they went "0111 into the world'' 

speaking as they did at home. Interestingly, many of the teachers themselves used these 

forms, particularly "going to'" pronounced as [g,,.n:,]. as evidenced in transcriptions from 

Study Two and Three38• 

31 Palmer (1983:199), in his seminal text "Grammnr", describes [gana] as a spoken fonn of the future verb 
.. going to" in Standard English. He no<es, however, that (g;ma] is not acceptable in the case of lhc 
progressive fonn of the verb. 
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The relationship helwL-en speerh and wrilinx 

The teachers' undcrstmuling of the rclalionship hctwccn speech and writing seems lo 

have influenced thL· way 1hcy pcn:l'i\'cd srudcnt speech. They expressed a number or 

concerns which ,,·ouhl ~ccm tu he ha!.cd on rhc he lief that fonns used in speech transfer 

directly to writing. Other c.:om:crns would appear to h.wc .arisen because of the 

expectation that sllldcnt speech was subject to the conventions of writing. For example, 

some primary teachers were concerned that students' pronunciation affected their 

spelling. They saw thi!-i as an important i!-.suc perhaps because spelling is perceived as 

being a.~sociatcd with full literacy and good education <Stubbs. 1980:44) and as 

bestowing social prestige I Scragg. 1974:Chapter 6.J. Further extrapolation of this 

association makes incorrect spelling a conlra,·ention of both written language and social 

conventions (Stubbs. J 980:69). 

The influence of writing was also seen in rclalion to the teachers· concern about the use 

of "incorrect" grammar forms such as "youse". "co11ltl of' and "the woman that" in 

casual speech. The teachers suggested that although such fonns might be acceptable in 

infonnal contexts. they may need to be corrected to prevent their use in writing. Some 

teachers claimed this was also the reason they criticised their students' use of non

standard verb tenses in spontaneous speech. Cheshire and Milroy ( 1993: 11) suggest 

that this type of criticism of spoken forms of English commonly used for centuries may 

be due to the influence of the norms of written English. 

The teachers' insistence on the need for "full" sentences in speech may also be due to 

the influence of writing on speech. Teachers criticised students for using "incomplete", 

"simple" and "short" sentences in speech. This criticism could be due to both the 
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expectation that the stn1cturcs used in speech will transfer to wriling and the application 

of the conventions of writing lo speech. Unguists. however, suggest that speech does 

not have the s:nnc stnu:tun.: as writing ( Kress. I 979:2CJ; Stuhhs, l 980: 13~ Tannen, I 980~ 

Lakoff. 1982:256-58; Tmmcn. 1982:a; Halliday. 1985; Biber, 1988:9; O'Donnell & 

Todd. 199 I; Gcurgakopoulou & Goutsns. 1997:36; Lippi-Green, 1997 J. Some also 

suggest lhat these two modes of" langm,gc may need 10 be described in different ways. 

For example. Kress ( 1979:29) .and Chulc ( 1985: 103-23) suggcM that the clause or idea 

unil, is a more approprh1tc stn1cturc to describe speech than a sentence. As with other 

aspects of language identified as problema1ic, ii is somewhat ironical that the teachers' 

speech did not conform 10 the expectations they had for their students but rather was 

also characterised by the use of incomplete sentences, or phrases. 

The written form of the language may also influence the teachers· expectation that 

students produce highly structured spoken texts. For example. 1he teachers discussed 

how oral texts needed to have a "11arratire. li11ear or chro11ologicaf' structure. They 

were critical when student oral texts were "simplistic". when arguments were not 

substantiated and when the ideas expressed were not "logically li11ked". In terms of the 

linguistic elements. the use of cohesive devices such as "and" and "but" were criticised 

as well as the more general complaint that the text "lacked cohesive ties". Similarly, the 

use of elements common to speech, such as fillers, or discourse markers, and repetition, 

were criticised. The conventions teachers expected in speech would seem to be more 

appropriate to written texts, or at least, to the most fonnal and planned of oral texts. 

The tendency to judge speech against the norms of writing is not unusual and has been 

reported by a number of researchers (Halliday, 1985:97; Gee, 1990: 32·6; Milroy & 

Milroy, 1991:65-6; Lippi-Green, 1997:23). 
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From the judgcmcnls nmdc by llu: lcachers. it seems 1ha11hey may nol have a thorough 

understanding of the diffcrcnccs hclwccn speech aml writing yet these differences, hoth 

in fonn itnd function. h:1n· hccn cxtcn~iwly explored in the litcr:.lurc (S1uhhs. 1980; 

Tannen. 1980. 198:?a: 11~1lliday. J 9H5: < fllonncll & Todd, 19'J I: Lippi-Green. 1997). 

Funhcr. it would sccm 1ha1 the tcadicrs .1rc not .1warc of the relationship, between the 
. 

written standard. I he spok c n sl:lndard ,m d the ~od olcct s for di alee t s > u,cd by some 

students. V:m Marie ( J 9<)7:21) suggc,b there arc three main areas of· difference 

between the standard and the other ,·arictics of :11:mguagc and it would seem that these 

three aspects were rcHected in the teachers' criticism~ of student speech. The fint 

difference refers to those .:aspects of the standard language which arc the rcsull of 

codification and so arc not pan of non-standard varieties. These aspects relate 

particularly to the written fonn of lhc st.mdard. The influence of this a\pect was seen in 

the way the teachers demanded that spoken texts he complex and use a variety of 

cohesive devices. The second area of difference refers to the characteristics present in 

the non-standard varieties but not the st.mdard due to the gn:ater ease with which 

change takes place in these varie1ies. An example of this wa.'i the use of "youse" as a 

second person plural form. panicularly in the speech of adolescents. The final area of 

difference includes characteristics pre"tcnt in the non-standard varieties but not the 

standard because of the natural processes of speech. Instances in this study included. 

the students' use of alternative pronunciations of final /rf or the use of discourse marl::ers 

such as ·1ike" in their speech. The relationship between speech and writing in terms of 

tbcsc three differences is illustrated in an adaptation of van Marie's model (see Figure 

7.4 below). Van Marie suggests that the standard variety exerts a stronger innuencc on 

the non~standard varieties than they do on it as is shown in the model by the solid line. 
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Similarly. the inllu"·nl·'-" of 1hc wnlll'n f,•rm uf 1tu: language is stronger 1han lhal of the 

spoken. In ,ontra,1. lhl· 1111lul·11n· ut' lht· no11-1,1and~1rd \':uictics is considerably less and 

is repn:sc nll"li t, }. 1 he: b1, •1-. l· n h nc. Thl· 1,: I :11 i, ,n ~111 p~ illustrated by this diagram may al so 

Spl~d1. stand.m.h thl·~ rh'-·111,c:"ln·, did n,•I mc:"ct. It would seem that they were 

con1paring thl·ir ,tu~knt); "l~l",h "' :111 h.k~tliscd form of .. standard" spe_cch which in tum 

\\'a.Ii influcnl·L"~I hy 1h"· \\ nu~n !iolam.larll. 

wriurn s1anJw +·----.... -···-i 

l.e\'CJ :Z spolcn r.1.1nJard 

. ·. lorm!, sl)'les 

«-+ t 
~ informal s1yles 

... 

---• 
lnd1ca1CS dim:tion 
;and sin:ngth or 
influence 

4 : -... ---·--·-···· 
Level 3 

non-standard \"aric1ics 

Ada.pied from \'an Marie ( 1997: 19) 

Figure 7.4 The wrinen st:mdanl and 1hc ~poken non-standard \'aricties 

''Perfonnan£r speec:"h'' 

A further inOuencc on upp«!r primary and .secondary 1eachers' judgement of student 

speech was 1he current pr.1,ticc or a.1oscssing s1udc:nt jpecch through fonnal talks. From 

the way this \\'.:ts di~u~sl.'d by thl.' tl.'ai:hl..'rs. ir ,n,uld seem that this activity demands that 

speech be like "writing fl'.iJ Put h.,ud" arhl as such i:tiul<l be called "perfonnance 

speech". The influcncl.' of these expc-i:1mions would seem to have led teachers to 

criticise features noticed in this context. some of which are common in spontaneous 

speech. 
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The senior primary and secondary tcHchcrs spoke about aspects of speech such as 

intonation paucrns, fluency, speed and volume mainly in the context of "performance 
. . . -· . -

speech". Paralinguistic a.specrs such ns eye contact, posture and the use of gestures 
. - -. . . . .•, . . 

were also emphasised. ·While it is unders1iu1dablethat teachers might expect students to 
. .- ; . ' ·. -_: . 

attend to these aspects in formal situations, it would seem they were also applying these 
. . ;- .-_. 

demands to other situations usually associated with informal speech. This led them to 

criticise features such as hesitancy or· the use of discourse markers which are usu:tJ in 

spontaneous speech. 

· Some teachers said they first noticed "sentences going up at the end" in the context of 

· "performance speech" and then later in other contexts. The teachers tended to see 

students who used rising intonation patterns on statements (High Rising Tenninal or 

HRT) as Jacking in confidence and as being unsure of what they were saying. This is 

consistent with Horvath's(l985:IJ8}claim that a speaker with HRT is generally seen as 

being in a position of powerlessness. However, while Horvath (1985: 122-3) found this 

characteristic was more strongly associated with female teenagers from low SES 

backgrounds, in this research, males and females from high and Jow SES backgrounds 

were noted as using HRT. The difference between Horvath's findings and the current 

research may be due, at least in part, to the teachers having noticed the HRT when 

• students were giving formal talks. The students may also be more likely to use this 

pattern when giving a fonnal talk because of their nervousness about perfonning such a 

task ... 

. : _,:_:;:.;)){:'.:,?iP·}:'..:}f ti: :::/Neryousnesswas·seen'as being partly responsible for the problems associated with 
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in speech assessment tasks. However. despite il being f requcntly discussed as a serious 

problem, only one teacher reported trying to assist her students to deal wilh their 

nervous reactions. Research suggests that training untl counselling can assist students 

· deal with nervousness m1d niay improve student performance on a~sessmcnl tasks 

(Mandeville, 1991 ; Schilli ng-Estcs, 19~8). 

A number of teachers in the secondary schools also identified a problem with 

articulation associated with "closed lips''., The perception that the students had 

articulation problems may be related to the formal assessment situations in which the 

teachers identified them. For instance, one teacher noted the problem while assessing 

her students' speech through tasks that required them to present a formal prepared 

monologue to their peers. Therefore, the performance pressures felt by the students' 

may have led them to speak in this manner. It could be argued that the students, 

inexperienced in public speaking. lower their heads and mumble because of their 

nervousness. The teachers would also be more likely to notice and negatively evaluate 

this behaviour in an assessment task. These teacher observations may, however, 

challenge Mitchell's (1970:5) and Baker's (1970:453) assertions that this common 

complaint about Australian English is an unsubstantiated stereotype. 

Forms undergoing change 

Many of the teachers involved in this research identified forms which would seem to be 

undergoing change. The most noted form was the second person plural form 11youse" 

which is also interesting because of the di ff cren t ways it was viewed by the teachers. 

The extensive use of "youse" as reported in this research suggests that it may be a 
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change in progress in Australia as.it is in other English speaking countries (Trudgill & 

Chambers, 1991:8). Chmnbers (1995:·158-9) suggesls that adoJcsccnls arc language 

innovators and so may he using tlic new form more readily than their middle-aged 

teachers. The teachers in lhc low SES schools tended to treat "yousc" as one of the 

many incorrect grammatical fonns their sllidcnts used in speech. In many cases, the 

teachers used ii as a typical example of these grammatical problems. On the other hand, 

the teachers in the high SES schools tc_ndcd to see this form as an example of speech 

that was inappropriate in the classroom. It was associated with slang and generally seen 

as acceptable in casual conversations with peers but in few other contexts. 

The social appropriacy of student speech 

Many issues related lo the students' use of socially inappropriate speech were identified 

in the low SES primary schools and in both high and low SES secondary schools. Often 

when this issue was discussed, the teachers seemed to have a shared understanding of 

what was "appropriate". This understanding did not seem to recognise that what is 

deemed "appropriate" is culturally dctcnnincd (Wolfram. Adger & Christian. 1999:75· 

6). Cameron (1995:17) suggests that members of complex societies must fulfil a rarige 

of "performances" according to norms or "regulatory frames" which dictate acceptable 

styles in such things as dress, demeanour and speech. It would seem that the teachers 

were expecting their students' speech and behaviour to conform to such norms. 

However, the teachers' discussion of this issue suggests that their norms differed from 

those held by their students. It would seem that some of the conflicts with students 

reported by the teachers were due to these differences in norms or "regulatory frames". 
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The teachers in the low SES primary und secondary schools were concerned lhat their 

students' only source of information und training for socially appropriate language 

behaviour was the school. They spoke at length about how they felt responsible for 

preparing their students for the language demands of "society". They discussed how 

their students would be negatively judged if they used their current speech patterns "out 

in tl,e W()r/d" and indeed, the literature suggests that this may well be the ca'ie (Joseph. 

1987:30; Skutnabb-Kungas, 1988:13: Cmnbourne, 1990:290; Hodge & Kress, 1993:66~ 

Cameron. 1995:30; Lippi-Green, 1997:72-3). 

Some of the teachers believed that the students' non-standard speech should be changed; 

a view that has been debated by educators and linguists for decades. For example, 

Barbour (1987:242) and Noguchi (1991 :30) argue that the students' speech should be 

changed to confonn to "standard" norms. However, many other linguists argue that this 

is not appropriate in terms of either linguistics or natural justice (Sledd, 1983:667; 

Long. 1996; Fillmore, 1997; Wolfram, Adger & Christian, 1999:20-2). The teachers 

also discussed how the students resisted learning the "standard" forms they tried to 

teach them. Lippi-Green (1997:113) and Campbell (]994:8) argue that in many cases 

this resistant behaviour makes changing the students' speech untenable. 

The teachers in the high SES schools talked about the negative influences on their 

students' linguistic and social behaviour as coming not from impoverished backgrounds 

but rather from falling standards in the media and other cultural institutions. They 

interpreted some features which would appear to be in the process of change, such as 

the use of the second person plural ''youse", mentioned prevjously as symptoms of both 

linguistic and social deterioration. The contexts in which this issue was discussed 
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suggest that the teachers were seeing their adolescent students as 11victims11 of change 

rather than, as has been suggested in the literature, initiators of change (Chambers, 

1995: 158-9). Some of the secondary teachers also acknowledged that these behaviours, 

such as the use of slang, were due to an adolescent's need to express a separate identity. 

Such an opinion is in accord with Eckert's ( 1988:205-6) suggestion that adolescence is a 

time when there is a great need to assert a particular identity and differences in speech 

have an important role in this process. Further, Rowe ( 1992:6) suggests these linguistic 

innovations are necessary for adolescents to not only mark membership of their peer 

group, but also to show separation from the social groups of children and adults. 

Most of the secondary teachers shared a concern about their students' swearing. 

However, the way the problem was viewed differed according to the SES of the school 

where they were teaching. The teachers in the high SES secondary schools did not 

speak about the issue at length nor suggest that it might be a serious problem for their 

students. It was merely mentioned along with other features of student speech which 

annoyed them. In contrast, the teachers in the low SES school were very concerned 

about their students' swearing which according to their discussion was used in the 

cl,ssroom as well as the playground. The teachers' concern is understandable, 

particularJy as swearing is often viewed as a matter of morals. not just etiquette 

(Johnson, 1993:6). However, the degree of concern contrasts with research which 

suggest that adolescents do not view swearing in the same manner as adultst but rather 

use it as socially coded language which solidifies them with their peer group (Rowe, 

1992:9). In addition, the words may not hold the same vulgar connotations that adults 

ascribe to them (De Kl erk, 1992:287). 
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·The association of "poor" speech and "poor" behaviour 

Many of the teachers in low SES schools viewed their students' use of non-standard 
.. 

variants as indicative of poor language skilJs. Further, they in turn associated poor 

Janguagc skills with poor behaviour. This association between .;incorrcci" speech and 

poor behaviour also has been reported in the literature (Gi1es·& Coupland~ J99J:3.8; . 

Cameron. 1995:82-5; Bex, 1996:39-40; Eggington, 1997:31). It would seem that 

teachers expect the students with many non-standard features in their-speech to have. · 
. . 

poor language skills and in tum to behave badly and this may influence th~ir behaviour 

towards the students. In this way, the expectation may become a seif~fulfilling · 

prophecy. 

Adolescents may also use vernacular speech to express anti-authoritarian attitudes 

(Chambers & Trudgill, 1980:98-100). It was interesting to note that in Study One and 

Study Two, many of the teachers in the low SES areas, particularly in the secondary 

schools, described instances where their students were "rebelling" as examples of their 

speech problems. For example, the society and environment teacher in School D 

recorded a student who said, "Nup, not doin' 'at" as having both a pronunciation and an 

attitude problem. Similarly, in School H, the teachers described their male students as 

frequently making judgements such as, "Um, this is stupid" and as referring to many 

class activities as "uncool". On the other hand, the teachers in the high SES secondary 

schools tended to see this type of language use as typical of adolescents or to be the 

result of a general deterioration in language standards. 
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Gender issues 

There were a number of issues related to gender differences raised by the teachers. As 

with other concerns these differed according to the level of schooling and socio- · 

economic stutus of the students. In the primary schools, reference was made to the fact 

that the middle and senior boys were more influenced by their peers than were the girls. 

For instance. the teachers suggested that boys in their classes did not demonstrate oral 

language competence because it was not "cool" to do so. In the secondary schools, 

some teachers reported that their male students were more likely than were the female. 

students to make derogatory comments, particularly those expressing sexist and racist 

attitudes. The teachers in the low SES schools raised additional gender issues not 

· mentioned by teachers working in the high SES schools. Many of the teachers were 

very concerned about their male students' use of socially inappropriate language. 

especially where it was used to intimidate other students. The teachers felt this was not 

only offensive, but created a negative learning environment and discouraged other 

students' participation in lessons and assessment tasks. The teachers in low SES schools 

also reported a gender bias in the use of taboo language. Some teachers suggested that 

males generally used more abusive language than did females. Other teachers, 

however, suggested that although both younger male and femaJe students swore to 

excess, by year 11 the females swore less than the maJes. 

In Study One and Study Two, there was a tendency for teachers to attribute better 

developed oral language skills to female students. For example, the teachers spoke 

about their female students as being more confident and more wining to do oral 

presentations independently, rather than with other students. Where there was a choice 
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. in fonnat offered, the females would usually choose to present their material orally, 

while the males preferred to use technology such as tape recorders or PowcrPoint. The 

teachers in the low SES secondary school also reported that their higher ability cJass_es 

had a greater proportion of female students and were much easier to teach. Conversely, 

the lower ability classes were male dominated, both in numbers and atmosphere. The. 

teachers contrasted the female students' behaviour in these two types of classes, 

commenting that in the higher ability classes they were confident and participated more 

readily than the males. On the other hand, in the lower ability classes the females were 

very reluctant to participate unless the males were removed from the class. 

Interestingly, several teachers also recounted instances when their male students were 

very engaged in a learning activity and the female students joined in enthusiastically. 

This would suggest that when the learning activities gain the interest of the students, 

gender problems are less likely to occur. 

The gender differences in the ranking of the student speech samples in Study Three are 

also interesting. While the female studen~s generally were ranked higher than the males 

in the sentence repetition task, the males were ranked higher in the description task. It 

could be argued that although the teachers were strongly influenced by the students' 

accent during the ranking of both tasks, it was more influential in the sentence repetition 

task. In this task, the highly ranked females had what the teachers described as 

"cultivated" speech while the male students tended to have a "general" to "broad" 

accent. The content of the students' speech was more influential in the ranking of the 

description task and generally, the males were ranked higher than the females. This 

latter finding is inconsistent with the general belief, expressed in Study One and Two, 

that female students are more confident and competent speakers than male students. 
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Non-standard language use and educational success 

The teachers generally associated a failure to speak Standard Australian English with 

lower ability in students. Both primary and secondary teachers in the low SES schools 

spoke about these students as experiencing the most problems with communication and 

with behaving ":1ppropriatcly" in school. The tendency to ascribe negative 

characteristics, both social and intellectual, to speakers of non-standard varieties has 

been reported in the literature (Ellis, 1978; Giles & Coupland, 1991 :38~ Garrett, 

Coupland, & Williams, 1999:321-50). This situation is exacerbated when non-standard 

varieties have low prestige and are associated with a lack of education, such as is the 

case in AustraJia. Further, some teac:hers in this research appear to assume that if a 

student does not use the standard variety and behave in "appropriate" ways then they 

lack the abiJity to do so. This assumption has also been made about dialect speakers as 

reported in the literature (Ammon, 1989:134). The assumption ignores the possibility 

that the students choose to use their home variety. Martin-Jones (cited in McKay, 

1996:204-6) argues that bilingual speakers draw on the full range of their linguistic 

resources when meeting the demands of social communication. It may be the case that 

non-standard speakers also use alternative variants in creative ways. It has been found 

that some students are in conflict because of the competing pressures from their families 

and community to retain their home variety and from the schooJing system to abandon it 

in favour of the standard variety (Romaine, 1984:20; Cheshire, Edwards, MUnstennann 

& Weltens, 1989:5; Rickford, 1996: 184). Adolescent students, who appear to be more 

resistant to learning the standard variety than younger students, may also be using 

vernacular speech to demonstrate membership of their peer group (Cheshire, 1997:186). 

The association between the use of non-standard varieties and lower academic ability is 
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a fonn of linguislic discrimimllion (Bex & Waus, l 999:7-8; Corson, 1999: 14) and has 

serious educational implications for non-swndard speakers (Cheshire, Edwards, 

Milnstermann & Wei tens. 1989:4; Gordon, 1981 :97 ). 

Concern about the judgements or others 

Some or the 1ead1crs in this research expressed a concern that their students' would be 

judged negatively when they used particular features of speech in contexts outside the 

school. In some cases, the teachers talked about this placing them in a difficult position. 

On one hand, they felt responsible for protecting their students from the negative 

judgements their speech would elicit if it did not conform to the standards the teachers 

believed society demanded. Trudgill ( 1975) suggests that while teachers' attitudes 

reflect those of the community, they may also be more strongly held because of what 

they perceive to be a custodial role with regard to what is "right" in English. On the 

other hand, the teachers wanted to accept and value the way their students spoke and 

focus on what they had to say. Campbell ( I 994: 1 ), Corson ( 1999: 17) and Lippi-Green 

(1997: 131) also report this type of conflict in their research. 

Teachers' perceptions of their role 

A number of teachers involved in this research expressed concern that they were not 

meeting their students' needs through the English courses currently offered in schools. 

However. they felt they could not change that situation. One of the reasons the teachers 

gave for not being able to change the English courses was that they must meet society's 

expectations regarding standards of student speech and behaviour. Corson ( 1999: 17) 

reports that teachers are indeed limited by the sociaJ roles imposed on them by society. 

In the current research, the teachers argued that they had to teach Standard Australian 
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English because this is whal society and prospective employers of their sludents expect. 

Lippi•Grecn ( 1997: 131) claims this type of rat ionalc makes teachers often unwilling 

promoters of .1 sl,mdurd language ideology. Several of the lcachcrs reported innovative 

and effective teaching strulegic~ they lmd di~covcrcd by "serendipity". These strategics 

utilised the students' understanding of and interest in language and the teachers spoke 

about their surprise .it the cnthusia'im they generated. However, when asked if they 

would continue to use such strategics they said they would not because they did not fit 

in with the current courses being offered in their schools. 
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CHAPTERS 

Conclusion 

8.1 Summary or lhc maior finding,~ 

The major issues miscd by this rcsc:1rch largely concern the speech of students in low 

SES schools and of mJolesccn1s. The way teachers describe these issues suggests thal 

their perceptions of speech may be influenced both by the students' socioeconomic 

status and their level of schooling. The teachers' perceptions would also seem to be 

influenced by a number of other factors including the way they define Standard 

Australian English. their attitude to language variation. their age and teaching 

experience and for some the nature of the professional development they have 

undertaken. 

There were differences in the number and nature of the problems teachers identified in 

the speech of students in low SES schools compared to those in high SES schools. The 

teachers identified many aspects of pronunciation, vocabulary. grammar and language 

use which they considered were serious problems for students in low SES schools. 

Many of the features of student speech criticised by the teachers were non-standard 

forms in common use such as final /n/ variant used as an aJtemative to the written 

standard /rJ/, the use of "gunna" and past tense variants such as done/did. The teachers 

tended to view the speech of students in Jew SES schools as being generally "restricted" 

and "inappropriate". The teachers, however, identified fewer problems in the speech of 

students from high SES schools. Moreover, the features identified were not considered 

serious problems for the students. 
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The causes teachers ascribed to the speech problems also differed acc<>rding to students• 

socioeconomic status. The low SES students' appe:ucd to he viewed as the .. victims" of 

poor home and community hmgmagc models. "re.1,tric.·1,·,I" life experiences, chronic 

parental unemployment and negative peer inllucnccs. On the other hand, the high SES 

students' problems were seen to be mainly developmental, related to school curriculum 

demands. the result of :1dolcscent rebellion ()f due 10 generally deteriorating standards in 

society. 

Differences were also found in the way teachers at the different levels of schooling 

perceived student speech. There was a general tendency for the primary teachers to 

focus on pronunciation and grammar while the secondary teachers talked more about 

the students' use of language. panicularly as related to social appropriacy. However, 

these differences were not categorical. While teachers at all levels raised a range of 

concerns about speech. there was a gradual shift in emphasis as the students moved 

through the levels of schooling. For example. the upper primary teachers were less 

concerned about pronunciation lhan the pre-primary teachers but more concerned about 

their students' ability to control a range of registers. a concern they shared wi1h the 

secondary teachers. Interestingly. the changing emphases generally reflected the 

traditional hierarchical levels used to describe language, from pronunciation to 

vocabulary to grammar and then to language use. 

There were also influences on the teachers' perceptions of speech which were consistent 

despite differences in both the students' socioeconomic status and level of schooling. 

The ftrst of these was the influence of the written form of English on the way the 

teachers viewed speech. The teachers identified many speech features as problems 
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because they did not confonn to the convcnlions or wrincn English. These included 

criticising lbc use or pronunciation features such as conlractions and the omission of 

final sounds in connected speech. ex.peeling elaborated. wcll-stnu.:turcd oral discourse 

and seeing the use of common discourse markers such as "like" as a serious problem. 

The teachers also discussed how they cnrrcclcd some features they recognised as 

acceptable in their students' speech because otherwise that feature would be used in 

writing where it was unac,cptahle. Many of the tc.:,chcrs also spoke about particular 

features in their students' speech as being a serious problem because they impacted . 

negatively on the development of their reading and wriling skills. 

The leachers' perceptions of student speech also appeared to be influenced by their own 

speech. This was evident the way many teachers compared their students' speech to 

their own and 1hen identified the differences they saw a~ problems in their students' 

speech. There were also teachers who in1erprc1cd these differences as evidence of 

deterioration in "standards". Where this wa.'i the case.1he teachers' speech and the way 

they had learned to speak ··correctly" were seen as the "standards" against which their 

students• speech and learning experiences were measured. Other teachers spoke about 

the importance of modelling .. correcl'' speech for their students, particularly when those 

students came from low SES backgrounds. It was interesting to note that many of the 

teachers appeared to have an idealised view of their own speech. This was reflected in 

the differences between what they said about how they spoke and their actual speech as 

m:onled on the audiotapes of the discussions. Moreover, many of the features they 

criticised in the students' speech, such as the contraction and omission of sounds and the 

use of nrulers" or discourse markers, were present in their own. 
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.. - ... -... · ... ·' • .... 

> .The ·.:C1ationships betwee·n .the.t~ac_hers' backgrounds, ~heir attitudes to language. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.. : v~rh1tio1i theJy~y-_they.4eii~~d S~andard Australian 'Engiish:and their perceptions of. 

. ·. .. . . , . ·: _stu·d~nt ;pcedr:\V~h{a_ls~---~x11iriincd .. ·Most -importantly, lids ana~}!~is °round. tli~t although · · . 
. . · ... -·: .. · .:: . ·. ···:. ::·-· :· .. : ·:: ... -., ... .- .·. : . . ... ·. :· . . . . . ·. ·:. ·. '.,• ... · .. : ·_· ...... · ... . 

, -.. Jhis._gro~p ~r ie.'~c·i~~;~·:.~pp;~~C!d-:-i~ be 1iatively homoge~~us, th'~y ~~e~e i.n (act quiie 
.... : · .. : . · ... :·.: . : .· ..... _ ... -. : · ....... ·:····.<_·.=~ .. ~~---=- ... __ ·; ~-.' ·.. ... . . :, . . ..... '."! • •:. •• :_ •••••• : :·· •• • • • • 

. divei~·e·~-- A numb~~-6tfriteresiing p~tf~fu~ in the relatirin~hips·· b~t~een the different ·. 
. . . . · .. · . · ... : .... .-..... : .· ·. . ... . . .' ... ·. .' ... · ·'. . . . . . 

. ·. ·.· .. factors were found.· The.younger teachers tended to be niore ·nheral in their attitudes to 
. . . . .... ·. . . . . . 

language variation in ge~·~ral ·but less lib~ral in their attitudes to the use of specific·:·. 

variants of English than were the older teachers. It also would seem that the atthude . . 

. rating for language variation in general better reflected the teachers' perceptions of 

· ·. student speech than di_d their attitude to the use.of specific variants. The more 

. · .•. experienced teachers ten~ed to hold the inore coriserv~ti~.e ~ie~s 9n ]anguage variation. 
.. -· . . . . . . ~- .. 

. _It is, h~W~ver, difficult to detemiinethe influence of thi~ iac_toi- as it was closely related .. 
· .... ·· . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ·· ..... ,.. . .... 

: to age. Although the level of the teachers'. quaJifica,tiins was not .influential, the type of ·. 

: professional development undertaken by the teachers did ~eem t<> j~fluence their . 
. · . . . . . . . . . . . .· 

attitudes to language variation._ This was particularly so where the teachers had attended 

_ courses related to TESOL or Aboriginal English .. 

::· :,Pedagogical Implications 

' 9f primary concern in the findings of this research is teacher perceptions that the speech 

of students from low SES backgrounds is deficient rather than different. It would seem 

that this perception is influenced by the students' use of non-standard English. If this is 

the case, then these students may be subject to linguistic bias. This is of particu1ar 

.· concern where the use of non-standard varieties is also associated with lower academic 

< ability (Bex & Watts, 1999: 7-8; Corson, 1999: 14) as it was in the present research . 

. This has serious implications for the education of these students (Cheshire, Edwards, 
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Munstermann & Weltens, 1989;4; Gordon, J 981 :97). One way to address this concern 

would be to increase teachers' and their students' understanding of the way language 

varies. In particular. it seems that teachers need to understand the relationships between 

standard and non-standard varieties. written and spoken forms. formal and informal 

registers and developmental und non-standard features. 

The teachers' perceptions of student speech were aJso influenced by how they defined 

Standard Australian English. The teachers' definitions varied widely and generally did 

not reflect that of the Curriculum Framework. This is a particularly important issue in 

. the current situation given that Standard Australian English is the medium of 

instruction, the means by which students demonstrate achievement and an expected 

outcome of schooling. Although, at least in Western Australia, the curriculum 

documents offer a broad definition this does not seem sufficient to guide the teaching of 

Standard AustraJian English. It is apparent from this research that teachers need to 

develop an awareness of the differences between Standard Australian English and the 

other varieties spoken by their students and the differences between the conventions of 

spoken and written language. They also need to understand that Standard Australian 

. English has both informal and formal registers and that despite codification, it does 

· allow for the use of a variety of fonns. 

·· Students, who come from low SES backgrounds and have non-standard features in their 

speech, may be disadvantaged by the predominant use of Standard Australian English in 

schooling. If this is the case, then the relative roles of the students' home varieties and 

Standard Australian English should be considered by education systems. Some 

researchers have argued that students should not be required to speak the standard 
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variety but only to write it {Gordon. 1981: 102; Stubbs. 1986:95-6: Perera. 1993: JO). 

Others have suggested that learning the standard language may lessen a studenfs 

disadvantage because it removes non-standard varieties which trigger prejudice 

(Barbour, 1987:242: Noguchi, 1991 :30). Even if this were the case, however. students 

may resist learning the standard as wus reported by the teachers in the current research 

and elsewhere (Campbel I, 1994:8). This type of approach also fails to address linguistic 

inequity both within schools and the wider society (Sledd, 1983:667 ). 

There were a number of issues raised about adolescent speech which indicate that 

teachers and their students require a better understanding of important differences in the 

way they communicate. For instance, the teachers were concerned about their students' 

use of slang and swearing. As discussed earlier, research indicates that adults and 

adolescents interpret the use of taboo language in different ways and these different 

interpretations are causing conflict in schools. 

Wbi]e the teachers placed an emphasis on "performance speech", they aJso claimed that 

students, particularly those from low SES backgrounds, had a restricted range of spoken 

registers which were inadequate to meet present and future communication needs. This 

suggests that the school curriculum needs to taJce account of the diverse spoken 

language needs of their students and develop courses and assessment practices that 

better reflect those needs. 

The social appropriacy of student speech was also an important issue identified by 

teachers in this research. The nature of the issues raised indicated that teachers may 

need to understand that not all groups share the same views of what behaviour is 
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appropriate and therefore 1hn1 the frames of ref crcnce that guide their behaviour may 

. differ from those or their students. Some or the conflict teachers reported having with 

students could well have arisen bccuuse of this lack of understanding. Research also 

suggests that this type or conflict muy impact ncg,1tivcly on a student's sense of identity 

(Rickford. 1996: 184). This has important implications for how teachers interpret and 

carry out their role as "language guardians" (Corson, 1999: 17} and for the way they 

manage student behaviour. 

The findings of this research also indicate that teachers and students need to increase 

their understanding of the way language varies and how this affects their use of 

. language. They also need a greater understanding of how particular types of language 

use might be judged by others. This suggests a need to develop pedagogical approaches 

and materials which will assist students to learn the language required to meet their 

present and future needs. However, this should to be done in a way that values and uses 

the students' current linguistic knowledge. 

Many of the teachers involved in this research discussed how their involvement had 

made them think a lot more about spee~h and its importance in education. After being 

involved in the research, one of the English teachers working in a low SES secondary 

school, took her interest further and decided to do a course in sociolinguistics at a locaJ 

university. As part of her assignment work, she investigated her students' use of speech, 

focussing on spoken language choices they made and their use of slang and swearing. 

She involved her students in her investigations, noting their enthusiasm and interest in 

what the research revealed. She shared these findings with the school staff and this led 

to changes in the way taboo language was managed in the school. Her investigations 
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also led to other changes in her planning. teaching and assessment practices. She 

reported that her students were enthusiastic and were achieving improved learning 

outcomes. This suggests that an understanding of language variation has a great deal to 

offer leachcrs and, in turn. may lead to more equitable educational outcomes for 

students. 

8.3 Future research 

The results of this research indicate a need for further research into the varieties spoken 

by school students. and in this case by those in Western Australia. Such information is 

required to assist in the development of appropriate pedagogical practices. 

Ethnographic research conducted by teachers and their students might be a helpful way 

to investigate this type of language variation. Ideally, this would involve both teachen., 

and their students, with assistance as necessary from others such as sociolinguists and 

curriculum officers, a;;-,d be part of the regular language program of the school. 

The current research also points to the need for further understanding of the panicular 

Jingoistic demands faced by adolescent students, both in school and in the wider society. 

At the same time, teachers need to know about their students' current communicative 

competencies so they can plan effective learning programs to address present and future 

linguistic needs. Again, ethnographic research, conducted by teachers and students with 

appropriate assistance, may be a useful way to investigate both these aspects of spoken 

language. 

The issue of whether or not to teach the standard to speakers of other varieties needs to 

be addressed. If it is decided that the standard language should be taught, then 
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questions such as when is the best time to teach it and how might this be done need to 

be investigated. This would indicate the need for more research into issues such as the 

influence of nmturntiomd constraints on the learning of a second variety of the same 

language and the influence of the metalinguistic development of children on this type of 

language learning. Such a decision may also require additional research lo develop and 

evaluate pedagogic.ii practices which are effective in promoting the learning of the 

standard variety. In the interests of social justice. these practices should reflect respect 

for the students' home varieties. 

8.4 Concluding comm::nts 

The teachers who participated in these studies gave generously of their time to support 

research related to student speech. They also openly shared their views, opinions and 

perceptions. In some cases, the findings of these studies could lead others to judge 

these teachers for the views they expressed. It is therefore. very important to recognise 

that teachers are subject to the language bias in a society as much as are others (Lippi

Green, 1997: 131 ). This is particularly the case in the absence of appropriate pre-service 

and in-service training in linguistics (Cheshire, Edwards, & Whittle, 1993:35). 

Teachers are also limited by the social roles society imposes on them, especially with 

regard to their perceived role as "language guardians" (Corson, 1999: 17}. Therefore, 

the teachers' perceptions reported in this research should be seen as a mirror of the 

broader society's views. 
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APPENDIX A 

Consent Fonns 

Consent Form 

I have been asked to participate in a research project that is concerned with teachers' 
perceptions of student speech. I understand that this project is supervised by Edith 
Cowan University and is subject to ethical standards. 

The purpose of the research is to investigate teachers' perceptions of student speech. It 
wiil identify those aspects of student speech which teachers find problematic and 
examine why this is so. 

This will involve my noting of the problematic features in the speech of my students for 
a period of a week. I will also complete a Language Attitude Questionnaire (10-15 
minutes) and a background infonnation sheet (5-10 minutes). 

I understand that I will not directly benefit from the research but that it may infonn 
future approaches to improving the educational outcomes of students. 

Any questions concerning the project entitled 'Teacher perceptions of student speech' 
can be directed to Yvonne Haig on 9245 1339. 

I have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been answered 
to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research, realising that I may withdraw 
at any time. 

I agree that the research data gathered in this study may be published provided I am not 
identifiable. 

Participant:------------- Date:---------

Researcher: ------------- Date:----------
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Post-graduate Suite 
Edith Cowan University 
2 Bradford Street 
MOUNT LAWLEY 6050 

Dear Parent/Caregiver 

I am a teacher with the Education Department of Western Australia. Currently, I am on 
study leave. 

I am trying to find ant about the different ways children's talk in school is judged by 
teachers. The Education Department and Edith Cowan University approve this 
research. It is supervised and must meet strict ethical s'tandards. 

To do the research, I need to collect samples of children's speech. I will use the types 
of leaming activities they nonnally do in school for this. The activities will only take a 
short period of time. 

The children will be tape-recorded doing the activities. The children will not be named. 
All data will be kept anonymous. 

If you agree to your child participating please sign the form below and send it back to 
school in the envelope provided. If you have any questions about the research please 
phone me on 9245 1339 day or evening. 

Thank you for giving this your attention. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

_ Yvonne Haig 

I give pennission for my child (name) to 
participate in this research. I understand that my child's name will not be used and that 
all data will be kept anonymous. 

Name: -------------
Signature:---------
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Consent Form 

I have been asked to participate in a research project that is concerned with teachers· 
perceptions of student speech. I understand thut this project is supervised by Edith 
Cowan University and is subject to ethical standards. 

The purpose of the research is to investigate teachers• perceptions of student speech. It 
will identify those aspects of student speech which teachers find problematic and 
examine why this is so. 

This wil1 require me to participate in a teacher focus group (60 minutes) where the 
speech of students will be discussed. I will also complete a Language Attitude 
Questionnaire (20-30 minutes) and a background information sheet {]0 minutes). 

I understand that I will not directly benefit from the research but that it may infonn 
future approaches to improving the educational outcomes of students. 

Any questions concerning the project entitled 'Teacher perceptions of student speech' 
can be directed to Yvonne Haig on 9245 1339. 

I have read the infonnation above and any questions I have asked have been answered 
to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research, realising that I may withdraw 
at any time. 

I agree that the research data gathered in this study may be published provided I am not 
identifiable. 

Participant:------------- Date:---------

Researcher: ------------- Date:----------
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Consent Form 

I have been asked to participate in a research project that is concerned with teachers' 
perceptions of student speech. l understand that lhis project is supervised by Edith 
Cowan University and is subject to ethical ~;tandards. 

The purpose of the research is IO investigate teachers' perceptions of student speech. ll 
will identify those aspects of student speech which teachers find problematic and 
examine why this is so. 

This will involve me in ranking and categorising student speech samples (40-60 
minutes). I will also complete a Language Attitude Questionnaire (20-30 minutes) and 
a background information sheet ( 10 minutes). 

I understand that l will not directly benefit from the research but that it may inform 
future approaches to improving the educational outcomes of students. 

Ai1y questions concerning the [i"TOject entitled 'Teacher perceptions of student speech' 
can be directed to Yvonne Haig on 9:!45 !339. 

I have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been answered 
to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research, realising that I may withdraw 
at any time. 

I agree that the research data gathered in this study may be published provided I am not 
identifiable. 

Participant:------------- Date:----------

Researcher: ------------- Date: _________ _ 
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APPENDIX B 

Language Atlilude Questionnaire 
Using the scale below, please circle the lcltcr that most nearly represents your rcsrx>nse 
to each of the statements that follow. Wherever the c1ucstion concerns usage, consider 
the statement in relation lo Standard Austrnlian English unless otherwise specified. 

A= Agr!£ means definite agreement, complete or nearly so, with the statement 
B= ~d'oderately agree means agreement with the statement but with some 

reservations. 
C= No opinion means you have no opinion either way or you arc neutral. 
D= Moderately disagree means disagreement with the statement but with some 

reservations. 
E= Disagreement means definite disagreement, complete or nearly so, with the 

statement. 

I Teachers should insist on stnndard English in the classroom, 
A B CD E both in speaking and writing. 

2 Even though It's me is accepted in infonnaJ English, the 
A B CD E expression It is 1 is really right. 

3 Dialect is not a negative term. Many people who hold 
A B CD E prestigious positions speak dialects. 

4 An expression such as "youse' cannot be proper usage. 
A B CD E 

s People who speak differently from the majority follow some 
A B CD E pattern of regularity in the English language. 

6 The use of words like 'terrific' and 'okay' for approval is 
A B C DE sometimes in good taste. 

7 Meanings of words are based on consent (acceptance) within 
A B C D E the speech community. 

8 We should have an Austra1ian Academy to regulate 
A B C DE language. 

9 Non-standard dialects are sociaJly stigmatised because th,.1y 
A B CD E are illogical. They cannot be used to talk or write about 

abstract or logically complex ideas or processes. 

10 Standard English allows for no choices in Janguage form. 
A B CD E 
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II As soon as we take present.day ·usage for a guide in 
A B CD E determining what is acceptable English, we break down all 

standards. 
12 As non-standard English js a distortion and corruption of 

A B C D E standard English, it is a less efficient system of 
communication. 

13 If 20111 Century standards in language were higher, there 
A B C D E would be no instances of different pronunciation being used. 

14 The usual English textbook is a guide to facts about 
A B C D E Australian English usage. 

15 To most people lie':; not going nowhere means that the 
A B CD E person spoken about is going somewhere. 

16 
1 

The English language is limited mainly to shall and will to 
A B CD E express future time. The correct fonns for expression of 

future time are: / s/ral/, you will and /re will . 
.. 
17 Standard English is needed to replace non-standard dialects 

A B CD E to help with global communication. 

18 The use of non-standard English is a reflection of unclear 
A B C D E thinking on the part of the speaker. 

19 In giving a talk on his future employment goals, a student 
A B CD E consistently used · gonna'. His teacher corrected him and 

said such lazy speech was not acceptable in an English class. 
More teachers should use this same method. 

20 The foJiowing sentence is not acceptable in English because 
A B C D E of the preposition at the end. This young man 110w had 

somethi11g to work [or. 

21 Most people who speak non-standard English have not had 
A B C D E stimulating experiences in their homes. This explains why 

they are usuaJJy Jess verbal than people who speak standard 
English. 

22 Standards in English are relative, not absolute. 
A B CD E 

23 When a child's non-standard English is replaced by standard 
A B C D E English, she is introduced to concepts which will increase her 

learning capacity. 
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24 It is up to teachers to see that our language does not change. 
A B C D E 

25 To say that an expression is colloquial is to say that j( is not 
A B C D E entirely acceptable. 

26 The tillc "It makes a Difference" needs to be restated because 
A B C D E the pronoun has 110 antecedent. 

27 Since only standard English is useful in getting ajob, it 
A B C D E should always be preferred over non-standard English. 

28 Grammatical rules stated in grammar books dctennine what 
A B C DE is acceptable and what is not. 

29 Splitting the infinitive may sometimes enable the writer to 
A B CD E express her ideas with greater clarity and force than 

otherwise. 

30 The following sentence is being analysed: John will look UD, 
A B C DE the correct date in the e11cyc/02.aedia. It seems sensible to 

consider will look up as a verb; however, it is not correct to 
do so, since up has to be either an adverb or a preposition. 

31 A person should be criticised for the use of if instead of 
A B CD E whether in a sentence like /' II see il there is a taee recorder 

in the room. 

32 Standard English is superior to non-standard English in terms 
A B CD E of grammatical structure. 

33 Contractions arc inappropriate in any form of written 
A B CD E English. 

34 A teacher should teach students Whom do you mean? as the 
A B C DE correct form. 

35 · Teachers who correct oral speech and evaluate student 
A B CD E writing according to prescriptive rules of standard English 

may be requiring students to violate the grrunmatica! rules of 
their own dialects. 

36 Acceptance of non-standard dialects of English by teachers 
A B CD E would lead to a lowering of standards in school. 

37 Children who speak a non-standard dialect are advantaged; it 
A B C D E makes them bidialectal. 
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38 Teachers who conscientiously teach the rules for correct 
A B C D E standard usage and consistently correct all grammatical 

errors usually succeed in changing their students' non-
standard dialects. 

39 A chilt.l who asks permission by s:tying Ca11 J go too? should 
A B C D E not have her English corrected by being told to say May I go 

too? 
40 Children who speak a non-standard dialect can learn to read 

A B C D E in spite of the fact rhat mo.~r aeading texts arc wriUen in 
standard English. 

·-
41 A truly cultivated person wilJ pronounce either air; i-ther 

A B C D E rather than e-ther. 

42 There is more than one variety of accepted Australian 
A B CD E English usage. 

43 Changing teachers' attitudes toward language that is socially 
A B CD E stigmatised; helping them come to respect the intrinsic 

linguistic worth and the social and cognitive functions of all 
languages and dialects; is crucial for the achievement of 
inclusive education. 

44 Use a tick (~)to indicate the pJace(s) where it is most appropriate 
to use non-standard speech: 
A_anyplace 
B_socialising at school 
C __ at a formal dinner 
D __ during Christmas dinner 
E_noplace 
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.APPBNDIXC 

Background lnformution Sheet 

I. Gender: _male __ female 

_30-39 _40-49 _60+ 

3. Where did you actend school? 

4. What is your highest academic qualification? 

D Teachers• Certificate or Diploma 0 Bachelors• Degree 

D Masters• Degree 0PhD 

D Other _______ _ 

What was your area of specia1isation? -----------

5. Have you participated in professional development related lo language? (eg. ELIC, 

First Steps, Stepping Out, ESL, Aborigina1 English etc) 

6. Years of teaching experience: ____ years 

7. I am currently teaching year ____ . Lear.iing Area: -------

8. How would you define Standard Australian English? 

9. What do you view as the key characteristics of Standard Australian English? 
(PJease use the back of the page if you need more space.) 
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APPENDIXD 

Language Features Record Shcet39 

Please. record the foaturcs. as precisely as you can. you identify as problems in your 
students• speech. Each time you identify a feature. note why you think it is a problem. 

Language feature Why is it a problem? 

·.f: 
.,:: .. 

;.,'. 

39 lbe teachers in the study used several copies of a Jar gcr version of this sheet, pri ntcd in "I andscapc 
mode ... 
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APPENDIXE 

Sample of data analysis 

_;,l~ . , .. ,,. 

D· :F. ~Ji 
tn rl · High SBS a 

' I - . :, It El .,. :· .. 0, 

I.ow SES ... • ~t . ,J. 

School A ·B. <.: D.', 

Problems Identified by the teachers ,·r·:· 
-.. .. •,.· 
····.· . .. .. 

Pronunciation''° 
~-.: 

'ing' not pronounced correctly ·x ......... ... 
···=· .... -.. ~ . 

~ .. . .. 
use of 'gunna' instead of 'going to' ;_J: .. 

: .. . ,,,. 

use of 'dunno' instead of 'don't know' . - X. 
.. 

confusion with rhyming sounds and words . x 
,. :·, 

, .. 

no understanding of natural sounds of English sentences and x··· , .. 
. ·.•, 

15 . ' ~-= 

phrases 
,. 

. ·. 
,, : .. 

~f.~. i-. 
;~ :; ... 

unable to pronounce difficult/unfamiliar words . );c:·· :.~r r: -_ ~-- . •l~·i! 

mumbling ;S,: X ·]t'i' 
-..-':~ . 

, .. ~-· . . --J-: 1• 

slurred speech .ty:,,· ·.~1 
.;,;'!'-·. ' ·.-~~~---~--·-:J .. 

sounds not clearly articulated (closed lips) .. ;" __ ';,~-- :: X x~ c·;~.:;~, a 
.. ·.··:c. ·,, .. 

incorrect articulation .. . . x·· . . 

·• . .:), 

word stress not used -·· ·-· -· '. X ., . 
-~--J·~··;,.~ -~f:'; .. _,._,, ...... ·._-·_; :"'~t·~ v·-· "a·, 

no variation in pace ~~ " ·~ .... . 
.. ·" !t~{~~~ 

, .. 
"' ' __ . -~ 

«> These •proo1ems• arc expressed in the teachers' own words. 
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--APPENDIX F 

Focus Questions 

·. 1. Have you noted any features in your students' speech which concern you? 

2. Why do these particular features cause concern·! ;. 
··.:·:,., 

3. Why do you think these features are present in the stu_dents' speech? 

4. Do you think there is a solution to the problems? 

5. How do you deal with speech issues in your classroom? 

6. Discussion of language issues generaUy. · 
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APPENDIXG 

Sample of an annotated transcript 

S/E41 It is .. it docs .. it really is I think, you know, and I'm conscious 
of it now and I .. and J didn't realise how many ah how much 
colloquial sort of slang stuff that I use you know in my teaching 
until I was teaching it today and I thought and I'd be saying 
something and I'd be like umm "Oh look there's another saying 
I've just said it." You know, like go out and have a Jook and see 
what you're hearing. And it was about the prize, now what did I 
say? Umm I can't think now what it was. You know, umm the 
reward ... the I can't remember what the exact the exact word 
was but (mmm) ... there~ so many words that ... and rd 
always thought rnyseif to be you know a fairly well educated 
person like I speak correctly you know that that sort of .. 

9 self image 
11 then I realised that yeah that image and and .. 
9 One thing 1 noticed that I like finding out the definition of words 

I don't know (Mm /Mmm) It's It's a treasure that comes along 
and an opportunity to look something, up listen to it roll it 
around in your mouth 

11 [together with 9) Oh yes absolutely 
9 [rising tone and volume] and in your head and see if you can use 

it and maybe muck it up but it doesn't matter. But these kids ar.e 
resistant to it. They are not welcoming new 

11 [comment background of 9's talk] Oh hugely resistant. 
9 words into their vocabulary (No, /no /no). They're frightened of 

them-
11 [Speaking over 9 and continuing] They are. Because even umm 

with the spelling of a word that they know they want you to give 
them the speUing (Yeh) rather than looking it up. (Yeh) And it's 
not a physical laziness that they've had to walk to the front of the 
room it's that they don't want to get it wrong. 
They're frightened that they won't find it. 

S/E [speaking over 11] Do you think 
Do you think though now I'm just looking at how ah teachers 
different teachers teachers that are moderately successful you 
know in the classroom um teachers who have cracked the 
[indecipherable] and who don't have as much time as some 
others do (Mm) I think it might be more of a cultural thing you 
know like their language is an indication of their culture and the 
the ownership their belonging- [said softly, seriously] ... 

11 [intenupting] Or are they able to adapt? 
[Part of page 7 (out of 24 pages/14,900 words)] 

S&E teacher 
concerned that 
own speech is 
deteriorating 

hearing this 
language from 
students 

view of self
related to speech 
• part of self -
image 
recognised by 9 
11 agreed 
9 shifts topic to 
vocabulary issue
related to own 
experience 

11 agrees 
9-student 
resistance to 
vocab 
11agrees 

frightened of new 
words - all agree 
11 - relates 
resistance to 
spelling - fear of 
being wrong 

S&E raises issue 
of relationship 
between 
language, cultural 
identity and the 
students' sense 
of identity 

11 suggests ~ 
may be students' 
inability to adapt 

41 9 represents year 9 English teacher, 11 year 11 English teacher and SIE the society and environment 
teacher. 
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APPENDIX ff 

Tasks for speech samples 

· . . Sentence Repetition Tusk 

· 1. First we will plant some trees down there. 

2. They wiII need water out there. 

3. The Year Twos went on a tour of the National Park. · 

4. The Year Sevens had a bush dance . 

. 5. John asked his father if he could go out in the.car .. 

6. There were fewer students to support the new bas.ketball team. 

7. I bought some milk to school. 

· 8. · First we will giant some trees down there. 

. 9. ·.· You have to sit still when you have your hair cut. 

• 10. I will go and see the film alone on Saturday. 

· · . 11. The Year Sevens had a bush dance. 

12. Sue doesn't have good eye sight or something. 

13. I bought some milk at the canteen. 

[The underlined words are alternative pronunciations of the /a/ and /ce/J 

Description Task 1 

Can you tell me about your house? 

What does it look like? 

What is it made from? 

Can you describe the layout of your house? 

H you like you can draw a plan on this piece of paper as you tel1 me about your home. 

Description Task 2 

What did you do last school holidays? 

Did you see any movies? Could you tell me about it? 
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APPENDIX I 

·· Suinmary of results of Language Attitude Questionnaire 

.. ! 

School lnrormunts Variation in r:eneral Use or variants 
A pp ·-0.20 +0.27 ... 

4 -O.J5 +0.10 "<:: ·. 

7 · -0.15 -0.40 
B PP +o.69 +0.90 

4· ... ,. . : .+o.69 +0.27 
... .. 

1 ·: +0.92 +0.60 
.c . 

· .. ·. 9ENG. _; +o.61 +0.50 
11 ENG +1.00 1.40 
S&E· 0 +o.07 

D 9ENG +J.00 +0.40 
11 ENG +o.85 +0.40 
9/IJ S&E +1.00 +o.70 ,. 

·E pp +o.46 +0.53 
4 +o.54 +o.33 
7 '·' +o.46 -0.03 ... 

F PP +o.07 +o.30 
4 J.61 +0.83 
7 -0.15 -0.16 

G 9ENG -0.38 +0.10 
llENG +0.46 +0.90 
9/11 S&E +o.31 +0.63 

H 9ENG +0.92 +0.97 
11 ENG +J.69 +I.JO 
9/11 S&E +LOO +0.30 

I pp +o.77 +0.63 
4 +o.77 +0.80 
7 -0.54 -0.47 

J pp +o.69 +0.67 
4 -0.15 -0.60 
7 +o.85 +0.50 

K 9ENG +0.61 +0.23 
11 ENG +0.67 +0.90 
S&E +J.15 +0.33 

L 9ENG +0.15 i-0.10 
11 ENG --0.23 +0.13 
S&E +0.46 +0.47 

Anra2e +0.40 +0.51 

... 
:!I o( Avera&e Results -

A.,.map SlalJl Sllll.,2 Sut,3 Pnmry s. .... , 
iJ GQIDI +0.43 +0.48 +0.31 +0.28 +0.53 

S,Cd& +O.S2 +0.58 +0.43 +0.40 +0.63 
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APPENDIXJ 

· ~nformation from Background Information Questionnaire 

Qualinratlon Professional 
-a.; Development " "' a~ "1:1 .... i::: 
Cl u ... ii 

0 ., -- ., c-·ii 8 ... "' -= I I: r. i! !J " ~>- Cl < (I.I ('I 

A F SO· Perth HSE PS & SHS S (IP)ECE FSESL JO 
pp 59 
4 F 40- Germany. Melh.-8 LSE BEd ESL, LOTE 20+ 

49 -MSE schools methodoloev 
7 F 50- Penh MSES PS & SHS 3year FS. Key teacher 23 

59 Cenificate 
B F 40- England. LSE 3 year FS, ESL, 20 
pp 49 Cenificate Aboriginal 

Education 
4 F 30- Catholic primary. and 5 (IP)* FS, Early Literacy, 10 

39 secondary -MSE-HSE Policy& ESL. Literacy Net 
Administration P-3,CF 

7 F 40- Large country town PS 3 year certificate FS, ESL, THRASS, 20+ 
49 &SHS Remedial. PE CF, SOS 

C F 4().. Private Girls School BEd SO,ESL IS 
9E 49 (HSES) History/ 

En~lish 
11 F 40- IO schools (counrry BEd so 9 
E 49 and city) (English & ESL) ESL 

MSES (+ a great deal of 
other) 

S& M SO- UK(MSES) Diploma so 32 
E 59 Geography 
D F 30- MSES-HSES 4: DipEd FS. SO, Aboriginal 6 
9E 39 metropolitan Media/English English 

~ovcrnment schools 
11 F 20- MSE-HSE 4: DipT TESOL 2 
E 29 TESOL 
S& F 40- Country PS 4: DipT SO,ESL 21 
E 49 Priva1e girls high History/ 

school (NSWJ economics 
E F 3().. WA ruraJ catholic BEd FS, Blank Model II 
pp 39 school ECE Qucs1ioning 

RuraJ SHS 
4 M 40- WALSE 3 year Diploma FS 20 

49 
7 F 40- UK private girls school BEd FS, SO, Bookshelf 27 

49 PS + geography & (reading), Special 
Enilish Needs in Reading. 
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F F 50- L-MSES PS 3Cerl FS, KOSP(oral 25 
PP S9 L-MSESSHS ECE language) 

Speech pathologist 
CJ! story lrain 

4 F 40· Y 1-6 Nth Ireland Dl:d rs. so. Focus 26 
49 Y 6-7 I.SES-MSES PS Reading Tc,1cher 

lower-middle SES SHS 
7 F 40- Country PS BEd ERICA, FS, SO, 26 

49 Country SHS lntcrcul111ral & English SOS 
Aboriginal studies 

G F 30· MSES rs Dip ofT so JO 
9E 39 MSES-HSES SHS BEd LOTErcSOS 

Honours 
Italian & Enelish 

II F 40- LSES-MSES PS, BEd so 17 
E 49 MSES-HSES SHS, English SAER 

CountrySHS 
S& F 40- HSESSHS BEd so J7 
E 49 History 
H F 40- LSES. Victorian PS BEd ESL s 
9E 49 LSES-MSES SHS English & History TESOL 

Grad Cen (IP)* 
11 F 30- NSW BA so 10 
E 39 1 year WA (HSES) Dip Ed (Enulish) 
S& F 20- MSESSHS BEd History/ so s 
E 29 Aboriginal studies Aboriginal English 
I F 40- HSES PS, HSES BEd FS 1S 
pp 49 Private girls school Psychology 
4 F 40- SA BEd FSSO 30 

49 MSES 
7 F 30- MSES SHS fihd ELIC. FS 14 

39 Maths, special ed 
J F 30 · Malaysia PS ECE FS,Abl Eng 12 
pp 39 WA HSES private girls literacy 

school 
4 M 40- NZMSES BEd FS,SO 20. 

49 Art/Craft 
7 F 30- HSES private girls Diploma FS II . 

39 school Health 
K F 20- HSESSHS BEd SO,ESL 6 
9E 29 Drama 
11 F 40- LSES-MSES PS & BEd so 14 
E 49 SHS English literature 
S& F 40- HSESPS&SHS BEd SOESL 25 
E 49 Gtography 
L M 20- MSES SHS BEd NoPD 3 
9E 29 Media 
11 F 40- M-LSES PS BEd so 6 
E 49 Private 2:irls school English 
S& M 20- MSES SHS BEd Nil 4 
E 29 Economics 
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